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The Technology Transfer Accelerator - TTA Turkey Advisory Services
www.ttaturkey.org
The Technology Transfer Accelerator Turkey (TTA Turkey) - an initiative managed by European
Investment Fund (EIF) - aims to commercialise applied research from universities and scale up the
technology transfer market in Turkey, with a particular focus on spill-overs to the country’s less
developed regions.
Launched in 2014, TTA Turkey was designed by EIF in cooperation with the Ministry of Science, Industry
and Technology (MoSIT), the Scientific and Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK), the Delegation of
the European Union to Turkey and the DG Regional Policy of the European Commission. TTA Turkey
Project is co-financed by the EU and the Republic of Turkey under the Instrument for Pre-Accession
Assistance (IPA) funds and managed by EIF on behalf of the Ministry. The IPA Competitive Sectors
Programme is managed by MoSIT.
TTA Turkey was put in operation on 25 July 2014, and additional resources were made available on 22
December 2014. The main objective of TTA Turkey is to;
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• establish two independently managed TTA Turkey funds (DCP: Diffusion Capital Partners
and ACT Venture Partners) that invest in commercialisation of technology intensive research
coming out of universities and research centres in Turkey; and
• improve R&D commercialisation capacities of TTOs in Turkey including the ones in the 12 NUTS
II Regions, advance TÜBİTAK’s capacity on commercialization of R&D and supporting both
fund managers of TTA Turkey Funds for their deal sourcing and assessment activities through
Advisory Services and Networking component (AdviSeNet).
TTA Turkey AdviSeNet is a two year Project (December 2015 – December 2017) and is implemented
by the consortium of Türkiye Teknoloji Geliştirme Vakfı (TTGV), Bpifrance Financement (FR) and
VentureWell (US), led by TTGV.

Preface
By Deniz Bayhan, Heath Naquin and Eli Velasquez

The Technology Transfer Accelerator Turkey (TTA Turkey) - an initiative managed by the European
Investment Fund (EIF) - aims to commercialize applied research from Turkish universities and scale up
the technology transfer market in Turkey. By enhancing R&D commercialization capacities of Turkish
technology transfer offices (TTOs), they can further strengthen the innovation ecosystems across the
country. The initiative was made possible with support and contributions from Turkish, European,
and American partners who formed the Advisory Services and Networking component (AdviSeNet) of
the program. The partners included Türkiye Teknoloji Geliştirme Vakfı (TTGV), Bpifrance Financement
(FR) and VentureWell (US), led by TTGV.
An essential component of the initiative was the Call for Good Practices. TTA Turkey AdviSeNet
launched a call for good practices in innovation, technology transfer, and entrepreneurship. The
response was overwhelming and evidenced the incredible potential for TTOs to collaborate and
share effective technology transfer and commercialization methods and models across Turkey. In
addition, partners from the AdviSeNet also provided expert articles. The result of the collective
thought leadership across the country, along with global partner contributions, led to this book.
In this resource you will find practical, relevant, creative, and proven good practices across IP
intake processing, technology licensing, supporting startups, access to funding, Industry/University
collaboration, TTO sustainability, trends in SME innovation, new Entrepreneurial education
approaches, and much more. The contributions come directly from TTO directors, entrepreneurs,
investors, industry experts, and policy shapers from across the globe. Therein, the good practices
represent a diverse cross-section of the innovation ecosystem both in Turkey and beyond.
We would like to thank Dr. Sinan Tandoğan and Dr. Alp Eren Yurtseven from TÜBİTAK for their
cooperation and for their TTO analysis. We wish to thank Prof. Dr. Erkan Erdil and Dr. Hadi Tolga
Göksiden, Rathindra DasGupta, and Patrick Terroir for their contribution with their valuable articles.
We also would like to thank all of the respondents from the TTOs, without whose cooperation we
would not have been able to publish this Technology Transfer Book of Knowledge with Turkish TTO
Good Practices.
This book, introduced at the T3N Conference, “Technology Transfer: Breakthrough to Excellence”, on
November 14, 2017, may be downloaded from the www.ttaturkey.org platform. As a foremost and
preeminent work in the field of technology transfer, the contributing authors’ desire is for the reader
to “Understand, Adapt, and Reuse” the good practices described herein.
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1513 PROGRAMI KAPSAMINDA
DESTEKLENEN TEKNOLOJİ
TRANSFER OFİSLERİNİN
PERFORMANSI ÜZERİNE BİR
DEĞERLENDİRME
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Dr. Alp Eren Yurtseven, TÜBİTAK TEYDEB
Dr. Sinan Tandoğan, TÜBİTAK TEYDEB

Bu çalışmada belirtilen görüş ve öneriler tamamen yazarlara ait olup; bu görüşler, TÜBİTAK’a, TÜBİTAK’la
ilişkili olan kurum ve kuruluşlara, TÜBİTAK ve TÜBİTAK’la ilişkili kurum ve kuruluşları temsil eden kişilere
atfedilemez ve bu kişi, kurum ve kuruluşları bağlayıcı nitelikte değildir.

1 Giriş:
Amerika Birleşik Devletleri’nde başlayıp yaygınlaşan üniversiteden sanayiye “teknoloji transferi” kavramı,
temel olarak kamu tarafından fonlanan temel araştırma çıktılarının teknolojik olarak olgunlaştırılması ve
ekonomik değere dönüştürülmesi süreçlerini kapsamaktadır. Üniversitelerdeki araştırma sonuçlarının bu
bakış açısıyla değerlendirilmesi, ekonomik değere dönüşme olasılığı olan buluşlara ait fikri mülkiyet haklarının
korunması ve bu hakların sözleşme ile sanayiye aktarılması sonucunda gelir elde edilmesi gibi faaliyetler bu
sürecin birer parçasıdır. Ancak bu faaliyetlerin başarılı olarak sürdürülebilmesi için alan uzmanlığı ve zamanla
oluşan bir bilgi birikimi gerekmektedir. Bu bağlamda, alan uzmanlığı gerektiren teknoloji transferi sürecine
özgü faaliyetlerin koordinasyonunun sağlanması için üniversitelerin bünyesinde farklı bir organizasyon yapısı
doğmuş ve bu organizasyonlar teknoloji transfer ofisi (TTO) olarak adlandırılmışlardır.
Üniversitelerde yapılan araştırmalar sonucu ortaya çıkan buluşlar üzerinde üniversitenin de hak sahibi
olmasını sağlayan ve 1980 yılında yürürlüğe giren Bayh-Dole yasası ile birlikte Amerika Birleşik Devletleri’nde
üniversiteler tarafından tescil edilen patent sayılarında hızlı bir artış olmuş; buna bağlı olarak üniversite
bünyesindeki patent portföyünün ticarileştirilmesi amacıyla teknoloji TTO’ların sayısı da artmıştır. Farklı
ülkeler Bayh – Dole yasasına benzeyen düzenlemelerle üniversitelerin teknoloji transferi süreçlerinde daha
etkin rol almasını sağlama yoluna gitmişlerdir.
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Bilim ve Teknoloji Yüksek Kurulu (BTYK), 27 Aralık 2011 tarihli ve 23 sayılı toplantısında aldığı kararla
“araştırmacıların ekonomik katma değer yaratma süreçlerine etkin bir şekilde katılabilmelerini sağlamak
ve akademik girişimciliği tetiklemek için” çeşitli işlevler üstlenerek bir arayüz olan TTO’ların desteklenmesi
görevini TÜBİTAK’a vermiştir. BTYK’nın aldığı karara istinaden oluşturulan 1513 – Teknoloji Transfer Ofisleri
Destekleme Programı, TÜBİTAK Bilim Kurulunun 07 Temmuz 2012 tarihli ve 210 sayılı toplantısında kabul
edilerek yürürlüğe girmiştir. 1513 Programı kapsamında açılan üç çağrı sonucunda halen 25 TTO’ya destek
sağlanmaktadır.
1513 Programı kapsamında desteklenen faaliyetler beş modül altında toplanmıştır. Bu modüllerin içeriği
aşağıdaki gibidir:
• Modül 1: Farkındalık, Tanıtım, Bilgilendirme ve Eğitim Hizmetleri: Bu modül ile iş dünyasının, Ar-Ge
projeleri yürütme, üniversite ile işbirliği yaparak projeler geliştirme, teknoloji ve yenilik konularında
bilgi sahibi kılınması amaçlanmaktadır. Modül çerçevesinde yürütülebilecek faaliyetler, üniversitelerin
iş dünyasına yönelik olarak sahip oldukları yetkinliklerinin, kaynakların ve işbirliği imkânlarının
tanıtılması, yeni teknolojiler, Ar-Ge sistematiği vb. konularda eğitim organizasyonları düzenlenmesi ve
üniversite sanayi işbirliğine yönelik çeşitli bilgilendirme etkinliklerinin yapılması şeklinde sıralanabilir.
• Modül 2: Destek Programlarından Yararlanmaya Yönelik Hizmetler: Bu modül çerçevesinde
TTO tarafından yürütülebilecek faaliyetler; üniversitelerin ve iş dünyasının çeşitli hibe destek
programlarından yararlanması için bilgilendirme, projelendirme ve idari destek işlemleri vb. olarak
tanımlanabilir. Ulusal ve uluslararası araştırma projeleri kapsamında üniversite çatısı altında üretilecek
yeni bilgi ve teknolojiler, TTO’nun asli katma değerini oluşturacağı lisanslama ve ticarileştirme
faaliyetleri için en önemli girdilerden birini oluşturmaktadır.
• Modül 3: Proje Geliştirme/Yönetim Hizmetleri (Üniversite Sanayi İşbirliği Faaliyetleri): Bu modülün

ana ekseni, üniversitelerin sahip oldukları akademik bilgi birikiminin özel sektör Ar-Ge projelerinde
kullanılmasıdır. Bu modül çerçevesinde TTO tarafından yürütülecek faaliyetler; çeşitli iletişim
araçlarının kullanılarak firmaların ihtiyaçlarının belirlenmesi ve projelendirilmesi, belirlenen projelere
destek verecek araştırmacıların bulunması, işbirliğine yönelik kontratların oluşturulması, projelerin
yürütülmesi esnasında verilecek koordinasyon hizmetleri olarak örneklendirilebilir. Bu modül
kapsamında oluşacak çıktılar da teknoloji transferi için önemli girdiler oluşturmaktadır.
• Modül 4: Fikri Sınai Hakların Yönetimi ve Lisanslama Hizmetleri: Üniversitelerde fikri mülkiyet
kapsamında değerlendirilebilecek proje ve çalışmaların belirlenmesi, fikri mülkiyet yönetimi
çerçevesinde gizlilik, know-how, tescil vb. kararların alınması, tescil işlemleri (faydalı model, patent
vb.), fikri mülkiyetin pazarlanması, lisanslanması ve kullanıcıya/müşteriye kullanım bilgisinin
aktarılması ile ilgili işlemler bu modül kapsamında yürütülecektir.
• Modül 5: Şirketleşme ve Girişimcilik Hizmetleri: Yeni ürün ve teknolojilerin ekonomiye kazandırılmasına
yönelik olarak araştırmacılar tarafından yürütülecek girişimcilik faaliyetlerinin desteklenmesi bu
modülün içeriğini oluşturmaktadır. Modül çerçevesinde TTO’lar, daha önceki çalışmalarından
kaynaklanan iş fikri olan araştırmacıları, söz konusu fikirlerinin projelendirilmesi, pazarlama, hukuk ve
idari işlemler gibi konularda danışmanlık, eğitim vb. hizmetler verilmesi şeklinde destekleyecektir.
1513 Programı’nın modüler yapısı altında tanımlanan faaliyetler ve teknoloji transfer süreci arasındaki ilişki
aşağıdaki şekilde özetlenebilir.
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Şekil 1 Teknoloji transfer süreci

2013 yılından beri teknoloji transfer ofislerine aktarılan destek tutarı yaklaşık 87 milyon TL’dir. Yıllar itibarı ile
teknoloji transfer ofislerine sağlanan destek tutarları Şekil – 2’de gösterilmektedir.

Şekil 2 Yıllar itibarı ile teknoloji transfer ofislerine sağlanan destek tutarları (TL)
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Şekil 2’den görülebileceği gibi 2015 yılından itibaren TTO’lara aktarılan kaynak yılda ortalama 20 milyon
TL düzeyindedir. Kullandırılan kaynağın fırsat maliyeti de göz önünde bulundurulursa, 1513 Programı
kapsamında TTO’lara verilen destekten elde edilen kamu yararının analizine ihtiyaç duyulduğu ortadadır.
Ancak “kamu yararı” doğrudan ölçülebilen bir kavram olmadığından, 1513 Programı kapsamında verilen
destekler ile ulaşılan sonuçlar, Şekil-1’deki teknoloji transfer süreci ile ilgili performans göstergeleri ile analiz
edilebilir.
Çalışmanın ikinci bölümünde Ağustos ve Eylül 2017’de TTO yöneticilerinden derlenen veriler sunularak
yorumlanacaktır. Çalışmanın üçüncü bölümünde elde edilen bulgular özetlenecektir. Çalışmanın son
bölümünde ise TTO’ların daha etkin hale gelmesi ve TTO’lara verilen desteklerden elde edilen faydanın
artırılmasına yönelik öneriler verilecektir.

2 Teknoloji Transferi Süreci Adımları ve TTO’ların Performansı
Bu kısımda sunulan performans göstergelerinin derlenmesi için 1513 Programı kapsamında desteklenen TTO
yöneticilerine bir anket gönderilmiştir. Desteklenen 25 TTO’nun 24’ünün yöneticileri anketi cevaplamıştır.
TTO yöneticilerine gönderilen ankette talep edilen veriler aşağıdaki gibidir:
•
•
•
•
•

TÜBİTAK Programları ve diğer fon sağlayıcılardan akademik araştırmalar için alınan araştırma kaynağı
Üniversite – sanayi işbirliği ile yürütülen projelerde üniversiteye ayrılan araştırma kaynağı
Buluş bildirimi sayısı
Ulusal ve uluslararası patent başvuru sayısı
Tescil edilen ulusal ve uluslararası patent başvurusu sayısı

TTO’ların temel amacı, üniversitelerdeki araştırma sonuçlarının çeşitli yöntemlerle ekonomik değere
dönüştürülmesi ile kamu yararı yaratılmasına katkı sağlamaktır. Yukarıdaki göstergelerin teknoloji transferi
sürecindeki girdiler olduğu kabul edilirse, TTO’ların yukarıda açıklanan her bir modülden elde ettikleri gelirin
de üniversitelerdeki bilgi birikiminin ekonomik değere dönüşmesi için bir gösterge olduğu söylenebilir. Bu
nedenle, TTO’ların her bir modüldeki gider ve gelir tutarları da TTO yöneticilerinden talep edilmiştir.
Bu çalışma, 1513 Programı kapsamında desteklenen TTO’ların genel durumunu değerlendirmeyi
amaçlamaktadır. TTO performanslarının göreceli olarak analizi, girdi ve çıktılar üzerinden verimlilik
analizi yapılarak TTO’ların sıralanması bu çalışma kapsamı dışındadır. Çalışmada bildirilen değerler, TTO
yöneticilerinden alındığı haliyle raporlanmış ve ilave bir doğrulama yapılmamıştır. Bu husus da çalışmanın
bir kısıtı olarak dikkate alınmalıdır.

2.1 Araştırma için Ayrılan Kaynak
1513 Programı kapsamında desteklenen TTO’ların destek süresi içerisinde araştırma için kullandıkları
ortalama bütçe tutarları Şekil – 3’te gösterilmektedir.
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Şekil 3 Destek süresi içerisindeki yıllık araştırma bütçesi ortalaması (TL)

Yukarıdaki şekilden görülebileceği gibi üniversiteler, araştırma için ağırlıklı olarak TÜBİTAK ve diğer fon
sağlayıcılardan elde ettikleri kaynakları kullanmaktadır. Üniversite – sanayi işbirliği projeleri kapsamında
üniversitelere ayrılan araştırma kaynağının oranı düşüktür. Bu tür projelerin de TÜBİTAK ve diğer kurumlar
tarafından desteklendiği göz önünde bulundurulursa üniversitelerde araştırma için ayrılan kaynağın çok
yüksek bir ağırlıkla kamu tarafından karşılandığı söylenebilir.

En yüksek araştırma kaynağına sahip üniversite, yılda ortalama 93 milyon TL düzeyinde bir bütçe
kullanabilmektedir. İlk 10 sırada yer alan üniversiteler için bu tutar 47 milyon TL iken son 10 sırada yer alan
üniversiteler yılda ortalama 5,5 milyon TL tutarında araştırma kaynağına erişebilmektedir.
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Şekil 4 Destek süresi içerisinde akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi ortalaması (TL)

Üniversiteler arasındaki ölçek, bulunulan ilin ekonomik, sosyal ve kültürel şartları ve organizasyon yapısı
(kamu üniversitesi ve vakıf üniversitesi) farkları göz önünde bulundurulursa üniversitelerin kullandığı toplam
araştırma bütçesinin normalize edilmesi gerekebilir. Üniversitelerdeki akademisyen başına düşen araştırma
bütçesi Şekil – 4’te verilmiştir.
Şekil 3’te verilen toplam araştırma bütçesi sıralamasında ilk 10 sırada yer alan üniversitelerden 7 tanesi,
akademisyen başına düşen araştırma bütçesi sıralamasında da ilk 10’da yer almaktadır. Buna göre ilk 10
sırada yer alan üniversitelerde akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi yaklaşık 190 bin TL iken, son 10 sırada
yer alan üniversitelerde bu tutar 10 bin TL’ye düşmektedir.
Mutlak tutarlar ve akademisyen sayısına göre normalize edilmiş araştırma bütçeleri dikkate alındığında
üniversitelerin araştırma potansiyelleri arasında önemli farklar olduğu gözlemlenmiştir.

2.2 Buluş Bildirimi
Araştırma sonuçlarının patentle korunması sürecindeki ilk adım, buluş sahiplerinin buluş bildiriminde
bulunmasıdır. TTO’ların destek süresi içerisinde aldığı yıllık ortalama buluş bildirim sayıları Şekil – 5’te
gösterilmektedir.

Şekil 5 Destek süresi içerisindeki yıllık ortalama buluş bildirimi sayısı

Şekil 5’ten görülebileceği gibi iki TTO, yılda ortalama 100’ün üzerinde buluş bildirimi toplayarak
değerlendirmektedir. İlk 10 sırada yer alan üniversitelerde yıllık ortalama buluş bildirim sayısı 60 civarındayken,
son 10 sırada yer alan üniversitelerde bu sayı 14’e kadar düşmektedir. Toplam araştırma bütçesinde ilk 10
sırada yer alan 3 üniversite, buluş ifşa sayısı bakımından son 10’da yer almaktadır.
Üniversitelerdeki araştırmacı sayısının yıllık ortalama buluş ifşa sayısına oranı, üniversitedeki araştırmacıların
fikri mülkiyet haklarının korunması konusundaki farkındalığının bir göstergesi olarak değerlendirilebilir. Bu
oran Şekil 6’da sunulmaktadır.

Şekil 6 Akademisyen sayısının buluş ifşa sayısına oranı
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Şekil 6’da görülebileceği gibi, ilk sırada yer alan üniversitede her 3 akademisyen yılda ortalama bir buluş
bildiriminde bulunmaktayken, son sırada yer alan üniversitede her 128 akademisyenden bir tanesinden
buluş bildirimi gelmektedir. Derlenen sonuçlar, üniversitelerin patent üretkenliği bakımından önemli ölçüde
farklı olduğunu göstermektedir.

2.3 Ulusal ve Uluslararası Patent Başvuruları
TTO’ların destek süresi içerisinde yaptığı yıllık ortalama patent başvurusu sayıları Şekil – 7’de verilmiştir.
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Şekil 7 Destek süresi içerisindeki yıllık ortalama patent başvurusu sayıları

TTO’lardan derlenen verilere göre, ilk 10 sırada yer alan üniversiteler yılda ortalama 25 ulusal 9 uluslararası
patent başvurusu yapmaktadır. Son 10 sırada yer alan üniversiteler ise yılda ortalama 7 ulusal, 3 uluslararası
patent başvurusu yapmaktadır. Bir önceki kısımda bahsedildiği gibi, üniversitelerin patent üretkenliği
konusunda önemli farklar bulunmaktadır.

2.4 Ulusal ve Uluslararası Patent Tescilleri
Şekil 8’de görülebileceği gibi anketi cevaplayan TTO’ların yaklaşık dörtte biri henüz ulusal patent tescil
edemiştir. %18’sinde ise destek süresi içerisinde tescil edilen ulusal patent sayısı yılda birden azdır. TTO’ların
%27’si yılda 5’ten fazla ulusal patent tescil etmeye başlamıştır. Patent başvurusu ve tescili arasında iki yıl gibi
bir süre olduğu dikkate alındığında, TTO’ların patent portföylerinin destek süreci içerisinde zenginleşmeye
başladığı ve patent tescil sayılarının zamanla artacağı söylenebilir.

Şekil 8 Ulusal patent tescili sayılarının dağılımı

Uluslararası patent tescilleri dikkate alındığında, TTO’ların yarısından fazlasının henüz uluslararası patent
tescili gerçekleştiremediği görülmektedir.
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Şekil 9 Uluslararası patent tescili sayılarının dağılımı

2.5 TTO’ların Gelir Modelleri
TTO’ların destek süresi içerisindeki gelirlerinin giderlerine oranı Şekil 10’da verilmiştir. Aşağıdaki şekilden
görülebileceği gibi 7 TTO, giderlerinden fazla gelir elde ederek öz yeterliliklerini sağlamış durumdadırlar.
Ancak TTO faaliyetlerinin sürdürülebilirliği bakımından elde edilen gelirlerin kompozisyonu da büyük

önem taşımaktadır. 1513 Programı’nın amaçları doğrultusunda TTO’ların ağırlıklı olarak 4. ve 5. Modüller
kapsamında gelir elde etmesi beklenmektedir.
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Şekil 10 TTO’ların ortalama öz yeterliliği

TTO’ların 1. Bölüm’de açıklanan modüller bazında elde ettikleri gelirlerin dağılımı Şekil 11’de verilmektedir.
Şekil 11’de gösterildiği gibi, beklentinin aksine TTO gelirleri 2. ve 3. Modüllerden kaynaklanmaktadır. Şekil
12’de görülebileceği gibi, 1.,2. ve 3. Modül gelirleri ile 4. ve 5. Modül gelirleri ayrı olarak gruplandığında bu
durum daha açık biçimde ortaya çıkmaktadır.

Şekil 11 TTO gelirlerinin modüllere göre dağılımı

Şekil 12 TTO gelirlerinin dağılımı (gruplandırılmış)

3 Bulgular
TTO yöneticilerine gönderilen anketle derlenen verilerden elde edilen bulgular aşağıdaki gibidir:
• Toplam araştırma bütçesi ve akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi gibi göstergeler dikkate alındığında,
üniversitelerin araştırma kapasitelerinin önemli ölçüde farklı olduğu görülmektedir.
• Buluş bildirimi, patent başvurusu ve patent tescili gibi göstergelere göre üniversitelerin patent
üretkenliği de önemli ölçüde farklılık göstermektedir. Yukarıda da bahsedildiği gibi toplam araştırma
bütçesi ve araştırmacı başına bütçe gibi ölçütlerde ilk 10 sırada yer alan 3 üniversite, patent üretkenliği
bakımından son 10 sıradadır.
• TTO’ların büyük kısmı henüz operasyonel maliyetlerini karşılayabilecek kadar gelir elde edememektedir.
Öz yeterlilik bakımından son 10 sırada yer alan TTO’larda gelir-gider oranı %24 seviyesindedir.
• Sürdürülebilirlik açısından TTO’ların öz yeterliliği kadar elde edilen gelirin kompozisyonu da büyük
önem taşımaktadır. TTO’ların önemli bir kısmı sadece 2. ve 3. modül kapsamındaki faaliyetlerden gelir
elde etmektedir.
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4 Öneriler
TTO’ların buluş bildirimi başına akademisyen ve akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi ölçütlerine göre
dağılımı aşağıdaki şekilde gösterilmektedir.
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Şekil 13 TTO’ların dağılımı

Şekil 13’te sağ üst bölümde yer alan üniversitelerde akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi göreceli olarak
yüksektir. Ancak bu üniversitelerdeki patent üretkenliği ve fikri mülkiyet farkındalığı diğer üniversitelere göre
düşüktür. Bu üniversitelerde faaliyet gösteren TTO’ların özellikle 4. Modül faaliyetlerine ağırlık vermesi ve
fikri mülkiyet portföylerini zenginleştirmeleri önerilmektedir.
Sol üst bölümde yer alan üniversitelerde, akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi ve patent üretkenliği göreceli
olarak yüksektir. Bu üniversitelerdeki TTO’ların fikri mülkiyet portföylerini zenginleştirmeye devam ederken
mevcut patentlerini lisanslamak için 4. Modül faaliyetlerine odaklanmaları, bu portföyü etkin kullanabilmek
için 5. Modül kapsamındaki faaliyetlerini de gözden geçirmeleri önerilmektedir.
Sol alt bölümde yer alan üniversitelerdeki patent üretkenliği göreceli olarak yüksektir. Ancak bu
üniversitelerdeki akademisyen başına araştırma bütçesi göreceli olarak düşüktür. Bu üniversitelerdeki
TTO’ların 2. ve 3. Modül faaliyetlerine odaklanmaları ve üniversiteye daha fazla araştırma kaynağı
kazandırmaları gözlemlenen araştırma potansiyelinin daha verimli kullanılabilmesi için önerilmektedir.
Sağ alt bölümde yer alan üniversitelerde akademisyen başına düşen araştırma bütçesi ve patent üretkenliği
düşüktür. Büyük tıp fakültelerine sahip bu üniversitelerde faaliyet gösteren TTO’ların özellikle sağlık
alanına özgü teknoloji transfer mekanizmaları geliştirerek Modül faaliyetlerini bu iş modellerine göre

gözden geçirmeleri önerilmektedir. Şekil 13’te gösterilen dağılıma özgü önerilerin yanı sıra 1513 Programı
kapsamında desteklenen bütün TTO’larla ilgili öneriler aşağıdaki gibidir.
BiGG Teknogirişim Programında uygulayıcı kuruluş olarak da desteklenen TTO’da girişimcilik alanında
faaliyetleri içeren 5. Modül kapsamından BiGG 1. Aşama etkinliklerini ayırarak üniversitelerinin araştırma
çıktılarının ticarileşmesi ve akademik girişimcilik alanında yeni yöntemler ve çözümler geliştirmeleri
beklenmektedir.
Araştırma üniversitesi olarak seçilen üniversite TTO’larının özellikle seçilen araştırma alanlarında ticarileştirme
ve teknoloji transferi konularında yetkinleşme sağlayacak önlemler almaları, personel yetiştirmeleri ve bu
yetkinliklerini diğer üniversitelerle paylaşmaları önerilmektedir.
Teknoloji transfer sürecinin daha etkin biçimde yürütülebilmesi için TTO’ların patent portföylerini birleştirerek
tekil patent lisanslaması yerine birbiri ile ilişkili ve tamamlayıcı patentleri paket haline getirerek lisanslama
faaliyetlerinde ortak hareket etmeleri önerilmektedir.
TTO’lar, iş modellerini faaliyet gösterdikleri üniversitelerin araştırma kapasitesini yansıtacak şekilde gözden
geçirmeli ve buna göre önlemler geliştirmelidir. Bu bağlamda TTO’lar, 1513 Programı’nın amaç ve hedeflerini
de göz önünde bulundurarak gelirlerini artıracak yöntemler geliştirmelidir. Ancak TTO’lar gelirlerini artırırken
iş modellerinin sürdürülebilirliğini de dikkate almalıdır. TTO’lar, iş modellerini 4. ve 5. Modül kapsamındaki
faaliyetlerden gelir elde ederek öz yeterlilik kazanacak biçimde güncellemelidir
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A Snapshot on the Theory of KTT and UIC
This introduction for Turkish Technology Transfer Book of Knowledge aims to highlight the theoretical
discussions on knowledge and technology transfer (KTT) in the context of university-industry collaborations in
a retrospective way. It also enriches the discussion by providing a framework for analysing these interactions
and enlists some stylized fact on Turkish UIC. The ever-increasing significance of knowledge for almost all
societies has shaped our daily routines and creative capacities. The principal nest of knowledge in today’s
world is universities. The recent decades have witnessed the changing role of universities in the complex
and entangled world of interactions. On the other hand, the industry in itself has changed tremendously
even in quicker manner than the universities. Thus, the main question is how these changes both in the
university and industry side shape and reshape their interactions in such a dynamic world.
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The academic literature on welfare in evolutionary economics mainly focuses on fostering education
and innovation as a central means of welfare and growth. In this perspective, it is considered that the
transformation and development of societies is strongly depended upon the technological development or
the emergence of technological routines. However, one may argue that this strong emphasis on innovation
and technology only represents a fragment of an evolutionary welfare economics. Nevertheless, some
additional arguments and theories related to other dimensions of economic welfare might highlight the
importance of the need for a proper analysis of knowledge creation in societies. In this context, it can
also be argued that suggesting a concise concept of evolutionary welfare is a necessary condition for the
development of an evolutionary welfare framework.
Supposedly, the evolutionary welfare framework, presented in Figure 1, points out that growth and
development has bidirectional causality and thus, a concurrent feedback. Moreover, current approaches
suffer from a vague or limited applied research to determine the real strength of welfare economies. Of
course, we are challenging a neoclassical welfare or purely Keynesian welfare; but the locus of our approach
is implicitly founded on the theory of evolutionary welfare including gradual improvements of all capital
infrastructures including actors, institutions, human capital and relational capital through collaboration
networks in the context of economics of technology. From this perspective; as one of the most important
per-capita for welfare economics; we propose that the university-industry (U-I) interactions (linkages,
collaboration, etc.) should further be analysed through the synopsis of technological development. In
addition, we further propose that the specific analysis for U-I interactions should be accomplished for
emerging economies that encounter infrastructural problems or problems at various levels of innovation
systems (national, regional, sectoral, technological); but having relative advantages in terms of relational
capital and technology transfer as well.

Figure 1: The evolutionary welfare framework

Source: Own construction

In the context of the relation between knowledge and innovation, the commodification process of knowledge
as a product of various activities exhibits different characteristics as compared to other commodities. The
relationship between use and exchange value observed in other commodities have different peculiarities
for the case of knowledge. The use value of other commodities is decreasing through consumption while
the process is completely the reverse in the use of knowledge. The use value of knowledge increases as it
is consumed. In order to consider knowledge as a commodity in economic sense, it should be convenient
to be exchanged in the market. The main process in this context is the transformation of information to
knowledge. The final output of this activity makes the knowledge measurable and objectively valued. One
of these processes is the codification of knowledge. Knowledge is the deduction and transformation of
information in which it creates an impact on the decisions of economic actors. As defined in Oslo Manual
(OECD, 2005), “An innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good
or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices,
workplace organization or external relations”. In the modern age, due to tremendous technological change
and uninterrupted speed in flows of information, knowledge is treated as the central motor power of
economic development and innovation as the key force of competition in the market. Then the question
of how the knowledge embedded in the universities should be responded for the welfare of the societies.
Some part of the answer lies in the concept of entrepreneurial university. In addition to classical missions
of university – teaching and research, a new mission is added as the third mission. The knowledge-based
economy and entrepreneurial university concepts are keys to grasp this new mission of the universities.
Etzkowitz (2002) delineated that the first examples of university-industry interactions are observed in
17th century in German pharmacology sector. These examples are classified as the seeds of academic
entrepreneurship. However, the early instances for the intermediary role of researchers between university
and industry and consultancy services are witnessed in Harvard and MIT by the end of 19th century. It is
only within the 20th century, U-I relations analysis is extended with changing relations between science and
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industry as related with how knowledge is produced and how social linkages effect the relationship between
science and the university (Martin 2003).
Extended transformation of U-I relations is depicted in the end of 20th century with one of the most common
approaches namely as “Triple Helix” (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; Etzkowitz, 2008). This approach is
based on the assumption that there exist three intrinsic poles in economic terms: university, industry and
government. It is evident that, in the 20th century, all these poles have abruptly connected with each other.
One of the important scales is that the Triple Helix model succeeds catch-up by creating new forms of
organizations. Academia, industry and government play the intrinsic role of organizational and economic
development. Finally, this new means of economic growth has of course an important role to recognize
catch-up for emerging economies (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Triple Helix Model

Tri-lateral Networks
(collaboration networks)
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Source: Own construction

On the following, engaging a wide range of actors has long been fundamental to economic development, the
significance of and the need for a new approach has emerged: Quadruple Helix model by proposing to add
a fourth group (civil society as innovation users) to a classical Triple Helix model. This model is potentially
“open” to support economic development (since these different actors have skills and knowledge);
furthermore, this model develops open innovation’s dialect with a new development approach in that of
innovations are pertinent for users who drive the innovation processes. In line with this perspective, new
innovative products, services and solutions are developed with the involvement of users in their role as lead
users, co-developers and co-creators (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Quadruple Helix Model

Source: Own construction

Any examination of failure of catch-up between university-industry interactions reveals different approaches.
Nevertheless, we claim that the underlying reasoning is the potential failure of the “iteration” process, or
“feedback” loops, which characterize the continuing progress of science and technology. As Beckers (1984)
depicts in his study, the iterative process involving universities and industry should be complementary to
each other in which society progresses ideas, knowledge and applications together. The “Quadruple Helix”
model better explains U-I interactions by the development of a society with new technology-based firms
(start-up companies) that eventually benefit from proximity to the university. Benefiting from organizational
and technologies proximities, we may summarize the fact that firms are eventually created by either
academics or (former) students or by companies that moved in from other areas, including international
enterprises. Start-ups’ emergence in technological districts have also provided a technological development
environment, as common to the early stages of 21st century.
Gibb et al. (2013) discusses that the university has been subject to different conceptualizations both
internationally and within national boundaries. This disagreement in the literature produces different
taxonomies, roles and meanings for the public value of the universities. However, the recent classifications
always include two concepts, namely commercialization of research output or university know-howtransfer of codified and tacit knowledge- and entrepreneurial university.2 This change crates pressures on
the universities to change the organization and management of the universities especially in the last decade
(Eurydice, 2005; Gibb et al., 2013; and Sin et al., 2016). All these changes named as “Changing University
Paradigm” by Gibb et al. (2013). Figure 1 summarizes the paradigm but what is in reality is the previously
discussed dilemma. The universities face the problem of how to tackle with the problems around two axes
namely simple to complex and certain to uncertain depending upon their capacities/capabilities. The ones
that solve the problem find higher ranks in various indices and become globally recognized entrepreneurial
universities together with as champions of other classical missions.
2 A different and detailed version of this paper is forthcoming in Innovation and the Entrepreneurial University, (eds. D. Meissner, E. Erdil and

J. Chataway) Berlin: Springer, 2018, in press.
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Figure 4: The Dilemma of Universities

Source: Gibb et al. (2013).
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Some Stylized facts on KTT and UIC in Turkey
Following the theoretical approach, this part of the introduction will focus on KTT and UIC in an analytical
and critical fashion. The recent public support for technology transfer offices (TTOs) commenced in 2013 is
definitely a step forward in the policy context though it keeps the internal and persistent structural problems
intact.
Kiper (2010) depicts that successful UIC depends on the structure of formation of a set of interfaces (suitable
instruments) to create an environment enabling communication between both parties. In addition, for
Turkey, we may list the relative interfaces and intermediaries that the considered to be currently effective
for a successful UIC environment as follows:
• Technoparks - Scienceparks (TP)
• Scientific Research Programmes (SRP)
• Start-ups (StrU)
• Spin-offs (SPnO)
• Academic Research Centers (ARCs)
• University Laboratories (UL)
• Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs)
• Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology (MoSIT)
o TÜBİTAK (Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey)

o KOSGEB (Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organization)
o Development Agencies (DA)
• University Revolving Capital (URC)
• European Union Framework Programme (FP7, etc.)
Moreover, we might depict that the functioning of UICs; to foster the commercialization of public R&D
outcomes; implies various forms of institutional arrangements among aforementioned interfaces and
intermediaries. In this sense, UIC may also be categorized to be formal or informal (Hagedoorn et al., 2000),
(Table 1).
Table 1 - Institutional Forms and Arrangement of UIC in Turkey
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Source: Own construction (based on Hagedoorn et al., 2000)

Hence, the concept of UIC in Turkey contains all the systematic works in the field of scientific and
technological development by combining the possibilities mainly for innovation, technology transfer,
technology management consultancy and commercialization (IP and product) (Yıldırım and Güven, 2008).
Furthermore, academic literature also directed us to analysis of the formation of TTOs; as an important
organizational intermediary for sustaining UICs; that have a key position to manage the technology and
innovation within UIC. In Turkey, as similar to the findings in Babba et al. (2009), we describe below a basic
UIC support scheme formed by university TTOs’ the point of view (Figure 5):
Figure 5 – UIC Approach from a Turkish TTO point of view
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Source: Own construction

Finally, we propose that Turkey might close the gaps in the mid-run by sustaining a wide range of visionary
technology and development policies and programs that may be constructed upon a successful UIC regime.
In order to achieve this goal, among some other policy and program constitutions, we may also counsel over
some key facts in order to sustain a strong basis for a developing-regime UIC scheme:
• Inter-industry (industry-linked) education programs in the UIC environment
• Government incentives and funding for basic and applied research, supplemented at the level by
R&D investments by industry
• Know-how and funding for start-ups and spin-offs in order to scale-up of new businesses.
• Advanced institutional basis for UIC environment
• Strong capability building programs and policies for leading research universities to be the pioneer
for industrial development

• Robust policies for knowledge and technology transfer for IP protection
• More focus on decentralized and regional policies to mitigate regional disparities to foster sustainable
and inclusive innovation
In addition, from the developing countries’ perspective, we assume that industries are the driving force for
the UICs, where both university and government have limited roles. However, it is still not clear in academic
literature that the governments in developing countries, where universities are considered to be at the
center of economic research, might intervene at all collaboration stages the UICs by defining the appropriate
rules and objectives.
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Review of “entrepreneurship”:
Wikipedia defines entrepreneurship as the “process of designing, launching and running a new business,
which is more often than not, initially a small business, offering a product, process or service for sale or hire”
(Wikipedia contributors. Entrepreneurship. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia; last edited on October
20, 2017). On the other hand, people initiating these businesses, choosing/developing a business model,
generating value by identifying and exploiting new opportunities, acquiring the human and other required
resources, owning and managing the value creation process, and assuming the risk of failure are called
entrepreneurs (1, 2).
The impact entrepreneurs have had on society and continue to have simply cannot be ignored. For example,
think of one of the ways an individual can get a cab ride these days in any large city in the US - simply via a
smartphone and a great ‘app’ that enables smooth “communication” between nearby riders and drivers!
One such company responsible for this unique offering is Uber, founded in 2009 as UberCab by Garrett
Camp, the cofounder of StumbleUpon, and Travis Kalanick (3). Uber’s services and mobile app officially
launched in San Francisco in 2011; and in early 2017, Uber’s share of the ride-hailing industry in the United
States was reported to be 84% (3). Uber currently operates in many countries besides the United States.
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Now consider the example of Facebook, a popular social networking site that provides a useful and enjoyable
way to interact with others online. The Facebook website was launched in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg, along
with a few others from Harvard College (4). The unique offerings from Facebook include allowing users to
“add other users as ‘friends,’ exchange messages, post status updates and digital photos, share digital videos
and links, use various software applications [‘apps’] (Wikipedia contributors. Facebook. Wikipedia, The
Free Encyclopedia; last edited on October 21, 2017), and many more. An econometric analysis conducted
by Hann et al (5) to examine the impact of Facebook on the US economy in 2011 revealed the following
(conservative) estimates: the ‘app’ development platform of Facebook created at least 182,744 jobs, and
added a value of about $12.19 billion to the US economy.
Finally, consider ‘graphene’ (an allotrope of carbon) and its use in applications for medical diagnostics. Its
high electronic and thermal properties, as well as its high surface area to volume ratio (6) make graphene a
potential candidate for biological/chemical sensors; and in recent years, Graphene Frontiers (7) has received
attention in the development of graphene sensors and electronics for various industries including life
sciences and environmental. Graphene Frontiers was spun-off in 2011 by Dr. Charlie Johnson and Zhengtang
Luo, under the University of Pennsylvania’s UPstart program.
Realizing the positive impact entrepreneurs can have on society, there is naturally a growing interest
these days in nurturing their growth by providing “entrepreneurship education” to both practicing and
potential entrepreneurs. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to provide (based on literature survey) an
understanding of the entrepreneurship education concept, a comprehensive review of select best practices
(tools/models in use) for entrepreneurship education, and of the impact of entrepreneurship education
in the US and globally. The author assumes that this article will spark interest among readers for further
exploration (deep dive) on the topic of entrepreneurship education.

Entrepreneurship education (what and why):
Regardless of the field (science, technology, healthcare, social work, education), entrepreneurship education
can be viewed as a life-long learning process that enables one to develop a mindset/attitude to recognize/
exploit opportunities/markets, identify/solve problems, test concepts, collaborate with others, handle
uncertainty, and to explore other avenues for creating value (8, 9).
An entrepreneurship education program is often characterized (2) as: teaching “about” entrepreneurship
(meant to provide a general review of entrepreneurship); teaching “for” entrepreneurship (aimed at
aspiring entrepreneurs to help improve their know-how/savvy), and teaching “through” entrepreneurship
that involves experiential learning. The “about” and “for” approaches generally target secondary education
(‘secondary education’ refers to the last four years of high school in the US) and higher education (colleges/
universities) students. By contrast, teaching “through” entrepreneurship is for students at all levels of
education. It should also be noted that teaching “through” entrepreneurship could include potential and
practicing entrepreneurs who are not part of formal, degree-granting programs.
To empower the entrepreneurial spirit and to drive the impact of innovation in the global economy, several
universities in the US are currently offering faculty and students an innovation ecosystem that nurtures
innovation and entrepreneurship. Examples include the University of Michigan (http://cfe.umich.edu/),
Stanford University (https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/centers-initiatives/ces) and many
others. To inculcate an entrepreneurial mindset and to help translate fundamental research into emerging
products and services, federal agencies too (like the National Science Foundation and the National Institute
of Health) are contributing to the innovation ecosystem via the Innovation Corps Program: https://www.
nsf.gov/pubs/2017/nsf17559/nsf17559.htm. Although the US has had the longest history in teaching
entrepreneurship, other countries (China, Finland, and Qatar) appear to be emphasizing entrepreneurship
education as well in recent years (10).

Select entrepreneurship education tools:
Merriam Webster defines innovation as the introduction of something new (new idea, device, method).
However, it should be noted that simply having or generating an idea does not constitute innovation; the
idea has to be implemented in a form (product, process) and it must generate value (11). Since acceptance
and nurturing of ideas (incremental or disruptive) is important in any organization, an approach frequently
employed to increase the probability of generating and bringing ideas to life, and to allow for innovation to
blossom is Design Thinking.
Design thinking is a multi-step (iterative) process based on customer/user engagement (that is, developing
an understanding of the customers’/users’ unmet needs). There are many variants of the Design Thinking
process today; however, for the purpose of this paper, the five-phase model (called “modes”) proposed by
the Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford University in their d.school Bootcamp Bootleg document
is summarized below (12, 13).
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• Empathize: involves engaging with users, observing and listening to their needs/problems intrinsic to
their products.
• Define: purpose of this phase is to create a thoughtful and ‘actionable problem statement’ (14) based
on patterns and insights derived in the Empathize mode.
• Ideate: involves generating/creating the widest possible range of ideas for innovative solutions to the
problem statement created.
• Prototype: in this phase, low cost prototypes are built to investigate limits of the proposed solutions
(generated in the previous stage) implemented within these prototypes. This process allows a ground
for comparison, and subsequently allows the innovator to acquire more precise information on the
users’ feelings during interactions with their end products.
• Test: is the final stage of the 5-phase process, and involves testing the complete product with the
best solutions identified during the prototype phase. However, since the Design Thinking process is
iterative, information gathered from this phase may provide opportunities to refine prototypes and
even the problem statements.
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Like Design Thinking, Lean Start-up Methodology (LSM) is also a tool employed for driving innovation (15).
The lean start-up methodology, first proposed in 2008 by Eric Ries, has been found to not only apply to high
tech startup companies, but also to any individual, team, or company looking to translate research to the
marketplace (16).
The major components of LSM include:
• Business Model Canvas (BMC): consists of essential building blocks (Figure 1), and allows for
developing the founder’s hypotheses (guesses) for each element of the business model (17). Thus,
the BMC can be used as a tool that, at any given time, provides a coherent view of the key drivers of
a business; and describes the rationale of how an organization would make money (17).
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Figure 1: Nine business model building blocks, Osterwalder, Pigneur & al. 2010;
Business Model Alchemist - http://www.businessmodelalchemist.com/tools, CC BY-SA 1.0;
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11892574
Downloaded October 18, 2017

• Customer Discovery: this process requires the founder (and his /her team) to get out of the building
into the streets, talking to humans (customers are people), uncovering their (customers’) tormenting
pain points, and testing the hypotheses (17). The goal of this process then is to turn hypotheses into
facts; and key insights derived from customer interviews (in-person interviews highly recommended)
help refine/improve the business development elements (17). Thus, using the BMC as a laboratory
notebook to track progress during customer discovery is essential. Once in a while, based on learnings
from customer interviews, a major change to one of the nine business model hypotheses may occur
– this phenomenon is called a ‘pivot’ and is not necessarily to be perceived as a failure (17).
• Minimum Viable Product, MVP: is a product with minimal features (17) often used to demonstrate
future benefit(s) to a customer. Thus, an MVP is not a product for sale since it may undergo several
revisions/iterations based on customer feedback (17). Once the ‘attractiveness’ of a product

prototype to customers is validated (that is, product meets customer needs, and the customer finds
it valuable and easy to use), product-market fit or problem-solution fit is achieved (17).
To better clarify customer needs and how to create value for them, Alexander Osterwalder along with Yves
Pigneur and Alan Smith have introduced the Value Proposition Canvas (VPC); Figure 2 (18). The VPC “zooms”
into the details of the Value Proposition and Customer Segments of the BMC, thereby, enabling one to
analyze the product-market fit in a more systematic way though detailed information on the interactions
between customers and product. In addition to outlining the steps for using the VPC for testing/validating
assumptions (19), Alexander Ostwerwalder has introduced the concept of the Program Board to capture all
of the activities as well as track progress during the search for a successful business model (20).
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Figure 2: Value Proposition Canvas, Osterwalder, Pigneur and Smith, 2012.
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com
Copyright: Strategyzer AG/The makers of Business Model Generation and Strategyzer
http://businessmodelalchemist.com/blog/2012/08/achieve-product-market-fit-with-our-brand-new-valueproposition-designer.html
Downloaded October 18, 2017

In a recent article (21), Alexander Ostwerwalder uses the term “big picture” (implying one’s progress
towards finding/creating the right value proposition and a viable business model) to state that individuals/
teams frequently lose sight of the “big picture” when they get bogged down on details of testing activities

and learnings/insights from the customer discovery and validation process. The concept of “linking” the
testing, learnings/insights and decision/actions to the “big picture” is shown in Figure 3. Staying focused on
the “big picture” during the customer development process is, therefore, highly recommended.

Figure 3: Keep Your Eyes on the Prize (Big Picture), Alexander Ostwerwalder
Strategyzer.com
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/51913f1ce4b07b22f5332872/t/59cb1e358a02c756008834f3/1506483787538/
Strategyzer_Eyesontheprize?format=750w
http://blog.strategyzer.com/posts/2017/9/26/keep-your-eyes-on-the-prize
Downloaded: October 20, 2017

The BMC has been/is widely used/adopted by startups starting businesses and large corporations where the
metrics of success include profitability (revenue > spending). Consequently, questions/concerns have been/
are raised regarding the use of the BMC for ventures with social goals that exist independent of their profit
motive. Many social enterprises and not-for-profit organizations believe that a special canvas is needed for
their use since the proposed business model canvas should demonstrate the business/commercial as well
as the social impact to be achieved. Based on her work, however, Ingrid Burkett Knode (22) suggests that
separation of commercial and social impact for each element of the business model is a key to using the
BMC in social enterprise. This methodology then allows one to visualize both sides on the canvas and how
they interact inside the story of the business model.
The BMC has also been adapted for organizations such as defense (DoD) and the intelligence community
with “mission achievement” goals but no specific revenue goals. Thus, the “Mission Model Canvas” (Figure
4) has been proposed (23), and is in use for the Hacking for Defense (24) class at Stanford and other
universities. Detailed information on the Mission Model Canvas can be found in Reference 23. The primary
goal of Hacking for Defense (H4D) is to teach entrepreneurship to students who work closely with the
various government agency users, and learn to develop technology solutions to important national security
problems, develop MVPs, and build prototypes matching users’ needs (24).
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Figure 4: Mission Model Canvas. Designed by: Strategyzer AG & Steve Blank
The makers of Business Model Generation and Strategyzer.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://steveblank.com/2016/02/23/the-mission-model-canvas-an-adapted-business-model-canvas-for-missiondriven-organizations/
Downloaded October 18, 2017

Other examples of entrepreneurship education tools/models:
In recent years, many institutions in the US have collaborated through the Kern Entrepreneurial Engineering
Network (KEEN) to develop/instill an entrepreneurial mindset in undergraduate engineering students
(25). The KEEN approach consists of three key elements: Curiosity (to constantly investigate including
seeking opposing perspectives/views), Connection (to gain awareness and deep understanding by linking
information from various sources), and Creating Value (25).
The MIT Entrepreneurship Development Program helps entrepreneurs and others learn how to transform
their ideas into successful businesses, and how to increase entrepreneurial opportunities in their respective
places of employment as well as regionally (26). The objectives are accomplished through interactions with
faculty and successful entrepreneurs, visits to local startups, and hands-on training.

Impact of entrepreneurship education:
Success stories resulting from the use of the various entrepreneurship education tools described above are
summarized below to demonstrate the type of impact.
Impact of Design thinking: Village latrines: installing toilets in Cambodia and Vietnam (27), improving the
performance of the Oral-B Smart Tooth Brush (28), and sinks on top of toilet cisterns for saving both water
and space (29) are notable examples of design thinking in action.
Impact of Lean Startup Methodology: The Lean Startup movement has been applied to not just new
companies (large and small), but also to existing companies with the intent to help entrepreneurs and
managers become more ‘agile’ (work smarter and faster) and ‘audacious’ (to push, and challenge while
driving innovation). The interest in LSM from large corporations these days stems from the fact that, when
applied properly, LSM enables large corporations to innovate like start-ups (15).
A few examples of companies (large and small) that have benefitted from adopting LSM include:
1. Dropbox - using Lean Startup principles, Dropbox increased its number of registered users from
100,000 to over 4,000,000 in approximately 15 months (30).
2. Grockit – an online social learning company (founded in 2007) was able to get a product out the door
rapidly though “agile” development (30).
3. General Electric (GE) – after embracing LSM, GE created the FastWorks program to develop new
products faster, reduce product cost, and to achieve increased customer satisfaction; thereby gaining
a competitive advantage (15). GE eventually launched 100 FastWorks projects in US and other
countries. One of GE’s projects involved launching a home appliance that had used 10 MVPs (minimal
viable products) to seek customers’ thoughts.

Other large corporations embracing LSM include Intuit and Qualcomm (15):
The Lean Start-up Methodology has also played an important role in creating/introducing new initiatives
and programs. As stated earlier, one such program is the National Science Foundation (NSF) Innovation
Corps Teams (I-CorpsTM) (31), an entrepreneurship curriculum designed to help NSF-funded researchers
accelerate innovation (from discoveries resulting from their fundamental research) and to maximize the
potential for their new business ideas. The attached link (https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/icorps/resources.jsp) summarizes the impact (success stories) of the program since its initiation (2011).
Since NSF started the I-CorpsTM program in FY2011, several other Federal agencies have funded
I-CorpsTM cohorts including NIH, DHS, and USDA. The NSF I-CorpsTM Program also led to developing and
implementing the I-Corps@Ohio program (http://techtransfercentral.com/2015/07/15/ohio-launches-techcommercialization-effort-based-on-nsf-i-corps-program/) in 2015. I-Corps@Ohio is a statewide program to
assist faculty, staff and students from Ohio universities and colleges with commercialization. And in recent
years, many groups, including VentureWell, have worked to translate the LSM into international settings
with success in countries such as Turkey, Mexico, Morocco, Egypt and others.
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Impact of entrepreneurship curriculum on ‘mindset’: The change in “mindset” resulting from participation
in an entrepreneurship curriculum is demonstrated here with two case studies. The first one involves Matt
Wallenstein’s journey (as an academician) through an entrepreneurial curriculum, and his thoughts on
adapting the lean startup approach to conducting academic research moving forward (32). The second
case study is about Kwami Williams (Co-founder and CEO at Moringa Connect) who left the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT’s) D-Lab program (designed to work with people around the world and to
create solutions to global poverty challenges) and NASA Goddard and Kennedy Space Flight Centers to
become a social entrepreneur and create agricultural opportunities in Ghana (33).
Other Impacts: A study by Fossum et al (34) reveals that the Ph. D Innovation Program at the Thayer School
of Engineering at Dartmouth, despite the program being young, has contributed to successful outcomes in
terms of innovation and entrepreneurial skill development. For example, in comparison to its normal Ph. D
program, data collected between 2009 and 2015 show that 82% of the students from the Ph. D Innovation
Program pursued entrepreneurial activities (examples include start-ups and venture fund advisers) versus
1% from the regular Ph. D program. An important conclusion (thus far) drawn from this study is that
engineering students immersed in such training may be better equipped to make a positive economic and
technological impact worldwide.
The impact of entrepreneurship schooling on startup performance from a study conducted in Chile (35)
reveals the following:
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• 21-45% increase in the likelihood of external fundraising
• 24% increase in market traction
• 200% increase in jobs created
Finally, another recently completed study (36) in Chile shows that “entrepreneurial self-efficacy” (believing in
one’s ability to achieve intended/desired results related to entrepreneurship) is closely tied to entrepreneurs
facing high uncertainty. That is, unlike individuals with low levels of self-efficacy, the most self-efficacious
entrepreneurs were able to increase their “exploratory behavior” (ability to seek out, examine and analyze
new information) and identify more business opportunities when faced with an increased unpredictable/
uncertain climate. The authors suggest that entrepreneurship courses and interaction with peers are one
way to improve self-efficacy (34).

Conclusions:
Entrepreneurship education has proliferated in recent years, nationally and globally. Even if participating
students do not start their businesses, they all benefit from entrepreneurial learning. Not only do they
develop a mindset/attitude, but they also develop business acumen, enhance their creativity, initiative,
teamwork/networking ability, communication and writing skills, exploratory behavior, and many more.
Such students can subsequently be potential recruits for large corporations/startups that value innovation.
Educational leaders/policy makers across the world recognize the impact entrepreneurship education has/
is having on individuals, the economy and society at large.
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The importance of SMEs for the economies
Even if there are no standard definition of what SMEs are, it is generally considered that small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) are firms employing between 10 and 250 (or 500) people and that firms with up
to 10 employees are referred to as micro firms (it is often added a reference to a maximum turnover, like
less than EUR 50 million € in Europe). The two categories constitute Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) in the statistics1
In OECD economies MSMEs account for over 95% of firms and 60%-70% of employment, they generate a
large share of new jobs and provide around 45% of business sector value added2. Micro firms constitute
the bulk of MSMEs in all countries. In Europe for example, within the SME population, micro-enterprises
accounted for 92.7% of all enterprises active in 2014 in the non-financial business sector, and small and
medium enterprises for only 6.1% and 1.0%3. As regards employment micro SMEs accounted for 29.2% of
total employment, and small and medium-sized SMEs for 20.4% and 17.3% respectively. As regards value
added micro SMEs accounted for 21.1% of total valued added, and small and medium-sized SMEs for 18.2%
and 18.5% respectively (see 3).
However research shows that despite the crucial importance of the SME sector for the economy as a whole,
the harsh reality is that few SMEs survive and develop after some years (25% only after six years according
to some studies).4
Figure 1. Size of enterprises in different economies
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Source: Entrepreneurship-at-a-glance-2016, OECD5
1 IFC’s MSME Country Indicators http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/Industry_EXT_Content/IFC_External_Corporate_Site/Industries/

Financial+Markets/msme+finance/sme+banking/msme-countryindicators

2 http://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/1918307.pdf
3 Annual Report on European SMEs 2014 / 2015, http://www.pmievolution.it/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/annual-report-SME-2015.pdf
4 Accounting for intangibles: Financial reporting and value creation in the knowledge economy, The Work Foundation/Research Republic,

August 2009

5 http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/industry-and-services/entrepreneurship-at-a-glance-2016_entrepreneur_aag-

2016-en#page36

If we look at international comparisons, when it comes to the number of SMEs, the EU28 and the USA
are roughly comparable with 1.65 and 1.5 SMEs per million GDP. In contrast, the importance of SMEs in
providing employment is similar in the EU and Japan (6.6 and 7.1 person employed per SME), and much
lower in the USA, where SMEs account for slightly more than half (52%) of total employment in the nonfinancial business economy (see 3).
These MSMEs enterprises are distributed differently along the different sectors of the economies.

Source: WTO 2016 report6

A classification often used is to distinguish between two typologies based on technology intensity or
knowledge intensity to characterize the activities of SMEs (for a definition of these typologies see page 151
of the report).7
From the survey in Europe8 we learn that:
-

Within the SMEs, medium-sized enterprises are very often part of a group

-

The knowledge-intensive business services sector consists mostly of SMEs.

-

The large enterprises and dependent SMEs dominate the high-tech sector across all countries

-

The low and medium-low technology sector is composed of a roughly even proportion of large
enterprises and SMEs,

-

The ‘other services’ sector consists mostly of SMEs (in particular in wholesale and retail trade).

The new innovation economy and the importance of SMEs
As OECD observes9 from the 1940s to the 1970s the innovation model is dominated by large corporations
able to exploit large economies of scale in production, distribution, management and R&D producing
standardized products in large volumes at low cost . In this period SMEs participated only to a limited degree
in innovation, reflecting their low R&D expenditure.
But with the introduction of new technologies, the globalization and the transformation of the global value
chain, the role of new and small firms in innovation and economic development has increased tremendously
since the beginning of the 80’s (the so called “new economy”) to today. Within the reasons for these changes,
we should note with OECD:
6 World Trade Organisation 2016 report, Levelling the trading field for SMEs
7 Annual Report on European SMEs 2014 / 2015, http://www.pmievolution.it/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/annual-report-SME-2015.pdf
8 Eurostat, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Statistics_on_small_and_medium-sized_enterprises
9 SMEs entrepreneurship and innovation, OECD, 2010
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-

The diversification of the responses to the (encouraged) diversified needs of the consumer and hence
the emergence of multiple market niches, which new and small firms are quick to fil

-

The reduction of products life time and their more rapid creation (the pace of “progress” is feeling as
ever accelerating and products are not conceived to last)

-

The diminishing entry cost in the invention process as the computer simulation possibilities has
widened and as a growing part of the new services relates to the digital economy (SAAS)

-

The role of venture capital which seeks to invest in every opportunity to leverage new sources of
value and profit

-

The boundaries of the firm can no longer be assessed independently of the cooperative relationships
that the firms get with their suppliers or partners

-

The functioning of the global value chains which assemble many diverse actors in the new
technological process

-

Correlatively the growing part of networks where distributed knowledge and open innovation are
feeding mostly SMEs and start-up which use them as a raw material.

Hence if the large companies still remains innovative, the SMEs become more and more a main component
of the innovations in what is called the “knowledge economy” where knowledge is becoming a true factor of
production. Since, this does not mean that SMEs are relatively specialised in non-technological innovation
compared with larger firms. Rather the evidence suggests that they tend to lag larger firms in both10. So the
presentation of the SBIR program before the Small Business Technology Council underlined that an analysis
of R&D 100 awards shows that SBIR/STTR Programs have resulted in 22-25% of all key innovations in the
United States.11

Source: SBTC, January 2016 (see 11)
10 Acs and Audretsch, 1990; and Audretsch, 1995, for R&D intensities and Chapter 2 for non-technological innovation rates).
11 Jere Glover, Robert Schmidt, and Alec Orban, Small Business Technology Council reauthorization of the SBIR/STTR Programs – The
Importance of Small Business Innovation to National and Economic Security , 28 January, 2016, https://www.sbc.senate.gov/public/?a=Files.
Serve&File_id=57625744-A72A-424D-8B0B-90E3385108EF

The innovative SMEs – start-up and spin-off
SMEs are, on average, more innovative than one might think: according to the 4th Community Innovation
Survey (Parvan 2007; see also: Eurostat, 2004), about 33 % of the enterprises who have 10-49 employees and
around 40 % of the enterprises with 50-249 employees can be considered innovative (i.e. they introduced
new or significantly improved products or processes in the time frame of 2002 to 2004)12
If we refer to the R&D tax credit in France as another example13, in 2011, 75% of the declarations come from
independent enterprises with less than 250 employees.
As OECD underlined14, “new and small firms have become critical innovation players because of their
ability to recognize and exploit the commercial opportunities emerging from technological, competitive and
market changes. Furthermore, economies of scale in research and development are no longer the barriers
they once were to small firm participation in innovation” and “one of the reasons that new start-ups and
small firms have become more important today is that innovation in the knowledge economy is coming
from creativity and the unexpected, and this is more likely to be found in new and small operations than in
the systematic research that characterises large firm R&D laboratories”.
One of the phenomena that attenuate the boundaries between firms is actually the multiplication of spinoff creation where individuals leave universities, research organisations and large corporations to start
enterprises based on knowledge they developed there in the form of “spin-off” companies. However this
remains limited as studies show that academic spinoffs accounted for no more than 2% of new firm creation
across eight OECD countries, and that even in the United States, which seems to have one of the highest
rates of university spin-offs, only two spin-offs were created per research institution per year.15
Another practice is the growing “spin-in” process when large firms deliberately use SMEs as laboratories,
acquiring and integrating the technologies that interest them the most and then make their acquisition in
case of success.

SMEs and patenting
The patent system has been designed to give protection to economic actors who are in a relative “weak”
position - because its benefits to society are stronger than the disadvantages it entails. As Phelps Marshal
quoted in his famous « Burning the ship » essay, « the real genius of the Founders …was to create a patent
system that encourage innovation on a truly mass scale ». This goal of accessibility for all is central in the
patent system as it gives to the society the guarantee that the invention reward is not a matter of dominance
but talent.

12 Report: Benchmarking national and regional support services for SMEs in the field of intellectual and industrial property, http://ec.europa.
eu/DocsRoom/documents/4722/attachments/1/translations
13 http://www.ccomptes.fr/Publications/Publications/L-evolution-et-les-conditions-de-maitrise-du-credit-d-impot-en-faveur-de-larecherche
14 SMEs entrepreneurship and innovation, OECD, 2010
15 Callan, Generating Spin-Offs: Evidence from Across the OECD”, OECD Science Technology and Industry Review, 2001
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Why SMEs should patent?
IPRs are instrumental for SMEs for a number of reasons17:
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-

the most important one is certainly the freedom to operate as it protect its very existence

-

to protect from copying

-

to position themselves competitively vis-à-vis larger enterprises in global markets

-

to gain access to revenues (licensing)

-

to signal current and prospective value to investors, competitors and partners;

-

to access knowledge markets and networks

-

to open up new commercial pathways; or segment existing markets.

On the economic side, the studies in both the United Kingdom and the United States have found that
increased patenting is related to increased growth and jobs creation and “for startup high-tech businesses
that have invented the core idea of a new technology, it is critical”. 18
Companies that own registered IPRs have in general 29 % higher revenue per employee, about 6 times as
many employees and pay wages that are up to 20 % higher than firms that do not own IPRs. Moreover the
SMEs that own IPRs have 32 % higher revenue per employee (compared to the 29 % for all companies).19
It must be stressed that registration protection against copying is a very important objective for SMEs as
many of them report having suffered from infringement the most. “Almost one third of SMEs registering IPRs
declare having suffered an infringement. This proportion increases with the size of the SME, with medium16 Hall, B. H., and D. Harhoff (2012), “Recent Research on the Economics of Patents”. National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper
No. 17773, NBER, Cambridge (MA)
17 OECD (2011), Intellectual Assets and Innovation: The SME Dimension, OECD Studies on SMEs and Entrepreneurship, OECD Publishing.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264118263-en
18 INTERNATIONAL PATENT PROTECTIONS FOR SMALL BUSINESSES, USPTO, January 2012
19 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016

sized SMEs being affected most (39 %) and micro SMEs suffering least from IPR infringement (24 %). The top
three of IPRs infringed are trademarks, patents and designs”.20

Why SMEs patent so little?
As a number of studies indicate, patenting activity is relatively uncommon among small businesses and,
where it does occur, is concentrated in high technology sectors.
A recent OECD study precise: “Evidence suggests that only 0.1%-9.3% of firms applies for patents, with
marked differences that exist between industries and across countries. Small and medium enterprises
account for the majority of patenting firms, while big firms of more than 250 employees account for the
majority of patent applications and of patent families.
Whereas in terms of overall numbers SMEs seems to account for the vast majority of patent applicants,
in fact the relative proportion of small and medium enterprises applying for at least one patent over the
period considered remains very low. Percentages range between 1% (Spain and Canada) and 4.9% (Finland)
in the case of firms of 20-49 employees, and between 1.8% (Ireland) and 12.5% (Switzerland) in the case of
medium firms”21
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20 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016
21 Squicciarini, M. and H. Dernis (2013), “A Cross-Country Characterisation of the Patenting Behaviour of Firms based on Matched Firm and
Patent Data”, OECD Science, Technology and Industry Working Papers, 2013/05, OECD Publishing,Paris

SMEs often do not maximise the gains from their assets; either by not registering or licensing IPRs, or by
not enforcing their IPRs, especially in comparison to larger companies. According to a report of the EUIPO
through the European Observatory on Infringements of Intellectual Property Rights, large companies are
four times more likely to own registered IPRs than smaller companies - 40 % of larger firms have registered
rights, compared with 9 % of SMEs.22

However, the patenting propensity of SMEs varies along sectors and some
patents a lot more.
The SMEs, however, are an extremely heterogeneous group. “In certain high-technology sectors, such as
semiconductors and biotechnology, innovative SMEs have been a key to the growth and dynamism of these
sectors. In such sectors, patenting activity is comparatively much higher than in other sectors and small
firms rely heavily on patents to signal expertise, either to attract research partners or investment23”.
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These specific SMEs could be identified through the statistics reports which give complementary visions.
The OECD study evidences that with the international standard classification (ISIC) the share of SMEs are
the highest in the following classes: computer, electronic and optical products (sector 26), Machinery and
equipment (sector 28), wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles (sector 45-47)
–as at the same time this last sector (45-47) is the one where there is the higher share of non-patenting
firms (of all size).
According to Eurostat study24 the share of SMEs is important in the following patent areas: analysis of
biological materials (23% of SMEs among patents filed by companies), biotechnology (21%), pharmaceuticals
(17%), medical technology (14%), games (14%), IT methods (13%), food chemistry (13%), civil engineering
(13%), handling (11%), nano-technology (10%), chemical engineering (10%). The other areas have a share
of SMEs between 9 and 3% (digital communication). These proportion may vary according to the industrial
specialization of each country,
These SMEs have a remarkable behaviour as regards patenting. In the study conducted by the small business
and entrepreneurship council25, R. Keating citing a report of February 2003 titled “Small Serial Innovators:
The Small Firm Contribution to technical Change” noted that “small patenting firms produce 13-14 times
more patents per employee as large patenting firms… For good measure, small patent firms are on average
more technically important than large firm patents, in that the smaller businesses produce more highly cited
patents.” It also was observed that “small firm innovation is twice as closely linked to scientific research as
large firm innovation on average, and so substantially more high-tech or leading edge.”
Anthony Breitzman and Diana Hicks authored a 2008 study – “An Analysis of Small Business Patents by
Industry and Firm Size”26 [S]mall (technology) firms are much more likely to develop emerging technologies
22 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016
23 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) RIGHTS AND INNOVATION IN SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES, WIPO
24 Patent statistics at Eurostat. Mapping the contribution of SMEs in EU patenting, 2014
25 Unleashing Small Business Through IP, Raymond J. Keating Chief Economist Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council, 2013

http://www.sbecouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/IP+and+Entrepreneurship+FINAL.pdf
26 An Analysis of Small Business Patents by Industry and Firm Size Anthony Breitzman and Diana Hicks., Haddonfield, NJ 08033 2008

than are large firms. Small firms are a significant source of innovation and patent activity. Small businesses
develop more patents per employee than larger businesses, with the smallest firms, those with fewer
than 25 employees, producing the greatest number of patents per employee. Furthermore, small firm
patents tend to be more significant than large, firm patents, outperforming them in a number of categories
including growth, citation impact, and originality. Finally, small firms tend to specialize in high tech, high
growth industries, such as biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, information technology, and semiconductors.
Specifically, although small firms account for only 8 percent of patents granted, they account for 24 percent
of the patents in the top 100 emerging clusters.”

Too many challenges impede SMEs patenting
Despite these sectors of excellence, the global picture is that SMEs do not protect their innovation for
top three reasons: “not seeing any benefit in protecting innovations, lack of knowledge on how to protect
innovations and the cost of procedures”. 27
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If we focus on patents specifically, different studies show that the main reasons for not filing are:
-

patent filing is complicate and expensive

-

patent and especially portfolio of patents are too expensive to maintain

-

patent protection is difficult and their enforcement is too costly and their effectiveness too low

-

Competitors can legally invent around most patents

-

Rapid changes in technology limit patent protection

27 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016

The question of the costs
Patent costs are different along the countries - with no rationale explaining those differences - and these
costs represent a heavy burden for the SMEs:
patent costs
2011

patent cost structure
Administrative

France
Germany
Italy
UK
6 EU countries
China
India
Japan
South Korea
USA

742
550
1 935
323
5 987
379
407
2 124
881
3 453

Maintenance
20 years
5 608
13 170
6 620
5 244
46 659
9 162
2 959
13 971
9 233
5 446

Process
12 414
11 443
11 294
11 827
12 727
5 736
3 423
14 236
8 153
10 573

Numbers are in euro

Source: Patent costs and impact on innovation, Publications Office of the European Union, 2015.
(Note: Process costs are the costs associated with the drafting of the application and with the monitoring of the procedure (interaction with examiners and the
patent office) on the applicant’s side. These costs can be incurred in-house or externalized).
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However to get a more precise view on patent cost, it is necessary to take into account the weight of each
market: the cost of a US or a Chinese patent relative to the size of their market is then very low compared
to the cost in any other country.

Compexity of the procedures
Coming just after the cost problem, the complexity of the procedures is considered by the SMEs as the most
important obstacle.

Source : (13) patent cost and impact on innovation

This barrier is all the more important when it comes to filed patent internationally, as the small businesses
not only face higher costs (estimated to several thousand Euros/$) but are confronted with the impossibility
to understand the different national patent systems as everyone of them have their particularities and a
specific doctrine (a patent could be granted in one economy, but rejected in another) – They also face the
limited time in which to decide where to pursue international stage patent protection and in which countries–
in a period of time when they have financial constraint and few experience. Yet for “small businesses
trying to compete in global markets, securing patent protection overseas can be a critical precondition to
successfully internationalizing and developing into the productivity powerhouses of tomorrow”28 but the
current system is too penalizing for SMEs.
“In Europe the consequences of the “fragmentation” of the European patent system are more dramatic
than the mere prohibitive costs of maintaining a patent in force in many jurisdictions”29. The reform to be
introduce by the Unitary Patent will certainly improve the access to patenting, but the new system where
the enterprises will have to choose between three type of patent protection (national, several European
countries or the whole European EPO countries) and to decide to use or not the possibilities of some opting
out provisions, introduce a new degree of complexity and have certainly not been conceived to simplify the
patent landscape for the SMEs.

How the SMEs try to protect their inventions?
Most SMEs protect their intangible assets not through the IP system but through informal methods such as
developing high-trust relationships or maintaining lead-time advantages. Often, IP protection in SMEs relies
upon the simple inimitability of their intangibles.
These “rustic” means have gain more attraction as the recent uncertainty on the validity of patent,
exacerbated by some judicial decision and new procedures, make trade secret more easy to assert in front of
investors, than a patent which could always be challenged and drive to long and complicate due diligences.
We use hereunder a study30 made for UK because it is more complete on the means that SMEs use to
protect their inventions – and at the same time it is representative of the common behavior of the SMEs:

28 INTERNATIONAL PATENT PROTECTIONS FOR SMALL BUSINESSES, USPTO, January 2012
29 Economic Incongruities in the European Patent System, M.Mejer and B. van Pottelsberghe (2009)
30 THE IMPACT OF THE PATENT SYSTEM ON SMEs, Centre for Business Research, University of Cambridge, Working Paper No.411, Alan
Hughes, Andrea Mina, September 2010
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The fact that many SMEs consider lead time as the true protection of an invention correspond of course to
the acceleration – in certain domains – of the innovation process where one innovation replace another in
a very short period of time. This observation should led to consider new way to accelerate the delivery of
invention acknowledgment. As such alternative measures such as Internet domain registration are mostly
described as ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’, with a greater proportion of micro SMEs finding it ‘very easy’31.
Hence could we conclude as a European study does32 : “From the study findings, we can infer that no
preference should be given a priori to any particular means of protecting and/or appropriating a company’s
IP, be it large or small”? But it would be necessary to agree with this assertion that all companies for which
patenting is the appropriate solution, can filed it in an accessible and cost affordable process. As we have
seen, this is certainly not the case today.

What policies for enhancing SMEs patenting? The challenge ahead
All around the world the governments and public institutions have implemented policies to support SMEs
as they identified evidence of true market failures of the IPR system regarding SMEs.

The most effective and desired ways to enhance SMEs patenting: some paths
Simplification and shortening of procedures and better access to IPR databases are seen as the most effective
support measures to help SMEs protect their Intellectual Property assets33. Yet few studies explained how
this could be done.
31 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016
32 EENCHMARKING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR SMEs IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY,
PRO INNO Europe paper N° 4, EC 2007
33 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016

Less important, but nevertheless generally considered moderately effective are reduction of costs or financial
support (25 % high effectiveness), and information, guidance and support services to SMEs (19%)34.

Cost reduction: a necessity but not a miracle remedy
Some countries only granted some advantage to SMEs through discounted filing and maintenance fees.
Price reductions of the overall costs are significant for the USA, Brazil and Canada where costs reductions
are available for both in pre-grant (administrative costs) and for every annuity of the maintenance fees. The
rest of the national patent offices offer reductions that only affect pre-grant fees and, in some cases, the first
years of the renewal fees. The most favourable system seems to be for the USA: the SMEs (companies with
less than 500 employees which have not assigned, granted, conveyed a license to an entity which does not
fulfil the SMEs requirements) will only pay 50% of the pre-grant fees and maintenance fees to the USPTO35.

34 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) SME SCOREBOARD, EUPTO, 2016
35 Patent costs and impact on innovation, International comparison and analysis of the impact on the exploitation of R&D results by SMEs,
Universities and Public Research Organisations; European Commission, 2014. http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/pdf/patent_
cost_impact_2015.pdf
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For Europe the system is about to change dramatically: “After decades of negotiations on the unitary patent,
on 24 June 2015 EU countries agreed on the level of renewal fees of the unitary patent. The renewal fees
will be equal to the sum of national renewal fees in four countries (Germany, France, the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands). This means that an inventor protecting their innovation with the unitary patent will
pay less than €5,000 in renewal fees over 10 years for a territory that covers 26 EU countries, instead of the
current level of around €30,000, which has proven to discourage companies from patenting in Europe.”36
However the impact of cost reduction is not straightforward. As a survey concludes: “we have not found
any quantitative evidence on the positive impact of such special pricing on patenting activity. This could be
based on the fact that most NPOs (with the exception of the USA, Brazil and Canada) offer reductions that
only affect pre-grant fees and, in some cases, the first years of the renewal fees. Although this special pricing
may be an incentive, it must be stressed that maintenance costs are the most relevant ones for SMEs and
may not be fully incurred if the economic value of the patent does not compensate for them.” The study
concludes: “As mentioned, there is no strong evidence suggesting that patent costs can be a constraint for
patenting… respondents consider patent costs a burden, but it does not mean that lower fees will increase
the issuing of high quality patents. Following this comment, one question that could be answered in future
studies could be: what is the right balance between patent costs and patent application quality?”

The accessibility to enforcing patent
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IP rights can only work to the extent to which they are enforceable. In case a competitor infringes the IPR
of a firm, the firm should be able to litigate successfully, at sufficiently low costs and in a timely manner. In
practice, however, litigation often turns out to be difficult.37
An expert group “making IPR works for SMEs, IPR enforcement expert group report” has made some
recommendations. In this regards, the Unitary Patent Court which will be implemented in the European EPO
countries is certainly a progress. As far as we know, the court fees will be made up of a fixed fee, combined
with a value-based fee when the value of a case is above the set ceiling of 500,000 €. The value-based fees
rise according to the value of a case. Small and Micro-entities will benefit from a 40% reduction in court
fees38. But as for the patent procedure, the cost of litigation is not the only factor to evaluate the relevance
of a system of protection of the IPR for the SMEs.

Bringing more supports to SMEs: we can do better
In most countries, national patent offices and governmental administration for SMEs provide various means
of support to SMEs.

36 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/intellectual-property/patents/unitary-patent_fr
37 BENCHMARKING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR SMEs IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY,
PRO INNO Europe paper N° 4, EC 2007
38 https://www.unified-patent-court.org/faq/fees.

In terms of type of services, the services identified can be classified into five categories39:
(a) Awareness-raising and training on IP
(b) Technological information services
(c) Financial assistance
(d) Customized advisory services on IP
(e) Assistance for IP exploitation and technology transfer
These services bring significant support to the SMEs and must certainly be enhanced. Some studies gives
indications on the way to proceed: “most of the services are rather small offerings, operated by few people
and endowed with rather low funding. The performances of the present IPR support system are highly
ambiguous. Despite a rather large number of identified services, fairly few services can be described as high
performers. Some “islands” of well-designed programmes exist, but the majority of measures do not seem
to have a strong track record”40

Conclusion
Although our knowledge is incomplete, there is a certainty that SMEs do not use the patent system as they
should, because the system that was designed to protect inventors of any size - but in a limited space –
seems to become ineffective in too many cases and is now being challenged by profound changes in the
conditions of innovation and the globalization of the economy.
However, there are still more precise analysis to be made concerning the nature and number of innovative
enterprises within the SMEs, the nature of inventions, the means of protecting and enhancing them, and
the functioning of exchanges and circulation of inventions.

39 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) RIGHTS AND INNOVATION IN SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES, WIPO
40 BENCHMARKING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR SMEs IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY,
PRO INNO Europe paper N° 4, EC 2007
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Introduction:
EU EBILTEM-TTO puts a special importance on creating opportunities for the development of new technologies
for the Ege University. Thus, EU EBILTEM-TTO has developed exclusive services for the researchers and staff
of Ege University. The purpose of these services is to raise awareness level of IP knowledge among the
inventors and adding value to their inventions.

Abstract:
Ege University was established in 1955. Currently it has 3169 academic, 3827 administrative staff, and
68.748 students. EU EBILTEM-TTO was founded in 1994 to bridge the industry and the university. The aim
of the center is to create an effective interface between industry and university, with the support of Ege
University’s infrastructure. EU EBILTEM-TTO is a non-profit organization and responsible for innovation and
commercialization activities of Ege University. One of the major responsibilities of EU EBILTEM-TTO is to
promote, preserve, encourage, support scientific investigation, and encourage the creation of Intellectual
Property and to facilitate its development and commercialization. Prior to EU EBILTEM-TTO’s involvement,
the main problems were limited engagement with researchers and lack of IPR and commercialization
awareness. EU EBILTEM-TTO developed several new service and support programs to solve this problem.
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IP Intake Process at Ege University
The University’s current Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) policy was developed with the guidance of EU
EBILTEM-TTO and it was adopted in 2014. Shortly after, related support programmes were implemented in
university ecosystem to help and encourage the academicians in the process starting from patent disclosure
to commercialization.
Prior to EU EBILTEM-TTO’s involvement, the main problems were limited engagement with researchers
and lack of IPR and commercialization awareness. After understanding barriers and limitations behind
IPR development, EU EBILTEM-TTO created a new set of programmes to promote and co-fund scientific
research, and encourage the creation of Intellectual Property, and to increase Ege University’s patent base.
This programme includes:
• Invention Disclosure Reward
• IPR Filed Support
• Prototyping support
• IPR Registration Reward
With Invention Disclosure Reward Programme, credit points are given to academicians for each invention
disclosure. Academicians can use these points towards research academic studies and event participation
costs.

After the disclosure, if University decides to start patent application, all the patent filling and maintaining
costs are covered by the university via IPR Filed Support Programme.
Prototyping support programme allows academicians to scale up lab study findings and have a working
prototype.
Similar to Invention Disclosure Reward Programme, with IPR Registration Reward Programme credit points
are given to academicians for each patent applications.
In the last 3 years, IPR awareness at the University increased significantly and by the implementation of
these support programs, invention disclosures increased year by year. The quality of inventions significantly
improved, thus, the number of patentable and licensable applications increased. This created a great
opportunity to Ege University’s patent portfolios.

Invention Disclosure Application
According to the University policy and Turkish new IPR Law (6769), the researchers are obligated to inform
the EBİLTEM TTO for any potential inventions. These inventions can be project results, thesis, and some
special interest studies of academicians. These disclosures should be submitted for all inventions regardless
of patentability or licensing potentials. EU EBILTEM-TTO is assigned to coordinate and evaluate all disclosures.
Thus, EBILTEM-TTO developed an online from for the researchers where they can access 24/7 to fill. The
on-line form helps researchers to fill without any assistance (easy to fill) and forms automatically registered
to the system. This allows TTO to analyse the applications with different aspects such as field, year, level of
IP, faculty and the researcher.
To promote online “Invention Disclosure Application”, the University reward each application with 250 TL to
the university researchers. Together with easy to use, 7/24 available system and money award, the number
of Invention Disclosure doubled in each year.

How to Implement?
The implementation of the Invention Disclosure Application online is easy and can be replicate by any
TTOs. However only obstacles is senior researchers who is not very keen to use online form for invention
disclosure. However, 250 TL reward and TTO Staff assistance also motivate them and without hesitation,
they fill and submit to TTO. This good practice helps TTO on;
a) Create massive awareness about invention disclosure,
b) Create easy and any time submission to TTO with very brief form,
c) Motivate all types of researchers for the patent disclosure application,
d) Helps TTO to receive all types of disclosure so this minimize the leak of invention.
e) The amount reward easily can be paid from university budget and the current university law allow
this expenditures.
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Triage and Evaluations
After every invention disclosure submission, the University decides whether to take over the rights or not.
Inventions are examined based on criteria in the success of a product in patentability potential success in
the market, and potential licensors.
The first step of the process is to perform a patent search (novelty search) to figure out state of the art.
This novelty search performed by EU EBILTEM-TTO’s IPR experts. The experts conduct an exhaustive prior
art search to review all the patents, publications and posters in the areas the invention touches. At least
two different patent databases are used in this process and a detailed search report is prepared for each
invention disclosure.
As a second stage, after novelty search, series of meetings are arranged with the inventor(s) to discuss the
invention and make a preliminary evaluation of the technology in the following categories:
• Novelty and benefit over existing technologies,
• Development status,
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-

How far is the technology from the market?

-

What are the next steps necessary to achieve final product,

-

What is the Technology Readiness Level of invention?

• Prior art,
• Commercial potential,
-

Potential markets,

-

Primary Search

-

Secondary search,

-

Competitors and competing products,

-

Freedom to operate.

At these meetings, the inventors are required to present their technology. Scope of meeting is to gather all
the information necessary for decision making.
An assessment tool called “Triage Matrix” is used after gathering all of the data related with the invention
(see Appendix). Triage matrix process is similar to completing a puzzle, every stage should be supported with
solid data like patent search analyses, market analyses, landscape etc. Multi-stage triage process provides
equal evaluation for all inventions. This matrix offers an objective point of view for go or no-go decision.
This tool consists of three main categories that includes 17 sub criteria for the decision. Every invention
disclosure is evaluated with this matrix and each one has its own numerical score. These scores provide a
useful information to decision makers for selecting patentable inventions.
Evaluation process with this matrix makes university’s IP management reliable, accountable and standardized.
Support from the university gets to strengthen the idea of patent protection across a wide field of scientific
research, by providing guidance on patent application strategies, and by providing assistance with market
valuation.

Advantages of the Good Practices:
• Easy to implement as long as TTO has trained staff,
• Doesn’t require financial investment other than access to patent databases,
• Easy to replicate with ready format from EU EBILTEM-TTO,
• Provide useful information from different aspect of the invention and therefore almost no possibilities
to miss any relevant information,
•

More professional document during the licencing negotiation.

How to Implement?
The implementation of evaluation and triage matrix is fairly easy for other TTOs. However, it requires
talented staff, expertise and right tools for novelty search. As EU EBILTEM-TTO we are ready to share our
methodology with other TTOs and if necessary we can provide training for TTO staff. The implementation
of this good practice does not require any cost other than to access patent databases for novelty searches.

Summary:
These two tools of IP Intakes helps TTOs receive all possible potential patents and evaluate those patents in
all necessary aspects. With the online Invention Disclosure Agreement application and financial award for
the application, TTOs can receive all potential inventions from the university staff. Since there is a money
award, researchers do their best to fill invention disclosure agreement. This helps TTO to record all potential
inventions in a software and help them to analyse university success in regards to invention disclosure.
Secondly, this good practice helps TTO not to miss any potential inventions in the university. With the help
of well developed “Triage Matrix and Patent Evaluation” the licencing potential of the inventions are easily
bring out without missing any necessary aspects.
In the light of information provided above, this IP Intake Good Practice can be useful to other TTOs as is or
they can also improve these tools according to their ecosystem culture.
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The region already has an entrepreneurship potential but it is required to devise an efficient communication
program to activate that potential.
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Good Application Area:
Fırat Teknopark has the mission of supporting regional competitiveness through creating, supporting and
promoting the hi-tech and R&D companies in a fruitful environment. Fırat TTO has main activities to serve
that purpose such as; entrepreneurship, discovery of good ideas and widening the entrepreneurship base.
It is necessary to discover entrepreneur candidates and creative ideas, and convince them to apply to
existing contests and support programs in the first place. Fırat TTO has realized effective activities and
good application examples to discovering good ideas, motivating entrepreneur candidates, applying them
to BIGG program and announcing several contests.
The region already has an entrepreneurship potential but it is required to devise an efficient communication
program to activate that potential. Individual interviews, Word-Of-Mouth and Techno Entrepreneur Campus
Leader activities beside our conventional methods have created good application examples.

Introduction:
Fırat Teknopark has the mission of supporting regional competitiveness through creating, supporting and
promoting the hi-tech and R&D companies in a fruitful environment.
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Fırat TTO has main activities to serve that purpose such as; entrepreneurship, discovery of good ideas and
widening the entrepreneurship base. It is necessary to discover entrepreneur candidates and creative ideas,
and convince them to apply to contests and support programs in the first place. Fırat TTO realized effective
activities to unearth good ideas, motivating entrepreneur candidates, applying them to BIGG program and
announcing several contests.
Fırat Teknopark has become implementing organization of TUBITAK 1512 BIGG Program in 2015. It is aimed
to support and increase in number of individual entrepreneurship initiations in an established organisation.
The team established for BIGG Project announces all national level contests and entrepreneurship programs,
too. Our Project Office in Teknopark has become a place for information transfer and social networking
serving to people having an interest for entrepreneurship. These people can reach us through mobile
phone and e-mail when they need to.

Methodology:
Our conventional methods to discover entrepreneurship ideas and encouraging candidates are; realized
informative meetings, postings in websites of BIGG, Teknopark and University, made announcements over
twitter and Facebook pages.
The region already has an entrepreneurship potential but it required to devise an efficient communication
program to activate that potential. The statistical analysis of applications made in first year was taken into
consideration to prepare the program.
Academicians who are graduate and PhD Students, students of engineering faculty were defined as the
prioritized target groups in first year, and basic science and health sciences were added besides the original

groups to encourage multi-disciplinary work environment in second year.
The other activities in communication activities are;
• Sending individuals e-mails to academicians.
• Individual interviews and Word-of-Mouth: “Professional Competition or Encouragement” becomes
a good source of motivation. Academicians themselves attended to the program or their established
‘spin-offs’ became good examples for their colleagues. These particular academicians are being
visited by their colleagues and provide examples during these meetings.
• Reaching out to students of Fırat Techno-Entrepreneur Academy through phone: The students
who are already in TUBITAK supported Techno Entrepreneurship Program are being considered
as potential entrepreneur candidates. They are being informed regularly during classes in each
semester. Their business ideas and how suitable they are to the program are being discussed with
them if they are unsure about ideas. One of the main aims are reaching to as many student as
possible and converting their ideas into active program applications. The students listed in honour
list with their study undertakings at the end of semesters, can attend to BIGG Program directly if they
prefer to do so as a reward.
• Techno Entrepreneur Campus Leader: One of our successful applications is ‘Campus Leader’
Program. The students who want to take part in BIGG Damla Team realize communication activities
in their university campuses. We assign representation duty to students in Fırat University, Malatya
İnönü University, Diyarbakır Dicle University, Tunceli Munzur University, Bingöl University and Batman
University as “Techno Entrepreneur Campus Leaders” using the announcements published through
our website. We cooperate with especially social activity university clubs such as Entrepreneurship,
Engineering and Business Management Clubs to find “Techno Campus Leaders”. The purpose of
this program is increasing the awareness of students and motivating them to act. Campus Leaders
announce the news about BIGG and other entrepreneurship contests we realize in cooperation with
other institutions in their social media accounts. They represent the Project by announcing and
telling information on Tekno Entrepreneur Programs and the supports Fırat Teknopark will provide.
The number of candidates reached increases due to these Campus Leaders who are socially popular
and have large number of social media followers. The candidates intended to take part in the
“Campus Leader Program”, which has a slogan “Be our campus leader and take your place in the
future leaders”, can apply through our BIGG Damla website or contact us directly.
• Active Student Groups: We reach and create close contacts with actively working engineering groups
and entrepreneurship clubs. The students who take management duties in these groups and clubs
share our announcements and information within their groups.
• WhatsApp Groups and E-Mail Pool: We gathered a data pool using our informative meetings and
received applications since we started BIGG activities in 2015. We send announcements, available
contests to these contacts. There are some entrepreneurs who applied to our programs more than
once.
• Posters: We have a considerable experience on poster preparation, printing and distribution even
though it is considered a little out-of-fashion. We asked the question “how did you hear about
us?” to entrepreneurs from the first day of BIGG applications. The highest frequency in answers
were ‘posters’ and ‘heard from my friend’. This surprising result shows that the posters are still one
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of the most effective methods to reach target groups. In second year, we tripled the number of
printed posters which were in a minimum number in the first year and added hand brochures, too.
Posters hung at all faculty entrances, food canteens and cafeterias where the students gather in great
numbers. They were also distributed in permitted cafes where the students attend in city. Hand
brochures are distributed to the students visiting BIGG Office to pass over to their friends and carry
to their classes.
• Local Press: It is provided that press bulletins are published in local newspapers in Elazığ and
neighbouring cities on arranged contests and Teknopark supports.

Results:
We have reached 1600 people after these activities, sent e-mails to 593 chosen academicians (as of June 30,
2017), there are 15 actively working “Campus Leaders”. It has been achieved to receive 150 applications from
Eastern Anatolia Region (mostly from Elazığ) for BIGG Project in first year. The number doubled in second
year and increased to 300 applications. The number of applications and the interest of entrepreneurs are
expected to increase in each coming year.
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The region has a considerable and eye catching entrepreneurship potential but Innovation, Entrepreneurship,
Commercialization, Branding issues require a long period of time to saturate and it is impossible to create
an miraculous immediate effect overnight. The steps on innovation and entrepreneurship have a solid base
now and getting stronger everyday due to the activities of Fırat Teknopark.

Sustainability:
Fırat TTO Team is in process of program development to strengthen the foundations of commercialization.
The viewpoints of entrepreneurs are evolving from ‘discovery’ to ‘marketable product/service’ and Fırat
TTO supports them with developed new programs. Fırat TTO will use its expertise and experience gained
during “Technology Transfer Accelerator” process on commercialization of start-ups / spin-offs and creating
sustainable business models utilizing the activities such as new workshops, mentoring at field, and guidance
in commercialization negotiations.
Our entrepreneurship activities has started as a small snow ball but the number of entrepreneurs who say
“I can do it, too!.” is increasing steadily due to coming positive feedbacks. Angel investors, commercial
investor companies started to differentiate that there are some ‘interesting things’ are being realized in the
Eastern Turkey. The number of realized visits and received offers to our entrepreneurs are increasing as a
result of our interview experience with investors and our established contacts gained during Technology
Transfer Accelerator Program. Three entrepreneurs who established their businesses as a result of BIGG
process, one techno entrepreneur, and two entrepreneurs who are still in BIGG and not established their
business yet have started to interview with investors directly. Some of them progressed even up to prefield samples and experiments phase. It is expected from them to write success stories in future to create
inspiring examples for new entrepreneurs. Fırat Teknopark continues its course to reach the target of being
innovation centre of Eastern Anatolia depending on the difference it created in the ecosystem as it is written
in its corporate vision.
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Overview:
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Established in 1993 as a non-profit private university in Istanbul, Koç University (KU) is one of the leading
research universities in Turkey. The university has around 6,000 students, nearly 400 faculty members, 7
colleges and 4 graduate schools. The interdisciplinary research in the areas of engineering, science and
medicine at KU generates high caliber research output that may potentially lead to value added technologies.
Under Horizon 2020, KU is hosting 8 ERC Frontier Grants (out of 14 in Turkey) and 3 ERC Proof of Concept
grants, 6 MSCA Individual Fellowships and 5 cooperation projects (as partner). Among all Turkish universities
and Turkish industry, KU currently manages the highest number of projects and the highest budget
(around 11M EUR) under Horizon 2020. Although Koç University positions itself as a Research University,
the University management is also aware that pioneering technologies would only emerge from good
research. With this philosophy, Koç University established an early stage technology commercialization and
investment company, Inventram, in 2010 as a joint initiative with Koç Holding. In 2009, a directorate with
the main focus of expanding externally sponsored projects, KU Research, Project Development Directorate,
was also founded as an internal unit under Vice Presidency of Research and Development. In 2013, the
directorate was restructured in order to expand its services to Intellectual Property management and
technology commercialization and named as KU Research, Project Development and Technology Transfer
Directorate (KU RPDTTD). KU RPDTTD helps KU researchers to disclose their ideas, evaluate these outputs
as in the form of intellectual property, manage the IP portfolio, assess the commercial potentials of each
technology in the portfolio, take active role in finding the right commercial partner and help technologies to
be brought to the market in a form of new products and services. The TTO unit of the directorate has a small
team of 2 full-time employees with diverse academic and business backgrounds in order to cover all fields
of research. An entrepreneurship research center, KWORKS was also established in order to foster a culture
of entrepreneurship within and beyond the University.

The Problem:
The main problem faced by the KU RPDTTD was that the awareness on Intellectual Property and technology
commercialization was quite low among the academicians since most of the researchers were heavily
focused on research and did not have the motivation for technology transfer or simply did not have much
idea on this aspect. Some of them even see patents as barriers for publications. Also it was a challenge
to cover all technology commercialization activities from idea scouting to make technologies to market
with a small team of TTO staff members. Moreover, the traditional invention disclosure system (i.e. waiting
researchers to submit an invention disclosure form) was not commonly and effectively used by the KU
researchers.

The Solution:
Since the KU RPDTTD is responsible from all stages of technology commercialization it is essential to establish
a patent portfolio of fair amount of technologies and for a small-sized University it is also essential to drag all
researchers including academicians and graduate students into the game. In order to increase the number

of invention disclosures, we decided to elevate the IP awareness level of IP within the campus. We followed
the following strategies for the purpose:
1. Conducting short IP info sessions for the researchers: Although these info sessions are short they
enable TTO to reach out the researchers especially the graduate students and make them familiarize
with IP and technology commercialization. It is important to admit that the sessions were not
attracting too much attention especially at earlier times but it still holds great deal of importance for
reaching out to researcher as TTO.
2. Attend faculty meetings to put technology transfer on the map at KU: Faculty meetings are the right
setting for reaching out the academicians including the dean and the new-coming faculty since almost
the whole crew is available at the meetings. It is the right environment to pass on information at least
what kind of services as TTO we might offer to them.
3. Establish one-to-one faculty visits: As TTO, we have found this extremely helpful for visibility purposes
and also becoming familiar with the area of expertise of each researcher. As KU RPDTTD we see our
academicians as our most valuable partners therefore personal relationships carry a great deal of
importance.
4. Organization of “Patent Day”: With this organization that we conduct each year we try to incentivize
invention disclosures and patent applications by presenting plates to KU inventors from rector’s
hand. With this organization we also invite a distinguished speaker who has a good story to tell that
is related to early stage technology commercialization.

Output and the Bottom-line:
As KU RPDTTD, we believe that setting up the scene for technology commercialization is essential for
successful technology transfer. The goals of the TTO needs to be in line with the University management.
And each and every University has its own dynamics. For Koç University, the researchers are one of the most
important partners at this scene, therefore KU RPDTTD had made its best effort to bring IP awareness to a
certain point in order to maximize idea scouting. The number of invention disclosures has risen from year to
year and we have achieved to receive at least one or more invention disclosure form from a researcher who
had not disclose any invention before. KU RPDTTD had 21 invention disclosure in the year 2017 where the
average numbers were about 15 in earlier years. The total number of invention disclosures is 123 wherein
75 of them are pursued as patent applications. There are currently 6 IP-based start-ups established wherein
the academicians are taking active roles.
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In this good practice, ODTÜ TTO will provide information regarding how to increase the quantity and
quality of invention disclosures coming from ODTÜ.

Members of the university community may obtain assistance from the university’s Office of Technology
Transfer on how to secure patent protection for their inventions and how they may be commercialized. So a
university’s TTO’s shall be creative in their IP intake process to be successful in commercialization and bring
a true benefit to society. ODTÜ TTO is is committed to encouraging the making of patentable inventions, the
successful commercialization of those inventions, the equitable allocation of income from commercialization,
and the protection of the rights of patent holders.

Abstract
The aim of ODTÜ TTO’s policy on patents and other Intellectual Property is to make available ODTÜ
academicians’ and students’ technologies to industry for the public benefit, while providing recognition to
individual inventors and encouraging the prompt and open dissemination of research results.
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Like in every other university, an inventor’s first step in the commercialization process is to submit an
invention disclosure. This is the beginning of a relationship between an academician and a TTO. By submitting
a disclosure, academician activates TTO mechanism and asks for assistance and support throughout the
commercialization process if the university asserts its interest in the technology. ODTÜ TTO is of the opinion
that academician’s decisions to disclose an invention are shaped by their perceptions of the benefits of
patent protection. In order to enlighten their vision, ODTÜ TTO conducts internal marketing activities and
shares its expertise with the academia on the campus. The TTO team explains the importance of patenting
for IP rights including commercial activities of the technology.
In many developing TTOs, the TTO staff does not actively search for new disclosures for several reasons.
Generally the resources are already strained by managing active IP licenses and evaluating unsolicited
invention disclosures. However, ODTÜ TTO has a specific team devoted for this activity and makes search
for new disclosures through creating strong bonds with the academicians.
It is important to keep in mind that receiving many disclosures is never enough to be a successful TTO but
also managing the patent portfolio is essential. This paper will share how ODTÜ TTO manages its patent
portfolio and creates sustainability.

Introduction
Invention disclosure of the academicians is an important precursor of university licensing. According to the
global benchmarks in the World, invention disclosure is an increasing function of R&D expenditures, faculty
size, faculty quality, royalty share, and budget of the TTO (considering that the TTO’s financial survival
depends on –to some extent- the university funding). Due to these reasons, TTOs shall be able to build
stronger relationships with a broader range of academicians in order to increase the number of invention
disclosures. The creation of such strong bond between TTOs and academicians requires tacit knowledge
of faculty skills, interests, and motivations, and the acquisition of this knowledge takes time. Thus, TTO
awareness has a positive inﬂuence on invention disclosures, and due to that reason, ODTÜ TTO’s IP intake
process starts with outreaching activities on ODTÜ campus.

Methodology and Strategy
Like it is a general rule in most universities, ODTÜ academicians have a tendency to publish an academic paper
rather than consulting to their TTO for invention disclosure. After comparing the number of academicians
(natural sciences and engineering) in our university and invention disclosures received per year, ODTÜ TTO
decided to revise its IP intake strategy which also changed our commercializing strategy. As all TTO steps are
linked to each other and one minor change may affect the whole procedure, we believe that revising the IP
intake process will enhance all our activities:
Our first strategy is to make one to one meetings with academicians. At first sight, it might not sound like
a strategy as it is a must for any TTO. However, we observed that high number of academicians and less
number of TTO IP intake staff generally makes these meetings unreachable & inefficient. This problem
motivated us to develop our own strategy and consequently ODTÜ TTO decided to organize one to one
meetings together with its all TTO staff not just IP intake staff. During these meetings, TTO staff introduces
themselves and informs about the importance of invention disclosure, IP rights management and benefits of
commercializing. In order to take the attention of the academicians, we always start with the same phrase;
invention disclosure and filing a patent application do not prohibit publishing an academic paper.
In addition to the periodic one to one meetings, ODTÜ TTO also attends department meetings which help
us to reach more academicians. However, attending these meeting does not create the atmosphere of
one to one meetings because generally in these meetings, academicians do not prefer to share detailed
information about their main focus or ongoing research in the pipeline. It is either due to time constraints
or their own principles; however department meetings are still very useful for ODTÜ TTO’s visibility activities
throughout the campus.
In these meetings, even if we try to give priority to the academicians that do not work with ODTÜ TTO
or that do not know about ODTÜ TTO, we also regularly visit the academicians who exist in our patent
portfolio. During our information exchange visit with MIT TLO, they informed us that regular meetings with
the academicians who are already in their portfolio is very important in order not to lose their attention and
provide a continuous connection with them for their next inventions.
One to one meetings with more than 100 academicians done between 2014-2015 proves our strategy’s
success by tripling the invention disclosures comparing with the previous years. Accordingly, these meetings
have already become one of the most important activities of ODTÜ TTO. Department meetings also showed
its vital effect in the increase of number of disclosures.
Our second strategy is to disseminate IPR issues among ODTÜ students. As ODTÜ has lots of entrepreneur
students and most of the students are potentially future academicians, ODTÜ TTO aims to create awareness
and show the value of an IP to students through undergraduate level classes for almost three years. Due to
the awareness created by ODTÜ TTO before the Industrial Property Law enacted on January 10, 2017 which
gives right to universities on student’s inventions, number of invention disclosures submitted by students
increased as they know where to apply for inventions.
Our third strategy is to carry out legal activites in-house. ODTÜ TTO has its own IPR Lawyer in the team
and provides legal assistance on IP matters to academicians by preparing and/or revising contracts and
negotiations with the industry. During this legal assistance, we are able to see and track the outcomes of
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university – industry collaboration. Since we know the potential projects where an IP will emerge, we follow
the projects and wait for their disclosure. As the academician becomes familiar with the activities of ODTÜ
TTO during this legal assistance, he/she automatically submits a disclosure to the office.
Our fourth strategy is to keep the process simple. We have a new invention disclosure form which is quite
simple and short when compared with other TTOs’. During our information exchange with our international
TTO partners, they all emphasized the importance of a short and user-friendly invention disclosure form.
As most of the academicians are not familiar with the patenting process, after receiving a very long and
complicated form, they avoid from filling it, do not want to spend time and choose to publish a paper. After
revising our invention disclosure in the light of these feedbacks, we observed a positive approach on the
academicians side which led an increase in the number of the disclosures.
Our fifth strategy is regarding the change in the selection method of the inventions to our portfolio. Until
2015, we used to have an IP Board consisting of several actors from university, technopark and industry.
According to the old method; if an academician discloses his/her invention to ODTÜ TTO and after
receiving positive preliminary search report, academician makes a presentation to the IP Board and if he/
she convinces the Board about the technical strength and commercialization potential of the invention,
ODTÜ TTO files a PCT application. But we realized that IP awareness could not easily be created in a single
meeting and convincing the academician to disclose was harder, while the academicians always faced with
the commercialization criteria. In 2015, ODTÜ TTO changed its IP intake strategy by creating an incentive for
invention disclosure.
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Since 2015, our good practice of IP intake is as follows; when an academician or a student discloses an
invention to ODTÜ TTO, as long as we receive a positive preliminary search report from our patent attorney,
we directly file its Turkish patent application without checking the commercialization potential of the
invention in Turkey or any other countries. In 1 year from the Turkish patent application, commercialization
department of ODTÜ TTO determines whether there is a market for this particular invention, whether the
technology is incremental or disruptive to that market, and what stage and milestones need to be met in
order for the technology to be a viable commercial product. Academician is the main address to gather the
basic answers of these three questions. Also another valuable feedback that we received from MIT TLO is
to check whether or not the academician still working on the topics related to invention or not. This is one
of the most important criteria for us while deciding about international applications. After the result of the
analyses of our commercialization department, we file an international application or not. During these
procedures, we are always in connection with our patent attorney and academician. Lack of communication
between these three actors affects negatively the application procedures on that basis our advice is always
keep the communication and take necessary steps with the contribution of academician.
ODTÜ TTO is working to encourage and facilitate the creation of more intellectual property in the campus.
We believe that it’s the basis of the university’s innovation emphasis, with the hope of diversifying the
regional and national economy. Because of that belief, ODTÜ TTO tries to raise awareness on campus and in
the community about technology transfer and the opportunities to disclose new inventions by using several
methods and incentives. Last but not the least, for ODTÜ TTO, IP intake process is not about financially
supporting the academicians for the patent applications, but also managing the patent portfolio from
beginning to end by providing the joint participation of all actors.
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As TTO at Ozyegin University, we developed innovative approaches for IP Intake Process considering our
national legislations and institutional rules and regulations.
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Introduction
In this study, we will share the details of the innovative approach IP intake process at Ozyegin University
(OzU). At Ozyegin University, Technology Transfer Office (TTO) is responsible for managing the IP portfolio
on be half of the University. OzU TTO receives invention disclosures from faculty and evaluates these
disclosures for their commercial possibilities and we believe that we customized the conventional process in
such a way that it is completely compatible with national legislation, institutional rules and regulations and
innovation strategy. As a new generation TTO, OzU TTO is actively involved in the process of managing and
directing the whole innovation process from the beginning of the research to the production stage which is
necessary to be successful at IP commercialization stage.

Overview
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Encouraging innovation requires a combined effort of the scientific community, companies, policy makers,
technology transfer offices (TTO) and government. In 2010, the Supreme Council for Science and Technology
of Turkey approved the National Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy for 2023 with the following
targets: (i) devoting at least 3% of its GDP to R&D activities, of which two-thirds should come from the
private sector, and (ii) having 300K full-time equivalent researchers of which 180K are employed in private
sector. Based on this strategy, the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) as the
leading funding agency responsible for managing innovation In Turkey has taken a several major steps. The
main purpose is to promote innovation in Turkey by offering a variety of grant mechanisms for the private
and public sectors, entrepreneurs, and scholars by offering a grant mechanism for TTOs in 2012.
The innovation ecosystem in Turkey has changed considerably after TUBITAK initiated a new support program
for TTOs in 2012. Through this program, TUBITAK has been providing financial support for the selected
universities over a period of 5+5 years in order to help them establish their TTOs and make their activities
sustainable. However, the term “technology transfer” was used in an unconventional way. The TTOs in
Turkey are expected to function as a combination of “Sponsored Research Office”, “Office of Technology
Licensing”, and “Incubation Centers” in the US. The existence of such entities with financial support and
human resources is a further giant step for Turkey.
The objectives set by TUBITAK for the TTOs in Turkey are as follows
• Increasing economic growth through innovation and technology transfer
• Enhancing domestic creation, development, and economic exploitation of innovative products and
services for social, economic and cultural development
• Establishing effective networking among the TTOs to foster IP collaboration and technology transfer
among regional stakeholders, as well as with international partners.
Main activities of the TTOs in Turkey include facilitating access to national and international grants, increasing
university-industry collaborations, intellectual property protection and commercialization, support and
creation of start-ups or spin-offs.

Ozyegin University Technology Transfer Office (TTO)
Ozyegin University Technology Transfer Office (OzU TTO) was selected as one of the first 10 TTOs in Turkey in
2013. OzU TTO acts as an interface between various actors of the innovation ecosystem in Turkey in order to
pave the way to more research and innovation projects, increased collaboration with industry, new patents/
licenses, new firms, and higher awareness about technology transfer.
By the end of 2016, the cumulative research volume at OzU has exceeded 60 Million TL. The majority of the
research funding came from TÜBİTAK. The rest of the funding came from the EU, university and industry
collaboration projects, and various other international funding programs. In 2016, OzU TTO expanded
its connections with the industry and assisted researchers to establish new university and industry
collaborations. By the end of 2016, OzU researchers have held around 470 meetings with companies around
Turkey and were able to initiate 61 new R&D projects with the industry.
One of the primary goals of OzU TTO is to manage, develop and transfer the Intellectual Property (IP)
developed within the research programs at OzU. This is achieved by exploiting and all intellectual assets
developed within research activity as well as implementing and promoting the appropriate mechanisms.
Ozyegin University has an increasing IPR portfolio with a potential of approximately 15 invention Disclosure
Forms submitted each year. Since 2012, almost 80% of the disclosed inventions are decided to be supported
by OzU. Currently, OzU holds 45 patent applications, 3 utility model applications, and additional 6 country
designations in national phase of a PCT application since 2013. OzU also has 3 national patent registrations,
2 US patent registrations and 2 German utility model registrations as of the first quarter of 2017. OzU
has a range of technologies available for licensing, including but not limited to nanotechnology, robotics,
lighting technologies, bio-additives, information & communication technologies, biomedical technologies,
construction materials, technologies for educational use and mechanical technologies. As of the first quarter
of 2017, OzU TTO managed to commercialize three patents from our portfolio.
In this paper, we will be sharing the details of the IPR management process at OzU. We will zoom into mainly
IP Intake Process and its innovative aspects. We are proud of having contributed to the success of OzU
researchers with its full support and will continue to carry out our activities vigorously to help enhance the
innovation capacity of OzU to create, share, and apply knowledge in the service of society.

INNOVATIVE ASPECTS OF IP INTAKE PROCESS
Periodic Calls for Invention Disclosures
IP intake process at OzU starts with Calls for Invention Disclosures published quarterly by OzU TTO. Invention
Disclosure Forms (IDF) mainly focuses on the technical aspects of the invention including its cons and pros
compared to the existing technologies and its application field. Even though there are four cut-off dates, the
researchers are able to file invention disclosures and submit it to OzU TTO throughout the year.
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OzU Invention Disclosures Forms
Invention Disclosure Forms at OzU include set of questions regarding its technical details, commercialization
potential, marketing and IPR legal issues such as infringement with third party’s IP rights. Most of these
questions aim to create awareness for the importance of invention’s commercial value and legal issues
besides the technical information. OzU IDF has three main sections:
• Technical Information,
• Commercialization and Market Information,
• Legal Issues
Technical Information Section aims to explore (a) the technical area of the invention related with, (b)
deficiencies and inadequacies of existing techniques, (c) benefits of the invention, and (d) existence of any
prior patents, articles and/or publications relevant to the invention.
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The main purpose of the Commercialization and Market Information Section is to define target customer
for the invention, presence of startup companies, related industries for licensing and/or technology
commercialization contacts, competitors for the subject of the invention in the market, market size, risks
or barriers in the market for commercialization and commercialization of the idea produce immediate or
long-term cash returns. While preparing the set of questions, OzU TTO put a lot of effort to take into account
the commercialization process. We also considered all related national legislation, institutional rules and
regulations and innovation strategy.
Finally, Legal Issues section aims to anticipate and avoid possible legal problems. Obtaining the answers
of these questions especially on IPR legal and commercialization issues at this stage provides conscious
progress and carries different characteristics from known applications.

Evaluation Process
Once the IDFs are collected based on the cut-off dates, the preliminary search of the IDFs starts. OzU TTO
gets an expert evaluation report from patent offices for the preliminary research in addition to internal
search reports. A detailed search report for each invention disclosure is prepared together with the patent
office. Regardless of the content of these research reports, all the inventors are invited to present their
inventions at the Intellectual Property Rights Committee (IPRC) of OzU.

IPRC Meetings
The IPRC meets four times a year, regularly. The IPRC has six members: the vice rector of OzU, the director
of OzU TTO, the director of OzU Center for Entrepreneurship, a representative from the patent office, and
a faculty member from the Faculty of Architecture and Design and a faculty member from the Faculty of
Law. The first three of the listed members are permanent members and they are entitled to give the final go
or no-go decision. The remaining three members of the IPRC provide their feedback during the committee
meetings.

During the IPRC meetings, the inventors are given 15 minutes to present their inventions. The members of
the IPRC discuss the patentability and the commercialization potential of the invention with the inventor.
After the session with the inventor, the IPRC members discuss the IP management budget of OzU and try to
figure out the possible application alternatives (Turkish Patent, PCT or the U.S.).
At these meetings, IPRC members fill in the ‘Patent Due Diligence Report’ (see Appendix) based on the
presentations, discussions and the preliminary research report.

Patent Due Diligence Report (PDDR)
Patent Due Diligence Report (PDDR) includes three main parts of question sets (Appendix I). These sets are
synchronized with OzU IDFs in order to evaluate the technology not only inventors’ perspective but also
experts’ perspective regarding commercial, technical and legal aspects.
• All the questions in PDDR have been answered by each IPRC member and PDDR excel has an algorithm
to estimate an average invention evaluation point.
• There are three statements which “Weak”; “Moderate” and “Strong” are used for answering the
questions in the PDDR.
• An average point of the inventions are estimated by OzU TTO based on “Patent Due Diligence Reports”
filled out by all members of the IPRC using the above mentioned algorithm that was developed by
OzU TTO.
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APPENDIX - PATENT DUE DILIGENCE REPORT (PDDR) OF OZYEGIN UNIVERSITY
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A funding program for boosting invention disclosures of Teknopark Istanbul residents. It increases the
number of patent applications and improves the quality of the patents.

Good Practice Pitch:
Intellectual property is one of the critical factors affecting the success and commercialization of SMEs and
thus science and technology parks. Techno-Support is a funding program that aims to increase the number
and improve the quality of the patent applications from the resident companies in Teknopark İstanbul. We
provide grants to SMEs and start-ups to motivate them to formally disclose their ideas and then file their
patent applications. We also supervise them throughout the life cycle of the invention process from the
disclosure step until the patent is granted.

What it does?
Techno-Support Program funds the professional services of patent attorneys required by Teknopark İstanbul
residents for filing patent applications and helps TTO supervise the whole life cycle of the application.
There’s a set of rules and criteria for being awarded from Techno-Support Program.
• The company must be an SME.
• The company must be registered to the R&D Portal System of Teknopark İstanbul and have at least 1
ongoing project in the system..
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• A draft invention disclosure must have been prepared by the company and it must be related to its
registered project.
• A prior art search must have been performed either by the inventor or by a patent attorney.
• Prior art search report and all materials and documents related to the invention disclosure must be
shared with TTO.
• If it’s decided to continue/pursue with a patent application, the assignee must be the Company and
not the individuals or inventors.
• The initial funding is limited to around 1000 USD.
• If the company fails to complete the application for arbitrary reasons, then a refund may be requested.
If the initial investigation reports by lawyers denote the lack of novelty for the disclosure, then no
refund is requested.
• At this time, Teknopark İstanbul does not claim any rights on the IP (or request company shares) due
to this fund.

How it works?
Techno-Support Program’s process includes 4 phases:
• Phase 1: Feeding the Pipeline and Scouting,
• Phase 2: Initiation,

• Phase 3: Selection and Support,
• Phase 4: Monitoring and Follow Up,
• Phase 5: Closing.

Phase 1: Feeding the Pipeline and Scouting:
TTO pro-actively seeks for potential invention disclosures by monitoring resident companies’ and start ups’
projects registered in the R&D Portal of Teknopark İstanbul. Either TTO team makes a request for meeting
with the company owners or technical project managers to discuss if any potential invention disclosure is
in the pipeline or the company owners apply to TTO to express their various needs and ask for consulting.
Followings are the form of meeting types that TTO team performs to do scouting and to feed the invention
disclosure pipeline.
• This meeting can be planned with a focus on only IP.
• This meeting can be planned with a purpose of analysing the company’s situation and creation of
action plan by TTO (This is also another good practice named as Techno-Check Up, but it will not be
mentioned here in details).
• This meeting can be planned to answer several questions and other consulting needs of the company.
• This meeting can be in the form of an informal chat even at the coffee breaks of a training/seminar
organized by TTO or a specific activity of Teknopark İstanbul corporate development team.
TTO team evaluates the possibility of potential invention with the company (together with inventors and
company owners) and makes a decision to proceed to the next phase. To make the decision, the company
needs to be informed very well about IP protection and its implications by TTO staff. Decision to proceed to
the next phase is made by completing following check list.
• Company has basic information about IP protection forms.(If no, TTO provides information and
resources).
• Company can make a simple search through either Espacenet and/or Turkish Patent’s web site and/
or any other free patent databases.
• Company understands the period and process of a potential patent application as well as cost ranges

Phase 2: Initiation:
At this stage, an independent patent attorney is selected by TTO according to the technological area of the
resident company and they are invited to meet with the company.
• At 1st meeting, a confidentiality agreement is signed between the company and the patent attorney.
TTO facilitates the process.
• Potential invention and the results of the simple search through espace.net is discussed with the
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patent attorney and company makes a decision to proceed with the patent attorney and prior art
search with the supervision of TTO.
• If the company is willing to proceed with the invited patent attorney, service contract is signed and
invention disclosure is started to be given.
o Sometimes, the company needs time to evaluate its position or needs to talk to the inventors/
founders, who are not present at the meeting. The meeting is finalized. TTO returns to the
company to find out if they are ready to proceed or not.
o Sometimes, the company needs to discuss the same issues with another patent attorney due to
the technological sophistication. If this is the case, TTO helps to set a meeting with another patent
attorney.
• This phase is completed by prior art search performed by selected patent attorney and shared with
TTO and the company. Prior art search service is financed by the company.

Phase 3: Selection and Support:
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At this phase, TTO gathers a team to review the prior art search report and examines all the materials
shared by the company. The team is usually one or two academic advisors of Teknopark İstanbul. We form
the evaluation team according to the technical topic of the invention. All advisors have confidentiality
agreements with Teknopark.
• Decision is made to fund the patent application by TTO and the team.
• If the decision made about the application is positive, General Manager of Teknopark İstanbul
approves the financing the application.
• Teknopark İstanbul and the resident company signs Funding Agreement.
• A road map and strategy is discussed with the company on issues such as national application or PCT,
the number of possible patent applications from the invention disclosure, etc.
• Patent Attorney provides services to prepare the description and claims.
• Patent Attorney shares the prepared application with TTO and the company.
• TTO and company sits for another meeting(s) to discuss the quality of the application and suggests if
any revision is needed and the comments are shared with patent attorney later.
• When all parties agree on the document, application is filed by patent attorney.
• A Service cost of patent attorney is directly paid to the attorney by Teknopark İstanbul.

Phase 4: Monitoring and Follow Up:
In this phase, patent attorneys provide updates to TTO and the company.

• Any notifications from Patent Office is shared and necessary actions or payments are done by the
company.
•

TTO follows up the process and if company fails to comply with any obligations affecting the submitted
application’s faith, TTO intervenes.

• Search Report and Examination Report released by related Patent Authorities are shared with TTO
and the company.
• TTO and the company sits for several meetings to discuss the content of reports and makes decision
for the necessary actions such as:
o Moving forward with the application
o Arguments proposed to the Examination Reports
o Terminating the application
• If the company decides to terminate the application in the process due to the arbitrary reasons
such as change in the management, change in the company’s priorities, they have to pay a penalty
payment of the equal amount of the grant with the official interest rate.
• If the application is terminated due to the negative statements on the reports issued by patent
authority, no penalty payment is charged.
• All process is followed by TTO, company keeps TTO in the loop with communications with their patent
attorney.

Phase 5: Closing:
• Application process is followed by TTO, company keeps TTO in the loop with communications with
patent attorney. Annual payments are made by company.
• Patent is granted and TTO records the results.

History of the Experience:
Teknopark İstanbul has funded 2 PCTs and 7 Turkish Patent Application and 1 EPO application since the 1st
year of the programme (2015).
• Situation of the PCTs:
o First one has returned with a positive Search Report and process is still ongoing.
o Second PCT has returned “X” in Search Report. TTO and the inventors discussed the content and
there is no argument that can be provided against. Application has been terminated.
• Situation of Turkish Patent Applications:
o No search report, yet from any of the applications.
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• Situation of EPO Application:
o No search report, yet.

Followings are the major challenges we have had and our alternative solutions:
• In the 1st year of the programme, our program gave funding if Prior Art Search Report performed by a
patent attorney exists or not. Later, we have experienced that this causes company to see our support
guaranteed and caused them to move forward slowly. So many leads from the companies were on
hold and they were difficult to be energized to finalize the application procedures. That’s why we
decided not to fund Prior Art Search Report but makes our support decision depending on the result
of that report.
• In the first 2 year of the programme, we funded 1 application per company in a calendar year. Later, we
found out that in some cases, it’s better to make more than one application for the same invention’s
different aspects, which itself can also be an invention. This could provide maximum protection
features to the company in future. Then we changed our rule as up to 3 application per company can
be funded by Teknopark İstanbul in same year.
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• Another challenge was to feed the pipeline with more applications, especially in the first year of the
programme. We continuously carried out trainings and seminars with focus on IP to raise awareness
and to increase the demands.
• Initially, program was planned to fund only patent applications, but sometimes the application we
initiated turns out to be a utility model application. Since we encounter this several times, recently
we have made a change in the criteria set and we fund utility model applications, too.
• Program has a budget of 10 applications per year at the moment. We are now also working to add
FTO(Freedom To Operate) and legal services to the content of the programme since some of the
companies needed this services, too along with applications.

Why is Techno-Support Program a Good Practice?
It can be a good practice for Technopark TTOs. Raising awareness on IP issues and increasing the number and
quality of patents filed by Technopark companies need huge effort and encouragement from TTOs. Proper
guidance for the application process is constantly required since it is a long way to go. If the company works
alone during patent application and patent pending period, possible future licence agreements might fail
or doesn’t occur in the first place. Also with this way, quality applications are maintained by the expertise
of TTO team. Program provides a systematic way for companies who have potential inventions and seeking
ways to make the application for the right form of protection. Since there are many types of challenges
encountered by inventors during the application processes, a TTO partner can help solving those problems
with its own resources and the network.

Specific aspects or uniqueness from similar applications:
• Such programmes usually exist in university TTOs. They fund patent applications on which they
claim rights due to the law. For Teknopark İstanbul case, TTO does not claim any right on patent
or commercialization. This program is now only used to raise awareness about IP in the ecosystem
and to support them with a changing environment starting in January 2017 with our new patent
regulations.
• There are also national funding programs helping companies to finance their applications but none
of them includes consulting and supervision support by TTO. Also those funding programs work on
the principle based on “payment first and reimbursement then”. Our program directly funds the
applications, we instantly pay the service fee of patent attorney when it’s agreed. Company does not
need to fill out forms, does not need to deal with bills and payments, but focus only on invention.
• Some of the similar funding programs usually tend to fund the official fees for patent authorities
during the application period and exclude patent attorney service fees. Our support program does
not fund official payments, but the professional services provided by patent attorneys in preparation
of description and claims and encourage working with competent experts in the area with this way.
• The program’s uniqueness comes from the collaborative work in the process. TTO, company and
patent attorney works together for filing the application. TTO is not totally responsible for the
application process and is not definitely responsible for all costs. During different phases of the
process, TTO takes different roles such as consultant, facilitator, observer and mentor.
• In Turkey, Technoparks are created and monitored by a special law called “4691 - Technology
Development Zones (TDZ) law” and a TDZ ranking system is in place. Criteria such as number of
patents applied for, patents granted and licenced by Technopark companies has a huge impact on the
calculated index and the ranking of the park.

Sustainability:
The program is financed by Teknopark İstanbul’s own financial resources at the moment. In future, we
plan to ask for a reimbursement fee to cover new applications from companies whose applications are
successfully granted. Reimbursement fees will be collected in a pool and the program will sustain itself.
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This good practice presents invention disclosure, portfolio management of İzmir Institute of Technology
(IZTECH) and role of İYTE Atmosfer TTO as the main facilitator. This model can be considered as a good
practice, where TTO is established within technopark company and works in coordination with university.
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Introduction:
Since its establishment in 2014, IYTE Atmosfer TTO is main facilitator and coordinator of IP portfolio
management and licensing technologies. As a legal entity, İYTE Atmosfer TTO is within Teknopark İzmir,
which is a company. This is one of the models in Turkey right now. Some of the TTOs are established as
departments of universities, others are separate companies or departments of technopark firms. Being a
company has both advantages and disadvantages in IPR and licencing activities.
Being a separate entity from university requires good cooperation for smooth operation of IPR issues. In
IZTECH, Directorate of Research is responsible with all the relations with TTO which is headed by vice rector.
Additionally, one of the lawyers in the university, who has previous expertise in IPR portfolio of university,
is assigned partially to TTO. This way, TTO has an organic connection with university. Academicians perceive
TTO more accountable with this senior and experienced lawyer, they are already familiar with.
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Since TTO was a brand-new organization in 2014, it took some time for defining role division between
university and some re-organizations had been made in university. Research Directorate is established in
February 2014, in parallel with İYTE Atmosfer TTO, with mission of managing research and innovation policies
of university. An internal directive had been issued addressing objectives, management, responsibilities
and related issues. Patent and Project Offices are re-located within Research Directorate. Later, with the
part time assignment of the lawyer in Patent Office, full integration is achieved in terms of IPR issues.
Roles and responsibilities of Research Directorate and İYTE Atmosfer TTO is defined by Memorandum of
Understanding revised in December 2015. Designing such a new Directorate after establishment of TTO
enabled to define roles and responsibilities of two entities aiming operating smoothly. Research Directorate
serves as main contact point of TTO in university and increases academician’s perception of legitimacy.
First year of the TTO, main activities were promotion of TTO and learning research areas and cooperation
opportunities. Joint meetings with researchers and Research Directorate enabled rapid diffusion and trust.
So that academicians became more open to talk about their invention disclosures. Gaining trust and proving
adequate service level is essential for TTOs. Otherwise, academicians will be reluctant to work with. First
year was critical for prove itself. Research Directorate and mass meetings, one-on-one meeting with patent
attorney helped for recognition and trust. Professional patent attorney is available in TTO office every two
weeks or demand base.
Legal infrastructure related to IPR is also designed in cooperation with TTO. “Directive of İZTECH Intellectual
Property Rights Policy and Management of Intellectual Assets” is approved by Senate in January 2015. Active
involvement of TTO in policy making is an indication of decent collaboration and TTO had opportunity to
give input for good practices and experiences in IPR management and licensing.
İzmir Institute of Technology:
İzmir Institute of Technology is one of the state universities in Turkey and one that was established in 1992
with a view to offering a high level of education and carrying out research in technological fields. The medium
of education at our Institute is English. Having first started with graduate programs in 1994 in the center of
İzmir, the faculties have been admitting students to undergraduate programs as well since 1998. By 1999, the
institute gradually started moving to its campus area in Urla near Gülbahçe village from the center of İzmir,
where it had functioned since its foundation. Our institute, covering approximately 3,500 hectares of land, has
a closed area of about 132,000 square meters for educational and research activities and it is still developing.
İzmir Yüksek Teknoloji Enstitüsü” is abbreviated as “İYTE” nationwide and as “IZTECH” in international contexts.

Invention Disclosure:
Invention disclosure is most of the time, first step in management of Intellectual Properties. IYTE Atmosfer
TTO is responsible for collecting them and making first examination. If an academician contacts with
Directorate of Research, he/she is directed to TTO. There are mainly three ways to collect and promote
invention disclosures:
• Academician contacts directly to TTO: Since IZTECH is a relatively small university, before asking for an
invention disclosure form, academician is invited to a meeting with patent attorney. In this meeting,
invention is discussed in terms of patentability and whether there are previous disclosures of any
kind. Possible scope of protection is also considered. Of course, patent search is needed for more
definitive remark but this meeting enables academician to fill more relevant invention disclosure form
and include necessary information and technical drawings. It also serves as a basic education that
we can tell from academicians applying for consecutive invention disclosures. If invention disclosure
form is asked directly, academician can give information as an academic paper or miss some points
and giving feedback via e-mail increases time and mutual effort for drafting the document. We can
utilise this model because of our size and it cannot be feasible for bigger universities. But it can be
considered as a good practice for relatively small universities or having ones having specific target
groups.
• Monitoring University-Industry or International Projects: In Atmosfer TTO, weekly coordination
meetings are being held, so that staff can learn about main works in progress and recent developments.
So that, IPR Coordinator has opportunity to consider and learn more about projects having patent or
know-how potential. She is also invited to meeting, where discussion of IPR is on agenda. By this way
patent strategy for each project can be discussed with academician and industry, where ownership
of the patent need to be settled. Also contracts related with University-Industry projects, contract
research and international projects is sent to IPR coordinator and lawyer to review articles related
to IPR. Even there is no potential IP currently, projects are monitored in coordination with TTO staff
responsible for projects, in order to catch-up new outcomes having potential.
• Awareness Raising: Awareness raising activities is crucial especially in the first years of TTO. They
should also be considered as regular activities generating input for invention disclosures in short
or long term. In the first-year mass presentations and one-on-one meetings were made, during
these meetings IPR potential and their research agenda was also discussed. They also serve as an
educational opportunity, where dangers of prior disclosures and main invention disclosure procedure
are conveyed to academicians.
Also joint seminars and workshops are held with Turkish Patent Institute. Academicians are more
motivated to these events and learn more about the problems they are having with the institute. Potential
academicians are invited Professional patent attorney, to increase possibility of turning research/ideas to
invention disclosures.
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Assessment of Invention Disclosures:
IYTE Atmosfer TTO is responsible from collecting invention disclosures, making preliminary patent search
and market analysis to understand patentability and commercial potential. If major problems detected
in first meeting or preliminary analysis done by TTO stuff, an internal report is prepared. For invention
disclosures in specific fields, where there is no internal expertise, patent search report is outsourced to
patent offices. The report is sent to the academician for getting second feedback before board meeting.
If report indicates possible problems in terms of novelty and inventive step, a comparison between the
patents listed in the document is also asked from the researcher. Preliminary market analysis is done by
TTO. Frost and Sullivan database is used for main market information. Analysis includes application areas of
the technology, main markets and size. Invention disclosure, preliminary patent and market analysis are the
main inputs for decision making.

Intellectual Property Rights Evaluation and Support Committee:
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IPR Evaluation and Support Committee, which is defined by “Directive of İZTECH Intellectual Property
Rights Policy and Management of Intellectual Assets” is the decision-making body in the university in IPR
issues. The committee members are: Rector and Vice Rector, representative from Atmosfer TTO, technology
transfer professional and representative from industry. This composition is unique since it does not consist
only from academicians and can have industry and technical patent/legal perspective. Technology transfer
profession can give more detailed feedback about the patentability and can make comparison between
similar inventions. Industry representative is chosen from members of association so that he/she can give
feedback or contacts other than his/her field. TTO representative is managing current portfolio and have
experience in industry collaborations/contacts. With this composition having different perspective and
inputs, decision making becomes more realistic. If any of the invention disclosures is not clear or the search
reports includes some concern, further explanation is asked from the academician. And the invention is
discussed one more, before the final decision. Committee assembles four times a year. In the first year, this
frequency seemed too long for additional decisions. So, some minor decisions or additional remarks from
academicians or patent office report are circulated by e-mail and each member of the Committee responds
for a joint decision. So, it is possible to make decisions between regular Committee meetings.

Main Points as a Good Practice:
• Educate academician
• Establish effective and smooth relation with university
• Define roles and responsibilities
• New ways for invention disclosures
• IPR Committee with broad composition

Appendix - Assessment of Invention Disclosures
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Introduction
Technology transfer is a new subject for our city (Kayseri) as well as for our country (Turkey). Erciyes TTO
is established in November 2012 and since that time; we have been focusing on awareness of IP and TTO
services, R&D projects, University-Industry collaborations, Intellectual Property and entrepreneurship. We
are carrying out the pre searches of patentability criteria and filing just for, value added and potentially
marketable inventions. Therefore, our patent portfolio is relatively smaller but more manageable. This
practice is about a utility model, which is the first commercialized IP for Erciyes University.
In this case, our invention was an early stage prototype and it was important to find the real market for it. In
addition, the product had to be improved but there was no source for it. Therefore, we had to find a license
model, which will improve the product with the inventor and share the profit with the university after the
improvement process. However, we also had to protect the rights of the inventor within this process.

Erciyes TTO and Commercialization Activities
We are serving to the whole city as a TTO, but our main partner is Erciyes University – the biggest university
in the city with 63.000 students and nearly 3.000 academicians.
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Awareness of IPR is unfortunately very low in Turkey. This is very challenging for us. Because of this
situation, our priority is to train the academicians and staff of the University about IP. We are visiting the
academicians, discussing and trying to encourage them about IP and protection. As TTO, we have missions
and responsibilities here is the list our department mission and responsibility as following:
-

IP awareness event organization

-

Trainings of IP

-

Patent Database Search

-

Decision of Filing or not

-

Creating Agreements

-

Choosing the type of the protection

-

Etc.

As we mentioned above, we are carrying out the pre searches of patentability criteria and filing just for,
value added and potentially marketable inventions. This is an advantage at commercialization phase for us
because we have relatively less patents but we know every detail of each patent and its market. In addition,
our patent portfolio is relatively smaller but more manageable.
First of all an invention disclosure should be patentable to pass to the second phase for us. Our second phase
is marketability search. We do not use any web based or embedded programs or platforms for marketing
activities. In this phase we call the end customers directly or visiting them and asking about our product.
If this product will be in the market, would you buy it, how much you would pay it, and what are your
expectations from a new product? If we can realize that the product has a market potential then we decide
file the IP.

After filing decision, we are managing the process, meeting with the investors, publishing the portfolio,
participating to the events for licensing the invention.

Sourcing the Technology
Firstly, we are trying to find out the R&D potential of existing academics. There are many indicators to
identify this subject and we basically used;
-

Total R&D project numbers

-

Ownership of an IP

-

Published papers and etc.

After this elimination, we focused on 15-20% of all academics, which we considered more interested in R&D.
We visited this pioneer group, trained them, and tried to have outputs on the technology. This case is also
one of our first R&D output technology transfer service via our TTO.
The Case is about a scientist and his sterilization machine. We started to work with him in 2014 but we
realized that he worked with industry many times in the past and most of the time he could not get any
money or IP because of lack of awareness of Technology transfer and IPR. We explained him why he has to
work with TTO as an interface. He realized his beneficiaries and we started to work together.
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Package and Protection
We had to find out how to protect the technology. We requested an invention disclosure from him and started
to perform patent database search with this disclosure. We understood that this is an existing technology
for big industrial organizations but if we can build it in a very small package, it can be protected as a utility
model and will give option for single customers like dentists. Inventor worked on it and we succeed to grant
the IP as a utility model. We filed the IP in 2014 and Turkish Patent Institute granted it in 2015.

Commercialization Strategy
Technology transfer office has right to manage the Erciyes University IP Portfolio and as the IPR department
of TTO we are responsible for the progress and process management. Before starting the meetings, we
made Market analyses for the invention. We have contacted many different potential end customers and
the feedback was very positive about the product. We organized the feedbacks as a document and it was a
must in our commercialization strategy.
We focused on medical device manufacturers and started to meet with them for commercialization. The
existing companies liked the invention but the problem was the rate of the royalties. They were insisting
that their name is more important than the product. They believed that they could sell anything in the
market with their brand. In this situation, it was not logical to go on with these companies because of lack
of mentality.

We started to meet also with angel investors and tried to make them believe to our invention. Finally, one
of angel was raised as volunteer to invest and I started to negotiate with him.

Negotiation
The negotiation process lasted almost 4-5 months. First, we had to define who would be the manufacturer.
Our potential investor was not so courageous to have his own technology company because he did not have
any experience in this field. For our TTO it was important to have a commercially experienced CEO at the top
of the company so we did not want to get an angel investment and establish a spin-off. We tried to explain
our angel investor about his benefits when he has the manufacturing option. He accepted this model and
established a new R&D company in our Technopark area.
Figure - Current Status of the Commercial Product
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First Working Prototype

Last Version of the product

After the establishment process, we started to have negotiations of royalties. The manufacturer was saying
that the product is a working prototype but it was in an ugly form so it has to be improved for marketing. He
was right and this was meant that the inventor has to work with Investor Company to improve the product.
The inventor was requesting a net monthly salary and the investor was saying he (inventor) will get money
from licensing fees and it will mean double payment. This was a challenging time and I had to solve the
problem. Our solution was to pay a net salary to the inventor and to decrease it with inverse proportion of
his licensing income. In reality he will get a net salary but if his royalty income will be equal or more than
150% of his net yearly salary then this amount will be deducted from him. Therefore, both sides were happy
and ready to work.

One another issue was how to encourage the investor to sell more and to be the market leader for this
product. In our university our share of IP income is 66,67% for Inventor and 33,33% for University. We
created a new share model for our case that you can see down below. In addition, there is an absolute
amount for royalty and if the company does not have any sales or sales royalty is less than this absolute
amount, the company confirmed to pay this absolute amount.
Table - Royalty per Income

NET SALES INCOME

ROYALTY*

<250.000 TL

A%

250.000 TL< INCOME <500.000 TL

B%

500.000 TL< INCOME <1.000.000 TL

C%

1.000.000< INCOME

D%
*A > B > C > D

This system aims to encourage the investor to sell more for making money and he was happy to sign the
document. After the agreement, we shared our detailed market analyses and explained potential sub
sectors to the investor. We also offered him to hire our inventor as a consultant for manufacturing and new
technologies. It was a logic offer for the investor too and he accepted it. Now our inventor is consulting the
company and going on cooperated R&D studies in the company.
We managed all this process and negotiations. We offered the main royalty model, prepared the agreements,
defined the payment periods etc.

Outcome
There are many outcomes in our case. Firstly, Erciyes University (Est. 1978) has started to get royalties for the
first time in its lifetime. We showed this case as an example for all researches to have more possibilities for
research and the potential to earn more. There are now two more R&D know-how projects in this licensor
company. The founder of the company has understood the big potential of income beside the risk of early
stage. In addition, it is a success case and an example for all researchers to reach their R&D objective via IPR.
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This is a success story of HT-TTM which brought together a spin-off and a big company. So we created a 3rd
competitor in the world with a patented technology of a Turkish inventor in collaboration with a Turkish
investor.

About HT-TTM
HT-TTM (www.hacettepettm.com) is one of the first three Technology Transfer Offices of Hacettepe
University (www.hacettepe.edu.tr), one of the leading public universities in Turkey with 3,495 researchers,
13 Faculties, 14 Graduate Schools, 2 Applied Schools, 1 Conservatory, 6 Vocational Schools, and 45 Research
and Application Centers.
Since 2009, it has coordinated more than 1.200 R&D projects with its staff of 21 experts from different
disciplines and more than 650 technical consultants. It has strong relationships with governmental bodies as
well as research and innovation funding agencies in Turkey, such as The Scientific and Technological Research
Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) and Small and Medium Industries Development Organization (SMIDO). HT-TTM
has signed collaboration protocols with many Organized Industrial Zones in Ankara and many contracts not
only with individual small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) but also with unions of SMEs. HT-TTM’s
main fields of operation are contracted research, commercialization of university and industry inventions,
intellectual property rights support (e.g., patenting and licensing), university–government–industry
collaborative research and entrepreneurship.
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We spread the awareness on intellectual-industrial property rights in both university and industry. In short
period of time we have 112 national and international patents in our portfolio. We created success stories
on tradability of technology which we used our talent on proper match between registered academicians
and companies on our data base according needs analysis. Within this context, we would like to share an
epitome for tradability of technology. Professional TTO staff regularly engages with university researchers
and industry to assess whether there is potential commercial merit to early-stage research.

Who is the Technology Owner?
TDU was a defence company, which is 1.5 years old spin-off, established in the Hacettepe Technopolis. 15
years long knowledge, a successful team and ambition to succeed! The company firstly contacted with our
office, HT-TTM Patent Office. During the initial meeting, the company had already produced their prototypes,
made some connections with some firms for collaboration but they were anxious and had questions about
what kind of investment should be on this business, what pathway they needed to follow to find the right
partners to take the risks together.

The Role of HT-TTM
First of all, we made an assessment on the situation of the company and we evaluated their technology. Then
we informed the company on IP (Intellectual Property Rights) and especially on patents. We emphasized
that the company should file patent application for this product that has an importance and an innovative
production technique. During our meetings about technical properties of the invention, we realised that
the product has not only one patentable subject, but also 2 patentable subjects. We made two separate
patent applications for each invention within the framework of secrecy. After patent filing, we organised
another meeting with our University-Industry Collaboration (USİ) team and the inventors. Experts in our

USI teams made an analysis on the technology, customer segment and also investor segment that would
be able to understand the technology and have investment potential. Then we started to contact with
the companies and had meetings between inventors and companies. One of the companies that we had
contacted interested in the technology. We coordinated whole negotiation process with the investor and
the inventors.
Figure 1. HT-TTM’s commercialization cycle
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We tried to be a balance factor between inventor and company during each meeting and to finalize process
by protecting technology value. At the end of the negotiation process takes through 8 months, we reached
agreement. We signed an agreement with the company (spin-off) based on investment and the spin-off
signed an agreement with investor firm. They decided to establish a joint-company which named TDU
Savunma Sistemleri A.Ş. (TDU Defence Systems Corp.), as a partnership.

And NOW;
TDU Savunma Sistemleri A.Ş. built a plant in Aegean Free Export Zone and;
-

10.000 m2 area

-

2.500 m2 closed area

-

Production of anti-thermal and anti-radar textile materials in different forms and shapes

-

18 white-collar employees, 12 blue-collar employees

-

Yearly sale: > 1 Million TL

-

Amount of Investment: 1 Million TL

HT-TTM was the correct address for the technology commercialization process of this product in which has
an important market potential.
Figure 2. The new company building
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Figure 3. The production area

Figure 4. Custom preview area
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Figure 5. The production area
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Figure 6. One of the products

Figure 7. One of the products
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What We Learned?
The main reasons that we are interested in this technology as a Technology Transfer Centre, were the
significance level of the technology for our country and the world, high TRL (Technology Readiness Level)
and IRL (Investment Readiness Level). We had realized that the greatest need of the inventors was a roadmap
to go to the market and to find the right partner for the investment. During the period takes 8 months, we
got experience on negotiation with investors, segment analysis of technology and the overcome challenges
in the period.
On the company side, they learned and faced all difficulties on this period. They got an opportunity to
work with a Technology Transfer Centre and at the end they could sign a contract with their partner for the
investment on the technology. They gained a chance to produce their invention on their own plant and to
export to the world.
It is a real win-win-win model of HT-TTM!
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As the first commercialization achievement of ITUNOVA TTO, Istanbul Technical University Natural
Language Processing Software was licensed to an international Company.

Technology Transfer Achievement Overview
Since its establishment, ITUNOVA TTO has worked on IP commercialization. Its first technology licensing
achievement was on August 31th 2016, which progress took 7 months. Istanbul Technical University Natural
Language Processing (ITU TNLP) Software was licensed to an international Company X which is a search
company located in 5 different global locations in USA and Europe and developing semantic search and
natural language processing technologies and operate for the various markets. ITUNOVA TTO managed the
technology licensing process. In this process, ITUNOVA was working with technical team The responsibilities
of ITUNOVA in technology transfer process were managing corporate relations, proposal writing, defining
licensing strategy and license prices, contract preparing and management, negotiation and consultancy
service management after license or pre-license.
ITU Turkish Natural Language Processing Technology was developed by Dr. Gulsen Eryigit, who is an Assistant
Professor at Istanbul Technical University (ITU), Turkey, founding member and coordinator of the ITU Turkish
Natural Language Processing (TNLP) Group, member of the ITU Learning from Big Data Group. Since 2000,
the natural language processing group of Istanbul Technical University has continued the study on machine
learning and language processing.
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These studies cover preprocessing, morphology, syntax and entity recognition. As a result of her research,
Dr. Eryigit has presented a web service. ITU Turkish NLP Web “tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr”, is a web platform as a
SaaS (Software as a Service) to provide the researchers and industry service. The users may communicate
with the platform via three channels: 1. via a user friendly web interface, 2. by file uploads and 3. by using
the provided Web APIs within their own codes for constructing higher level applications. The motivation
of the presented platform comes from the real word problems of sharing the produced NLP resources by
different people from varying level of computer background (starting from undergraduates to PhD students
or researchers, people from other fields (e.g. Linguistics)). These may be categorized under the following
main problems:
1. Need to provide assistance for the installation and the usage of different tools, all posing different
technological requirements in the users’ computers.
2. Difficulty to share the updates and the new modules introduced into the pipeline.
3. Difficulty of using the tools for educational purposes within the classrooms and term projects.
4. Licensing issues of the underlying Technologies (such as FST and machine learning softwares)
In the light of ongoing researches, Dr. Eryigit and her research group update the web service and add new
tools to the platform. She provides NLP consultancy service to the companies in various sectors via ITUNOVA
TTO. Last 4 years, 8 project contracts regarding her NLP consultancy to firms were signed by ITUNOVA TTO.
The ITU TNLP technology consists software tools. Software tools cannot be protected by a patent under the
Law on Intellectual Property in Turkey; hence a patent application wasn’t filed. Even tough software programs
can be protected under the Law on Intellectual and Artistic Works dated 5/12/1951 and numbered 5846 in
Turkey, the technology owner didn’t prefer to apply a protecting system. We followed different strategies
for each license request of companies. ITU TNLP tools are the output of research oriented institute’s study

and NLP tools are actually open as SaaS services to academic researchers via “tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr.” Due to
the popularity of these services, in recent years, we are receiving demands from both local and international
companies to license our tools. Since each demanding company come with different needs, our licensing
models also change depending to these. About protecting our technology in future, we plan to provide
the software as java APIs under protection with some commercial software product to dependent on the
installed machine. For this purpose, we found a firm named “Wibu System” which have some software
protection products. After the technical team tests the demos, we can use this product to protect NLP
software when we license it.
In our achievement case, we licensed the TNLP tools with open source code, but we defined some clauses
to prevent to distribution of the software in agreement
Dr. Eryigit is an acknowledged scientist on natural language processing. Her research studies and publications
are followed by scientists and engineers who is working semantic technologies. Therefore, for Company X,
it is not hard to find Dr. Eryigit to extend their solution on semantic technologies. Company X contacted
directly with Dr. Eryigit to talk about ITU TNLP tools. As I mentioned before, I manage her project and
relation with the industry. Dr. Eryigit conveyed the matter to ITUNOVA TTO. Then I’ve started business
development process with Company X. We organized a consultant agreement and provided a couple of
Skype meeting. In the beginning, Company X had an idea to establish a research office in Turkey. They
could open a research office, which collaborates on R&D project and ITU TNLP with Dr. Eryigit in Istanbul
Technical University Technopark. Last year, we set the authorities of Company X with the authorities ITU ARI
Technopark (http://www.ariteknokent.com.tr/en) to talk about the condition of opening an R&D office in
Technology Development Zone in Turkey. After one month, Company X decided to get a license of ITU TNLP
software. They dropped the idea of opening a branch office in Turkey.
To understand the technology needs of Company X and to finalize licensing requirements took approximately
2 months. After that, I collected all information and prepared the proposal including ITU TNLP tools as full
package. For this, the license price should be defined. Primarily, we defined the parameters of determining
license price. These are R&D costs, researcher’s costs, equipment costs, market condition, the TRL Level of
ITU TNLP, future potential of the technology etc. We applied reproduction cost method and sales comparison
method to value the software. Probably, they requested an offer from another company or institution
and called me for discount request. When they called us, we tried to explain the differences between ITU
TNLP tools and other compared product. Indeed, we and Company X know that, our technology has more
differential tools. However, we allowed a discount offered price. After approval of our proposal, we started
the agreement process. We worked with the Lawyer of ITUNOVA TTO. When first draft occurred, we received
approval from the Dr. Eryigit, then I shared with Company X. The negotiation regarding the agreement lasted
1 month. Within this period, Company X’s requirements a bit changed. They wanted to get a license in two
parts. One part related to the morphological analyzer tool while other part was with other tools of ITU TNLP
software. We divided the offered price according to tools and I divided the agreement into two documents.
After the signing of the license agreement, Dr. Eryigit initialized the work porting to Centos-61 within
one week. We informed Company X about the working results. Because of the Morphological Analyzer
1 Centos-6: CentOS (Community Enterprise Operating System) is a Linux distribution that attempts to provide a free, enterprise-class,

community-supported computing platform functionally compatible with its upstream source, Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
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Component of TNLP performed on Centos-6, we delivered the source code of the Morphological Analyzer
component after receiving the royalty fee of the Morphological Analyzer component of ITU TNLP Software.
For other pipeline, the test and porting to Centos-6 was not easy and fast as Morphological Analyzer does.
Our team needed maximum 2 months for this pre-feasibility study. Company X’s decision depended on
the result of this study. ITUNOVA and Dr. Eryigit agreed about the getting the initial payment for this prefeasibility study when the second agreement was signed. We defined the start date to work for porting
Centos-6 and after 2 months we shared the test results with Company X. The other tools of TNLP worked on
Centos-6. However, Company X decided not to get other tools’ licenses.
As far as we learned later, the other tools were not prior for Company X. For the license of Morphological
Analyzer tool and pre-feasibility of porting of other tools, ITUNOVA received the payment for this tool and
pre-feasibility. After the delivery and payment made in accordance with the agreement, Dr. Eryigit provided
online technical consultancy up to 3 hours. In the first-year minimum 36 hours technical consultancy was
approved by Dr. Eryigit. For this consultancy, we prepared a separate additional agreement. The consultancy
service will be continued until September 2017.
The first commercialization achievement of ITUNOVA TTO has motivated ITUNOVA TTO, Dr. Eryigit and her
research team a lot. ITUNOVA TTO received 10 % of the license fee and consultancy fee as ITUNOVA TTO
management fee. This achievement provides rising of awareness of technology transfer in Istanbul Technical
University.
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Positive results of commercialization activities have affected the recognition, commercialization strategies
and effort of ITUNOVA TTO. Regarding ITU TNLP software tools, the negotiations with four separate
companies are still continuing. Additionally, we are following some other patented technology developed
in ITU to commercialize.
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ODTÜ TTO has already built a collaboration between a Start-up and a Professor based on a fair & open
relationship where all rights are clearly defined. The purpose is to develop the invention of the Professor
together with the Start-up, make it ready for the market & commercialize.
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Abstract
For most universities – even those with cutting-edge research – partnering with industry does not happen
easily. Academics generally do not prefer to engage in collaborations with the industry and very few succeed
to cooperate with business to a high degree.
Actually universities and industry have been trying to collaborate for over a century, and the need for
strategic partnerships that go beyond the traditional funding of university research projects has been
intensified for the last two decades. Aparently, world-class research universities should take part at the
forefront of pioneering such partnerships through their technology transfer office facilities and increase
both quality and quantity of the technology transferred to the marketplace.
ODTÜ TTO protects and manages early stage technologies coming out of ODTÜ labs. These breakthrough
technologies developed by ODTÜ academia are mostly disruptive, and they are in the “high risk but high
gain” group. So, it is not very easy to finalise a license negotiation process. The big companies generally
prefer to hold all IPR and get exclusivity almost free of charge. On the other hand ODTÜ TTO does not let
it happen and tries to find alternative ways to negotiate or alternative companies to license. According to
the experience of ODTÜ TTO, a Start-up collaboration is a very effective & efficient way to try, as long as it
is well structured.
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This paper tells about a case where a Start-up hosting in ODTÜ Teknokent collaborates with an ODTÜ
Professor. The negotiation has been built around a shared vision through professional ties, trust and shared
benefits that will work to bridge the long term partnership.
In this paper you will see the importance of the communication style because too often the potential for
synergy is thwarted by failures of communication. You will see one of the critical points of the golden rule
for IP negotiation is understanding each other. In other words, this paper will show how it is important for
a TTO to match the right Start- up with the Professor and manage relations between the parties and satisfy
both sides’ wishes and needs.
Why doesn’t the ODTÜ TTO focus all of its Technology commercialization efforts on licensing technologies
to established companies like many other tech transfer offices do? Why does it, in certain circumstances,
create startups based on university technologies or transfer its technologies to existing start-ups?
A university startup is simply an additional commercialization approach to de-risking early stage university
inventions. They provide another arrow to ODTÜ TTO to commercialize its technologies.
When ODTÜ TTO get an invention disclosure, it firstly applies for a National patent. This step is done for
every invention as long as their preliminary search report is positive. Then ODTÜ TTO determines whether
there is a market for this particular invention, whether the Technology is incremental or disruptive to that
market, and what stage and milestones need to be met in order for the Technology to be a viable commercial
product. Academician is the main address to gather the basic answers of these three questions.

Based upon the information gathered, ODTÜ TTO assesses two main issues. The first one is whether the
invention should be internationally protected & patented in other countries and the second one is whether
the invention should be a candidate for licensing to an established company, or collaborating with an existing
start-up or creating a new start-up. In most cases, the Technology is not mature enough to be attractive to an
established company and therefore a start-up company may be the path to acquire necessary gap funding.
There are many reasons why ODTÜ TTO might choose to license a Technology to an existing or a new startup
rather than to an established company. Following reasons are the most important:
1. When there is a platform Technology: If a Technology has the potential for producing multiple
products, ODTÜ TTO considers it as a good candidate for a new startup. Forming a new startup
around a university Technology is a critical way to add value to a Technology. The academician and
his team will have the chance to continue with their research and in turn, this makes the Technology
more attractive for either future acquisition or investment by interested parties.
2. If they add value: The University simply does not have the resources to take every Technology
disclosed to it and transform them into commercially viable products. While established companies
that license technologies from universities are increasingly demanding and sometimes may have the
potential to kill the Technology, existing startups are more interested in developing the Technology
and securing developmental funding through bootstrapping, Government, Angels, VCs, etc.
3. When there is need for de-risking: There are situations in which the market is either not ready for
a Technology or is unsure about its potential. In this case, it really becomes difficult to find potential
licensees who will express their interest regarding the Technology. However, forming a startup or
collaborating with an existing one around a Technology in such a situation gives that Technology time
to mature and prove itself in the market.
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4. If they attract more investment: Startups –either newly formed or existing- are attractive to angel and
venture investors for the simple reason that such investors prefer to partner with small companies
to help them grow and commercialize their technologies, meanwhile they keep some control in
their hands. So, ODTÜ TTO thinks that collaboration with startups open new avenues of funding to
university Technologies.
ODTÜ TTO agrees there are multiple reasons why a Technology might be licensed to an established company.
For example, there are times when a particular Technology fits in well with an established company’s
product line even though it is early stage. Sometimes it may not be appropriate to form a Start-up because
the Technology is not disruptive, so it does not address to a specific market or the established company may
have a huge control in the market and nobody else is allowed to enter, etc.
All these issues should be discussed with the academician before starting commercializing activities and it
is what ODTÜ TTO does.
In this paper, we will focus on a cooperation with an existing Start-up and share a commercialization story
which was finalised successfully.

Collaboration with an Existing Start-Up
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This model is a promising way to improve ODTÜ TTO’s way of commercial activities and increase the impact
of ODTÜ TTO in the entrepreneurial economy. A university-developed Technology has often been an
attractive target for existing Start-ups because a Start-up needs a disruptive Technology to be competitive
in the market and create a strong product portfolio in future. ODTÜ TTO has already developed a win-win
platform where a Start-up licenses the Technology free of charge, co-develops it with the academician,
makes it ready for the market and starts to pay royalty when it makes revenue out of the invention.
The name of the model developed by ODTÜ TTO: “Co-develop and Commercialize”
The sector: The invention is in BioTechnology. It relates to the development of a porous implant type which
eventually melts off and replaced with new leaves growing tissue to cover craniofacial defects. It is protected
by ODTÜ TTO through an EPO patent application.
The Start-up: XYZ hosted in ODTÜ Teknokent
The Details: After the patent application of the invention was done, ODTÜ TTO talked to the Professor
and learned more about the Technology; its market, technology readiness level and potential growth. The
Technology is very disruptive, and early stage, and it is among the other Technologies developed by the
inventor which can be commercialized together as a platform Technology.
ODTÜ TTO firstly discussed if th Professor would be interested in creating his own Start-up and gathering
all Technologies under an umberalla company. However the Professor was risk-averse and although there
was an investor who was willing to evaluate this scenerio, he preferred to cooperate with an established
company.

So, ODTÜ TTO had two options rigth that time: It either would reach an established company or it would
reach an existing Start-up. The first option sounded good because the Technology needed development and
investment before the market reach and an established company with a technological infrastructure, humar
sources and financial strength would be very helpful. Meanwhile an existing Start-up would be also a good
option because every successful start up needs innovative Technologies to gain strength in the market. So,
ODTÜ TTO shared a brief summary of the invention with all potentail firms in these two groups.
There was not any positive response from the established companies. They either said nothing or asked for
all IPR in return of their support. As the second address, ODTÜ TTO analysed the profiles of the Start-ups in
ODTÜ Teknokent and the most relevant 3 Start-ups were chosen for the first touch.
These Start-ups were telephoned and asked for a meeting. Each of them was willing to cooperate and their
common question was “ I am a Start-up, I can not afford licensing fees, so what shall we do?” And the
answer was the new model of ODTÜ TTO, “ Co-develop and Commercialize!” ODTÜ TTO told each candidate
that the primary purpose is to make a product out of the Technology in a cooperative environment, and
in the meantime the top expectation from the Start-up would be the milestones met. So, ODTÜ TTO was
looking for a Start-up team which was really enthusiastic, cooperative, and well-disciplined. While two of
the Start-ups hesitated regarding the milestones, only “XYZ” was satisfied with our terms. We had our second
meeting with the team and after an NDA, signed technical details of the invention. So, our cooperation
has already started. Nobady knew whtat would happen but one thing was clear for both parties: A tough
journey has already begun. On one side there was the Start-up owner who has a marketing approach and
on the other side there was the Professor who has an academic approach with some worst case experiences
with other companies in the past. While one of them is revenue oriented, the other one is lab oriented and
this would obivously create conflict in future!
When the Professor and the Start-up met, the first impression was neither good nor bad. Both sides shared
background info and expectations and the Professor had two critical questions:
1. What if this Start-up would use the invention as an R&D tool to keep itself in ODTÜ Teknokent?
2. What if the Start-up would use the invention to apply for a Goverment fund and use this fund for its
other research activities?
“Even if the Technology is innovative and the Start-up is hardworking, it is not advantageous as long as
the parties are not in good faith.”
Both two questions were really critical and needed to be clarified. So, the Start-up would have to clearly
explain their plans regarding the technology for future and make the Professor believe in their goal is to
commercialize the Technology, otherwise the Professor would withdraw from the negotiation process.
So, although the Start-up expressed its deep interest regarding the Technology in the first meeting, ODTÜ
TTO organized another meeting again to discuss the goal of the collaboration, wishes & expectations, and
responsbilities of both sides. The Professor needed to understand why this invention is strategic for the
Start-up. He needed to measure their level of interest and predict their potential to develop the invention.
However the result was negative. The Professor was still not sure, he was thinking the Start-up would fail
and told ODTÜ TTO to end negotiations. The Start-up and ODTÜ TTO were both disappointed.
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“Do not give up!”
The road to the success was obviously difficult. It was like a marriage, both parties should believe in each
other and try to do their best to bridge a good future. If one party does not do that, then failure is inevitable.
Our road was blurred but there was still light in the end shining!
A few months later, ODTÜ TTO contacted both two parties again to keep the relations warm, otherwise the
whole effort would be wasted. The Start-up was still willing for cooperation but the Professor was still so
confused. He was not sure about the goal of the Start-up and he still had two questions ( mentioned above)
in his mind.
Then a one to one meeting with the Professor was organized and there was discussed the need for this
collaboration. IP Lawyer of ODTÜ TTO also attended the meeting and possible terms were discussed which
would guarentee that the Start-up would really do its best to commericalize the invention.
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It was explained to the Professor that as long as there is no
interest from any big company and as long as the Professor does
not want to form his own spin-off, the invention has no chance
to be transferred to the market. ODTÜ TTO would prepare an
agreement protecting his rights and his Technology, so it would
be fair to give a second chance. Eventually the Professor was
convinced and a meeting with the Start-up was done again. This
time, the capability of the Start-up ( financial projections, existing
infrastructure, human resources, marketing ability etc.) was
discussed and it was decided to continue with a draft agreement.
So, the collaboration among the partners already started again
but more concrete this time and ODTÜ TTO would prepare a draft
agreement!
ODTÜ TTO prepared a draft and shared it with the Professor. The agreement was prepared with the focus
on Technology development. It was giving a free license to the Start-up with obligations to develop the
Technology, and the parties would earn revenue when the Technology is transferred to the marketplace.
However the Professor was not happy with the agreement saying that it was not protecting his rights
because there was not a big amount of compensation. Actually there was a misunderstanding. The
agreement was protecting his rights but it did not include any terms as heavy as ODTÜ TTO used to put in
the agreements for bigger companies. Otherwise –for example- it will not make sense to ask for millions of
dollars of compensation from the Start-up upon the breach of this agreement, because a Start-up can not
afford to pay it and it will never be realistic. Then ODTÜ TTO proposed another alternative to the Professor
suggesting to put a very detailed milestone table with specific dates that the Professor would have the right
to stop the collaboration upon his observation that the Start-up is not doing what it has to do. This idea
highly relieved the Professor and he agreed. ODTÜ TTO also put a term saying that the Start-up would start
developing activities with its own financial sources without waiting for any national or international grant.
This term was necessary to make the Professor believe that the Start-up is ready to invest money & time
without waiting for any goverment grant.

In the meantime, ODTÜ TTO once more realized how the manner of a Start-up is important in this type of
cooperation. Sometimes it might be really very challenging to reach an agreement with a Professor. They are
usually risk-averse people and like to see“ guarantee” in their academic lives and do not think the business
side. Under these circumstances, the approach of a Start-up becomes very essential. The Start-up should
should pursue its goal and should be flexible while making negoatiations with the Professor. Otherwise the
Start-up may not be the right address for The TTO.
In the end, after series of meetings, ODTÜ TTO finalised the negotiation and both the Professor and the
Start-up agreed to sign it. The agreement included a very detailed milestones table defining each party’s
reposibility very clearly. It included a general financial term saying that the Start-up will pay minimum X%
of the sales revenue when the Technology is commercialized and the exact percentage will be figured out
when the real cost is calculated -which exists as a milestone. All patent expenses would be continued to be
paid by ODTÜ TTO till revenue generation.
Meanwhile, there was an issue regarding patent process. ODTÜ TTO needed to decide for the international
countries to apply for a patent. The Start-up had an important role at this point and shared its idea saying
that Europe would be critical for their marketing activities. Consequently, EPO application was done by
ODTÜ TTO.
The parties were all pleased with the terms of this collaboration and they have created a powerful team
for the Technology development and its transaction to the market. Hopefully this partnership will create an
opportunity for the Start-up to work on a groundbreaking research output and commercialize it and this will
also enable the Professor to experience business relations and see his invention creating a great benefit for
the World.
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Good Practice Pitch
Although the support mechanisms in the entrepreneurship ecosystem are very active, supports for
commercialization are unfortunately lacking. The goal of “Needs Analysis and Commercialization Mentoring
Project” called DOPING is to set a model that will facilitate the development of entrepreneurship
ecosystem at Bilkent University, taking advantage of significant opportunities concerning competitive
capacity and reinvigorating the regional economy. Recognizing that the commercialization of the products
manufactured in the region will make a big contribution to the development of the region’s innovativeness
and entrepreneurial capacity, one-to-one mentorship and services have been included to strengthen the
potential for commercialization of companies during the project, avoiding overly-generalized services.
Doping was lunched to provide customized solutions to startups. The priorities of the program were to
identify the commercialization and growth obstacles faced by entrepreneurs and get rid of them with the
one-to-one mentoring. Furthermore, it provided tools to benchmark services offered and a method how to
help the start-ups to survive and develop their business.

History & Background Information
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Bilkent CYBERPARK decided to write a project to receive an acceptance from South Korea Innopolis
Foundation for Training Program for Science & Technology Park Development (STP Program) to develop a
new project idea. Primary goals of STP are sharing the know-how and experience in the development and
operation of Korean Science & Technology Parks, offering customized solutions as a consulting service to
countries which are currently executing STP development plans and building a social network and seeking
ways to cooperate with experts representing their respective sectors. The project was written to identify
the needs of entrepreneurs and to offer them the most appropriate solutions for commercialization. It was
selected among more than 100 projects in March 2016.
Scaling and evaluation model developed by Innopolis Foundation STP, South Korea were utilized for that
project. Depending on the results of needs analysis, the problems of commercialization of the companies
were identified. Mentors were appointed based on their experience in the specific technology field.
Companies were given the opportunity to remedy their deficiencies through this commercialization
mentorship service. At the end, each company was expected to update its commercialization route map.
After learning from their experience, Bilkent Cyberpark &TTO wanted to adapt the model applied by
Innopolis to Turkey. A detailed business plan was presented to Ankara Development Agency for financial
support, where the support decision was given in the summer of 2016.

The Model
Stages
It is known previously that commercialization consultancy cannot abruptly increase sales. Yet, based on the
feedbacks from the companies and investors, it was detected that our model could be of use and the firms

could make progress in their commercialization route maps. In Turkish ecosystem, entrepreneurs have a lot
of support for turning business ideas into business plans and establishing companies. However, the supports
are not enough for commercialization of the products that are produced by entrepreneurs.
The project consists of 4 stages to be completed in 3 months:
• selecting 15 start-ups facing problems with commercialization,
• analyzing their needs with the help of questionnaires and one-to-one meetings (diagnosis)
• mentoring for commercialization and providing social media consultancy,
• coaching start-ups for investment pitching.
Briefly, at the first stage, start-ups were selected, and a questionnaire was prepared by leading experts to
analyze selected start-ups’ business, team, education level, product/service, experience, business activities,
potential customers and economic structure. At the second stage, this questionnaire was administered, and
mentors held a one-to-one meeting to assess the needs of the start-ups. Examining these data, mentors
selected five startups to work further for commercialization. In the second and third months of the project,
more commercialization mentoring sessions, social media consultancy and then coaching for pitching to
investors were provided. Finally, an event was organized where entrepreneurs pitched to investors with an
effective demo day.

Startup Selection Process
Within the scope of the project that took place in September – December 2016 period, 15 startups located
in Bilkent CYBERPARK were chosen according to following criteria;
• At least 12 months old (since legal establishment),
• All partners are individuals or faculty members,
• At most five employees,
• Have a product or a working prototype.

Questionnaire and Reports
The questions mentioned below have used for identifying the selected incubators, products, and markets:
1. What is the value proposition of your project?
2. Who is target customer of the product and why should the product be bought?
3. What is your current relationship with your customers?
4. Do you already have a revenue stream from the product you developed?
5. Does your company already have financing resources? (Explain)
6. What are the education levels of team members working on the project?
7. Does your company have business partners?
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8. What is the competition level of the market that you will present your product? What are your
competitive advantages? Does your product have application areas in different sectors?
9. Is your product subject to any legal regulation? (Does the government approve and/or are there any
industry standards that have to be met?)
10. Did you perform any marketing activities about your product or do you plan to perform any marketing
activities about your product?
11. What is your production level?
12. What kind of IP protection do you have for the product?
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For each incubation company analyzed, reports were created to provide a clear view of the general situation
of companies. For each of 15 companies selected, one-to-one mentorship sessions have been initiated by
appointing expert mentors in their field. The aim of these sessions was to provide incubation needs analysis
by examining incubation companies beyond their general situation. Since the companies do not want their
reports to be published, instead “A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O” are used to represent the names of
15 firms selected in the final report delivered to the Ankara Development Agency.
Depending on the findings of the needs analysis reports, five companies that required “commercialization
support” and could remedy their deficiencies through mentorship were selected for the second stage. They
were offered the opportunity to present to the investors at Demo Day at the end of the program by giving
one-to-one commercialization mentorship, social media situation analysis, result-oriented improvement
works and pitching training.

Results
Problem Determination Assessment According to Needs Analysis
Needs analysis of the selected 15 incubation companies was made by mentors. The incubation needs analysis
was carried out in four areas, which were firm history review, current status review, problem determination
and solution offer. During the problem resolution phase, all problems that could be experienced in each
company were detected.
The identified problems are grouped under 8 main titles and percentage distribution of problems is given
below:
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The identified problems classified under some main categories are given as follows:
• The presence of strong competitors for the company/product in the market,
• Lack of main subject of the company in the market,
• Lack of innovative perspective of the company,
• The company has not focused on integrating the product into different sources,
• The company has focused on the public sector and has moved away from private sector and reduced
market share in the market,
• The company has not made product pricing with the right perspective,
• Failure to provide cash flow from sales, grant support,
• Lack of product innovation,
• Financing need,
• Lack of infrastructure,
• Inadequate market analysis,
• Dependence on imports for critical raw materials,

• Lack of equivalent and/or similar product of the product in market,
• The weakness of company in marketing and business development activities (the whole team consists
of technical engineers),
• No prototype product yet,
• No intellectual property protection of the product,
• Inadequate customer verification,
• Lack of focus and/or instability about which product to focus on,
• Lack of employee in the team,
• Inadequate technical verification,
• Lack of advertising to promote the product and gain a place in the market,
• Keeping sales/marketing in the background,
• Inadequate mass production preparation,
• Lack of physical area for mass production,
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As specified in the diagram above, the data provided by the mentors were evaluated, and it was observed
that the most of the problems in the companies were financial. Additionally, it could be said that the
companies had problems in customer verification, sales/marketing and lack of employee based on the data
obtained after analysis.

Suggestions Based On Needs Analysis
As a result of all analyses, the problems about companies and products were detected by mentors.
Suggestions presented for each problem identified are as follows;
• Finance;
o Investment needs analysis
• Marketing;
o Developing and improving the product within request of customer by receiving feedback from
customers,
o Making detailed works on pricing and preparation of strategies,
o Making detailed works on pricing by analyzing alternatives,
o Customer validation,
o Market test and validation,
o Increasing sales-oriented negotiations,
o Increasing the importance of advertising and promotions,

o Increasing the importance on cooperation
o Proceeding with the right steps against the competitors for sustainability of the company in the
market by analyzing rivals correctly,
• Product;
o Focusing on only one product;
• Business Plan;
o Making necessary updates and applying them strategically, considering the importance of a right
business plan,

Social Media Situation Analysis and Result-Oriented Improvement
Selected companies also participated in Social Media Situation Analysis and Result-Oriented Improvement
study that is performed by a consultant. These works have progressed through the following four basic
steps;
• Past and current situation analysis,
• Identification of the product of the company and competitor analysis
• Problem determination, analysis of marketing and other problems,
• Solution suggestions
In the first step, the past and current situation analysis was performed. During this analysis process,
companies and their products were recognized. At the same time, information about team members,
focal points of the product of the company and product sales, income and support status of the company,
marketing strategies and activities, the level of social media usage on behalf of the firm and exhibitions and
events were collected. In the second step, the competitor analysis was made within each detail, and the
products of companies were recognized more closely. The advantages and disadvantages of each company
against rivals and their products by sectors and products were analyzed. Thus, the positions of companies
their products and their target groups were identified. In the third step, as a result of all the analyses made
the problems that the companies had experienced and would experience, marketing problems and the
problems on the agenda were discussed. In the last stage of the studies, suggestions were prepared for any
deficiencies and problems identified as the result of subjective evaluations of companies and products. The
companies were given some advice in order for them to make right moves during the commercialization
process and proceed with confident steps.
Companies followed these steps with the consultant:
• Determine the real target group,
• Determine the target group by sector,
• Focus target group, sector group selection,
• Identification of deficiencies of marketing materials,
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• Determine the content strategy for the focus target group,
• Management of sample potential institutional scenario,
-

Determine the target group via LinkedIn

-

Determine the potential decision makers at target institutional companies via LinkedIn,

-

Application on continuous communication scenario with LinkedIn,

-

First contact and relationship development scenarios with LinkedIn,

-

Collecting information scenarios related to potential customers via LinkedIn,

-

Sectorial development follow-up scenarios via LinkedIn,

-

Other LinkedIn activities,

• Creation LinkedIn company account,
• Group usage via LinkedIn and potential customer finding scenarios in groups,
• Determine active communication strategies with LinkedIn during the cold sales period,
• Organization and first preparation methods in marketing activities,
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• More effective communication methods by saving time and including social media for marketing and
sales to time management.

General Evaluation of Commercialization Mentorship
Selected five incubation companies received one-to-one mentorship support in the commercialization
field. Commercialization mentorship support was provided by three mentors who were selected according
to their experience and market-fit for the company. The companies and products were recognized by
mentors through analyzing the current situation analysis reports. Then, the problems that could occur
during commercialization were detected. At this stage, possible problems specific to all companies were
detected by analyzing the products, services, market positions and competitor analysis of the companies.
After identifying possible problems and threats, solutions that could be applied in unexpected situations
were determined. Together with the companies, customers’ demand for the products was determined and
the companies were then directed to make the market validation test. They were pushed to make as many
customer interviews as possible. After discussing the results of interviews with mentors, they collectively
decided on how to follow a path. For each company, customized commercialization route maps were
created, which consisted of the actual steps to be followed through the commercialization process. At the
end, they had a commercialization plan including the steps to follow, which made sure that companies used
their resources and time more efficiently.
To enable companies to achieve sustainability in different real-life conditions, issues such as the solution of
the cash flow by adapting to changes in the market were discussed. The process and methods to be followed
were determined by making a necessary analysis. According to demands of the products of the companies,
the supply-demand equilibrium was also provided, and the necessary strategic plans were prepared by
examining right methods to meet demand.

At the end of trainings and mentorship support, presentations were pitched to investors and audience in
2016 TechAnkara Project Showcase on 19 December 2016. After Demo Day, one company was selected
to participate in the StartersHub Global Accelerator Program, one company was selected to participate
Global Accelerator Program in Berlin and two companies succeeded in attracting investors’ attention and
continued negotiations. One of company was selected to meet with the public through Arikovani, which is
a crowdfunding platform.

Conclusion
DOPING takes (a goal based) objective oriented approach to working with startups. Each company sets
its own goals, and therefore the definition of ‘success’ differs. With this project, one can assess startups’ commercialization performance, diagnose any common barriers for marketing and create a model
to overcome these obstacles. Through its spill-over effect, this model is considered to help foster Ankara
Entrepreneurship Ecosystem and regional economy. DOPING model enables startups to benefit from
mentors to convert their technological findings into a commercial product.
No doubt, this project is created to provide a more efficient program to entrepreneurs and institutions
by tailoring commercialization support uniquely to entrepreneurs. Even though it is known that
commercialization-oriented programs will not abruptly increase sales, startups started to think about the
commercialization of their technologies and took the first step to attract the investors and validate their
customers with the crucial support of DOPING Program.
According to the feedback received from entrepreneurs, the value added services were quite useful and
practical. Trainings, investor meetings, acceleration activities, interviews with potential customers, and
tailor-made commercialization-oriented solution suggestions made a difference for the entrepreneurs.
Other than entrepreneurs, mentors and incubation managers also learned from the results of the program.
It was a good experience for them to see the big picture, which helped them to better suit the needs of
startups in the future. In order to ensure sustainability, Bilkent Cyberpark and Bilkent TTO will work together
to use this model as a reference and modify their incubation and acceleration procedures depending on the
outcomes of DOPING program.
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This good practice summarizes GlakoLense engagement chronologically in order to highlight and underline
the major lessons learned to be shared with the Turkish TTO ecosystem.

Abstract
Glakolens AŞ, a spin-off startup built on research on micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
metamaterials at Boğaziçi University, develops contact lens based novel biosensor technologies for the
diagnosis and monitoring of glaucoma and other diseases.

Early lab proof of concept prototypes were characterized, demonstrated, patented, and partially published
always in cooperation and with assistance & guidance of Boğaziçi University Technology Transfer Office
(BU-TTO) which has also introduced, prepared, coached and monitored the GlakoLense team first with their
initial pitch and then with their successful negotiations with ACT Venture Partners, a venture capital firm
that invests in early stage technology and innovation opportunities in Turkey, through the Accelerating the
Commercialization of Technology (ACT) Fund.

2014
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Towards mid-Q3 CY2014, Prof. Günhan Dündar, Associate Professor Arda Deniz Yalçınkaya and Associate
Professor Hamdi Torun of Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department of Boğaziçi University Faculty of
Engineering filed in an invention disclosure form with BU-TTO.
Within two weeks and after initial patent search, the application was evaluated highly applicable and
patentable with quiet a global commercial appeal by BU-TTO, and therefore the inventor team were called
in for an Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) transfer negotiation.
At the time, the so-called “Professor’s Privilege” was in effect in Turkey as all the inventions stemming out
of university campuses and research institutes were regarded as “free inventions” by the existing Turkish
IPR Law and codes.
The negotiation session was very prompt & to the point, and lasted almost 15 minutes.
BU-TTO shared with the inventor team the initial patent search analysis report and applauded its global
commercialization potential, and ensured them that a national patent application will be processed
regardless of the outcome of the negotiations and it will be applied on their names at the university’s cost
but if they agreed to sign in an IPR Transfer Agreement and turned in the IP Rights to Boğaziçi University,
then BU-TTO would ensure to allocate and assume all the necessary funds to support their international
patent applications’ costs as well and also to assist them in finding and securing venture partners should
they chose to establish a start-up company in the future.
Otherwise BU-TTO will try to commercialize this patent via licensing both nationally and globally, and in lieu
with the existing Boğaziçi University IP Policy then, all the royalty proceeds coming in from these licenses

will be shared with the inventor team %50 %50 on an annual basis after the accumulated patent application
costs have been deducted.
The inventor team did not hesitate a bit and signed the IPR Transfer Agreement immediately. The national
patent application was done the week after and on Boğaziçi University’s ownership.
Moral of the Story: Always be prompt & to the point, sincere and transparent and build on the confidence!.
Be clear on your offers and suggestions and explain in very clear terms why you are suggesting an IPR Transfer
and how you intent to support it afterwards, and what the benefits would be for the inventor team.

2015
In late Q4 CY2014 and early CY2015, Boğaziçi University Rectorate Office and BU-TTO took the initiative to
jump-start a University Advisory Board to assist and support ACT, and personally contacted the Rectorate
Offices of 30+ major universities across Turkey. The letter of intents (LOI) were collected from all these
universities and both these LOIs and the charter and mission statement of the University Advisory Board
were included in ACT’s bid to European Investment Fund (EIF) -the anchor investor in the Accelerating the
Commercialization of Technology Fund.
At the same time, we have also asked the GlakoLense inventor team to prepare a proposal for Boğaziçi
University Scientific Research Projects’ (BAP) “Advanced Technology Application and Development Project
Support” (TUG) Program to further their research and secure international patent application costs, which
they successfully did and eventually 200K $ of financial support were granted through this program.
WIPO PCT application was also done in Q4 CY2015.
On November 14th an initial pitch was conducted to ACT with all four managing partners and all three
inventors attending.
A series of additional meetings were also held, and ACT also paid a visit to Boğaziçi University Electrical and
Electronic Engineering Department’s labs to see and observe the early lab proof of concept prototypes.
On December 15th an Exclusivity Agreement was signed for what was then-called “RFMBiosense Project” in
between Boğaziçi University and ACT.
Moral of the Story: Networking is always the key!. Both Boğaziçi University and BU-TTO had extensive ties
with EIF due to their ongoing support and participation in Boğaziçi University’s international and annual “IP
Management @ Universities” Conferences (http://www.ipconference.boun.edu.tr). Needless-to-say, Boğaziçi
University’s Chairmanship at ACT’s University Advisory Board came quiet handy at ACT’s bid throughout
which BU-TTO collaborated and lobbied heavily. The second lesson to be learned is securing the BAP TUG
grant for international patent application. Always deliver what you promise, and lobby for and utilize all and
any internal instruments you might find!.
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2016
The first two quarters of CY2016 were a bit frustrating while ACT was conducting due diligence, and the
GlakoLense team was asked to draft and present various justifications and income projections?
Inevitably, the prolonging of this process and the ever-longer intervals in between consecutive meetings
started to wear the inventor team down, and as being researchers and scientists they, certainly, did not
appreciate to go back to square-one so to speak, and their tolerance was growing thin to re-explain and seek
approval on terms and conditions which were agreed upon previously.
At this time, the WIPO PCT examination report was also revealed and issued which accepted and honored
all 11 claims of our patent application with inventive steps with flying colors.
Within the following month, we also made another US patent application.
And at the same time, Turkey also went through a failed military coup attempt which put a hold on to almost
everything in the nation.
Needless-to-say, a PoC (Proof-of-Concept) Study Agreement was signed in between BU-TTO and ACT on
June 28th which will be focusing exclusively on “Investment and Market Analysis and Development Costs”,
and ACT agreed to assume the costs of an outside consultant to assist GlakoLense team on this analysis.
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Khalid Mentak, Consultant, CEO Tenon Medical, Inc., San Francisco was recruited for this role and a service
level agreement was signed with him and BU-TTO on September 9th.
Khalid has extensive experience in biosensor sector in specific and contactlense production in general with
various global investments of his own.
Bi-weekly skype conference calls were held for the next 4 months in between Khalid Mentak, GlakoLense
team and BU-TTO –and at times with ACT members- to fine tune this analysis, and finally an Investment
Analysis Report was handed in to ACT by late December.
By far, the biggest contribution Khalid had on the overall project was to direct the team to narrow their focus
to “glaucoma diagnosis and monitoring” only which was, indeed, a huge market to grasp: 5B $.
Hence, until then the main focus of the so-called “RFMBiosense Project” team was always on glucose
diagnosis and monitoring which has a somehow not-so-significant-but-delayed diagnosis time when
administered through eye tears than blood directly. Furthermore, there is more competition in that area!.
“Let’s excel in “glaucoma” first, and we can repeat the success in other areas later on!” became the motto
of the team. Overnight, the project was renamed GlakoLense…

Glaucoma is a chronic disease with no cure.
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It is a €5bn Market globally with 70M people worldwide, and is the second leading cause of blindness
globally..

No viable product in the market to continuously and wirelessly measure IoP, whereas the GlakoLense team
already had in its grasp:

Intra-Ocular-Pressure sensing with a
• Wireless
• Bio-compatible
• Non-invasive
• Cost-effective
• Contact lens embedded device
• Data recorded and processed remotely
• Patents pending
• Lab proof of concept prototypes demonstrated product specs.
The final PoC report covered a solid business model, with key performance indicators ~18 months to realize
a fully functional IoP monitoring sensor and its first generation read out system and its financials, as well
as an in-depth analysis of global competition and competition-to-be!. Let alone the investment amount
needed, the skill and experience sets needed to be recruited, etc.
Last Q of CY2016, we have also joined ACT team in their visit to the production facilities of major local
contact lens producers in Istanbul and joined in their negotiations with them to co-finance the investment.
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Moral of the Story: Negotiations do take and consume time, and as TTO you should always position yourself
as some sort of “trustee” to the whole engagement, be it with the project team or the investors. You should
keep all parties’ motivation on, and ensure that your transparency remains intact. When it comes to recruiting
an outside consultant to conduct an investment, market and development cost analysis, seek the “best-ofbreed” expertise who will not assist you only in this task but will also be willing to be strategically involved
with the spin-off later on… Commitment matters! It is also nice to have immediate access to production
facilities –especially at the development stage- but such services can also be purchased, i.e. there is no need
for a partnership from the get-go!..

2017
Early in Q1 CY2017, ACT shared our “Investment and Market Analysis and Development Costs” Report with
their own investors in seeking a “Go Ahead!” approval for investment, which they received and in early
January they shared with BU-TTO their first draft LoI and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU).
We asked the advice of Associate Prof. Mehmet Nafi Artemel who is an IP attorney-of-law and a member of
Boğaziçi University IP Council, and after two rounds of rewording and negotiations, the MoU was eventually
signed on January 24th.
We were already in February, and there were four major challenges ahead of us, namely:
1. Secure an office space for GlakoLense at Boğaziçi University Teknopark
2. Establish GlakoLense as a registered company in Istanbul

3. Finalize an Exclusive Licensing Agreement in between Boğaziçi University and GlakoLense
4. Finalize Investment and Shareholders Agreement in between GlakoLense and ACT.
Given its location at a “no-construction-zone” of the Bosphorous in Istanbul, Boğaziçi University has a very
small techno park -800 meter squares in total with nearly 20 companies in it, and therefore a new office
space is quiet hard to find with ques up to two years!
Never-the-less, as BU-TTO we stepped in and secured an office space allocation for GlakoLense effective
from April on. (As a matter of fact, it meant evocating a tenant company who were lacking in their payments
and other obligations!)
We then had to register GlakoLense as a company, the three inventors and shareholders asked BU-TTO to
be a Board Member in the new company, and I was appointed to represent BU-TTO and Boğaziçi University
and to play the monitoring role in between the tem and the investors.
Upon ACT’s advice we outsourced the establishment of the company to K-tg Accounting Firm, which they
performed quiet promptly –regardless of the fact that we had to go to the notary a couple of times, and the
company was registered by March.
Next came the Investment and Shareholders Agreement and Exclusive Licensing Agreement, which is in fact
an addendum to the first one.
As BU-TTO we held a meeting with ACT to seek advice on how much we should allocate for legal counsel on
these matters as they would initially be deferred to and then assumed by GlakoLense after the initial first
round investment anyways. We agreed on an amount.
We then invited GUN + Partners, the legal firm which we have utilized in various IPR related legal matters
and disputes in the past and with whom the university IP Council had a strategic partnership agreement for
seven years, for a lunch at the campus to meet with the GlakoLense team.
GUN + Partners are by far the leading legal office in Turkey in IPR issues, and has also been a long-standing
supporter of Boğaziçi University’s international and annual “IP Management @ Universities” Conferences.
We briefed them on the progress we had so far with ACT and GlakoLense and that we needed their
specialized services at a tapped price to conclude both the Investment and Shareholders Agreement and
Exclusive Licensing Agreement, and they willingly accepted the challenge without any question!
GUN + Partners immediately assigned two of their senior partner members of their team to our project, one
of which was heading their Izmir branch office but would come in for every negotiations meeting in Istanbul.
Soon enough, ACT’s legal counsel Akol Law Firm has shared their draft License Agreement and the Investment
and Shareholders Agreement with us.
One should bear in mind that in an evolving TTO ecosystem such as Turkey, and the newly appointed TTA’s
as VC’s to invest in university based research outputs, certainly all the stakeholders are going through a
learning curve!...
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This is most probably more true when it comes to Investment and Shareholders Agreements as all the TTA’s
and VC’s push for certain templates -many of which are certainly not relevant nor applicable to Turkish legal
socio-political and economic environment- as if they are Moses’ God Given Stone-carved Templates!..
By the time we started negotiating with Akol Law Firm, ACT partners have informed me privately that
this was the third law firm they were hiring and that the initial Investment and Shareholders Agreements
template was originally 180 pages long whereas what they shared with us was now reduced to 120…
As BU-TTO we held various meetings with GlakoLense team to review and strategize on our next course of
actions. Many of the terms in the Investment and Shareholders Agreement which Akol Law Firm shared
with us were in fact in contradiction with the MoU signed, further, there was now a declared “State of
Emergency” in affect in Turkey whereby academicians were prosecuted rather recklessly!... In the event
of which given the draft Investment and Shareholders Agreement, it would, certainly, put the GlakoLense
shareholders in real jeopardy.
After we pinned down our concerns, we called GUN + Partners team in to our campus for a joint review
meeting, and then to meet and start negotiations with Akol Law and ACT afterwards.
It turned out that the leading legal counsels of the Akol Team had conducted their internships at GUN +
Partners…
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Needless-to-say, from the get go we had the legal authority and respect throughout the whole negotiation
process and by the time we concluded, the Investment and Shareholders Agreement in two months’ record
time, was reduced to some 60 pages.
When it came to Licensing Agreement, I have to admit that I found myself in Henty Kissinger’s shoes,
conducting a rather “ping-pong policy” as there were six parties I needed to seek approval of, namely;
1. Boğaziçi University Legal Department
2. Boğaziçi University Rectorate Office
3. GlakoLense team
4. GUN + Partners
5. ACT
6. Akol Law Firm
Two main obstacles surfaced: (a) royally terms; (b) patent valuation.
It turned out that the PoC (Proof-of-Concept) Study Agreement which was signed in between BU-TTO and
ACT on June 28th stipulated that a certain tap (%2) should be used as maximum amount in the event ACT
invests, and as it turned out Boğaziçi University IP Council had only recently (September 2016) renewed
their royalty based licensing agreement with their Alumna Club for all goods sold with Boğaziçi University
trade mark on at a higher rate (%5)!...
As BU-TTO we explained to ACT that a new IP Council will be appointed at the university and that it would
take 6 months to review this lessening agreement and they would not accept any terms less than what the
Alumna Club agreed upon.

Upon discussion it was agreed to put the royalty terms starting from %1 the first year and ending at %5 at
the fifth year with an ongoing tap henceforth.
On the other hand, MoU signed between the parties also stipulated that Boğaziçi University does not only
assign an exclusive license but agrees to sell the IPR to GlakoLense in the future whenever they request at
market price.
ACT wanted this spelled out more solid in the Licensing Agreement. Understandably, they want to be
ensured as they will eventually seek Series B, C and other foreign investors for GlakoLense in order to exit
themselves profitably…It is a known fact that such global VC investors would require the company to own
their IPR.
During discussions, I spelled out to them that neither myself nor anyone from Boğaziçi University could spell
out a figure/amount for patent valuation as the IPR was getting more valuable as we spoke!.... Who would
know how much it will cost come 5 years?
At the end, we agreed to seek a third party consulting firm to evaluate the existing patents and come up
with a numeration and that whatever the amount is to the value of GlakoLense on the day, then the same
percentage value will be applied in purchasing the patent to GlakoLense –either in cash or as shares- with
its current value with the new investments.
Then I performed my Henry Kissinger act and “ping-pong policy” with all six parties involved, and at times I
even had to put a “Gag Order” to the GlakoLense team as ACT members were soliciting them otherwise, the
agreement was finalized accordingly.
On April 14th we signed both the Investment and Shareholders Agreement and the Licensing Agreement at
the Rectorate Conference Hall.
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Moral of the Story: What you do as TTO is “confidence” selling and building. Be frank and sincere and share
honestly even when you are forced to conduct “ping-pong policy”… Feed the same, accurate and relevant
information to all parties involved. Don’t be afraid to impose a “Gag Order!..” on inventor teams, they lack
business experience and are open to be manipulated and frustrated! Also rest assured that when your gag
order is, indeed, applied by all parties then you have already won their confidence. Always work with the best
regardless of their costs, especially when it comes to legal counsel and business consultants.. Remember the
Turkish proverb: “I am not rich enough to effort cheap shoes!..”

Last but not least, GlakoLense was also presented as a panel with all stakeholders making their case at
recent 7th Annual International Conference on Managing Intellectual Property in Universities focusing on
“Success Stories: From Lab To The Market” which was hosted at Boğaziçi University on 12 – 13 October, 2017.
You can download the panelists’ ppt’s from http://www.ipconference.boun.edu.tr/ipconference-2017/
presentation.html
Final Word: The future is so bright we should all start wearing shades!

Annex. List of publications on GlakoLense’s IPR:
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Introduction
According to the “National Biotechnology R & D and Innovation Strategy Document and Action Plan (20152019)” drafted by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, Number of Biotechnology Companies
Operating in Technology Development Regions; Istanbul Technopolis is in the 1st position in the list of
technoparks with the most companies in the field of biotechnology in Turkey. Many of the entrepreneurs
who applied to Istanbul Technopolis to commercialize their business idea; Health, biotechnology, materials,
production technologies. And the commercialization terms of business ideas in these areas are not as
short as in software and information communication technologies. Business ideas in the fields of health,
biotechnology, materials and manufacturing technologies; without prototyping; it does not mean anything
for investors.
Istanbul Technopolis is a practitioner in the TÜBİTAK Private Young Enterprise Program, which offers the
opportunity to create prototypes for new entrepreneurs who have business ideas. And these implementing
institutions are the preliminary decision authority of TUBITAK’s 150.000 TL fund given to entrepreneurs.
Istanbul Technopolis is an intermediary investor for entrepreneurs with these advantages and supports
entrepreneurs who have not solved the prototype need to be ready for the investor.
Istanbul University Technology Transfer Office is responsible for technology transfer operations of Istanbul
Technocity. In this way, the programme written on this document was conducted by Istanbul University TTO.
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The goal of the programme BIGGIST (Istanbul Technocity’s programme is TUBITAK’s Authorized Organization
for the TUBITAK Individual Entrepreneurship Programme) is to create platforms that will contribute to
the transformation of innovative business ideas from universities (academician/postgraduate students)
into products and services that society can use. The creation of model mechanisms that will nurture
entrepreneurship activities that will create high added value R & D and innovation activities and the
contribution to commercialization products, especially in Istanbul region, in general, contributing to the
economic value of our country has been targeted within this programme.

How the method or model have been used and how process successfully being
implemented?
In terms of the successful progress of the program, it is very important to select appropriate business ideas
according to the criterias. In this way, business ideas collected through Web Portal were subjected to a
two-stage screening system. In the first stage, a preliminary selection was carried out in consideration of
the criteria of whether the content of the form was filled in at an adequate level - whether it was based on
technology by jury (General Manager of Entertech, TTO manager and consultants, Mentors, Entrepreneurship
and Incorporation Management Coordinator). Entrants passing the front element were asked to make
a 10 minute presentation in front of the jury. Here, the technological level and innovative aspect of the
business idea, the applicability of the business idea, the commercial value carried by the business idea, the
competitive level of the business idea, the qualifications of the business idea team was evaluated. The most
successful 60 entrepreneurs were taken into programme at the end of this elimination.

After the elimination, necessary education and mentorship support was given to the business owners and
the necessary services are provided at every stage of the activities that should be done at the point of testing
business ideas in every sense, conducting market analysis for the products to be developed, turning business
ideas into products and commercializing. During the mentoring process; the development of commercial
and technical aspects of business ideas, the development of applicable business model and business plan,
the creation of business model with business model Canvas supports were given to the entrepreneurs. The
support of mentors in the field of business intelligence and the preparation of business ideas fot the second
stage of the BIGG also provided.
Results of the programme BIGGIST:
• 520 technological ideas were received on the web portal and at the end of the evaluation process 60
successful ideas were qualified for the next round.
• 60 hours training and mentoring sessions were realized at the designed pre-incubation.
• 29 entrepreneurs made presentations to TUBİTAK to be funded to their business ideas.
• 15 entrepreneurs were awarded by TUBITAK for their successful business ideas.
• 7 of 15 successful entrepreneurs was established their companies for commercializing their ideas.

Process flows
BIGGIST Process Flow (see Annex)

History of the experience with its breakthrough and failures and the lessons
taken from these events
The prominent features of the services we provide to entrepreneurial candidates and their concrete
contribution to entrepreneurial candidates:
• It has been observed that entrepreneurial candidates in the course of education and mentoring have
increased their motivation and ability to develop new business ideas even if they are not accepted for
application with existing business ideas or if they are not selected for support in Phase 2 applications.
• It has been observed that they have made significant progress in defending their ideas, creating a
business plan and developing their competencies for the entrepreneur.
• Almost all entrepreneur candidates who have participated in education and mentoring have improved
their ability to budget these projects.
• It has been seen that the ability of candidates to project and document business ideas has increased
in the process.
• Entrepreneurial candidates have come to the point where they are able to revise their business ideas
in line with the changes needed by the business plan, evaluating what they are doing while converting
business ideas into business plans.
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• Applied Presentation Techniques Studies provided to entrepreneurs during the process have shown
that entrepreneur candidates have developed their ability to express their business ideas within the
required time.
From our perpective, services that must be provided to entrepreneur candidates according to the
characteristics of entrepreneurial candidates:
• The most important support that must be provided for all candidate advisorers is to objectively
evaluate the commercialization potential of business ideas.
• The preparations and approaches of candidate academicians for innovation have generally been
sufficient, but the necessity to pay attention to the hesitations about commercialization and
establishment of the company has become a matter of importance.
• Entrepreneur candidates who graduate degree are sometimes inadequate in describing their projects
and project plans may be inadequate. In order to compensate for this, it is necessary to give them
more mentorship and expert support.
• Female entrepreneurs, on the whole, have prepared more regular and meticulous project plans, but
they need support for planning commercialization.
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Cost of the practice and how it was financed?
The cost of the programme was 85.000 $ and The programme financed by TUBITAK with the total budget
306.293,27 $ under call of TUBITAK’s Authorized Organization for the TUBITAK Entrepreneurship Programme
for 3 years.

Why the method or model is considered as a “good practice?
According to the “National Biotechnology R & D and Innovation Strategy Document and Action Plan (20152019)” drafted by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, Number of Biotechnology Companies
Operating in Technology Development Regions; Istanbul Technopolis is in the 1st position in the list of
technoparks with the most companies in the field of biotechnology in Turkey. Many of the entrepreneurs
who applied to Istanbul Technopolis to commercialize their business idea; Health, biotechnology, materials,
production technologies. And the commercialization terms of business ideas in these areas are not as
short as in software and information communication technologies. Business ideas in the fields of health,
biotechnology, materials and manufacturing technologies; without prototyping; it does not mean anything
for investors.
Istanbul Technopolis is a practitioner in the TÜBİTAK Private Young Enterprise Program, which offers the
opportunity to create prototypes for new entrepreneurs who have business ideas. And these implementing
institutions are the preliminary decision authority of TUBITAK’s 150.000 TL fund given to entrepreneurs.
Istanbul Technopolis is an intermediary investor for entrepreneurs with these advantages and supports
entrepreneurs who have not solved the prototype need to be ready for the investor.

What are specific aspects or uniqueness from similar applications?
When an entrepreneur candidate makes an application to Istanbul Technopolis with his business idea; the
roadmap of the business idea is determined by determining the stage and sector of the business idea.
If the business idea is an early stage business idea and does not go beyond the idea; this business idea
includes in the pre-incubation program. The pre-incubation program is based on the area of the business
idea. If business idea is material, device etc. is directed to apply to the TÜBİTAK BİGG Program or KOSGEB’s
R&D, Innovation and Industrial Implementation Support Program, and the establishment of the company
is allowed in the Incubation Center if the application is positive. The new entrepreneurs is comes together
with the investor after receiving fund from these programs. If the idea of a new entrepreneur is business;
application development, software and a quick demo can be created in the position of the entrepreneur,
application to the support program is unexpectedly brought together with the investors. If the new
entrepreneur receives fund from the investor, it is also possible to establish a firm in the incubation center.

How sustainable the practice is in the long run?
The stages of collecting, evaluating and selecting applicants can be done without the need for funds from
government.
TTO and Technocity specialists can be partially utilized during training and pre-incubation activities. There is
still a need for funds for mentors and trainings outside of their current areas of expertise.
In order to reduce dependence on public support and to increase sustainability, working schedule can be
re-organize for mentorship support from existing TTO and Technocity specialists. At the same time it is
envisaged to provide support to these candidates through voluntary mentoring mechanisms.
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ANNEX - BIGGIST PROCESS FLOW
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ŞEHİR TTAP is a holistic acceleration programme focusing on technology and market validation of patented
and patentable technologies, and raising funds for such start-ups as smart money.
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Good Practice Pitch
ŞEHİR TTO, realising lack of an effective acceleration program for academic and other research-based
technology start-ups, developed ŞEHİR Technology Transfer Acceleration Program, ŞEHİR TTAP in May
2015on becoming an investor in Turkey’s first technology transfer VC fund. The program is based on Steve
Blank’s “Lean LaunchPad Methodology” and UT at Austin IC2 Institute’s “Technology Commercialization
Program” with adaptations to Turkey’s particulars. Trainings are done 1-to-1 in 2 phases, each taking 4 to
6 weeks. Within first phase, 2 technology documents are prepared, namely Tech Alert and Tech Brief. In
second phase further preparations are made, such as IP Brief, an IP summary document, Valuation Brief, a
company/technology valuation report, Financial Forecasts including sales and costs, 12-month and 5-year
cash flow tables, profit &loss accounts and balance sheet, and an Investor Pitch Deck.
Since May 2015, 5 of ŞEHİR TTO start-ups received € 4.3m, 2 have commitments and 1 is in advanced
discussions for €1.8m, thus reaching a total of € 6.1m or 27.5m TL.

Short History
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Istanbul Şehir University Technology Transfer Office (ŞEHİR TTO) is established in 2010 in a young and
dynamic university with an experienced and competent team. It is one of the few select TTOs supported
and sponsored through a 10-year special grant scheme by The Scientific and Technological Research Council
of Turkey (TÜBİTAK).
Here is a short history of ŞEHİR TTO:
• Established in 2011,via the first seed through a project call by Istanbul Development Agency, SEHIR
TTO is one of the first established TTOs ever in Turkey.
• In 2013 it won the second seed from a TÜBİTAK call, and established its incubation centre called
“incuba.city”.
• In 2014 ŞEHİR TTO became a limited partner in the first technology transfer and seed-stageventure
capital fund DCF, managed by DCP and created the first “early stage technology transfer acceleration
program”(ŞEHİR TTAP) in Turkey.
• In 2015 it is selected to be a “TTO Mentor” by TÜBİTAK, awarded to only 12 Turkish TTOs among all
others.
• As at October 2017, only two years after inception of ŞEHİR TTAP, ŞEHİR TTO has secured € 4.3m
investment for 5 of its start-ups, and € 1.8m investment commitments for another 3.
ŞEHİR TTO is comprised of 4 departments including the incubation centre, and positions its activities on the
following 4 pillars:
• Sponsored Projects: providing information, trainings and support about R&D grant schemes and
programmes
• Industry-University Alliances: matching university expertise and infrastructure with industry

• IP & Commercialisation: consultancy services and training on Intellectual Property, licensing and
international business development
• Acceleration Programs and Technological & Social Incubation @ incuba.city: incuba.city is the
incubation centre within ŞEHİR TTO, supporting entrepreneurs coming from various backgrounds
including academicians, students, SMEs and public.It implements and coordinates ŞEHİR TTAP
Technology Transfer Acceleration Programme.
ŞEHİR TTO has a pro-active approach on fostering innovation management, R&D and technology transfer in
order to build the right ecosystem for collaboration with key stakeholders. SEHIR TTO focuses on providing
customized and innovative services to researchers, industry and entrepreneurs.
As of 2015, ŞEHİR TTO became an investor, or to say precisely, a “Limited Partner” in the first Technology
Transfer and Seed-Stage Venture Capital Fund in Turkey, DCF managed by DCP and founded by EIF “European
Investment Fund” and Ministry of Technology in Turkey. ŞEHİR TTO teamed up with DCP “Diffusion Capital
Partners” who won an open call by EIF, the main investor in the 30 million-Euro fund. This fund and the
subsequent ones invest only in
• proof of concept generation projects
• university / research centre spin-offs and start-ups
• intellectual property (IP) assets and projects
• return for equity into start-ups, spin-offs, and SMEs
ŞEHİR TTO is a solutions partner for deal flow to these funds.

ŞEHİR TTO Technology Transfer Accelerator Program (ŞEHİR TTAP)
As a merit of being an investorin the first Technology Transfer and Seed-Stage Venture Capital Fund in
Turkey, and knowing that 100% of the investments have to be made in technologies /businesses in Turkey
within three years following its inception, ŞEHİR TTO created a special and authentic acceleration program
for research-based technologies,aimingto make them investment-ready.The applications for this program
are being received, as from May 19th 2015, at www.teknolojiturkiye.com.tr and www.incuba.city. Eligible
applicants are academicians and researchers with patented or patentable inventions, maximum 5-year old
growth seeking technology-based SMEs, and technology start-ups.
ŞEHİR TTAP “Technology Transfer Acceleration Program” is an acceleration program based on Steve
Blank’s “Lean LaunchPad Methodology” and University of Texas at Austin IC2 Institute’s “Technology
Commercialization Program” with adaptations to Turkey’s particulars. It aims to work thoroughly through
the invented technology andits business model in a 360-degree fashion to derive concrete assessments. A
schematic of TTAP process is provided in Figure 1.
This program is a boutique style 2-phase acceleration program in which patented/patentable technologies,
which are selected through a two-tier selection process, are given one-to-one trainings and continuous
mentorship on value proposition, product-market fit, technology and market validation, creation of the
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best business and revenue models, financial forecasts, investor readiness and other related fields. Through
mentorship, they also receive business development support to make their first sale or increase their sales.
The outcomes of Phase1 of this program, which lasts 4 to 6 weeks, are the Tech Alert (Figure 2), which is
the one-page initial introductory document, and a 4 to 12-page technology summary document Tech Brief
(Figure 3).
Figure 1: ŞEHİR TTAP Process (Application, Selection & Execution)

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACCELERATION PROGRAM
(TTAP) Process Infographic

Entrepreneur
Academician
SME

Patented / Patentable Technologies
Innovative Business Models

Application Form
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Figure 2: Sample Tech Alert

A Medical Start-up Company / Patent Licensing
HEALTTECH

IOL HAPTIC

A Novel Intraocular Lens Haptic for Cataract Operations
TECH DEFINITION
A special intraocular lens leg or “haptic” to improve scleral fixation and to reduce stitch needs in cataract operations. The lens haptic can be placed either
in the capsular bag or behind the iris or to sclera, with or without stitching, giving surgeon the option of completing the operation without the need of any
other special lens

PROBLEMS

-

SOLUTIONS

Untreated cataract is the reason of almost half of all global
cases of blindness
Treatment of cataract is possible by operation but that kind of
operations has several risks, such as
Rupturing/breaking of the integrity of capsular bag.
Myopic shift of spherical equivalent value and error in
prediction (optical tilt)
Lengthened operation time due to stitching lenses to
sclera (scleral fixation)
A longer time of recovery, higher risk of infections and
even loss of vision after the operation
Needing a second operation due to dislocated lens implant,
optical tilt etc. with additional charges due to several procedures

MARKET

APPLICATION FIELDS
Patent Pending

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Thanks to a special lens leg (haptic) design, there is no need
to keep different lens supplies during the operation
This leg design is compatible with any current intraocular lens
produced by IOL manufacturers
- It restrains the risks of rupture, dislocation or any other
possible complications during the operation
- The longer length of legs prevents the risk of optical tilt
- The notches at the legs provides convenience to the surgeon
and shorten the operation time
- A shorter and more convenient operation dismisses the risk of
infections and loss of vision
- By preventing the risks of operation, it also eliminates the
need for a second operation and additional costs

Cataract
Operations
DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Validation in Relevant Environment
<2 Years to Market

The global market for Intraocular Lenses, projected to exhibit a CAGR of
over 8% during 2015 - 2020 is expected to reach US$ 4.7 billion by 2020,
driven by the rising prevalence of cataract among the aging population
and strong adoption of premium IOLs, according to a report by Global
Industry Analysts Inc.
The United States represents the largest market worldwide. Society of
Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS) estimated that around 3 million
cataract surgeries are performed in the U.S. every year, the average cost
for surgery being $3,279.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Number of Cataract Procedures (in million) Worldwide

For the surgeon, the major benefit of intraocular lenses with the new
leg design is that he will need much less to switch to any other
special lens due to complications during the cataract surgery. This is
especially important for regions where keeping stocks of various
types of lenses may be difficult or costly.
Another benefit is that even problematic cataract surgeries can be
executed by less experienced surgeons with good results and
minimum post-op complications.
Its special design allows various fixation possibilities, such as
fixation to capsularbag, behind the iris and to sclera, all with or
without suture.
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Tech Brief
ŞEHİR TTO Tech Brief document, as seen in Figure 2, summarizes the technology using the following
subheadings:
1. Problem: What problem does the technology solve?
2. Solution: Description of the technology, and its unique sales point
3. Technology Benefits: Technical features, corresponding benefits and value propositions
4. IP Status: Details of patent and/or patent applications, comparison with similar patents, a basic FTO
analysis
5. Development Status: Determination of TRL – Technology Readiness Level. A roadmap to bring the
technology to commercialisation stage.
6. Technology & Market Validation – Interviews with independent experts in the field. Finding and
meeting potential users, buyers, influencers and other stakeholders.
7. Requirements: Local & international regulations, laws, certification and licensing requirements
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8. Risks & Barriers: Potential risks in the commercialisation path & barriers of entry in the related
market.
9. Competition Analysis: Identifying direct and indirect competitors. Comparison of the technology with
those of competitors’ to emphasise its competitive advantage.
10. Local Market: Analysis of the local market in terms of size, distribution channels, etc.
11. Global Market: Analysis of the global market in terms of size, distribution channels, etc.
12. The Ask: Funds required and breakdown of how it will be used.

Figure 3: Sample Tech Brief (first page only)

A novel patented mineral-based
Sun Care technology
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“The need for frequent application of the right amount of sunblock makes it
desirable that, in addition to efficiently
it should have other properties that are crucial to the acceptability
of the product; such as

radiation,

stopping the UV

easy spreading, prolonged
retention on the skin, transparency, low cost and
attractive appearance, all of which are needed for the product be

completely accepted. Combining these characteristics in one product is not always
possible, so that, despite the great number of sunscreens on the market, the
development of new formulations remains a research area that attract many
scientists and companies.”
Excerpt from an article on Brazilian Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Following completion of this phase, Tech Brief document is presented to investors. Based on their interests,
Phase 2 starts and lasts 4 to 8 weeks during which IP Brief, a summary of intellectual property rights
evaluation summary document, Valuation Brief, company/product valuation summary document and
Financial Forecasts are prepared.
IP Brief
IP Brief provides a more detailed analysis of the patent(s) of the respective technology, including how strong
the patent is, any infringements to selected similar patents, future protection suggestions, etc.
Valuation Brief
In order to assist in defining the exit potential of the suggested start-up company or the technology, to
convince potential investors about the level of valuation the start-up or the technology can reach when
performing fully, and to negotiate investment terms with such potential investors, a valuation report is
prepared. In this Valuation Brief, a number of recent deals in the related industry, and information on
general market practice and valuation on similar developments, technologies and companies are identified.
Various valuation methods are used to provide a sound valuation range, such as the Income Approach
(various DCF methods), the Market Approach (comparable multiples in private company transactions and
public companies in the same sector), the Venture Capital method, and various other valuation methods
specifically used for start-ups.
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Financial Forecasts
Sales forecasts, expense forecasts, direct manufacturing costs (COGS), operating costs, CAPEX and Working
Capital requirements are prepared.
All pro forma financial tables of the start-up are prepared, such as 12-month and 5-year CashFlow Tables,
Profit & Loss Accounts,and Balance Sheets.
In case of further request by an interested investor, a 40-100 page-long technology technical due diligence
report called RapidCase is also prepared. This report comprises more detailed sections than Tech Brief, like
Executive Summary, Technology Details, Fields of Use, Market Analysis, Competitive Analysis, Technology
and Market Validations, Development Status, Risks & Barriers, IP Status, Competition Analysis, Market
Analysis, Investment Needs, Financial Projections, Exit Strategy, etc. This report satisfies most of the sections
of a business plan required by investors as part of the investment agreement.

Performance of ŞEHİR TTAP
Since its inception in late May 2015, ŞEHİRTTAP received, reviewed and evaluated over 200 technologies,
but only 30 of them were accepted in the program and 21 completed it successfully. As at end of October
2017, out of these 21 technologies, 5 start-ups received investments, 1 start-up received investment
commitment, 1 start-up in process of second round of investment and 1 start-up in advanced discussions
and negotiations, amounting to € 6.1m (ca. 27.5m Turkish Lira).Meanwhile, one of these start-ups obtained
its fourth round of investment recently.

ŞEHİR TTO is organising meet-ups in various cities to build hype for TTAP “Technology Transfer Acceleration
Program”. Currently it is working in close proximity with three universities outside of Istanbul and one in
Istanbul. New agreements are being signed with two other universities. The scope of these collaborations
focus on selection of best technologies in these universities, bringing them to an investor-ready stage
and commercialising them in domestic and international markets. In practice, SEHIR TTO takes on most
of the work done, including not only tasks related to ŞEHİR TTAP but also hands-on training of TTO staff
in these universities in areas related with ŞEHİR TTAP, and bringing them to a self-satisfactory level for
commercialisation of their technologies.
Apart from its one-to-one application, ŞEHİR TTAP has also been tried successfully on a larger cohort for
INVEST ISTANBUL project, in which 30 start-ups were accepted in a special acceleration program based on
ŞEHİR TTAP. After a rigorous 6-week acceleration program, 20 of these start-ups were taken to London to
pitch to the UK investors. INVEST ISTANBUL will be repeated annually.

Successful Examples of ŞEHİR TTAP
ŞEHİR TTO has secured investments for 6 start-ups. Their technology details, positive effect of ŞEHİR TTO and
ŞEHİR TTAP on these start-ups, supports and services given by ŞEHİR TTO, and similar respective information
are provided.
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A Bioprocess Technology Start-up Company (CLEANTECH)
This technology provides the first enzymatic solution for production of affordable biogas from paper plant
sludge. Paper plants are the sixth larger polluters in the world. It is a special enzyme designed to convert
paper industry waste into the raw material to be used in biogas plants facilitating biogas production.
Beside biogas, digested cellulose is obtained as a by-product, which can be converted into liquid and solid
fertilizer.The company’s patented product is the first cost-effective cellulose-breaking enzyme, which helps
production of biogas 4X faster than its competitors, thus reducing costs and boosting revenues. It is a game
changer for paper plant waste disposal methods as it takes only 3 days for paper sludge pre-treatment, as
opposed to tens of days with other methods and products.
When the founders came to ŞEHİR TTO, they were trying to develop 8 different products for different
purposes. Having partakenin ŞEHİR TTAP late 2015, they dropped all other products but one which has
a higher market size and was validated by potential clients. ŞEHİR TTO arranged other interviews with
potential clients and stakeholders. Following such interviews, the founders figured out that paper plants are
the real customer segment, compared to biogas producers.
Besides preparing all the necessary documents and financial forecasts required by investors, ŞEHİR TTO also
arranged their first potential client which is their actual client currently.
Through ŞEHİR TTO’s arrangement, in March 2016, only after a couple of months after their participation
in ŞEHİR TTAP, the company secured its first investment with a post-money valuation of € 2m, followed

by further rounds with much higher valuations. İstanbul Şehir University, by merit of the Share Options
Agreement signed before commencement of ŞEHİR TTAP, received a certain percentage of the company
shares after investment.
Önder Yılmaz, ŞEHİR TTO Director,acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

An Agrotech Start-up Company Proficient in Livestock Feeding
Survival of neonatal calves is crucial for livestock propagation, but 29% to 40% of calves die in the first year
causing an adverse impact on the economics of livestock production. The product is a patented automated
calf-feeding& treatment system that, with its innovative technology, reduces calf losses from feeding flaws,
increases weight-gaining efficiency, and helps diagnosis and treatment of calf diseases. It is used until the
calf is weaned and can eat dry food. It provides an absolute control on the optimal ration and amount and
temperature of food and the feeding angle that calves are fed, thus preventing mortality of neonatal calves
due to feeding flaws, and reducing feeding costs.
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When the company started ŞEHİR TTAP, the product had technological issues, which were solved through
ŞEHİR TTO’s support. Founders conducted over 50 potential client interviews throughout the program and
validated the market for their products, as well as making changes in the product with the feedback from
such interviews.
Through ŞEHİR TTO’s arrangement, in October 2016, the company secured its first investment with a postmoney valuation of € 500K, based on its strong technology and market validation. İstanbul Şehir University
retains the right to receive a certain percentage of the shares of the company, based on Share Options
Agreement signed prior to commencement of ŞEHİR TTAP.
Mehmet Alpatlı, ŞEHİR TTO Incubator Manager, acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

A Biotech R&D Start-up Company in Pharmaceuticals
The founder developed a targeted cancer drug delivery method, and nanomedicines developed by using
this drug delivery approach provide selective delivery of targeted chemotherapy agents, minimising side
effects and developing pharmacokinetic properties, thus improving quality of life for patients. The company
is working on a number of molecules for various cancer types, including breast, lung, ovarian and bone
cancers.
The company started ŞEHİR TTAP in third quarter of 2015.It needed funds to complete incomplete preclinical tests for various molecules, replication of in vivo animal tests under accredited conditions, toxicology
studies and Phase I trials for 1 or 2 molecules, if pre-clinical results come through positive.
After preparation of Tech Brief, ŞEHİR TTO arranged meetings with two potential investors. Discussions
continued, in a parallel fashion, with both until one of them offered a Letter of Intent leading to a more

detailed Term Sheet. ŞEHİR TTO participated actively in negotiations of Term Sheet and Shareholders
Agreement. For the purpose of convincing the VC for investment and valuation of the company, a Company
Valuation Brief was prepared, which provides details of various similar drug development deals and exits
as well as valuation calculation of such a start-up using different valuation methods. ŞEHİR TTO also helped
prepare the non-technical parts of the business plan, which became part of the shareholders agreement.
Through ŞEHİR TTO’s arrangement, in April 2017, the company secured its first investment with a €3.7m
post-money valuation. İstanbul Şehir University retains the right to receive a certain percentage of the
proceeds obtained from sales of the company in a successful exit, based on an agreement signed prior to
commencement of ŞEHİR TTAP.
Mehmet Alpatlı, ŞEHİR TTO Incubator Manager, acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

A Hi-Tech Materials Start-up Company with Transparent Ceramic Technology
Transparent ceramics are highly durable optical materials in extreme conditions that glass is unable to resist.
This technology can be used in civil applications such as watches & cellphone glasses, camera lenses &
synthetic gemstones and also in military applications such us transparent armours, night vision goggles.
It uses transient liquid phase sintering method and provides a more uniform ultimate microstructure with
stronger grain boundary characteristics. As a result it has better physical properties, lower manufacturing
costs and environmental- friendly process. This novel technology reduces required thickness of transparent
armours by up to 50%. It provides better optical results, has lower manufacturing cost and easier processing
when compared to otherarmourmaterials.
When the founder started ŞEHİR TTAP in January 2016, he has only workedon military applications of his
technology. ŞEHİR TTO suggested to have some lab production for civil applications, such as watch glasses
and smart phone glasses, which turned out to be a great success. For manufacturing of samples at required
thicknesses and dimensions, and for further tests to reduce cost of manufacturing, the founder needed
funds. Upon completion of TTAP, with Tech Brief, financials and investor pitch deck ready, ŞEHİR TTO
arranged meetings with investors and succeeded to raise the required funds by the end of 2016, with a
post-money valuation of € 1m.Currently, negotiations for the second roundof investment continue with
a higher company valuation.Istanbul Şehir University, jointly with another university,retains the right to
receive a certain percentage of the shares of the company, based on Share Options Agreement signed prior
to commencement of ŞEHİR TTAP.
Önder Yılmaz, ŞEHİR TTO Director, acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

A Nanotech Start-up Company with a Novel Mineral-Based Sun Care Technology
A novel particle technology of natural minerals for cosmetics facilitates excellent UVA & UVB protection
combining upsides of micro and nanoparticles while preventing their downsides. These special particles
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are designed, platelet shaped micron particles which are composed of nano primary particles to solve
sunscreen manufacturers’ problems, such as toxicity, whitening, surface coverage and uneven texture on
surfaces of application.
When the company started ŞEHİR TTAP in November 2015, they had already completed their product
development, however they were not sure about their commercialisation path and business model.Their
initial approach was to create a sun cream brand with mineral-based sunscreen product range created
using their special zinc oxide powder. Following completion of the program, ŞEHİR TTO arranged meetings
with two investors. Upon feedback from investors, ŞEHİR TTO also conducted interviews with both local
and international cosmetics brands and producers to find potential business partners for the company.
Two potential business partners and clients were introduced to the company, one in the UK and other in
Singapore. The company has signed MTA with one and is conducting joint product testing and development,
whereas an NDA was signed with the other and potential collaborations are being sought after, including
investment and product purchase. In the meantime, again with views from investors and ŞEHİR TTO, the
business model changed from “sun cream brand creation” to “ingredient manufacturer and supplier to
sunscreen brands”. Following this change in business model, in late September 2017 the company received
its first investment with a higher valuation compared to its equals.Istanbul Şehir University, jointly with
another university, retains the right to receive a certain percentage of the shares of the company, based on
Share Options Agreement signed prior to commencement of ŞEHİR TTAP.
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Mehmet Alpatlı, ŞEHİR TTO Incubator Manager, acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

A Medtech Start-up Developing a Surgical Adhesion Barrier
The technology is a surgical adhesion barrier made of a novel medical nano-fibre fabric that is flexible, fastbiodegradable, nano-porous and gel-forming, manufactured by electrospinning method. It prevents the
naturally occurring but harmful post-operative adhesion in between affected human tissue and organs in
intra-abdominal, gynaecological and ocular surgeries.In vitro and in vivo animal tests have been completed
for the product. The results clearly reveal that the technology has a better performance, compared to its
competitors, in respect of preventing adhesion formation. The product, thanks to its nano-fibre structure,
is soft and flexible so that it can easily and effectively be placed to cover affected tissue completely, and
prevents tissue adhesion to other organs during the healing process. Its flexible structure will allow for
use in other parts of the body than abdominal and gynaecological regions.Besides its flexibility, which its
competitors do not have, it is fast-biodegradable, allowing the product to disappear from the body, without
any intervention, within 7 to 15 days post-op.
The founders started ŞEHİR TTAP late February 2017 with a vision to license their technology to a manufacturer
on an “as-is” basis. As the program progressed, fulfilment requirements for certain procedures for Turkey, EU
and US were noted as barriers to market entry. Some further elements in in vitro and in vivo tests and human
clinical trials required a funding that is beyond readily available national grants. ŞEHİR TTO, after completing
the necessary studies and preparing the documents and financials, arranged meetings with investors. One
of the investors provided commitment for investment, based on preparation of a viable business plan. ŞEHİR

TTO, together with the partner university and the founders, is working on the business plan to secure the
required funding with an expected post-money valuation of € 2m. Istanbul Şehir University and the partner
university are entitled to receive a certain percentage of the shares of the company after the deal is closed.
Closing is expected before the end of the year.
Mehmet Alpatlı, ŞEHİR TTO Incubator Manager, acted as the primary mentor and TTAP trainer for this case.

Conclusion
ŞEHİR TTO Technology Transfer Acceleration Program, ŞEHİR TTAP, proved itself to be a very useful approach
to technology-based start-ups when considering the € 6.1m secured investments and received commitments
that it realised in such a short period of time of nearly 2 and a half years. Of course, it is not only the
methodology used in the program, but also the experience and competency of the facilitators in teaching
and mentoring the start-up teams has a very crucial and undeniable impact on this success. ŞEHİR TTO is
always willing to share its experiences and accumulated know-how in the process of commercialisation and
fundraising practices with other TTOs.
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To establish and manage a Modul 5 technology venture portfolio with limited resources in a year, promote
successful ventures as “show cases” for the future success of the TTO and the university.
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Short Narration:
It was necessary for recently formed iNEO TTO to develop an effective technology venture portfolio and
create “show cases” in order to establish itself within the university and TUBITAK during the final year of
the 2-year support programme, TUBITAK 1601. Early stage tech startups require min. from 6 months to 1
year to launch a product and start making revenue. Investments at early stage take min. 3 - 6 months to be
completed, and growth stage takes around 1.5 to 2 years the earliest. The only allocated budget was for
Module 5 manager staffing.
What would be a good first step into building a successful tech venture portfolio considering the given
deadlines and resources?

About:
A Recently Formed TTO And Its Team
The formation of iNEO TTO has started following the acceptance of “Kadir Has University Entrepreneurship,
Innovation and Technology Transfer Implementation and Research Center” for the TUBITAK 1601 call entitled
“Preparation, Initiation and Capacity Building and Implementation for Technology Transfer Offices” which
provides support to TTOs of Universities.
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KHAS iNEO TTO has started its activities following personnel employment, orientation and TTO trainings,
completion of insufficiencies, raising awareness activities within the university and externally in 2015.
In addition to these, in 2016, within the context of Module 5, KHAS iNEO Incubation Center was established
and studies on incubation of establishments of academics, graduates and students and entrepreneurship
trainings were conducted.

iNEO Incubation Centre:
Founded in early 2016, the last year of the TUBITAK support, iNEO Incubation was established in Kadir Has
University Cibali Campus within an area of 850m2 to support early stage technology entrepreneurs. iNEO
provides services to pre-incubators and incubators for 3-6 months to one year. The Incubator focuses on
areas such as health technologies, financial technologies, smart cities, internet of things, retail technologies.

Problem:
Establish and Manage a Tech Venture Portfolio with Limited Resources
It was necessary for recently formed iNEO TTO to develop an effective technology venture portfolio and
create “show cases” in order to establish itself within the university and TUBITAK during the final year of
the 2-year support programme, TUBITAK 1601. Early stage tech startups require min. from 6 months to 1

year to launch a product and start making revenue. Investments at early stage take min. 3 - 6 months to be
completed, and growth stage takes around 1.5 to 2 years the earliest. The only allocated budget was for
Module 5 manager staffing.
In general, venture founders who are academicians or who are in relation with university have their priority
in academic research and education, therefore, the deadlines above usually are longer than expected.
Promoting successful ventures as “show cases” is crucial for the future success of the TTO and the university.
What would be a good first step into building a successful tech venture portfolio considering the given
deadlines and resources?

Suggested Solutions
Solution - 1: Strategic Focus
The first step of the incubation center strategy was created with venture experts from Turkey and abroad.
Following the research of global examples and “good practices”, it has been decided that the first step
should be to support entrepreneurs in areas where Kadir Has University has strong industry relations.
In addition, the focus of the center was set solely internally, meaning, providing services to university’s
academic staff, doctorate / master’s degree and undergraduate students, instead of working with public
and external players.

Find iNEO’s strategic positioning below. Interdisciplinary and external focus has been set as a mid- range
target.

Degree of Value-Added Services

Interdisciplinary

Basic
Internal

External
Degree of Externalization
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Common Pitfalls:
Opening a generic call for getting startup applications (External – basic strategy) through public channels of
the university, establish a training / acceleration programme for startups, accepting startups with a broader
set of selection criteria are the first common pitfalls for iNEO TTO.

Lessons Learned:
Selecting and accepting startups which are not in TTO’s focus and capabilities might look as a good
opportunity for the venture portfolio in the first place, however, without the capabilities in place, selected
startups would have a longer time-to-market hence TTO cannot find the right resources to help them.
The general stats of tech startup survival rate within the first 2 years: 85% dead, 10% surviving but not
scaling, 5% scaling. iNEO TTO focused to find the 5% mentioned.

Solution – 2: Selecting Ventures for Fast Success
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To establish show cases as soon as possible, it is necessary for the incubation center to create its own
selection criteria, processes and support, geared to fast / early success. iNEO has decided to reduce general
and inclusive efforts; such as public calls for startups, support general entrepreneurship, provide startup
acceleration programme, generic mentorship etc., to a minimum and focus on supporting tech entrepreneurs
showing high promise regarding to its venture selection criteria.
A. Venture Selection Criteria
Many models offering different sets of selection criteria were examined and the most important sets
are emphasized towards speed for “academic” entrepreneurs. (Annex 1: KHAS iNEO TTO - M5 – Venture
selection Template)
a. Vision
b. Idea
• Solves only one problem
• Solves the problem completely
• Solvable Chicken / Egg problem
• Recurring revenue and collection frequency
c. Stage
d. Team is expert in domain related to the problem / solution
e. Organic growth potential

f. Growth potential w partnerships
g. IP / Secret sauce / Defensibility
h. Technology / Product
i. Market size (TAM / SAM / SOM) (Zero sum game market?)
j. Competition
k. Team’s sales experience and skills
l. Needs financing in 18 months (need low 10 - high 1)
m. Any roadblocks in regulation and legislations
n. Time to market (if the product is ready, time to revenue)

Common Pitfalls:
Since the demand to launch a startup within the university is low, supporting any startups of academicians,
doctorate and master’s degree students without any selection criteria was considered first. Creating higher
volume of demand within the university, as providing general entrepreneurship support, was also another
idea. It later seemed as a pitfall because creating demand showed little results.
Trying to allocate the same efforts to each selected venture along the way was shown that it is also nearly
impossible.

Lessons Learned:
In the case of limited resources and time, it has been decided to re-evaluate the prioritization of selection
criteria in accordance with the capacity and business network of the TTO, and following the studies, the
appropriate criteria set with their weights was selected. The TTO has gained the advantage to allocate its
resources to the ventures with shorter time to market. Ventures which were not selected were directed to
self-paced training and development with minimum support conditions.

Solution – Step 3: Providing pilot and investment opportunities with “Advisory
Board”
A board of advisors, comprising of venture capitalists and global / local tech corporations of relevant
industries, is established by iNEO TTO, hence one of the success indicator of iNEO TTO was set as: creating
opportunities for ventures to pilot their product in the market as soon as possible / to get initial sales or
to get investments from private funds. So, the advisors were included in venture selection and support
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processes through the “Advisory Board” which immediately helped entrepreneurs to get a clear road map
for their first sale or first investment.
Entrepreneurs were encouraged to establish their own “Advisory Board”, too, consisting of significant
members of TTO’s advisory board or from external mentors by their preference. A framework was used
to clarify the outputs and the road map between the startups and their mentors or advisory board. The
framework template, “FAST: Founder / Advisor Standard Template” (http://fi.co/FAST ), is developed by one
of the biggest technology venture acceleration programs, Founder Institute.

Common Pitfalls:
The first version of the Advisory Board, which includes only academicians, was beneficial in giving a good
academic direction to selected portfolio ventures, it has been observed that private industry experts can
also provide positive benefits in getting initial sales and / or investments.

Lessons Learned:
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The most important value-add of the advisory board is that the technology development and product
development prioritization of ventures drastically changed after working with industry experts as mentors /
advisors yielding better industry insights.

Solution – Step 4: TTO as a Shareholder of the Venture Portfolio
Taking shares from a created value and distributing it to its partners often creates the opportunity for
institutions such as universities and TTOs to establish and maintain their support, financially. It is known
that mentorship, advisory board or academic networks leading to sales and investment are not sustainable
without any incentives in place.
Two suggestions were discussed within the TTO and the first was accepted immediately and the second was
accepted to be applied in the future.
1. Suggestion: Protocol for share option purchase in exchange for entrepreneurship support
Giving shares in exchange for support from organizations such as TTOs, acceleration programs,
incubation centers, etc. is globally a popular application. A great number of private organizations
depend on the financial upside of the created and shared value. However, in this situation where
urgency is the priority, it has been decided to develop a protocol which is based on trust, instead of
leading entrepreneurs to work on a cumbersome legal process or sign a legal agreement to reach the
provided support in the first place. (Annex 2: iNEO Incubation Centre Protocol)
2. Suggestion: Bonus Pool – A legal structure for the incubator shareholders / partners to benefit

The simple principle of the bonus pool is to collect all the owned shares of the venture portfolio to a
shared structure and periodically distribute the financial value of the shares based on performance
of the related shareholders / partners after profitably exiting the shares from one of its ventures.

Common Pitfalls:
Due to the obligatory legal structure, accountability, and team’s willingness to take initiative, creating a
“secure” way is to establish a legal process to get venture’s shares through legally defined agreement. This
step however showed that it takes weeks to complete.

Lessons Learned:
It was expected that, after signing the protocol, a high number of ventures would not want to give shares or
even if they do, they will not complete the legal process, regardless of the TTO’s efforts. By the end of one
year, the rate of entrepreneurs who were invited to the portfolio and would not want to join was around
10%. None of the entrepreneurs which signed the protocol, rejected to complete the legal process when it
is needed.

Conclusion
Within one year, with important TUBITAK KPI’s are over-achieved with the rate of 300%, these results below
were obtained:
• 16 pre-incubation applications were supported via online trainings
• 7 technology startups founded, 5 were in formation
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Special emphasis was put on 7 of the selected 12 organizations. The progress steps of the 4 startups are as
follows:
• A recently founded biotech venture starting off from a doctoral thesis, received early-stage venture
capital fund and advanced to the final stage of the Y-Combinator programme. The venture received a
complete buyout offer from one of the local industry companies.
• A recently founded biotech venture licensed a product and received regional orders.
• A recently founded fintech venture starting off from a doctoral thesis has conducted pilot studies
within the local market through local business partners and directly started to market the product in
the USA and Europe.
• A recently founded venture of an academician has started to market their data analysis product as
“concierge” consulting as a first step of licensing to the European and American markets.
The support of iNEO TTO was terminated for 3 out of 7 ventures which were not able to reach their targets
in time even though they showed progress.
As a result, at the end of 1st year, the portfolio size of 4 ventures in valuation approached to 3 million USD.
At the end of the year, TTO had the opportunity to exit the shares of one of the ventures, however, the TTO
team decided to keep the shares for future progress and financial maturity.
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ANNEX 1 - KHAS iNEO TTO - M5 – Venture selection Template

ANNEX 2 – Ineo Incubation Centre Protocol
iNEO Kuluçka ile
iNEO Kuluçka’dan Destek Alacak Girişimciler Arası Protokol

iNEO Kuluçka
KHAS iNEO TTO Kuluçka Merkezi (iNEO Kuluçka) bir Önkuluçka ve Kuluçka Merkezi’dir. Kadir Has Üniversitesi’nin
başlattığı ve ayni olarak desteklediği girişimcilere destek olmak üzere kurulmuş kendisini sponsorluklarla ve
fayda yarattığı girişimcilerden aldığı exitler, feeler ve bağışlarla sürdürülebilir kılmayı hedefleyen kar amacı
gütmeyen bir merkezdir.
KHAS iNEO TTO Kuluçka’ya (iNEO) başvuran girişimden (firma) aşağıdaki şartları sağlaması beklenir. Şartları
sağlayıp sağlamadığına KHAS iNEO TTO Girişimcilik Yönetim Kurulu, başvuru aldıkça karar verir.

Kuluçka Programı
Program, kabul edilen girişimler için 6 ay aşağıdaki destekleri sağlar. Eğer girişim taahhüt ettiği başarı
kriterlerini ilgili dönemler için yerine getiriyorsa bu süre 1 yıla kadar iNEO Kuluçka’nın inisiyatifinde uzayabilir.

Girişimler için Destek Şartları
• Teknoloji odaklı bir iş fikri olması
• Danışmanlık ya da hizmet firması gibi adam/saat satmak yerine hızlı büyüme potansiyeli olan
tekrarlanabilir ve ölçeklenebilir teknolojik altyapılar ile değer yaratması
• Yasal olarak 3 yıldan daha uzun süre faal olmayacak limited ya da anonim şirket sahibi olması, şirketi
yoksa başvurusu kabul edilirse kurması
• Kurucu takımında en az bir tane işin/iş fikrinin teknolojisine hakim teknik/mühendis/yazılımcı bir
ortağın olması ve ortağın firmada yasal olarak hissesinin olması beklenir.
• Firmanın kuluçkadaki yerinden vazgeçmesi ya iNEO’nun firmanın kuluçkada fiziksel olarak bulunma
hakkını sona erdirmesinden sonra firma iNEO Kuluçka’da resmi yer göstermeye devam etme talebinde
bulunabilir. Bu talep iNEO Girişimcilik Yönetim Kurulu tarafından değerlendirilir ve kabul edilirse firma
karşılığında ek hisse vermeden Resmi Yer Gösterme programına dahil olabilir.
• Girişimin yasal ortaklarından en az birinin Kadir Has Üniversite’sinde halen öğrenci, akademisyen ya da
son 5 sene içinde mezun olmuş olması gerekmektedir. Bu şartı sağlamadığı halde kuluçka merkezine
başvuran girişimler iNEO Girişimcilik Yönetim Kurulu’nun inisiyatifi ile kuluçkaya kabul edilebilir. Bu
inisiyatif ile kabul edilen firmalardan yine diğer şartları sağlaması beklenmektedir.
• Girişimin önkuluçkada yer almış olması başvurusunda bir artı sayılır.
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iNEO Kuluçka’nın Verdiği Destekler
Başka işlerde çalışan ekiplerle ayda iki defa akşamları grup toplantısı organize edilecek, ayda asgari 2 defa birebir
yüz yüze veya skype toplantısı önerilecektir. Sanal proje yönetim araçlarıyla projeler koordine edilecektir.
Her ekibe mentorlardan oluşan bir danışma kurulu oluşturulur. Projeler, bu protokolün imzalanmasından bir
sonraki senenin Haziran ayına kadar bu desteklerle aktif olarak desteklenir. Haziran ayından sonra destekler
yeni seçilen girişimcilere yönlendirilir. Mezun olan projeler network’ten faydalanmaya devam ederler.
• iNEO Kuluçka ofis imkanları
• Grup workshop ve eğitimleri
• Danışmanlık, iş geliştirme ve networking
• Mentorluk desteği (ilk 3-6 ay yoğun sonra daha az)
• ARGE konularında Kadir Has Üniversitesi Akademik kadrolarıyla eşleşme
• Girişimlerine uygun hibe/destek programlarına yönlendirme
• Patent ve Fikri Sınai Mülki Haklar konusunda yönlendirme
• Türkiye’de ve yurt dışında ilgili yatırımcılara ve diğer hızlandırma/kuluçka programlarına yönlendirme
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Girişimcinin Sorumlulukları
• Tam zamanlı girişimcilerinin en azından zamanlarının %80’ini iNEO Kuluçka’ya başvurdukları projeye
ayrılması beklenir.
• Başka bir işte çalışan veya bir yandan öğrencilik yapan girişimcilerin haftada minimum 20 saat
projelerine ayırması, tam zamanlı girişimci olmaya geçiş planlarının olması ve bunun uygulanması
beklenir.
• Girişimciler bu protokolü imzalarken bağlayıcı olmasa da ekibi ve aralarındaki hisse paylaşım
mekanizmasını iNEO Kuluçka’ya anlatırlar. (Burada amaç bu düzenleme ve iletişimin en erken seviye
en doğru yapılmasını sağlamaktır)
• Kuluçkaya kabul edilmesi ile birlikte kabul edilen girişim fikrine ait olan/kurulan firmanın hisselerinin
%3’lük kısmını iNEO Kuluçka’ya yazılı olarak devreder.
• Halen firması olan girişimciler için iNEO Kuluçka %3 hisseyi destek süreci içinde herhangi bir zamanda
nominal bedeli imza atan ortaklara ödeyerek pro-rata olarak devralma hakkına sahiptir.
• Firma kurulurken bu protokoldaki maddeler hissedarlar arası anlaşmasına eklenir. Firma kuruluş
masrafları girişimciye aittir. Girişimciler iNEO Kuluçka desteğiyle KOSGEB sertifikalı eğitim alarak
kuruluş sırasında hibe alarak bu giderleri karşılayabilirler. (iNEO Kuluçka adına ortaklıkları Kadir Has
Üniversitesi’nin A.Ş. firması yapar.)
• Üç ayda bir desteklerin devamı için girişimciler iNEO Kuluçka’ya bir sunum yapar.
• Girişimciler program boyunca firma kurmaktan ve projelerinden vazgeçebilirler. Ancak iNEO

Kuluçka’ya hisse, haber vermeden ve rızasını almadan ve alternatif bir anlaşma yapmadan iNEO
Kuluçka desteklerinden faydalandıkları konuda firma kuranlar iyi niyeti ihlal etmişler sayılırlar.
• iNEO Kuluçka’nın ortak olduğu firma nakdi yatırım alırken iNEO Kuluçka’nın hisselerini öncelikli satma
hakkı vardır. (Bu maddenin amacı iNEO Kuluçka’nın yeni girişimcilere destek vermek üzere kaynakları
daha hızlı geri alabilme opsiyonuna sahip olmasıdır.)
• iNEO Kuluçka/Kadir Has Üniversitesi’nin herhangi bir anda ve sebep göstermeden hisselerini firmaya
veya hissedarlarına toplam 1 lira karşılığında tüm sorumlulukları devrederek devretme hakkı vardır.
(Bu maddenin amacı girişimciler iNEO Kuluçka’nın arzu etmediği yönetim ve borç politikası güderlerse
iNEO Kuluçka’nın Kadir Has ismini ve kurumunu riske atmadan hisselerini verebilme opsiyonuna sahip
olmasıdır.)
• Sermaye satışını hedeflemeyen ancak başarılı olan, iNEO Kuluçka’nın başarısında katkısı olan proje
ve firmalardan aldıkları desteklere karşı iNEO Kuluçka’yı desteklemek için bağış yapmaları beklentisi
mevcuttur.
• Girişimciler üniversite imkanlarından, laboratuvarlarından ve tesislerinden faydalanmak isterlerse
bunlar ayrı görüşülür.

Bu protokol

tarihinde imzalanmıştır.
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iNEO Kuluçka adına

Girişim adına
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As TTO at Ozyegin University, we developed an innovative approach for IP Commercialization considering
our national legislations and institutional rules and regulations.
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Introduction
In this study, we will share the details of the innovative approach IP commercialization at Ozyegin University
(OzU). At Ozyegin University, Technology Transfer Office (TTO) is responsible for managing the IP portfolio
on be half of the University. OzU TTO receives invention disclosures from faculty and evaluates these
disclosures for their commercial possibilities and we believe that we customized the conventional process in
such a way that it is completely compatible with national legislation, institutional rules and regulations and
innovation strategy. As a new generation TTO, OzU TTO is actively involved in the process of managing and
directing the whole innovation process from the beginning of the research to the production stage which is
necessary to be successful at IP commercialization stage.

Overview
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Encouraging innovation requires a combined effort of the scientific community, companies, policy makers,
technology transfer offices (TTO) and government. In 2010, the Supreme Council for Science and Technology
of Turkey approved the National Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy for 2023 with the following
targets: (i) devoting at least 3% of its GDP to R&D activities, of which two-thirds should come from the
private sector, and (ii) having 300K full-time equivalent researchers of which 180K are employed in private
sector. Based on this strategy, the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) as the
leading funding agency responsible for managing innovation In Turkey has taken a several major steps. The
main purpose is to promote innovation in Turkey by offering a variety of grant mechanisms for the private
and public sectors, entrepreneurs, and scholars by offering a grant mechanism for TTOs in 2012.
The innovation ecosystem in Turkey has changed considerably after TUBITAK initiated a new support program
for TTOs in 2012. Through this program, TUBITAK has been providing financial support for the selected
universities over a period of 5+5 years in order to help them establish their TTOs and make their activities
sustainable. However, the term “technology transfer” was used in an unconventional way. The TTOs in
Turkey are expected to function as a combination of “Sponsored Research Office”, “Office of Technology
Licensing”, and “Incubation Centers” in the US. The existence of such entities with financial support and
human resources is a further giant step for Turkey.
The objectives set by TUBITAK for the TTOs in Turkey are as follows
• Increasing economic growth through innovation and technology transfer
• Enhancing domestic creation, development, and economic exploitation of innovative products and
services for social, economic and cultural development
• Establishing effective networking among the TTOs to foster IP collaboration and technology transfer
among regional stakeholders, as well as with international partners.
Main activities of the TTOs in Turkey include facilitating access to national and international grants, increasing
university-industry collaborations, intellectual property protection and commercialization, support and
creation of start-ups or spin-offs.

Ozyegin University Technology Transfer Office (TTO)
Ozyegin University Technology Transfer Office (OzU TTO) was selected as one of the first 10 TTOs in Turkey in
2013. OzU TTO acts as an interface between various actors of the innovation ecosystem in Turkey in order to
pave the way to more research and innovation projects, increased collaboration with industry, new patents/
licenses, new firms, and higher awareness about technology transfer.
By the end of 2016, the cumulative research volume at OzU has exceeded 60 Million TL. The majority of the
research funding came from TÜBİTAK. The rest of the funding came from the EU, university and industry
collaboration projects, and various other international funding programs. In 2016, OzU TTO expanded
its connections with the industry and assisted researchers to establish new university and industry
collaborations. By the end of 2016, OzU researchers have held around 470 meetings with companies around
Turkey and were able to initiate 61 new R&D projects with the industry.
One of the primary goals of OzU TTO is to manage, develop and transfer the Intellectual Property (IP)
developed within the research programs at OzU. This is achieved by exploiting and all intellectual assets
developed within research activity as well as implementing and promoting the appropriate mechanisms.
Ozyegin University has an increasing IPR portfolio with a potential of approximately 15 invention Disclosure
Forms submitted each year. Since 2012, almost 80% of the disclosed inventions are decided to be supported
by OzU. Currently, OzU holds 45 patent applications, 3 utility model applications, and additional 6 country
designations in national phase of a PCT application since 2013. OzU also has 3 national patent registrations,
2 US patent registrations and 2 German utility model registrations as of the first quarter of 2017. OzU
has a range of technologies available for licensing, including but not limited to nanotechnology, robotics,
lighting technologies, bio-additives, information & communication technologies, biomedical technologies,
construction materials, technologies for educational use and mechanical technologies. As of the first quarter
of 2017, OzU TTO managed to commercialize three patents from our portfolio.
In this paper, we will be sharing the details of the IPR management process at OzU. We will zoom into mainly
two major stages and their innovative aspects: (1) IP Intake Process and (2) IP Commercialization. We are
proud of having contributed to the success of OzU researchers with its full support and will continue to carry
out our activities vigorously to help enhance the innovation capacity of OzU to create, share, and apply
knowledge in the service of society.

TTOs Role in Commercialization
TTOs can contribute positively to the commercialization process once the responsibilities of TTOs are
correctly identified. The main framework of these responsibilities can be drawn as follows:
• Determine the method by which the IPR will be protected
• File patent application and follow up with the registration processes/manage the IP portfolio
• Define the commercialization strategy
• Organize investor meetings and drive negotiations
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• Interfacing between the inventor and the investor
• Manage licensing processes both financially and legally
• Provide financial and legal follow-up after the funding secured
In the traditional TTO model, the role of TTOs in the commercialization process is limited with acting as a
bridge between the university and industry. The new generation TTOs are actively involved in the process of
managing and directing the whole innovation process from the beginning of the research to the production
stage.
As a new generation TTO, OzU TTO takes its role one-step further and ensuring the dissemination of the
innovation culture for wider audiences. We are also responsible from creating an environment that will
enable the commercialization of information and technology produced at OzU.

Determination of the Commercialization Method
According to a study by Epting, Gatling, and Zimmer (2011), commercialization barriers can be listed as
follows:
• Timing: While the inventor is trying to perfection the product, a competitive, lower quality product
may enter into the market,
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• Control Problem: Fragmentation of the technology from the inventor’s control despite the fact that
licensing accelerates the market entry
• Errors in Financial Calculations: Depletion of the investment before it reaches the sales stage
• Model and Plan Implementation: Requiring both time and expertise in setting up distribution and
supply chain
Overcoming these barriers can be possible with the awareness of the following rules, which must be noted
for commercialization.
• The process of advancing science and business is different
• There is no single way to commercialize
• Researchers need to know their rights and the rights of their teammates.
• It is important to make an accurate assessment between publishing and maintaining an opinion.
• The inventor should decide how much information and technology would be shared.
• “Research” and “Development” should be realistic and separated from each other.
• The fact that there is not a market at the beginning should not be perceived as a big problem.
• It should be decided whether the invention solves the problem or which need it responds to. In other
words, it should be determined that if the invention is a “medicine” or a “vitamin”.
• The standards of technology must be clear.
• Feedback from customers is important.

The following table will guide the determination of the appropriate commercialization method. While
searching for the right commercialization method the answers of the following set of questions should be
explored:
• What is the real benefit of the invention?
• Will being a licensee affect the company? How?
• Will license owners help reduce costs?
• Will the license allow you to set a new value?
• Will it help you enter new markets?
• How long will it take to get income?
• What will be the cost of converting the invention into a product / service and delivering it to
customers?
Table - Commercialization Methods
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Setting up the Team
Once the commercialization method has been determined, it is necessary to establish a well-equipped and
correct team to start implementing this method. Example of a successful team consist of the following
• Researcher/inventor
• Entrepreneur for the adaptation of the invention in the sector)
• Sales Expert for the customer needs
• Legal representative
Once the right team is formed, the question is how to determine the financial strategy. The commercialization
of the invention creates an important financial support need for the creation of a sustainable model.
Provision of this support can be provided by investment funds established at national and international
levels. It is a very difficult process to get together with the managers of these funds, to express the technology
and the created fiction correctly, and most importantly to attract the attention of the investor. In investor
negotiations;

• Being able to maintain profitable and scalable structure that can maintain leading position in the
market against the competition,
• The team is dominated by technology and market,
• If the product is proprietary or protectable,
• The growth rate of the target market is high
• It is a priority criterion that the initiative is an exit strategy.
In this process, TTO’s participation starts from the beginning and proceeds to the end, supporting the
inventor for legal and financial matters and taking the position during the investor’s meeting will provide
positive contributions to the commercialization of the technology developed at the universities for the
benefit of the society.

OzU TTO Commercialization Success Stories
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Through the formation of University IP-based startup companies, inventors are able to secure funding from
VCs and apply for grants available for companies. Currently, two new companies spun off from OzU, one of
which extracts lycopene from tomato, and the other develops new LED lighting systems. OzU TTO played an
active role between the parties during the commercialization phase researcher, entrepreneur and investor
whose motivation, working style; characteristics and language are obviously different. More spin-off
companies are also on the horizon to spur new technology development and support the regional economy.

1. BIOCAPSOL, Inc.
• BioCapSOL develops and produces biological extract based novel products functionalized through
encapsulation and surface chemical activation, targeting sectors such as food, food supplement,
cosmetics, textile, healthcare, and high-tech.
• Based on its patented, 100% biological extraction process, BioCapSOL will extract lycopene from
tomato waste by-products with benign chemistries. This product will target specifically the food,
food supplement, and cosmetics industries.
• OzU assigned two PCT applications to BIOCAPSOL.
• BioCapSol is also an outstanding example of university and industry collaboration. The founding
team of BioCapSOL combines academic knowledge with industry experience and expertise since its
shareholders are both from academia and industry.

2. NARTEG, Inc.
• NARTEG develops cutting edge technologies on advanced thermal management and LEDs developed
based on fundamental research at the laboratory.
• The prototype (LEDBright) is developed at OzU as a result of 2 years of advanced research and
development phase by using the highest technology and methods of modern science.
• LEDBright is a simple, smart and high performance LED lighting technology. Market requirements and
user’s expectations made LEDBright team develop a high value added technology through its global
know-how and highly scientific technology development capability.
• OzU assigned two US registrations related to LEDBright to NARTEG.
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Introduction:
With the experience, we have gained from our training, mentoring and consulting programs, we came to the
conclusion that each entrepreneur’s profile, product and development process are different.
When we look at the nationwide competitions, accelerating programs and incubation centers, we have seen
that within a few years the programs have become repetitive. For this reason, an organization that develops
medicinal products and an enterprise that develops software products should not be judged on the same
scale. It is understood that the performance criteria’s are also different.
Accomplished competitions, acceleration programs and mentors should serve as data and entrepreneurs
should be observed during the process. Thus, an audience in the TTO can analyze the development profiles
of entrepreneurs.
We are conducting 4 different programs to provide data on projects being developed by students, graduates
and academicians of Yildiz Technical University and to support good projects.
Processes of entrepreneurship programs that we are developing step by step;
• ‘‘İlk İşim Girişim’’ Contest and ‘’STAR BİGG’’
• Incubation Process (Mentoring, Academic Counseling, Coaching) and İSTKA
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• STAR CAMP – International Incubation Center

Encouragement and Guidance Process:

‘İlk İşim Girişim’ is an accelerated program of basic entrepreneurship training and presentation techniques
training. Applications to the program are made online. Projects are selected by the jury and the
entrepreneurial candidates are trained. The selected projects have free office facilities at Yildiz Incubation
Center and free acceleration program at STAR CAMP International. The program benefits entrepreneurs’
awareness, entrepreneurship in Turkey to feel a part of the ecosystem and to recognize big players in the
sector.
Two examples can be given in this context;
Vivosense, which is already from Yildiz Incubation Center, took its first support for projects with the ‘İlk
İşim Girişim’ contest and then benefited from the free office, consultancy and guidance services of Yildiz
Incubation Center and had the necessary financial and moral support to pivot the project within 1-2 year.
By the end of the 2nd year, they have been able to open their products to foreign markets and have joined
STAR CAMP Acceleration Program to bring their products to foreign investors.
Our one of project proprietary entrepreneurs who comes from STAR BİGG Second Call have returned with a
prize by participating in a competition organized by TUBITAK MARTEK. Our entrepreneur had a great chance
to increase their awareness by participating in our training programs to win this prize. The share of training
received in the STAR BIGG program is quite large in winning the award.

Forwarding to Funds and Grants:
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STAR BIGG is a program of TÜBİTAK 1512, which progresses with 20 practitioners. TÜBİTAK 1512 Individual
Young Enterprise STAR BIGG program has benefited from nearly 300 entrepreneurs from our trainings. Yildiz
Incubation opened the “General Education Fundamentals of Entrepreneurship” that we have implemented
to all applicants. Yildiz Incubation has implemented a social responsibility project for the creation of
entrepreneurship consciousness. Yildiz Incubation wishes these numbers to continue doubling.
The overall aim of the program is to collect the projects of entrepreneurs and to carry out various awareness
programs on selected projects after they have had screening and evaluation filters. Entrepreneurs who have
successfully completed the program can benefit from free office facilities, education and mentorship within
Yildiz Incubation Center. The program gives the enthusiasm and courage required for entrepreneurs to carry
out their projects.

Development Follow-Up and Consultancy:
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The main aim of the mentorship program we have conducted with the Istanbul Development Agency is to
meet the needs of the Yıldız Incubation entrepreneurs. We find contacts where they can sell their products.
In this context, we are negotiating with big players of Turkish entrepreneurship ecosystem. We are directing
our entrepreneurs to our contacts in the sector.

Commercialization and Internationalization:
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In addition to the competitions, mentoring programs and support mechanisms that we have implemented
in pursuing the development process of entrepreneurs, we have STAR CAMP International Acceleration
Programs, which took place during the four-month term “Based on the Needs of Entrepreneurs”. The most
basic objective of the programs is commercialization, which is the most difficult subject. The aim is to bring
entrepreneurs’ products through contacts to potential customers in the United States, thereby creating real
added value.
From our STAR CAMP International Incubation Center, up to 50 entrepreneurial virtual offices, acceleration
programs and active office services have been received. We anticipate that the number of programs that we
have achieved throughout the year will increase exponentially and that the number of entrepreneurs we
carry into the American market will endure.

Example Venture - VIVOSENSE
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Miray Tayfun is ITU Department of Bioengineering 2015 Undergraduate. A seminar which he participated
in on the graphene technology, the project of carrying the diagnostic kits to the houses has come to mind.
Having spent his first venture project alone, Miray noticed the “team” factor, which is the main rule of
entrepreneurship. They started to work in 2015 to create a team. While he has not graduated yet, he came
to Yildiz TTO with his business idea and was directed to apply for the First Job Intervention Competition.
In the same year, she won Teknogirişim capital support, İTÜ BİG Bang and First Work Initiative support.
Established the company in Yildiz Incubation. In fact, at this point, the importance of state support can be
mentioned. Because even though they have invested in the competition and the private sector, Teknogirisim
is one of the cornerstones of the start-up stories as a newly graduated individual.

Main business activities: Portable Diagnostic Technologies:

For the diagnosis of common diseases in humans and animals, the strips of liquid samples taken from living
creatures develop a healthy living platform in which you can view your results in minutes with your mobile
application.
In the first phase of their project, they intended to measure the level of pathogen found in water resources
such as rivers and lakes. However, they realized the importance of sustainability of the initiative and decided
to focus on human beings.
The most important effect of these decisions was that they were doing detailed research and benefiting
from mentoring negotiations. They have started their project management and R&D studies immediately
with the information they obtained from their mentors. Thus, they have made their way in a very short
time. They realized the importance of sustainability in medical products. They have developed by-products
for the market.
In the second half of the year of 2015, they used the recommendations of their mentors and investigated
the use of their products in the livestock sector. This example illustrates the importance of the researcher
side of Entrepreneur teams.
They are planning to maintain the continuity of their companies by selling two different products. They will
make sales of the strips they produce to the academicians within the next year. There are more than 1000
academics who need these strips in their research. The price of 2 ml strips is 400 TL abroad. Vivosense plans
to cut this number by half. The second product is the Vivo platform, which will be completed in 2018. There
are also writing 1507 and Kosgeb papers, which they expect to conclude in 2018.
Vivosense says the team is the most important factor in success. Even in the medical sector with a long
regulation, a good team success is inevitable.
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Abstract:
Collaboration between university and industry is increasingly a critical component of national innovation
systems. In addition, technology-based products and their methods of production are important within
the framework of the nation’s vision for the future. It is an important step to ensure that the companies,
especially SMEs, create technology and foster R&D culture. Furthermore, universities are one of the sources
that supply R&D and technology resources to.
Work-experienced master’s degree program requires students to be working as well. Besides, the students
have to offer a solution to the issue of the company that they are working for. Academicians and engineers
from industry work together on the issue of the industry. In this program, The ADAPTTO Technology Transfer
Office and the Institute of Science and Technology have designed a model that encourages senior engineers
and scientists to attend a master’s program related to their own expertise at the Sakarya University. The
students take courses that are relevant to needs of the companies that they are working for.

Background:
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The mission of the Sakarya University is to educate individuals by all kinds of equipment modern civilization
requires. ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office was found in 2013 within Sakarya Teknokent. There are five
modules to develop the technology transfer that can be listed as Awareness and Publication Unit, Project
Support Unit, IPR Unit, Entrepreneurship and Incorporation Unit and University-Industry Collaboration Unit.
Experts in university-industry collaboration have identified a gap between universities and companies since
companies need to have theoretical knowledge and academic perspective for their processes, whereas
universities try to reach out to industry for the application field. Senior engineers and scientists cannot
resolve certai problems. While academicians possess the desired theoretical knowledge and are good at
conducting fundamental academic research , have a difficult time relating to real life problems.

Describing of the Model and Processes:
Experts of ADAPTTO have determined that senior engineers and experts who work at or continue to work
at companies desire to attend a master’s program. However, they either cannot pass the entrance test
because of the lack of theoretical knowledge. The proposed model offers rational outcomes for companies,
professional students and universities.
Initially, the professional senior engineers and scientists must show a real issue that exists at their
employment locations. In addition, they must have had at least three years of experience in the industry.
Furthermore, they must receive at least 55 points in the entrance exam. Moreover, they must have the
graduation requirements in the province announced by the Sakarya University. All the requirements stated
above must be met by the senior engineers and scientists in order to apply for the work-experienced
master’s degree program.

Following the application process, the senior engineers and scientists must attend an interview conducted
by a panel of academicians from Sakarya University and ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office experts. Once
accepted into the master’s program, it is signed a letter of agreement between the Sakarya University,
Institute of Science and Technology and the company.
Upon satisfactory completion of the course work, students have to apply for an R&D Project that can either
be from TÜBİTAK TEYDEB/ARDEB Program or a company Project of the firm own source originated. Students
who do not consider an R&D Project cannot submit a thesis proposal. The preparation and presentation of
the R&D projects must be under the leadership of ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office.

Application Conditions:
• Having a project idea from the company
• Receive at least 55 from entrance exam
• Have at least three years of work experience after graduation
• All the requirements stated above must be met

Parties Involved:
Sakarya University, Institute of Science and Technology, ADAPTTO Technology Transfer Office, Companies

Liabilities of the Parties:
ADAPTTO is a technology transfer office established in 2013 and has been supported by TUBITAK under
the 1513 project since 2015. ADAPTTO has conducted various studies on the development of regional
employment and founding of functional partnership with large organizations such as SATSO (Sakarya
Chamber of Commerce and Industry). ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office is considered the solution
partner of the Institute of Science and Engineering in the industrial development.
Sakarya University, Institute of Science and Technology has currently 17 master’s programs and 54
departments, 18 Ph.D. Programs and 44 departments. 2918 students were registered in the graduate and
Ph.D. programs during the 2015-2016 spring semester. Eight of the master’s programs are in the scope
of the non-thesis master’s program. The Institute o Science and Technology’s share is to categorize these
programs according to the relation between the project subject and the suitable program and to manage
the interviews related with the project ides of the senior engineers and scientists.

Outcomes:
The students were first accepted to this program in the 2016-2017 fall semester. Currently, the number of
work-experienced students is 26 from 21 different companies that accepted different types of the master’s
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program. Although the number of accepted students appears to be low, we feel that the variety of the
students, the companies and the programs will increase in the future.
One of the outputs is the students who can study on their own and get their master’s degrees. The other
output is the fact that companies get their problems resolved by the students. Eventually, this collaboration
becomes an R&D Project via ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office.

Procedure of the Work-Experienced Master’s Degree Program:
PHASE 1
• The senior engineers and scientists must be employees of these companies for at least three years
and they must define at least one problem in their respective companies. These companies must
show a desire to solve their issues with help from the university. ADAPTTO can assist with identifying
problems through tours of these companies.
• Potential students must receive at least 55 points in the entrance exam.

PHASE 2
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• Potential students must prepare preliminary projects related to their issues, apply to the appropriate
master’s program
• Eligible students are next invited to interviews to explain their project issues and to defend their ideas
for the acceptance to the program.

PHASE 3
• After the senior engineers and scientists are accepted to the master’s program, a letter of agreement
is signed between the company and the Sakarya University, Institute of Science and Technology via
ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office.
• The work-experienced students start to take courses. Following the completion of all the courses, the
work-experienced students must next apply for an R&D Project before submitting the thesis proposal.
• In this stage, ADAPTTO-Technology Transfer Office plays a role in establishing links between the
academicians and the companies. ADAPTTO then directs the Project into two ways as:
i. Option 1: The prepared research projects are directed to the 1505 (TUBİTAK University-Industry
Cooperation Support Program) or SANTEZ (TUBİTAK Industrial Thesis Program)
ii. Option 2: Initiating the Project directly using company’s own resources. In this case, the thesis
is immediately can be realized. There is no time loss as there is no application and evaluation
process.

The 1505 and SANTEZ programs are open during the year. The duration of the preparation, application and
evaluation of the Project is approximately 5 months.
Once the application procedure ended, students can submit a thesis proposal.

PHASE 4
• If the application is admitted, the Project begins to be implemented. Otherwise, if the Project is
rejected, two ways can be followed via a revision of the Project and application to other suitable
programs by the decision of the consultant and the Institute of Science and Technology.
• If the new application is rejected, two ways can be followed via implementation of the Project by a
company own source and revision of the thesis topic.

Sustainability:
Taking everything into consideration, it is clear from this proposed model that the firms go to university for
the resource, technological knowledge and infrastructure for their processes. It is then important to create
mechanisms that support both the university and industry. This model has a multiplier effect on universityindustry collaboration and technology transfer. The senior engineers and scientists get a master’s degree.
The firms get solutions to their problems and have R&D Projects. Besides, the status of the firms increases
since employees’ education level increases. University and academicians study a real problem from the
applied area and they are also involved in an R&D Project. Currently, the proposed model is valid for only
the master’s degree program but it may also be realized for the Ph.D. programs. Hence, after the completion
of the master’s program, the work-experienced students can continue their activities in the university. Thus,
sustainability of this program can be maintained.
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Negotiation management is the key issue in a successful know-how and/or technology transfer process.

Introduction
Negotiation management is the key issue in a successful know-how/technology transfer process. TTO, which
has fulfilled the most important lacking competencies “negotiation management” in the academia, can lead
result-oriented university-industry collaborations.
Industry-University collaborations can be managed with various ways in TTOs. Although applied methods
and processes are mostly similar, some specific details can be unique. The main unique approach in our
good practice is the negotiation management. Managing negotiation process successfully enables us to
achieve comprehensible communication between industry and university. Negotiation management is
one of the most important processes to a result-oriented deal management. Therefore, the negotiation
process is independently managed with companies. In this process, the rights of researchers and companies
are considered with evaluating their needs and expectations. According to our experiences so far, both
researchers and companies are satisfied to be managed this process in a professional manner.
Our know how/technology transfer process concerning industry – university collaborations as a broad view
is shown in the figure 1. This process has been evolved since the establishment of TTO in 2014. Now, it is
applied as the applicable model for our ecosystem.
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In the model, know-how/technology transfer process is managed as two-phased. Applying researchers’
know-how/technology in the industry is basically based on matching of companies’ expectation and
researchers’ know-how. In our model, at first, a tool including researchers’ research areas, competencies,
past and ongoing projects, patents (if available) etc. has been created and it is updated regularly. The
tool enables us to select appropriate know-how/technologies which can be applied in the industry. Market
research has been conducted for determined know-how/technologies, to identify potential market
considering accessible companies for collaboration.
Figure 1: Know-How/ Technology Transfer Process

In demand base process, companies which need specific know-how/technology apply to TTO as an initial
step. In this phase, needs and expectations of the company have been evaluated according to know-how/
technologies availability in the university. Here, matching process is carried out via searching recent tool
information and take advantage of close relationship with researchers.
Learning point: To manage know-how/technology transfer process efficiently, the matching process is
important before gathering academician(s) and companies together. Proper matching provides resultoriented collaboration. Therefore, we organize one-to-one meetings with researcher and company to discuss
in detail after spending more time in the evaluation step.

The management step of agreement(s) and negotiation is implemented after proper matching has been
done with company and researcher. This process is wholly managed by TTO with effective communication
with researcher(s) and company. In this process, our main approach is to manage a professional way in
evaluating companies’ circumstances. The most important issue in know-how/technology transfer process
is to evaluate both parts circumstances and provide a suitable atmosphere for researcher and company to
communication and collaboration.
The point of good practice: In our approach, terms of an agreement(s) and all financial issues are discussed
with the company directly by TTO. After valuation of know-how/technology, transfer conditions are discussed
firstly with researcher to clarify his/her expectation and meet optimum options. Then, negotiation process
is only managed with the company. This method provides that companies can deal with this process a
professional manner and researcher(s) are not involved in their inexperienced side.

Why should TTOs directly negotiate with companies during the know-how/
technology transfer process?
Example:
Academician Side:
Some researchers are willing to manage negotiation process without TTO. Companies’ approach is generally
to transfer a know-how/technology from universities under severe terms and conditions with low worth.
Researchers(s) cannot professionally manage this process since they might be more sensitive about their
know-how/technology. Therefore, TTO becomes balancing mechanism to protect both sides’ rights and
leading to sustainable collaboration. Otherwise, researchers’ motivation is no longer continues to manage a
deal because of their other responsibilities.
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Company Side:
In our some deals, we have experienced the financial disagreements among company and researcher(s).
Since, researcher(s) might not evaluate commercial circumstances as companies’ side and they may
demand an unacceptable transfer budget from companies. In this situation, companies expect to conduct
this process professionally in a certain time.
Based on experiences, the negotiation process should manage as professionally considering optimum
conditions for researchers and companies. In this point, our approach mainly differentiates from other TTOs
since most of them manage this process with researchers.
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Within the scope of InoSuit – Innovation Oriented Mentorship Project, a “Corporate Innovation System”
which can be evaluated, monitored, open to stakeholder information sharing, sustainable, featuring
continuous improvement and ensuring support to design oriented projects has been established for an
industrial organization operating in machinery manufacturing sector in Ankara. The organization aims to
keep customer satisfaction at the highest level by introducing high quality products and increase profitability
and productivity through creating innovative solutions in design and production.
InoSuit is used as a tool to bring companies to universities and create sustainable cooperation between
them.

1. Introduction
The Corporate Innovation System includes system analysis and steps to enable organizations to have a
measurable and sustainable innovation infrastructure. The following achievements were targeted with the
Inosuit - Innovation Oriented Mentorship project realized by the Turkish Exporters Assembly (TIM):
• Establishing a systematic, integrated, sustainable approach and set of tools regarding innovation
management which are in line with local conditions and culture.
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• Establishing corporate innovation systems within the scope of the project, thereby ensuring
sustainable growth of innovation capacities and competitiveness,
• Increasing the scientific and applied know-how in the field of innovation management in Turkey,
• Developing a Turkish resource list for the use of organizations, contributing to scientific literature
within this scope through unique case studies,
• Strengthening information sharing and collaboration between academics and experts working within
this area.
The roadmap regarding the Corporate Innovation System is presented below (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Corporate Innovation System Road Map
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2. Corporate Innovation Infrastructure of the Organization
a. Strategic Infrastructure of the Organization
The vision, mission and core values of the organization that the Corporate Innovation System was established
has been determined within the scope of ISO 9001: 2008 Quality Management System. Short-term goals are
specified under the title “Quality Targets” in the Quality Manual. Medium and long-term targets have not
been defined. Since there is no previous Professional Innovation Study conducted, “Innovation Strategies”
are not defined in writing. However, within the next 5 years, the management of the organization aims to
develop its product range by supporting R&D components and to increase the number of countries for
exportation.
The company participates in exhibitions in Dubai, Singapore, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Algeria in order
to follow the technology regarding the sector, follows sectoral developments alongside promotion of their
own products. However, the company does not have a written “Technological Road Map” and “Innovation
Portfolio”. Since the company exports most of its products, the “Export Market Promotional Activities” are
the most significant differentiation of the company.
Over the next 5 years, considering both the needs of the market and the current product range of the
competitors within the export market, the company is considering product innovation.
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As seen in “Appendix – Innovation Score Chart Turkey General Evaluation Results” the rate of change within
the market is slow and technological structure is low.
Thus, maintaining current customers is one of the most important strategies of the company. Moreover, the
company plans to manufacture new innovative products and have a role in determining the technological
change rate of the market.

b. Innovation Organization of the Company
The job descriptions of the employees of the company are defined in the ISO 9001 Quality Management
System. The company has Quality Assurance, Purchasing, Manufacturing, Administrative Affairs, SalesMarketing, R&D, Project, Quality Control and IT units. The R&D unit is responsible for innovation and
planning of innovative ideas. R&D supervisor, with the coordination of the management, is responsible for
building a team and transforming business ideas to prototypes. Job descriptions and requirements of the
key personnel are valid, solely not in accordance with the Technological Road Map.

c. Innovation Resources of the Company
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The company receives financial support from institutions such as TÜBİTAK, KOSGEB, Development Agencies,
Exporters Union of Central Anatolia, and Ministry of Economy. As is known, a minimum of 25% company
contribution is required for each R&D project. The company provided the mentioned contributed for
products which have commercialization potential. From 2016 onwards, the company is registering R&D
expenditure on the balance sheet. Nevertheless, there is no annual planned budget devoted to R&D and
innovation studies.
The company has an “R&D Unit” which is responsible for the R&D projects. The basic job description of
the R&D supervisor is “managing the organization personally at every stage from design to hardware and
software until the end product stage, directing it and be involved personally when necessary”. There is no
predefined schedule for staff in other units to devote to innovation activities. The company has benefitted
from KOSGEB and TUBITAK funds and various projects have been funded through KOBİGEL and 1507
programmes.
The company has 56 employees. 9 of the personnel are involved in R&D processes (design, production
etc.). One of the personnel holds a doctorate degree. The personnel have received trainings such as Project
Management, Occupational Health and Safety, Trade and Welding. However, there is no Annual Training
Budget allocated for increasing innovation capacity.

d. Cultural Infrastructure Regarding Innovation
The company intends to establish a sustainable innovation system within the company and with its
stakeholders through innovative marketing and organizational applications, developing innovative product-

oriented production activities, prioritizing innovation in production processes. It is stated that they are
involved in the InoSuit project for this purpose. The company carries out its leadership approaches through
the general directorate and the basic motivation resource is the management. One of the main reasons
for this is lack of Human Resources Department. Recruitment criteria consist of job requirements defined
previously in the Quality Management System and other criteria determined by the management. There is
a lack of Performance Evaluation System where work is evaluated in accordance with the job descriptions.
Lack of a Human Resources unit or responsible personnel leads to lack of a Reward Management or
Salary Management Mechanism. This means that the evaluation of innovative business ideas is in the
management’s discretion. Information sharing with personnel and external stakeholders are sustainable
and functioning effectively. Customers, suppliers and distributors are regularly contacted via telephone and
e-mail. However, there is no systematically fictionalized Management Information System. Therefore, the
information cannot be recorded in a single centre.
It is regarded that the changes and / or developments that may occur in the company’s current business,
especially the white-collar employees, may be a cultural obstacle against the establishment of the Corporate
Innovation System. For this reason, changes to be made in the system need to be explained to the relevant
personnel and supported should be obtained. Since the management knows that the existing activities will
be improved by the establishment of the innovation system, the management aims to embrace the system.
It is anticipated that the level of job satisfaction will increase in current work of white-collar workers.

e. Innovation Cooperation of the Company
The company based in Başkent Organized Industrial Zone carries out activities with the OIZ, Hacettepe
University, Çankaya University, Central Anatolian Exporters Union, Turkish Exporters Assembly, Ankara
Development Agency, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Science Industry and Technology, Turkish Standards
Institute, Sistem Global Consultancy Limited Company, Yetkin Patent Consulting Limited Company in order
to increase its innovation capacity. Previously, the company has conducted studies with these institutes
regarding protection of IPR, various initial activities for process innovation, R&D project partnerships, safety
testing activities for products and service qualification activities. A Process Card was not defined for the
management of collaborations and no pool was created. Increasing cooperation options come to the fore
when needed.
Since the developed cooperation activities are result oriented, once the cooperative activity is concluded
the cooperation have reached its goal. In this sense, there is no mechanism developed for integration of all
employees and units during the execution of existing collaborations.

f. Management of the Organizations Innovation Processes and Projects
The Product Development Activities of the organization is one of the most emphasized issues. Product
development activities are carried out in partnership of all units and coordination of the management.
Within the framework of the job description of the R&D unit, project financing support, protection of
intellectual property rights etc. applications are made when necessary. There is no specific method or
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tool that the organization uses when generating new ideas. In general, the system is actuated with work
orders received directly from the management, and innovative business idea requests from engineers are
evaluated (time to time). The level of participation in R&D and innovation projects is governed by directives
of the management and type of projects.
Outputs resulting from innovation activities are protected as Patent and Utility Model. So far, the company
has 2 patents and 1 utility model. Patent and utility model applications have been made within the scope
of InoSuit.

3. Corporate Innovation System Establishment Process and Experiences
a. Current Situation Analysis
Meetings with InoSuit Director, R&D Projects Coordinator and the company owner were conducted and
information on the project and project activities which will be implemented in 11 months was provided.
Following the signing of the confidentiality agreement, InoSuit informative e-mail and InoSuit Information
Note has been shared with the company and information delivery to white collar personnel through
management was ensured.
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The Innovation Score Chart was filled out together with the company managers, and the comparative result
graph was shared with the company authorities. The “Innovation Capacity Evaluation Report” prepared
through the replies given to the Innovation Score Chart and the replies given to the questions that revealed
the innovation capacity were presented to the management’s views. A “Reconciled Road Map” has been
developed and the steps of the 11 months became clear.

b. Activities Regarding Innovation Infrastructure
The written mission, vision and values were taken into consideration whilst establishing the Corporate
Innovation System and the organizations short, medium and long term targets were recorded and
“Innovation Strategies” were defined. Accordingly, considering the market change rate and technological
structure, targets for customer retention and to play a role in technological change rate through producing
innovation based new products were set.
Within the scope of the establishment of “Technological Road Map”, a list of product groups to be produced
until 2023 has been issued and technologies to be used, new technologies and resources were determined.
The job descriptions and guidelines for the Innovation Committee, which consists of the white and bluecollar personnel to direct the pending innovation projects, have been developed and the personnel to be
included in the committee were specified.
Training on studies to be conducted within the InoSuit Project, basic innovation definitions and innovation
variations were conducted with the participation of personnel who will participate in the Innovation
Committee and the management.

An Innovation Library has been established in order to enhance the innovation infrastructure of the company,
ensure sustainable information flow and simultaneously increase information level of all departments. The
library which includes definitions and planned to be updated regularly has been made accessible to design
engineers as well as to personnel who are affective in decision making and working closely in innovation
projects.

4. Achievements and Conclusion
Through the “Reconciled Road Map” emerged following the evaluation report of InoSuit - Innovation
Oriented Mentorship Project, the success indicators of the project were determined. The comparative table
regarding the criteria are as below:
Table 1. InoSuit Success Indicators
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Moreover, nearly a 100% increase has been observed in export figures between October 2016 and October
2017.

a. Establishment of Human Resources Department:
Consultancy in the field of Human Resources has been provided to support the institutionalization of the
company, to keep the job descriptions and job requirements up to date, to ensure the employment of
qualified personnel to bring innovation forefront. The Human Resources Department was established and
personnel were assigned for the execution of performance evaluation activities, the determination of the
required training areas, reward management and wage management.

b. Revision of Quality Management Systems:
ISO 9001 Quality Management System has been revised within the framework of Innovation Strategies and
Technological Road Map. The Quality Manual, process and procedures have been prepared by focusing on
innovation and quality management systems certificates were re-obtained.

c. Establishment of Rapid Prototyping and Testing Centre:
Production Development Laboratories for prototyping business ideas and testing existing prototypes were
established to allow design-oriented personnel to spend more time in innovation activities at an indoor
space within the premises of the company. The product groups that the company will produce until 2023
have also started to be tested at the same centre.

d. Obtaining Design Centre Certification:
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In order to increase the quality and quantity of the projects and patent and utility models, an application
was submitted to the Ministry of Science and Technology and the company was awarded to be Turkey’s
65th Design Centre (July 18, 2017). Thus, an opportunity for tax incentives for design oriented activities was
ensured.

Appendix – Innovation Score Chart Turkey General Evaluation Results
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This practice shows how to set up continuous industry – university collaboration by using five different
models.

Introduction:
University industry collaboration has always been one of the hottest topics in Turkey, mainly after 1980.
Every university tries to create a long lasting collaboration with industry but despite all support from
government, this has not been fully realized by any university in Turkey. But, some universities developed
different approaches and tools to speed up the collaboration and created sustainable collaboration. Ege
University EBILTEM-TTO is one of those centres.
EU EBILTEM-TTO has been serving the industry and academia since 1994. Achieving national and international
recognition, the interest from industry has significantly increased to find partners from the university and
collaborate on potential projects as well as to benefit from the research infrastructure of Ege University.
Currently, EU EBILTEM-TTO is recognized as one of the most active non-profit organisations that provide
consultancy and matching services to companies and academicians. EU EBILTEM-TTO developed services
to increase the collaboration opportunities, and bring companies closer to the university by getting active
support from EU EBILTEM-TTO.

Company Intake for University Collaboration
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EU EBILTEM-TTO has been actively working to intake companies for their services since 1994. However,
finding the right company for collaboration is always an issue. TTOs are expected to have the best results
and create long lasting collaboration despite their limited resources. In this section five individual practices
are explained in detail and examples are given for successful university industry collaboration.

1. Initial Contact Points for SMEs: First Step Offices (FSOs)
As it is explained above, finding the right clients and intake them to university collaboration process has
been always a big issue in Turkey. Most of the time, companies don’t come to universities, either because
they believe “they know everything” and don’t need university or they don’t have time to visit universities.
As EU EBILTEM-TTO, we see that companies are not willing to come and visit the university and we said “if
you don’t have time to visit us, we will visit you” and signed an MoUs with two big Organized Industrial
Zones in Izmir to open a “First Step Office” in the premises of those Zones.
First Step Offices are contact points located at the organized industrial zones focusing to help companies
seeking assistance from technology transfer offices by being at their next door. These offices are designated
as contact points with companies, listen to their problems or gather their requests and give information
about services offered by EU EBILTEM-TTO.
How it works
EU EBILTEM-TTO periodically visits First Step Offices in the Zones. Before the visit, the Zone administration
disseminate information that EU EBILTEM-TTO staff will be in the Zone on the specific days and hours, so
that companies can visit the FSOs in order to meet TTO staff, ask questions and receive further information.
Each week a different staff from different modules visits the Offices and provide detailed information to

companies and even sometimes, they visit companies together. The cost of offices are covered by the Zones
administration and services are provided by EU EBILTEM-TTO.
Advantages
This good practise has been implemented since 2008 and created many success stories in Izmir. The main
advantages of the First Step Offices are;
a) Create close synergies and trust between TTO and companies,
b) Time saving both for TTOs and companies so that companies are more willing to collaborate with
universities,
c) Be able to contact companies that are willing to collaborate with universities and also other companies
who are not really willing to create collaboration,
d) Increase awareness about university-industry collaboration,
e) More frequent contact between university and industry as well as organized industrial zone,
f) Schedules meetings,
g) No cost incurred meetings.
Summary
First Step Office in Industrial Zone approach is a unique tool to create long lasting collaboration, attract all
type of companies, create synergies, and trust between university and industry. The implementation of
this good practice is very easy and does not require any cost at all. Universities and TTos can approach the
Organized Industrial Zones in their Regions to implement the same tool. Since TTOs are providing services
free of charge, this will be very welcome by the Zones Administration. This good practice will be very helpful
for the TTOs who wish to increase their capacity in Module 3.

2. Industry Meets Universities of Izmir
Another good practice born in Izmir is “Industry Meets Universities of Izmir” brokerage event, which is held
between researchers in Izmir universities and companies in Izmir Ataturk Organized Industrial Zone. The aim
of this good practice is to create project-based relationship between academics and companies.
It is well known that finding and matching right company and researchers are the key point for TTOs.
Sometimes university-industry collaboration fails due to lack of right matching and sometimes academics
can’t find the right companies for project based collaboration. In order to eliminate these obstacles EU
EBILTEM-TTO signed a MoU Izmir Ataturk Organized Industrial Zone to bring academics and companies in a
full day brokerage event in the Zone. Since 2011, each year the event was held and total 169 companies and
264 academics participated to those events and over 500 bilateral meetings were held. 3 years after the first
event, the event was opened to all other universities and academics in Izmir and it became a hub for Izmir
academics and industry for the first contact for future collaboration.
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How it works
EU EBILTEM-TTO prepares an event website and invites all other TTOs in Izmir to disseminate the event in
their universities. Academics and companies fill their profile in the b2b matching website developed by EU
EBILTEM-TTO. In this page, companies fill their information as well as what type of knowledge and skills
they are looking for. Academics are also filling their information including contact details and their research
capacity and expertise. Both sides select companies or academics to meet at the event via this b2b website.
After this process, meetings are scheduled for accepted meetings. If one of the sides reject the meeting
request it gets canceled by the system. Five days before the event, meeting selection process freezes and
meeting schedule is automatically created by the b2b software and meeting schedules are announced
to companies and researchers. On the b2b days, both sides visit the venue and hold their meetings with
counterparts. The meetings are scheduled for 20 minutes where both sides can find out about each other
so that a longer meeting can be scheduled after the event.
Advantages
The main advantage of this good practice is to reach lots of companies in a single event and organize
academics-company meeting in one day. Based on last 6 years’ experience these meetings generate long
lasting collaboration between researchers and companies.
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Secondly, it attracts a high interest from all side of academics. Participation to the event comes not only
from engineers or technical departments but also from growing social sciences. Therefore, this event opens
university industry collaboration to all areas of sciences.
Thirdly, it does not require large financial resources. Limited resources are required for coffee breaks,
promotional materials and human sources for the event. These can be covered easily either by the TTO
or Organized Industrial Zone. The other advantage is the coverage of TTOs. This event started with Ege
University but now all other universities are involved. Therefore, this can be replicate in different regions
where also more than one university.

3. TTO First Meeting Process
EU EBILTEM-TTO has been serving the industry and academia for many years. The services, expertise and
EU EBILTEM-TTO’s trust factor, industry’s interest constantly increases and more requests are taken to find
partners from the University to collaborate on joint projects and utilize from the research infrastructure of
Ege University.
Currently, EU EBILTEM-TTO is recognized as one of the most active non-profit organisations that provides
consultancy and matching services to companies and academicians.
Based on this popularity, many companies and academicians apply to EU EBILTEM-TTO in their search for
services and partners to cooperate.

How it works
First meeting process starts with an initial contact of industrial partner with an expert from EU EBILTEMTTO. This initial contact comprises the introduction of the company to experts and company’s requests
from university. The expert notes every request of the company and the road map is conceptualised in
detail before the right match is found. This conceptual request is then turned into a formal announcement
to reach academicians in a format such that title, short description and expertise/service requested are
provided.
The announcement is then sent to TTO Coordinators from each faculty, academicians who are designated
as contact points for TTO. TTO Coordinators send the announcement as an internal bulletin to the attention
of academicians and interested academicians can apply within two business days. After connecting with
the matching expert, EU EBILTEM-TTO organises the first meeting. In this meeting, company and the
academician exchange the details and feasibility of the request. Also, EU EBILTEM-TTO provides advices on
national and international funds that may applicable for the potential work, as well as detailed information
on the procedure when both company representative and the academician agree to work together. EU
EBILTEM-TTO coordinates the collaboration steps and joint project, starting with NDA and project agreement
paperwork to ensure both sides are in full understanding of the scope, services and secrecy. Every year EU
EBILTEM-TTO organizes an average of 400 meetings solely on industry – university collaboration purposes.
Advantages
First Meeting Process allows TTO to identify the need of the company, document the field of interest, desired
expertise and services from the university. Creating the appropriate definition of the request significantly
increases the successful match with academics.
Another great advantage of the First Meeting Process is that it allows us to filter out any unrelated contacts,
eliminate annoying requests and make better matching with the academics without wasting their time.
Based on our findings, academics loose interest in Industry collaboration if they run into several nonproductive matches.
Companies appreciate the guidance and support of the TTO in this process, where they get additional
information about funding mechanisms, IPR, expert programs and other services.

4. Thematic Days
EU EBILTEM-TTO organises thematic days in order to provide a direct connection and information exchange
between companies and academicians focusing on a certain topic. This approach brings both sides with a
joint field of interest and increases success rate of collaboration. The themes were selected according to
sectors, fields of activities, or calls of projects announced by EU or national fund providers.
How it works
Thematic days can be organised with a group of companies or have a dedicated one for a single company.
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Group thematic days are organised as meetings between leading companies in selected theme and
academicians, serving as another bridge between industry and academia. 3-4 companies are selected
for each event and they are given 20 minutes to briefly mention the company and give specifics on their
projects and interest from the University. No questions are allowed during the presentations in order to
create motivation to have 1:1 meetings in the following session. After these short presentations, a meetup session starts usually accompanied with a luncheon. This casual meet-up session allows academics to
exchange their ideas, expertise and ideas on potential joint projects. This face to face time allows both sides
to personally know each other, exchange contact information and pave the way to directly contact each
other on future opportunities.
This type of Thematic Days were organised for more than 2 years, 54 companies, and 333 participants
attended to these events. Numerous connections were made during and after the event, which turned into
several joint projects.
EU EBILTEM-TTO also organises Thematic Days dedicated to one company. For this type of event, the company
presents their planned or ongoing projects and fields of work in more detail. Usually these companies are
selected based on the requests from the academicians.
After the events, company visits were performed in order to solidify the connection between academicians
and company.
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Advantages
Thematic Days are announced by EU EBILTEM-TTO through its network and reaches academicians working
on the same topic with Thematic Day companies. With this service, EU EBILTEM-TTO helps companies to
find professionals needed to realize their projects. Moreover, focusing on a certain topic brings suitable
academicians to the meeting, generating a significant amount of information exchange between both sides,
opening up new ideas and offering new solutions to the companies. The casual approach reduces the gap
between the sides and eases communication.

5. Enterprise Europe Network: Business Support to Regional SMEs
EBIC-Ege is a small consortium targeting the SMEs in 6 provinces (Izmir, Aydin, Manisa, Usak, Afyon and
Denizli) consisting of 3 organizations in the Aegean Region namely Ege University Science and Technology
Centre (EU EBILTEM-TTO), Denizli Chamber of Commerce (DTO) and Aegean Region Chambers of Industry
(EBSO). With the coordination of EU EBILTEM-TTO, the primary objective is to help SMEs become competitive
at international level by fostering their capacity to operate effectively, seize business opportunities swiftly,
adopt technological innovations. This service brings the companies closer to the university and increases
the trust factor.
How it works
One of the services provided is called as “the partnership process” reference model. Partnership process
starts with the client intake. Client SMEs identified with a potential for generating partnership proposals
are guided and assisted by project staff to produce quality partnership requests/offers as written in the
guidelines provided by the European Commission.

Staff is responsible of publishing and promoting his/her client profile(s) in EEN’s databases and through
other channels and systems. Individualized actions to assist clients wishing to self-assess their potentials/
needs for innovative business/technology solutions and find appropriate partners for European-wide
cooperation is provided. The clients are assisted in promoting their profiles on EEN’s matching database
tools. Collaboration requests are sent to specific network groups to enhance further publications and
dissemination of the client profiles.
After exchanging these profiles over EEN Database, cooperation between two bilateral sides are closely
monitored. During this process, their local EEN representatives assist the companies. When the partnership
is fixed between two parties last step of the partnership process is realized.
EBIC-Ege carries out, supports or facilitates all interactions needed to ensure entry of the client in the
targeted foreign markets, all exchanges of information needed to document and allow the partnering,
including the interactions in the final negotiations between the partnering companies. The services are
delivered to the client transparently, in a seamless manner, through proper collaboration with the EEN
members in the target countries. In this practice, the distinctive approach of EU EBILTEM-TTO lies in its
sectoral knowledge and project implementation experience. This experience underlies a potential expertise
on ways to extract company needs in terms of internationalization. With distinctive regional expertise, EU
EBILTEM-TTO has pioneered to realize 71 partnership agreements by its regional clients, extracted from
84 international brokerage events and company missions enriched by 1485 meetings together with over a
thousand partnering applications on behalf of its clients within the last two years.
Advantages
Enterprise Europe Network offers a unique opportunity for SME’s to extend their market and outreach to
the whole world. And all of these services are offered free of charge. This service attracts a great interest
from the companies and EU EBILTEM-TTO receives constant requests and interests from them. This process
brings companies directly to EU EBILTEM-TTO, allowing us to have in depth knowledge of these companies.
During the meetings companies also learn about TTO’s other services and University’s capabilities. As a
result, EU EBILTEM-TTO has been able to connect many companies with academic experts, identify national
and international funds and develop university-industry joint projects, address their needs with services
from Ege University.
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This good practice covers one of the most efficient ways to attract companies for cooperation with
universities.

Introduction
University-Industry Collaboration has become one of the most discussed issues in Turkey. Since early 1990
lots of new polices and regulations have been implemented, different support mechanisms have been
introduced for just purpose; create strong link between university and industry and urge both parties to
collaborate on developing high value added technologies and transfer this to the society. Despite all rules,
regulations and support mechanisms (financially and non-financially), Turkey has not been able to get
the expected outcome of this cooperation yet. After the significant investments through this long period,
one would wonder what the main problem is in bringing companies to universities and create sustainable
cooperation between them.
Our 20 years of experience shows that one of the barriers is the lack of immediate and reliable information
to be provided to companies about their R&D and innovation capacity. After day-to-day contact with more
than 5.700 companies over 20 years in different regions of Turkey, it is figured out that;
a) Companies think that they are very innovative,
b) Most of them believe, they are the market leader,
c) Most of them believe, they have all necessary knowledge and skills; therefore, they do not need
universities,
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d) Their existing human resources have enough capability for R&D and innovation,
e) Universities are very slow and there is too much bureaucracy, therefore, creating additional barriers
in their innovation system.
Thus, it has been difficult for universities, more specifically TTOs, to convince those companies, bring them
to universities, and start collaboration. Against those prejudices, TTOs were helpless, apart from visiting
companies and trying to explain those beliefs are not right and collaboration with universities is essential.
Moreover, the information provided by TTOs are felt one-sided by companies and most of them still don’t
feel they need to collaborate with universities. Therefore, TTOs needed a tool, which provides objective
information about R&D and innovation level of companies and convince companies that the road to
improvement goes through collaboration with universities. Based on this need, EU EBILTEM-TTO started
developing a tool called “Innovation Assessment Tool” in 2006.

History of the Tool
Dr. Serdal Temel, who was doing his PhD, developed an initial survey to measure the innovation capacity of
companies in 2006. Initial tool was used at an EU funded project IRC-Ege and conducted to 175 companies
in the Aegean Region. In order to develop the tool, a TUBITAK 1001 (Scientific Research Program) project
was conducted to identify “Innovation Capacity of Aegean Region” in 2009. With the help of this project,
EU EBILTEM-TTO collaborated with Wageningen University to improve Innovation Assessment Tool and
conducted it to 180 companies in the Region. After this collaboration, the project extended to Spain in
collaboration with university of Valencia. Based on company feedbacks and international academic

collaboration, the questions and methods were improved and became one of the best tools in Europe
to measure innovation capacity of companies. The latest version of the tool also was used at the Mentor
Training Project (almost 90 companies) supported by TUBITAK in BIGG-SEA Consortium (Sabancı-Ege and
Adana Consortium) in 2015. These projects and the feedbacks from all companies and mentors helped on
improving the tool. With this tool, Dr. Serdal Temel received “Turkish Technology Foundation T. Fikret Yucel
Award Programe” “Jury Special Award”.
Despite all improvements, the tool was;
a) Still on paper,
b) Not able to provide any feedback to companies,
c) Useful only for TTOs to get to know companies,
d) Not able to provide any details of comparative information to companies (such as sectorial, location,
etc.),
e) Takes at least 1, 5 hours to complete.
Thus, it was thought that this tool should be available on-line 24/7, provide comparative report to
companies immediately and values must be numeric to show companies’ strength and weakness in different
innovation factors. Based on these expected impact, it should be used by other TTOs and stakeholders to
attract companies for sustainable cooperation between TTOs and companies. In order to have nation-wide
coverage, all rights of Innovation Assessment Tool were licenced to USIMP for covering the cost of software
development of the tool. After this licence agreement, the tool was named as USIMP Innovation Score
Chart (ÜSMİP İnnovasyon Karnesi) in 2016.

About USIMP Innovation Score Chart
USIMP Innovation Score Chart consists of two parts. The first part covers company information (name,
contact details, sector, location etc.), financial details, national-international project performance and
patent numbers. This part shows detailed information about company’s project and business performance
last 3 years. The second part of the tool consists of 120 likert base (1-7) questions. With the help of previous
researches, the 120 questions were grouped into 24 parameters. These parameters provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. InoSuit Success Indicators
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As soon as companies provide responses to all questions in the tool, system immediately provides the
following results for them;
a) Benchmark spider chart for the company versus the rest of the companies in the database,
b) Benchmark spider chart for the company versus the rest of the companies in its sector,
c) Benchmark spider chart for the company versus the rest of the companies in its city,
d) Benchmark spider chart for the company versus the rest of the companies in its location (Technopark,
Organized Industrial Zone, Free Zone etc),
e) Benchmark spider chart for the company from the responses in the same company (R&D Department,
Production Department, and Export Department etc.)
f) Company’s innovation performance on a yearly base.
An example of the benchmark spider chart provided by USIMP Innovation Score Chart System can be seen
in Graph 1.

Graph 1: USIMP Innovation Score Chart

Note: All Company Score Charts are automatically produced by the system in Turkish (for the time being). To provide example
Graph 1 developed in excel sheet. Original Charts provided in Appendix.

It should be noted that, USIMP Innovation Score Chart was not developed only to measure innovation
output. The tool was designed based on a multidimensional approach and measures companies innovation
level such as; input, output, innovation culture, market capability, design skills, human sources, knowledge
management, type of innovation, degree of innovation and finance of innovation. The reason behind this
approach is that the success of innovation is not dependent on one factor such as idea or finance but good
balance of other factors as well.

How to Use USIMP Innovation Score Chart?
USIMP Innovation Tool is free for the USIMP member TTOs and organizations. USIMP signs an MoU with
all organizations who wish to use the tool in order to ensure confidentiality. Therefore, organizations must
accept all rules of USIMP tool and not to disseminate companies’ information. After validation of the
organizations, each TTO receives a username and password for the system and then that TTO is ready to
disseminate the tool among their clients.
It takes approximately 30 minutes for companies to fill the questions in the tool. As the first step the
companies register and during the registration they select which TTO signposted them for the tool. This
feature allows TTO s to follow up their clients. After the registration, the USIMP staff checks the registration
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and if there is any missing information, contacts the company to complete the info. If all information is
provided, application is validated. After this validation, companies access the questions. The system is open
for multiple entry from a single company. It is advised to fill financial part by the finance department and
second part by a high level representative such as General Manager or R&D Manager. However, the system
is also suitable for multiple entry from different department of a company. If this is the case, the system
takes the mean of all different entries and create only one value for every factor.
After completion of the questions in the tool, the system automatically produces benchmark chart (as
explained above) and the representative of the company can see the company’ position among other
companies in the database, by its sector, city and location.
The whole process available online and the system has all guidelines for companies and TTOs. Therefore, it
is very easy to use and manage the process.

Why Should It Be Used by Other TTOs?
The main purpose of the tool is to define companies’ strengths and weaknesses in innovation process and
measure their innovation level with the information provided by themselves, and finally develop a roadmap
for them to enhance their capacities.
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This tool can be used by any TTO for the first contact with companies. During the first meeting, instead of
promoting their services or the value of university-industry collaboration, TTOs can ask companies if they
would like to find out “how good they are in innovation compared to their competition, or other companies
in their region.” Also TTOs can add “to find it out, you don’t need to pay, it is free of charge but you should
dedicate a 30 minute time”. This promotion should convince the companies to fill out the questions in the
tool and they will be happy to receive the score chart immediately after the completion of the questions.
After this, TTO staff will provide a detail report about their client innovation level (weakness and strength)
and develop a roadmap for the company. This report and consultation can lead to a long-term collaboration
if the TTO successfully interprets the Score Chart Results. It should be kept in mind that, this is the first step
and the success of the future collaboration depends on TTO’s staff skills and the roadmap produced for the
company.

What is Unique with USIMP Innovation Chart?
There are different specifications of USIMP Innovation Tool, which makes it unique not only in Turkey but
also in the world. However, none of those makes it perfect or the best tool in the field. As it is mentioned in
the history of the tool, it has been improved based on the feedbacks from companies and academics as well
as TTO staff. Therefore, there still is room for the improvement. Despite all, based on our current knowledge
these specifications of the tool makes it unique in the field;
a) The tool has long history (almost 11 years) and improved based on previous lessons learned,
b) The tool is online and provide immediate report to companies and TTOs. By this way, tool also helps

companies to learn from the questions and they don’t need to wait for long time to see their results,
c) The tool provides comparative online charts based on 24 innovation parameters in Turkey, by sector,
city, location etc. None of the other tools can provide such reports.
d) The tool also provides comparative chart from the responses of different units in a single company.
This feature helps the director of the company to see how different units consider innovation level of
company and develop a new innovation strategy for the company.
e) Finally yet importantly, the tool can be used every 6 months. Therefore, company can repeat it and
see its performance periodically.
Moreover, one of the most important assets of USIMP Innovation Tool is the Advisor Board that consists
of 14 academics, representatives of industry and TTOs. By this board, the tool is evaluated every 6 months
and based on the feedbacks it is improved continuously. We believe this is the most critical uniqueness of
the Tool.

How to Implement by Other TTOs?
The tool has its own software and website (http://www.usimpinovasyonkarnesi.com.tr/) and available 24/7.
All USIMP member organizations can use this tool free of charge to provide services to their client. If the TTO
is not the member of USIMP, still they can contact USIMP and sign MoU to use the tool.
After the signing MoU, TTOs can start using the tool and disseminate it among their clients. One of the major
issue here is to have a trained staff to read and understand the score chart results and interpret and develop
a road map for companies. For this purpose USIMP organizes training events and TTO staff can join those
events or they can ask USIMP for additional help. These services are provided free of charge by USIMP to
the members.

Current Implication and Outcome of USIMP Innovation Score Chart
As of today, the tool has been used by 15 TTOs in Turkey. Besides this, the tool was used to measure
innovation level of different regions. For instance, in collaboration with Izmir Regional Development
Agency, EU EBILTEM-TTO used the tool to measure Izmir Innovation level in 2016. Additionally, TUSIAD and
Sabanci University used the tool in InnoSuit Project to measure the innovation level of companies in 2016
and 2017. In addition, Konya InnoPark used the tool to measure their clients’ innovation level. Currently,
over 450 companies from different regions used the tool.
EU EBILTEM-TTO actively promotes the tool in the region and explain the benefit to companies. Based on
intensive work, 200 companies benefited from the tool. EU EBILTEM-TTO gained almost 120 new clients with
the help of the tool. Out of 120 clients, 28 of them started collaboration with academic mentors in order to
strengthen the weaknesses identified during the process, 17 companies started contracted research and 11
companies requested innovation management and IP management training programs.
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In short, the tool has been used by EU EBILTEM-TTO to create a strong collaboration starting from
evaluation of company’s innovation level and later on design a roadmap to enhance innovation skills and
competitiveness accordingly. Based on initial outcomes, it is highly successful and helps TTOs to create
sustainable cooperation.

Appendix – Innovation Scorecard Sample
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Abstract
The Innovation Scoreboard is an important tool that can be used to determine the needs of potential
customers of TTOs. This study describes the use of Innovation Scoreboards in the needs analysis study
carried out to determine what activities will be carried out on the basis of beneficiary organizations during
the first three years of InnoPark TTO, which was established within the scope of “InnoPark TTO Establishment
and Capacity Development Project” supported by TÜBİTAK 1601 program.
Innovation Scoreboard is a web based self-assessment survey which organizations can fill out in 2030 minutes without the need for expert assistance. At the end of the survey which contains an original
evaluation algorithm, the performance of the organization in terms of innovation is shown graphically
with 24 parameters. Since various departments can evaluate themselves differently, it is possible to make
separate evaluation according to the responses received by each department.

Introduction
The most important problem of the Turkish industry is that it cannot produce high-technology products
and thus the economy is stuck in middle income. Therefore, applications for Konya can be applied all over
Turkey.
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It is important, however insufficient to increase the number of white-collar employees to blue-collar
workers, the number of projects that they have done with public R&D support, the number of academics
involved within the projects, the number of patented inventions, the total turnover of R&D expenditures.
Organizations should set goals. While setting their goals, they should assess their competencies, market
conditions, competitors and set priorities. In order to increase the competitive power globally, the
organizations have to repeat this process periodically. The studies should be repeated periodically in order to
increase competitiveness within the global market. Companies have to acquire self-assessment culture. This
assessment should be company-specific; should be a systematic study that does not require the perception
or feedback of stakeholders, easy to implement, and that can determine developments when repeated at
certain intervals, or can specify areas that are open to improvement. USIMP Innovation Scoreboard enables
to meet these needs, especially creating opportunities for SMEs whilst raising awareness and providing
information.
Facilitating access of TTOs to businesses is an important feature of the USIMP Innovation Scoreboard. As in
many regions of Turkey, most of the organizations in Konya are family businesses and most of them have not
completed their institutionalization processes. The management of the value chain in most businesses can
be done with the knowledge of the “boss”. Taking into account that the 1st and 2nd generation managers
are on duty, they believe they are performing their jobs perfectly as they have gone through every step
since the establishment of the business. It is very difficult for these people to accept the proposal “Let’s
evaluate our business and determine the insufficiencies/mistakes”. USIMP Innovation Scoreboard assists in
overcoming the first step difficulty. It is much easier for the manager to accept a set of questions that can be
answered within 25-30 minutes without needing any specialist assistance.

The USİMP Innovation Scoreboard, is a self-evaluation tool with the function of “Determining Competencies
of R & D, Technology and Innovation”, consisting of 121 questions and can be accessed 24/7 online. In the
system which contains an original evaluation algorithm, the questions are concluded with 24 parameters
immediately after they are answered. Besides the management, the system also allows other departments of
the company to make their evaluation; these departments are R&D, Production, Sale and Marketing, Quality,
Export, HR and Financial Affairs. This enables the company manager to observe different perspectives.
It will be useful to have the unit managers selected by the management to answer the questions and have
discussions for mutual agreements. This will enable establishment of a healthy profile of the company and
a platform where basic subjects are handled.
The company is able to see the comparison of company’s evaluation and evaluation across Turkey. In
addition, they will be able to see comparison between companies in the sector across Turkey, within its
province and within the same OIZ. Therefore; companies will see their own situation comparatively within
all companies that complete the survey and will have the opportunity of benchmarking to follow the
development in the sector.
As stated earlier, it would be most beneficial for businesses to use the USIMP Innovation Scoreboard as a
self-assessment tool. For this purpose, the company has been given the opportunity to access the Innovation
Scoreboard during the six-month period. The company will be able to access all of its previous data at each
new entry and follow its development.
The Innovation Scoreboard can be used as an important tool for identifying the needs of potential customers
of the TTOs. Thus, within the context of “InnoPark TTO Establishment and Capacity Development Project”
supported by TUBITAK 1601 Programme, the Innovation Scoreboard described with this study is used as a
needs analysis tool to identify the activities in which the beneficiary organizations will implement within the
3 year activity period of InnoPark TTO.

What Does USIMP Innovation Scoreboard Evaluate?
USIMP Innovation Scoreboard identifies R&D, Technology and Innovation competencies of the organization
in 24 parameters. The 121 questions in the Scoreboard specifies a value from 1 to 7 for the below 24
parameters with a unique algorithm. The authorized personnel can both extract an excel table and create
comparative graphs as a radar diagram.
1)

Transformational Leadership

2)

Risk Taking

3)

External Communication

4)

Internal Dialogue

5)

Collaborative Decision Making

6)

Interest for R&D

7)

Cooperation with Universities
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8)

Financial Resource for Innovation

9)

Open vs Close Innovation

10) Absorptive Capacity
11) Technology Development Capacity
12) Innovative Marketing Capability
13) Design Skill
14) Knowledge of Innovation
15) Cooperation for Innovation
16) Benefiting Government Support
17) Competitiveness Level of the Market
18) Technological Structure of the Market
19) Speed of Market Change
20) Product Oriented Innovation
21) Process Oriented Innovation
22) Innovation Performance
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23) Export Performance
24) Business Performance
Innovation Score Charts Evaluation Parameters for organizations to be evaluated with a systematic approach
can be grouped as below: (i) Corporate Culture, (ii) Acquired Competencies, (iii) External Factors and, (iv)
Conclusion – Outcomes.
Corporate Culture
1.

Transformational Leadership

2.

Risk Taking

3.

External Communication

4.

Internal Dialogue

5.

Collaborative Decision Making

6.

Interest for R&D

7.

Cooperation with Universities

8.

Financial Resource for Innovation

9.

Open vs Close Innovation

Acquired Competencies
1.

Absorptive Capacity

2.

Technology Development Capacity

3.

Innovative Marketing Capability

4.

Design Skill

5.

Knowledge of Innovation

6.

Cooperation for Innovation

7.

Benefiting Government Support

External Factors
1)

Competitiveness Level of the Market

2)

Technological Structure of the Market

3)

Speed of Market Change

4)

Product Oriented Innovation

5)

Process Oriented Innovation

6)

Innovation Performance

7)

Export Performance

8)

Business Performance

Results - Outcomes
The USIMP Innovation Scoreboard parameters are defined and exemplified in the order listed above.

Corporate Culture
Transformational Leadership
A leader is the person who formulates, applies and maintains the company strategy. The leader is a very
important person in terms of both making decisions within the company and ensuring the motivation of
the employees. Within this context, search for new opportunities for the company and the departments,
promotion of the vision and skill of creating opinions with a participatory approach, actions to support the
motivation of employees and ability to guide are examined.

Risk Taking
Under this heading, the management tries to measure the extent to which employees are able to take riskinitiative. The level of employee incentives to take risks / initiatives and to direct them to new areas for the
company is evaluated.
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External Communication
This section evaluates the communication level of the company with external stakeholders. Especially,
defined duties and responsibilities and the level within the company is evaluated. In the company as a
whole, the awareness of the employees regarding the sector, the procedures and systems to be followed in
this area and the incentive mechanisms are evaluated.

Internal Dialogue
This section evaluates the level of dialogue among units and individuals. Companies lacking active and
sustainable dialogue among individuals and units will not have success in innovation. In this context,
the promotion of dialogue, the level of communication between employee groups, the competence of
managers in facilitating communication and the ability of people in different positions to work together and
the company policy is evaluated.

Collaborative Decision Making
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This section evaluates whether employees are involved in decision making, how and at which level the
important decisions are taken. The frequency of involvement of employees, the effect of employees on
company policies, and the effect of employees on decisions making are analysed.

Interest in R&D
This section aims to evaluate the extent of emphasis on R&D, especially by the senior management. Resource
allocation policy for reward – premium and innovation to promote R&D studies are analysed.

Cooperation with Universities
The section aims to identify the level and extent of the collaboration with universities. It is important
that companies cooperate with universities during the innovation process and focus on developing new
products through this cooperation. The level and objectives (benefiting from laboratory, solving a technical
problem, developing a new product, increasing the quality of an existing product or creating employment
opportunities for new graduates) of the collaboration is analysed.

Financial Resource for Innovation
R & D and innovation activities are risky and capital intensive activities. This section aims to evaluate the
sufficiency level financial resources for R&D and innovation studies.

Open vs Closed Innovation
This section aims to determine whether the company uses open or closed innovation model. Innovative
companies implementing closed innovation model tend to lose innovative skills. It is crucial to promote
open innovation. The relations and cooperation level with suppliers, customers, competitors, public and
other R&D centres are evaluated within this context.

Acquired Competencies
Absorptive Capacity
Prospecting status from various channels (external organizations and institutes) (competitors, suppliers,
customers, universities, consultants etc.) are analysed. The level of absorbing the information gained,
sharing the information with relevant units, classifying the information, storing and monitoring the level
of transformation to application is analysed. Strategies on monitoring new technological trends, analysing
external resources, frequency in meeting stakeholders for new information are reviewed. The collected
information is used for guiding the company’s strategies, the ability to apply the acquired technology to the
product, and to observe the market dynamics.
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Technology Development Capacity
This section is related with the level of new production, the situation in the sector and whether the company
has achieved significant technological developments. The aim is to identify whether the company has an
innovative, leading and inventive character.

Marketing Capability
This heading aims to evaluate the innovative level in marketing, the level of implementation of new
methods, implementation level of new and different strategies to gain new customers. Business policies
such as market research, market plans, advertisement and promotional budgets are discussed. Facts such as
innovative applications in pricing and the extent of distribution network are examined.

Design Skill
This section aims to evaluate the innovative and creative design skills of the company. The section examines
the ability to create and apply new design ideas, to procure specialist staff, to follow trends affecting design,
the vision of involving customers in design process and to gain new product ideas.

Knowledge of Innovation
This section evaluates whether the company has the technical and managerial information and skills for
innovation studies.

Cooperation for Innovation
This sections aims at determining whether the company establishes necessary collaborations for innovation.
Collaboration and sustainability skills are evaluated within this context.

Benefiting Government Support
National and international level R&D and innovation financial supports are available. Companies are
encouraged to benefit from these supports. Within this context, the level of knowledge on R&D supports
and the skill to access the supports is evaluated under this heading.

External Factors
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Competitiveness Level of the Market
This section examines the competitiveness of the company within the sector. The innovative aspect should
be strong for companies to compete in a sector where competition is intense. Competitiveness of the sector
and product change rate is analysed.

Technological Structure of the Market
The aim under this heading is to assess the technological level and the structure of the market. It is expected
that the company within a rapidly changing market in terms of technology is more innovative and is able to
predict future technology. The speed of technological changes in the market and the extent of technological
development, the level of creating opportunities and the opportunities of predicting the future are analysed.

Speed of Market Change
The aim of this section is to determine the change speed and level of the market. A company operating in
a rapidly changing sector has to keep pace with the change. It is important to implement new methods. In
this context, the changes in the preferences of the customers, the differences between the new customer
and the existing customer needs and the variance of the customer base are analysed.

Results – Outcomes
Product Oriented Innovation
Product innovation is the introduction of a new or significant improved product or service based on its
existing features or intended use. This includes significant improvements in specifications, components and
materials, combined software, user friendliness and other functional features. For example; considering that
the product is a good and/or service, new information or technologies for product innovation or existing
information and technologies, or a combination of these can be used.

Process Oriented Innovation
A process innovation is the realization of a new or significantly improved production or delivery method.
This innovation includes significant changes in techniques, equipment and / or software. For example; to
reduce unit production or delivery costs, developing manufacturing techniques in order to improve quality
or to produce or deliver new or significantly improved products, improve equipment and software used to
produce goods and services.

Innovation Performance
The aim of this section is to evaluate the overall innovation performance. In particular, the resource
allocated to innovation is compared with the results obtained by the innovation. Within this scope, the level
of success of the applied programme for product development and comparison with the competitors are
evaluated as well as the evaluation of whether the new product development performance can achieve the
desired objectives are analysed.

Export Performance
The overall export performance is analysed under this heading. Profitability in export, increase level in
export and growth rate is evaluated.

Business Performance
This section analyses the general business performance through monitoring the total turnover, market size
and profit rates compared with competitors.
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USIMP Innovation Scoreboard Studies and Achievements
All companies included in the study using the Innovation Scoreboard continue their production activities
in Konya Organized Industrial Zone. The sectoral distribution of the 30 companies included in the study
are identified as: “Manufacturing of machinery and equipment not classified elsewhere 14”, “Motor land
vehicle, trailer and half trailer manufacturing sector 5”, Fabrication Metal Products (excluding machinery
and equipment) sector 2”, “Base Metal Manufacturing sector 1, “Electrical Equipment Manufacturing Sector
1”, “Rubber and Plastic Products manufacturing sector 2”, “Food product and beverage production sector
3”, “Wood, wood products and mushroom manufacturing sector 1” and Furniture manufacturing sector 1”.
Following the analysis of the turnover size of the companies it is seen that there is a general growth tendency
from 2014 to 2016 and that they show a nominal growth of about 19% between the beginning of the period
(2014) and the end of the period (2016). The average turnover of the companies in 2014 was approximately
33 Million TL, the turnover increased to 48 Million TL in 2015 and decreased to 39 Million TL in 2016.
In addition to analysing the turnover of the involved companies, the number of employees was also analysed.
An average of 117 employees of which an average of 6 are R&D personnel where employed. These figures
show that the average of companies participating in the study is in the SME scale.
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When the export ratios of the companies are examined, it is seen that the share of total sales in total exports
has increased by 30% between 2014 and 2016, this suggests that they are having difficulties to increase
their foreign market shares.
On the other hand, it has been determined that between 2014 and 2016, from out of 44 national R&D
project applications (TUBITAK, KOSGEB, Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology), 28 projects were
accepted and 14 patent applications out of 28 were registered. These results indicate that the R&D and
Innovation skills evaluation applied by USIMP Innovation Scoreboard and quantitative performances are
compatible.

The values shown in the above graphic indicates the average value of 30 companies included in Konya
InnoPark TTOs study. USIMP Innovation Scoreboard graphics have been generated for each company, yet
cannot be published due to confidentiality purposes.
The collective values allowed InnoPark TTO to determine of the deficient areas regarding R&D and Innovation
within the region. Thus, the scope of education and counselling services to be given to the region has been
determined.
Improvement needs of each company have been determined through the application. The first thing that a
company owner or top manager should do is to identify the needs. Companies usually receive professional
support from experts and this requires data collection and analysis process applied by an external expert
(consultant, management consultant, SME consultant, coach etc.). Expert(s) need to meet with unit
managers, analyse documents… which can take a few weeks. Likewise, the company representatives have
to spend this time with the expert(s). However, USIMP Innovation Scoreboard enables determination of the
areas that the company needs support. Organizations will be able to use USIMP Innovation Scoreboard as a
self-assessment tool to both identify the quality of service they receive and monitor their own development.
All companies have declared their participation to the second phase of the study which will take start
November 2017.
Innopark TTO has provided their guidance through the assigned mentors. Selected mentors are academic
members with industry experience or persons who have technical or administrative management
experiences. InnoPark TTO is responsible for the assigned mentors. The TTO has established trust between
the company and mentor and has assumed the responsibility.
The process begins with USIMP Innovation Scoreboard application and interpretation. The mentor, together
with the manager takes the company as a whole and identifies the areas to be improved and the work
to be performed. Each work to be performed is handled as a part of a business package of a project by
determining the duration, cost and success criterion. The improvement programme is presented to the
management of InnoPark TTO for opinions and transformed into an action plan. When the action plan is
brought to a state where it can be implemented, a service request queue will be created on behalf of the
company. InnoPark TTO will assist the company on whom the service will be provided and how their needs
will be met. The steps that the manager/boss will take together with the mentor are the learning process.
Thus, the manager/boss will learn how to use USIMP Innovation Scoreboard tool for self-assessment.
The organizations should learn constant improvement in order to discard the danger of competing through
the pricing parameter. Organizations competitiveness in international markets is determined by its
technological superiority and its sustainability in this area. The main requirement for sustainability is to
create new ideas and new technologies. Companies within the InnoPark TTO region are not strong enough
to embark in global and even national entrepreneurship ecosystem with their current size and financial
strength. Their major luck is the incubators within InnoPark TTO or the R&D companies within InnoPark
Technology Development Zone. As the stakeholder of InnoPark TTO, they have the chance to access new
ideas and technologies directly. Likewise, meetings with relevant companies can create the opportunity to
get the technology needed to be developed. Thereby, actors of Konya entrepreneurship ecosystem will have
the chance to commercialize their products while the competitiveness of the SMEs in the region increases.
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In order for this system to function properly, the processes between the parties must be determined in such
a way as not to cause legal problems for both sides. InnoPark TTO is working on definitions and preparations
of necessary documentation.

Adaptation of InnoPark TTO System to Other TTOs
The system designed for InnoPark TTO has certain basic requirements:
• An interface structure that enables trust between parties
• The legal measures to protect the rights of parties within the business relationship should be in place
• Large number of competent stakeholders should be included in the ecosystem
• The stakeholders should consist of experienced experts, service providers, academics, and institutions
and benefitted towards their competencies.
It is not difficult for any TTO to meet these requirements according to the conditions in its territory.
Considering the cost of this system, it should be a study based on “income sharing” principle, otherwise it
will not be possible fulfil these requirements.
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The tool which will enable TTOs to join businesses is USIMP Innovation Scoreboard. The person to provide
services should be a TTO personnel or an external stakeholder who will accept to work free of charge until
the service is charged. The sustainability of the services depends on the attitude of the individual during
the relations with the manager/boss. It is necessary to explain what will be achieved by being a part of this
ecosystem. In addition, the distinction between the TTO ecosystem and the players that are currently on
the scene (individuals or companies delivering consultancy, coaching, and training) should be emphasized.
Existing actors do not transfer their competencies to the companies they deliver consultancy as this would
mean destroying the ground they base their assets on. Service providers meet the needs, solve the problems
of the companies, and however would want to keep the business within their customer portfolio. In other
word, they think of providing services for the next need or problem. However, the companies should have
the opportunity to gain the competence to learn, absorb and apply the information through the services
obtained. TTO should be the structure to serve by transferring the competency. On the other hand, it is
necessary to keep companies away from government aids and support from academy to solve specific and
urgent matters. Benefiting from government aids and receiving support from university for “urgent” issues
is similar to a person going to the emergency service after an accident. Emergency services are units where
large numbers of casualties are experienced and people do not go to emergency services unless they face
another accident. Likewise, organizations do not approach these processes unless they face urgent issues.
Self-assessment culture would be the culture to raise awareness on the wrong approach. USIMP Innovation
Scoreboard is the tool that enables the companies to gain self-assessment culture and to apply timely. The
application is free of charge; neither companies nor TTOs need to pay any fees.

The culture of self-assessment makes it possible to realize that a value chain is managed in the business
and that the weak link will weaken the entire chain, or business. Thereby, the company learns to look at the
picture as a whole, solve problems according to their priorities through being aware of the importance and
effectiveness of all links within the value chain.
Regarding benefiting from government aids, the company becomes aware that support programmes intend
to be facilitating mechanisms to solve a specific problem and succeeds to utilize the supports consecutively
that will facilitate solving particular problems in accordance with the priority of the needs. However, the
TTO together with the assigned mentor should be involved until the manager/boss absorbs the processes
and gain the competence to be able to use it without assistance. The above mentioned processes are the
services that TTOs already provide within the natural working processes. The only shortfall is lack of a
systematic study. Systematic utilization of the services will increase the quality of the services as well as
creating value for the business. It is also worth noting that all the matters described in the previous section
on the benefits of the service process are valid, particularly in the commercialization of inventions.

Conclusion
The Innovation Scoreboard application described in this study is a systematic and reliable tool which the
potential beneficiaries of the TTOs in Turkey can use to determine the services that are in need of.
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Abstract
Collaboration between universities and industries can help stimulate additional private R&D investment and
exploit synergies and complementarities of scientific and technological capabilities, expand the relevance of
research carried out in public institutions, foster the commercialization of R&D outcomes, and increase the
mobility of labor between public and private sectors. There are various university – industry collaboration
models. Most commonly applied models are inter-organizational arrangements for pursuing collaborative
R&D including research consortia and joint projects; research-related activities commissioned to universities
by industrial clients, including contract research, consulting, quality control, testing, certification, and
prototype development; use of university labs and equipment by firms; development and commercial
exploitation of technologies pursued by academic inventors through a company; training of industry
employees, internship programs, postgraduate training in industry, secondments to industry of university
faculty, etc. Which model to begin with depends on the mission and the environment of the university.
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There is no just one model or process that fits everyone. In this particular study the physics department was
in the picture which is not very common to make collaborations with the industry. For this reason, a period
of getting to know each other was needed through small steps.
In real story you will follow how the small steps turn to great outcomes when the synergy is catch up with
each other.

Introduction
Successful industry-university collaboration needs to support the missions and motivations of each
partner. For universities, typical motivations to collaborate with industry include the improvement of
teaching, access to funding, reputation enhancement, and access to data from industry. For companies,
the motivations to collaborate with universities may include gaining access to complementary technological
knowledge (including patents), tapping into a pool of skilled academia, providing training to existing or
future employees, gaining access to the university’s facilities and infrastructure, gaining access to public
funding and incentives. So, it is vital to understand each partner’s needs and expectations before starting
such a collaboration.

Methodology
When one of the market leader OEM’s in Turkey which also has global operations contacted TTO for
cooperation, the TTO team first informed the company about the different alternatives of the collaborations
models and asked them to give more information on the company’s technological targets to achieve such as
short term R&D areas and long term technology road maps. After several meetings, the needs were analyzed
and the decision was made to first address the problems to the Physics department. Although cooperation
with a basic science department is not the first response compared to cooperation with applied science
departments, the team from OEM was composed of very experienced engineers and we felt like solution
to these problems should lay on more basics. Also the physics department faculty was willing to cooperate
with industry because they were interested to promote the department and the students to the industry.
Teams from both sides came together several times to get to know each other. The engineers from the OEM
told about their everyday problems to improve their product and their manufacturing processes while the
academicians informed about their research areas and laboratory capabilities. After two meetings at the
university and three meetings on the OEM’s facility seven areas of collaboration were decided to work on in
detail. Five faculty members matched with the engineers. They came up with prospective research project
topics and worked on their estimated schedules and budgets.
Although the OEM was experienced on managing contracted research projects with universities, the upper
management hesitated to get into the high budget research projects and asked to start with small steps.
Faculty members asked for internship opportunities for the undergraduate students. However, the proposed
internship was different than the conventional practice of sending out the student to the company and they
just follow up the processes in the company or stuck in a specific job. This time faculty redefined the projects
on the third class undergraduate student level and interviewed the students in order to find the right match.
Also one advisor from the faculty was assigned to oversee the studies.
The intern started to work on the predefined problem. The internship period was six weeks. During this
period the student and the engineers from the company worked closely to develop new design to overcome
the performance problem. The concept the student offered was such a huge success that he saved almost
half a million Turkish Liras to the OEM. All along the process, the faculty gave support to the student, they
consulted on simulation methods which also shorten the project schedule.
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After the internship period, the student got a job offer and there will be a patent application on his study
which took such a short period of time.
The cooperation will be improved through long term research projects on which also graduate students
will work as researcher. Already a four months long short term research project is almost completed during
which a graduate student and a faculty worked on a proof of concept study successfully.
Also the internship program is planned to cover more students next summer. For this purpose the TTO is in
contact with the human resources department of the OEM in addition to the engineering team to set the
rules and fix the process in corporate level.
The cooperation is like getting married. You don’t always fell in love at first sight but small steps to get to
know each other, understanding the motives and working for the same goal makes a solid connection which
increase the possibility of a very long relationship.
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“Thematic Excellence Center and Cluster” strategy integrated with international center of excellences
to support innovative and cutting edge technology development and transfer intelligent and electrified
vehicle technologies excellence center (e-Hike).
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The Essence of Good Practice
To create research and clustering infrastructure to enhance the collaboration of university and industry
stakeholders within the “Thematic Excellence Center and Cluster”, multidisciplinary research and open
innovation methods enable our country to take place in the global economy with high added value,
technology and knowledge intensive products and services of the automotive sector and SMEs, such as
intelligent and electrified vehicles which is an area considered to be disrupting for automotive sector. To
create multidisciplinary, scientific, technological and innovative networks and interfaces that will contribute
to the establishment of an economic structure focused on innovation and creativity, and in this direction
will contribute to the development of innovative companies, related sector firms and SMEs, increasing the
capacity of creativity and developing innovative technologies sustainably.

Introduction
Okan University with its vision of innovative and leading “World University” to respond to industry and
business needs in international standards, aims not only to create know-how and also implements and turn
to commercial value in the pathway to become a 4th generation university. Okan University promotes the
new technologies and inventions with a mission of conducting research which is beneficial for the society
and leverages the quality of life.
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Research And Project Development Directorate - ARPROGED, which is defined as the Okan University’s
“Technology Transfer Office”, lead the commercializing process of technology based knowledge and support
technology transfer and entrepreneurship. In this point ARPROGED becomes university-industry interface,
aims to facilitate transferring the knowledge to the industry and commercialize the added value.
During the transferring the technology to the industrial companies the main problem is the lack of the
multi-disciplinary, multi-partner innovative and advanced technology creating concept and physical areas
to determine the need of the firms and finding the suitable industrial partner. To solve this problem, the
main strategy of ARPROGED for the technology transfer process is creating and establishing “Thematic
Excellence Center and Cluster” to identify major research areas on future trends and regional problems, to
conduct advanced technological research together with the leading industry and forming clusters in those
areas and to collaborate with national and international center of excellence in order to conduct researches
worldwide.

Methods of the Practice
“Thematic Excellence Center and Cluster” concept is a good practice for Industry/University Collaborations
and also an example for TTO’s to foster commercialization of a selected research area of the universities to
support the research portfolio sharing with the suitable company.
This method helps to establish continuous collaboration ecosystems creating research and innovation based
technology development and transfer culture through by integrating different kind of disciplines.

Key technology area of Okan University is Intelligent Vehicle Technologies with “Transport Technologies and
Intelligent Automotive Systems Research and Development Center-TTIS” formed in year 2009. To select the
right area for Excellence and Cluster Center, the following criteria have been considered,
a) In National Development Plan and in Science and Technology Higher Level Council presentations
“Automotive Sector” was selected as one of the important sectors in Turkey and Intelligent and
Electrified Vehicle Technologies were recognized as disruptive Technologies for the sector. There was
no Excellence Center in Turkey on the related field.
b) This area was recognised as also a very important research area due to environment, safety and
societal needs in Europe and in the World. There were many associations in Europe like ERTICO,
EGVIA and EU research framework programmes had always a good research budget and intensive
research activity on the field.
c) The area is very much interdisciplinary including different branches of engineering in line with other
disciplines, such as medicine, psychology, sociology, marketing etc.
d) Number of academicians who can contribute the field
Target groups cover the automotive OEM’s, automotive supplier companies, universities, research centers,
related SME’s and Automotive Technology Platform. And the objective of the “Thematic Excellence Center
and Cluster” is creating a model for accelerating promising research to the point of commercialization to
increase the innovation and technological capacity of industrial partners helping to promote their economic
growth.
“Intelligent and Green Vehicle Technologies Center of Excellence” is an umbrella structure which comprises
excellence center and cluster. The steering committee of the center is formed including the members from
the industrial stakeholders. The model is shown in Figure 1.
Transportation Technologies and Intelligent Automotive Systems Application and Research Center (TTIS)
is establish to develop the academic and technological knowledge required by the Turkish automotive
industry, automotive supplier industry and public by doing foresight studies on future transportation systems
and vehicles that work on clean energy, intelligent vehicles, intelligent transportation systems, unmanned
vehicles, robots and robot groups and their modeling, simulation, design and realization.
“Sustainable, Innovative Electrical and Hybrid Vehicle Technology Development and Cluster Center” and
“Innovative Intelligent and Communication Vehicle Technologies Development and Cluster Center” are
established by using the Istanbul Development Agency funds
Through these clusters and the research center, there are significant contributions to the development of
innovative products and services in the region, in the country and also in EU level. These clusters are planned
to include academicians and industrial partners from other universities specialized in the automotive field
to further increase the academic level and create synergy.
These centers will also allow interdisciplinary research activities within the university. It will be ensured that
the academicians who will come together will have the opportunity to work together.
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“Intelligent and Green Vehicle Technologies Center of Excellence” objectives are determined as follows;
• Developing globally competitive products and services
• Contributing to the automotive market through an innovative green and intelligent vehicle. Investigate
strategies to develop a sustainable green and innovative vehicle ecosystem and related technologies
• Develop innovative technologies
• Help support to increase of sales and exports

Figure 1. Model for Creation of Excellence Centers and Clusters Researching World-Wide in Selected Critical Fields
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Figure 2. ARPROGED Technology Transfer Process
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Case Study – Intelligent and Green Vehicles Interdisciplinary Study
In order to increase the research capacity of Okan University, the “Thematic Excellence Center and
Cluster” strategy was first applied to vehicle technology and the concept of “Intelligent and Green Vehicle
Technologies Center of Excellence” was established. The foundation of the Center of Excellence was
realized according to the establishment of “Sustainable, Innovative Electric and Hybrid Vehicles Technology
Development and Cluster Center” in 2014 and “Innovative Smart and Communicative Vehicle Technology
Development and Cluster Center” in 2015 with the support TAYSAD, TESİD and YASAD, funding from Istanbul
Development Agency (İSTKA). Many activities related to university-industry co-operation have been carried
out in the E-Hike and E-Hikelink clusters established by the work of these two centers. These activities
included information on cluster members, innovative ideas development workshops, and innovative idea
conferences. As a result of all the activities, research projects have been developed with close to 50 cluster
member solution partners and applications to both national and international funds have been realized.
This Center and Cluster also help support ARPROGED Technology Transfer Process (Figure 2).
E-Hike and E-Hikelink cluster stakeholders include the private sector, public institutions, universities, nongovernmental organizations, research centers, techno-parks, organized industrial zones and technology
platforms. Inter-disciplinary projects have been developed since 2014 for funding applications for both
academic and industrial support through collaborative efforts with solution partners.
National and international grant application applications have been made with automobile companies such
as Tofaş, Ford Otosan and Otokar, which are among the leading companies of TURKEY, and also they are
E-Hike and E-Hikelink cluster members. In 2015 and 2016, project partnerships were established in national
and international grant projects with Otokar, Tofaş, Ford Otosan, Altinay, Figes, Tırsan, Hema, Fev, Pavo,
Koç Bilgi ve Savunma, Farplas, Karsan, Assan Hanil, Acmena, İETT, Turkcell, Isbak, Fraunhofer and Itizzimo
and 21 TUBITAK Projects submitted and 5 of them are accepted from academic funds. 3 TÜBİTAK 1505
project applications were made under business/industry funds. And also lots of consultancy project are
determined, on going and waiting the evaluation results.
In this process, one Transportation Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Communications Project and two
Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, Competitive Sectors Programme are submitted.
Among the European technology platforms, ERTICO and EGVIA memberships, the most powerful
organizations in the field of “Mobility and Green Transport”, have created opportunities to participate in
international projects in Turkey as well as in Okan University. Clustering and excellence centering efforts
have also increased the possibility of developing new ideas for pre-competition cooperation. Extension of
these studies with foreign relations has provided significant potential for new project opportunities.
A protocol has been drawn up to cooperate with the Regensburg e-mobility cluster. In this way, relations
with the automotive cluster in France have been improved, and HORIZON 2020 project preparation work
has been carried out.
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Through collaborations developed with international technology platforms, Okan University has partnered
easily within the H2020 project consortiums in the smart, green and integrated transport call. Within two
years five H2020 projects were submitted and also Turkish Partners were involved in these projects through
Okan University.
Horizon 2020 Projects
• Collaborative Tools for Sustainable City Mobility (X-City)
• Optimal Fuel Consumption with Predictive Powertrain Control And Calibration for Intelligent Truck
(OptiTruck)
• Sustainable Advanced Battery Value Chain Revolution for Electromobility (SABRE)
• Innovative and Sustainable Battery Pack Development for Increased Efficiency and Energy Density
(INNOBATT)
• Sustainable Advanced Battery Value Chain for Electromobility Revolution (SABER)
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In this framework, the “OptiTruck” project, which was applied to the H2020 program in 2015, was accepted
in 2016. 1/3 of the total budget of this project belongs to Ford Otosan with Okan University and this ratio
has been a success story at TUBITAK. The membership of ERTICO and ARPROGED play an important role
in the formation and preparation of this project. Like Ford Otosan, other companies in these projects can
provide targets to increase their sales and export figures by participating in vehicle market by developing
global competitive and technological products and services.
ARPROGED has been a significant contributor to the preparation of HORIZON 2020 projects. In INNOBATT
project, Okan University became the Coordinator and project application was made as a coordinator by
bringing together major research centers in Europe and also by including two other companies from Turkey.
For this reason, cluster activities within the Centers of Excellence are a very effective way to increase the
amount of funds transferred to the University, both in terms of project numbers and having large budgets
in national and international project applications and give also important support to innovation ecosystem
of the region.
The preparations for the new H2020 projects with the member organizations are ongoing.

Lessons Learnt
During the implementation of the Center of Excellence strategy in Okan University, learned experiences by
Technology Transfer Office are listed below;
• By concentrating on a specific field with an existing core group and related industrial partners, it is
possible to achieve more effective results.
• To understand the needs of the cooperating industrial organizations very well.
• By introducing interdisciplinary work, more innovative solutions could be achieved
• Selecting the right research and technology development area through right strategies is vital.

• Technology Transfer Office has to be always proactive.
• Managing pipeline affectively with open innovation to increase the potential of the new developments
and contribute to the transfer of the future income to the equipment and personnel infrastructure.
• To support financial sustainability by increasing patent and license revenue.

Financial
The sources for funding the TTIS are basically as follows,
• Development Agency Funds
• Okan University Funds
• ARDEB Projects (National)
• TEYDEB Projects (National)
• HORIZON 2020 projects
• Industry projects
The sources are to be diversified through other possible related calls and agencies.
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Conclusion
“Intelligent and Green Vehicle Technologies Center of Excellence” is considered as a “good practice” example
because of the criteria listed below:
• To provide a physical place to bring all the collaborators together.
• To contribute to the development of research and innovation culture.
• To enable interdisciplinary studies and strengthen university industry cooperation.
• To increase the research project capacity as the result of university industry cooperation.
• To ensure that innovative and competitive technologies emerge as a result of research projects.
• To facilitate the transfer of innovative and competitive technologies to the industry.
Okan University Intelligent and Green Vehicle Technologies Center of Excellence is the first center in our
country to be established in this area. It is an example of the application of the innovative approach to
other fields in terms of future visibility. It was the first in the center’s field and enabled it to create an
important infrastructure on the grounds of benefiting from government support. Both the equipment and
the academic expert infrastructure are shown as a reference for our country. In the field of automotive,
not only national but also international institutions and organizations have become partners to establish
cooperation. The most important feature of Okan University that distinguishes itself from other excellent
centers established with the support of Technology Transfer is its pioneering approach in the automotive
sector.

It is an example for other Technology Transfer Centers based on cooperative, pioneering, innovative and
entrepreneurial approach and also a good practice applicable to different research areas.
To be sustainable in the long run, the information and technology intensive products and processes need to
be developed at the Okan University Intelligent and Green Vehicle Technologies Center of Excellence. The
greater the number of innovative products and processes transferred to the industry, the greater the number
of collaborating partners benefiting from these technologies. Strengthening cooperation within the winwin system will increase the joint project activities and consequently contribute to financial sustainability
especially with the increase of fund resources.
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“Leading Laboratories in Priority Areas”

ETU LABKUR Program aims that new laboratories and testing center to be established and run jointly for the
service of different engineering disciplines under TOBB ETU Technology Center, which are bounded by the
principles of joint establishment and the management of new laboratories, are presented to the researchers
and businessmen with support of TOBB ETU.
Businessman or academicians can apply to TOBB ETU LABKUR Program through companies. Within the ETU
LABKUR program, industrial companies and academic companies will be able to be establish laboratories,
according to the priority areas of our country, and to coincide with the TOBB ETU Technological infrastructure.
TOBB ETU provide technical supporting services and free laboratory areas to companies. Companies can
commercialize all testing and laboratories services with TOBB ETU supporting and branding.
Within the ETU LABKUR program, all laboratories of the companies can benefit from TOBB ETU Technology
Center’s services and infrastructures free of charge for the duration of the support period. In addition,
industrial companies and academic companies which wish to establish laboratories and testing center can
benefit from TOBB ETU Technology Transfer Office services (project establishing services, patent application
services, mentoring, etc.), and academic consultancy.
TOBB ETU Technology Transfer Office supports certification process technically, but companies pay for their
certification fees.
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Companies which establish laboratories and testing center have to provide testing and laboratories services
to our students for educational purposes along six hours a day or per week. Thus, the students of our
University have the opportunity to transform their theoretical knowledge into practice with the test and
laboratory center established by the companies.
Our academicians can apply to this program with their companies. Therefore, it may be said that LABKUR
program encourages academic entrepreneurship. Thus, we aim to have knowledge and perfection of
academicians transferred to industry.
Another goal of this program is to provide low-cost, high-quality laboratory and testing services for
researchers, industrialists and also students. Companies which establish laboratories and testing center
are transformed into companies providing more reliable and higher quality service on the market because
companies can take academic consultancy and marketing with university branding.
Unlike other University TTOs, this program does not only bring the industry together with the knowledge
of the university in the context of the university industry cooperation and academic entrepreneurship
activities, but also providing cost effective and quality laboratory and testing services in the market. In this
way, this center ensure that our students can transform their theoretical knowledge into practice.
In addition, unlike other applications, our academic entrepreneurs provide the theoretical and technical
knowledge to be used in the industry with the assurance of our university.
Our University mission is applied education for all faculty students.
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Some Successful Cases
Firm Name: Interra Sağlık Co. Ltd.
Sector: Medical Education, Consultancy and Organization
Type of Partnership with TOBB ETU: Businessmen Company

Dissection Courses for Medical Students:
This courses were the first implemented a practical dissection course for medical student’s base in Turkey.
The medical students, who had not been able to work on the cadaver before, performed the disassembly of
one cadaver head in groups of five persons themselves by directing their peers from the TOBB ETU Faculty
of Medicine. They had the opportunity to examine the brain membranes, veins and sections. The TOBB ETU

Medical Students guided medical students from other universities because during their education they had
had this opportunity.
Besides that, either domestic medical teams or foreign medical teams benefited from variety of dissection
courses and trainings. In this context nearly 50 different courses organized for domestic and foreign medical
people.
Firm Name: Labiotek Biyoteknoloji Laboratuvarları Protez Co. Ltd.
Sector: Technical Testing and Analyzing Services
Type of Partnership with TOBB ETU: Academician Company
This technical testing and analyzing center performs the testing and analysis services of arthroplasty
implants, trauma implants, spinal implant, dental implants, cardiovascular implants, endovascular implants,
surgical hand tools, disposable medical products and every metal, plastic, textile, etc. materials.
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Labiotek operating within the scope of TOBB ETU LABKUR project and under the umbrella of TOBB ETU
possesses 90 percent of market in Turkey. Moreover, it has exported test and analysis service to 18 countries.
Not only the high achievers in exporting high-tech product and services such as the US and Germany, but
also the countries which provide these services cheaper are also in this list such as India, China, which shows
us the difference of TOBB ETU – LABIOTEK cooperation from the other establishments providing the same
services.
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“We transfer Academic Knowledge into Industry with Industrialist.”

The main objective of the University-Industry Cooperation Unit is to contribute to the transformation of
the scientific knowledge of the university into the economic value by transferring it to the industry and to
provide sustainable cooperation based on mutual trust between the academicians and industrialists for
sustainable R&D and innovation activities.
In this vision, we perform collaborations with industrial establishments and universities with projects
focused on academic view. Our university - industry cooperation model does not only aim to provide firm academics meeting in the classical sense. Besides, it aims to increase the quality and quantity of the benefits
that the firms can obtain from the university industry cooperation and to provide solutions to the problems
they encounter in the R & D and innovation processes with their academic knowledge.
Within this framework as TOBB ETU TTO, we establish and develop Sub-Contractor pool and when the main
firm apply to our University-Industry Cooperation Unit, we not only match academicians but also introduce
subcontracting companies that we deal with according to the working areas of the companies interviewed.
Therefore, we can offer industrial solutions to industrial companies as well as academic consulting.
Moreover, we try to ensure that all the R&D activities extended from the projects within this scope are
conducted under our roof, and therefore, to increase the perfection in theoretical and practical knowledge
of our undergraduate and graduate students by giving them a chance to take part in such projects.
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With this model, we aim to offer more effective and useful solutions to the firm and to realize bigger projects
with higher budget. In addition, we aim to increase the number of university industry cooperation projects
and to increase our profit as TOBB ETÜ TTO.
Within this model, TOBB ETU and one of the leading industrial companies in our country are conducting
a project budgeting more than 4 million TL. In this project, we have contracted with two sub-contractor
companies which are within our network. Moreover, our university executes the project, conducting all
the R&D activities in our university. Aforementioned subcontractors are going to generate a commercial
prototype by the means of R&D activities conducted by academicians and graduate students. Therefore,
students working for this project are going to increase their theoretical knowledge as well as to use their
theoretical knowledge in practice in a real environment.
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Anadolu University, the first in Turkey to draw up an IPR policy pursuant to the IP Law no. 6769, offers a
good practice with a policy and a method that can come useful for other TTOs.

Introduction
The ownership of IP developed in universities was assigned to universities with the Industrial Property Law
numbered 6769 which was adopted by the Grand National Assembly of Turkey on December 22, 2016, and
published in the Official Gazette as well as entering into force on January 10, 2017. While it is expected to
see an increase in the number of invention disclosures within universities, the Law has made it inevitable
for universities to make amendments in their institutional procedures and policies.

History
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Prior to Industrial Property Law numbered 6769, Anadolu University put “Anadolu University Intellectual
and Industrial Property Rights (IPRs), Technology Transfer and Commercialization of Knowledge Policy and
Code of Practice” in force in July 2015 to support academicians’ inventions, to create awareness on IPR and
to take a step towards commercialization. Then-current policy of Turkey, which was Decree-Law No. 551
of June 24, 1995, on the Protection of Patent Rights, entitled academicians to own their IP based on their
inventions. In July 2015, the University provided an option to academicians to assign their IPRs based not
only on their inventions but also on designs to Anadolu University. Therefore; academicians who chose to
assign their IPRs to the University began to receive professional support from Anadolu University ARINKOM
Technology Transfer Office (ARINKOM TTO) on difficult, high-cost and specialization-required procedures.
Based on this development, the number and quality of IPRs in the TTO’s portfolio have increased.
In accordance with “Anadolu University Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights (IPRs), Technology
Transfer and Commercialization of Knowledge Policy and Code of Practice”, the academicians who assigned
their IPRs to the University agreed upon the revenue share rates, shown in the following table, in case of
the IP commercialization.

After this policy, the number of patent applications increased by 280% whiles the number of designs
increased by 260%. In addition to the increase in the number of inventions, commercialization activities
have accelerated. One of the patents assigned to the University was utilized in a start-up and received
investment.

Anadolu University revised its existing policies according to the Industrial Property Law numbered 6769
published in the Official Gazette as well as entering into force on January 10, 2017. The revised Policy and
Code of Practice was approved by the University Senate on August 18, 2017, and published officially. In
accordance with the revised Policy and Code of Practice and the Law numbered 6769; all of the in-house
decision mechanisms, processes and revenue share rates were also revised.

IPR Assessment Board
Based on the new Policy and Code of Practice, Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights Assessment Board
were established within the University. The Board held its first meeting and the process has started. The
roles of Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights Assessment Board are as follows:
1- Evaluating the “Technology Pre-assessment Report” at Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights
Assessment Board monthly meeting, and presenting Board’s recommendation to the University’s
Board of Management.
2- Defining the Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights policy of the University.
3- Managing the Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights on administrative, legal and economic
aspects.
4- Defining the action that needs to be taken against third parties in case of IPR infringement.
5- Determining the countries where patent protection is desired for international applications.
6- Making a decision whether to keep certain IPs as a trade secret or not based on features of the
subject and its compliance with defined management policies.
7- Defining the share rates of IP ownership and its value, and presenting them to the University’s Board
of Management.
8- Making the necessary decisions on technology transfer and existing or potential IPs resulted from
university-industry collaboration.
9- Making decisions and executing the annual payments of patents and/or utility models, and making
decisions whether to renew industrial designs or not as well as trademarks.
10- Delivering opinion to the University’s Board of Management on IP ownership of knowledge produced
by academicians in Technology Development Area.
11- Implementing the decisions made by the University’s Board of Management.
The Board presents its decisions to Anadolu University Board of Management. The Board also makes
recommendations to the Board of Management on the issues such as IP ownership on inventions resulted
from R&D grants and university-industry cooperation, relinquishment from patent rights, decisions on
licensing and assignment conditions.
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Revised IPR Policy
“Anadolu University Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights (IPRs), Technology Transfer and
Commercialization of Knowledge Policy and Code of Practice” published in 2015 stated that revenue
sharing rates were defined based on the cumulative total of the revenue. However; the revised IP policy is
compatible with the new IP Law and states that the inventor’s share of net revenue is 70%. This decision is
approved by Anadolu University Senate. With this new practice, the share of inventors has increased and
correspondingly patent applications and commercialization activities are encouraged.
Anadolu University has been the first higher education institution in Turkey to adopt IP Policy and Code of
Practice in accordance with the Industrial Property Law numbered 6769. Therefore; the University’s IP Policy
has set an example for other institutions. However; there are still certain difficulties with these adaptations
and revisions made by the Law. The difficulties resulted from transferring IP rights from inventors to
universities can be listed as follows:
• Universities’ not having a budget item for intellectual and industrial properties.
• Licensing the IPs owned by universities
• Effecting payment to inventors based on their shares on the revenue
• Legal loopholes on IP ownership of inventions resulted from public funded R&D grants
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The solution for universities’ not having a budget item for intellectual and industrial properties is defined as
proposing a Scientific Research Project to universities’ own Project Grant Councils and covering the expenses
through project budgets. However; this method is quite difficult to manage in terms of the workload and the
ambiguities in the patent application process. Anadolu University has overcome this problem related with IP
expenses with its IP Policy issued in 2015.
Licensing or assigning the IPs owned by universities is another problem field. Because the process hasn’t
been well defined yet. Anadolu University proposed a decision-making mechanism to this process after the
new IP Law and offered a solution to this common problem of all universities. With this new mechanism,
Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights Assessment Board presents a proposal to University’s Board
of Managers on patent licensing or assignment. Then with the official decision of University’s Board of
Managers, it becomes possible to license or assign the university-owned IP. Anadolu University has started
3 assignment processes for patent applications by using this mechanism.

IPR management and commercialization process of Anadolu University is as follows:
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The other problem is effecting payment to inventors based on their shares on the revenue. On this matter,
Anadolu University’s related departments and Technology Transfer Office made a joint study and formed
a process in accordance with the legal procedures. As a result of this study, the new process is planned to
approve the inventor’s share on revenue, which is 70%, by the University’s Board of Managers and to effect
the payment in the method used for copyright payments. In this revenue sharing model, the University’s
share rate is defined as 15% and ARINKOM TTO’s rate is defined as 15%, where the inventor’s rate is 70%.
The last problem is the legal loopholes on IP ownership of inventions resulted from public funded R&D
grants. The Industrial Property Law numbered 6769 states that IP ownership of inventions resulted from
public funded R&D grants is defined “in the agreement signed with the funder institution”. However; this
clause provides a general framework and doesn’t set implementation guidance. Therefore; cooperation with
industry or projects funded by institutions such as TUBITAK creates ambiguities in terms of IP ownership.
Even though Anadolu University offers solutions to such cases, this issue needs to be addressed by funding
institutions as well.
Anadolu University has started to put its revised Policy and Code of Practice on IP into practice and defined
its process and mechanisms. This is an ongoing and developing process, and each case has its own unique
requirements. With the increasing number of patents and commercialization activities, these process and
mechanisms can be varied and adapted in time.
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ARINKOM TTO’s TRL methodology for commercialization is a new and original system developed by TTO
Coordinators to categorize TTO’s technology portfolio for road mapping.
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ARINKOM TTO uses Technology Readiness Level (TRL) methodology in commercialization process to define
the TRL of results of a research or knowledge with a commercialization potential, to evaluate technology
for further levels and stages, to develop, valuate and finally to commercialize by bringing technology and
investors together.
In the early stages of this methodology, a kind of data mining method is being used to analyze the current
situation of the knowledge and to provide input for following activities. The general flow of the process
either at this stage or at the following steps are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Model for Creation of Excellence Centers and Clusters Researching World-Wide in Selected Critical Fields
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Examination of patent portfolio,
Defining projects with commercialization potential (TUBITAK,
Anadolu University funded Scientific Research Projects, etc.),
Academician interviews,
Interviews with technopark companies,
Studies and activities with potential entrepreneurs, and startups,
etc.

SCALING TRLs UP

TTO coordinators co-work on scaling TRLs up after defining the
TRLs of technologies found by using technology data mining
method.

INCUBATION AND
ACCELERTOR SERVICES

Scaling TRLs up through incubation services,
Preparing investor presentations and technology reports of
technologies that are mature enough.

COMMERCIALIZATIO
N AND FUNDING

Bringing technlogies, whose preparation phase is completed,
together with fund groups and managing the negotiations,
Completing the commercialization by licensing ans strategic
partnerships,
Preparing license and investment agreements.

It’s been observed in TTO activities that technologies’ not being mature enough has caused some problems
and shortcomings, and adversely affected the success of the commercialization process. The main problem
is patent application and commercialization efforts for technologies which have low commercialization
potential or the research outcomes at early stages. In addition to the waste of effort, time and finance

caused by these works; not being able to evaluate a lot of studies with high potential are among major losses.
Another important problem is the patent applications made before completing laboratory works. These
patents become a reason for patent violation for the patent applications containing the real technology that
has a high potential of commercialization. Therefore; it’s believed that defining TRL and scaling it up has a
crucial role in commercialization process.
TRL is a systematic measurement system that enables evaluation of the accuracy of technology and allows
consistent comparison of variance between different technologies. TRL is used for defining current situation,
making risk management, funding technology and making decisions on technology transitions in terms of
technology development.
TTOs, providing services in the fields of R&D projects, university-sector cooperation, intellectual property
rights and entrepreneurships, should define TRL of technologies no matter which fields they are in, and
they should be prepared to offer the convenient services to technology owners that are related to their
technologies. ARINKOM TTO started to work on TRL in 2016 by writing up the “Technology Readiness Level:
TRL” issue of ARINKOM TTO Publications. After writing this issue, ARINKOM TTO began to create its own
methodology to scale up the TRLs. During this preparation phase, questions asked by different institutions
to define TRLs were examined. Then these questions were interpreted in a general framework and
rewritten to address each and every technology field. With this study, a list of “TRL Defining Questions” was
created. The technology data mining and TRL defining of any technology welcomed in TTO either by direct
demands of technology owners or by efforts of TTO coordinators are conducted by getting the answers to
these questions from the technology owners. At this point, defining TRLs is the first step of scaling those
technologies up. Then comes the phase of road mapping for the purpose of increasing the current TRL. At
this phase, related TTO coordinators take necessary steps to follow the road map. Where necessary, the
road maps can be revised in the process.
The following guidelines are used to create a road map. These guidelines were characterized as a result of
ARINKOM TTO coordinators’ knowledge, experience and researches. They have importance to approach the
technologies in a systematic way and to define which road to follow.
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Even though the TRLs cannot be separated with clear lines, TRL 1-3 addresses to technologies which are
at the early stage and which need some researches to prove that they can be applied in industry. TRL
4-6 addresses the stages in which technologies are developed and tested in laboratory and relevant
environments. At these stages, it is aimed to carry out activities and researches to bring technology and the
customer together. TRL 7-9 is where technology is integrated to the ecosystem. At these levels, it is required
to provide support to enter the product into market and do the dissemination.
Based on this generalization on TRLs, ARINKOM TTO manages it’s the technologies in its portfolio by
categorizing them in accordance with the TRLs. This categorization is done by using 3-technology-pool
method.
With this method, technologies whose TRL is between 1-3 are listed in Pool No. 1. The ones between 4-6 are
listed in Pool No. 2, and the ones between 7-9 are listed in Pool No. 3. The follow-ups and road mapping of
these technologies are done by considering TRL Guidelines. For instance; technologies at TRL 1-3 are led to
TUBITAK ARDEB and/or Anadolu University Scientific Research Projects; and technologies at TRL 4-6 can be
led to incubation support and early stage fund groups. The decisions on road mapping come from the TTO
coordinators responsible for the services at which the first steps of the process will be taken. Follow-up of
the technology is also done by the same coordinatorship as well.
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Technologies in Pool No. 1 need to be developed to reach scaled prototype level (TRL 4). Therefore; technology
owners are led to Project Coordinators or University-Industry Cooperation Coordinators in ARINKOM TTO.
These technologies are expected to reach a certain level of maturity through TUBITAK ARDEB, TEYDEB or
Bilateral Project Programs, Anadolu University Scientific Research Projects or COST Program support. In
addition, pre-incubation activities can start where necessary.
In Pool No. 2, technologies are regarded in terms of commercialization and they are considered to be at
the early stage of commercialization. Preliminary search is performed on TRL 4 technologies. With this
search, risks are foreseen; and protection strategies as well as patent portfolio development strategies are
worked out. Technology road maps can be revised based on the results reached at this phase. Besides
IP process, TUBITAK ARDEB and TEYDEB application process can start if extended R&D search is needed.
Also incubation activities can start and early stage investment funds can be considered. Technology
commercialization reports can be prepared for technologies higher than TRL 4. If technology can turn into a
scalable business model and technology owner wants to found a start-up, the team can be taken into preincubation/incubation/accelerator programs.
Technologies in Pool No.3 are the ones with a prototype and verified test results. For these technologies,
investor interviews can start in accordance with the commercialization strategy. If necessary, incubation
activities can start or the technology owner can be led to TUBITAK TEYDEB Programs for extended R&D
studies with industry.
Commercialization strategies are prepared for the technologies at commercialization phase. This strategy
is designed by taking the related sector and market features, technology life cycle, IP ownership of
technology, characteristics of technology owner and the situation of current collaborations into account.
In commercialization; two main methods, which are licensing and investments from VCs, angels and such,
are used or in some cases, a hybrid method including both are being used. When technology is patented

but not tested in operational environments, then collaboration projects can be performed with potential
companies to test the prototype in operational environments. In case of successful results, this technology
can be licensed to the related company.
A process including all phases of scaling TRLs; in other words, taking a technology from TRL 0 to TRL 9
requires a long time to complete. Project management for technology development and making projects
with public funds take time. Also life span for R&D researches can last long. Therefore; the cycle of a whole
TRL scaling up process can take years. This is the reason why there hasn’t been a commercialization example
of ARINKOM TTO which includes a technology entering the TTO at TRL 0 and being commercialized at higher
levels yet. However, there are some success stories which include technologies whose TRL has been scaled
up. One of them is DÜPUS - Dynamic Production Planning and Scheduling Artificial Intelligence System
which became a part of ARINKOM TTO technology portfolio through BIGG program. Technology owner Onur
Bilge was awarded with BIGG support after completing BIGG-ANAÇ Technopreneurship Program. By taking
services from pre-incubation center ANAÇ, he increased his technology’s level from TRL 2 to TRL 4. Once the
startup was founded, the technology was moved from pre-incubation to incubation and its development
was followed. DÜPUS was presented to potential customers and investors at TechUp Accelerator Program.
Through the TechUp Accelerator process, the technology reached TRL 6.
Another example of good practice belongs to the technology on transparent ceramic technology whose
technology owner is Asst. Prof. Dr. İsmail Özgür Özer from Anadolu University Material Science and
Engineering Department. The technology was developed as a result of Dr. Özer’s academic studies and
researches. He made his first patent application on powder that he developed. Then he made his second
patent application on the method which enables turning the powder into products. The researcher was
supported by ARINKOM TTO and Şehir TTO cooperation to be prepared for investment meetings. As a
result of this process, the technology received its first investment from Diffusion Capital Partners - DCP for
Proof of Concept stage, and Dr. Özer founded his start-up. With this investment, he completed technology
verification studies abroad. Upon reaching successful results after these researches, the parties have agreed
on a second investment to perform tests on operational environments. As a result, the technology has been
scaled from TRL 3 to TRL 6.
Based on the successful results achieved through scaling TRLs up in commercialization process, this
method is believed to be fit and proper. However; as every living process and methodology, it is open for
improvement.
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This good practice demonstrates a set of unique methodologies to accelerate commercialization of the
inventions of Ege University.
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Introduction
The commercialization of invention is one of the main task of the TTOs in Turkey. Especially for the first
batch of TTOs, which funded in 2013 by TUBITAK, commercialization of research results become primary
objective. However, due to many different obstacles such as immature entrepreneurial ecosystem, lack of
Venture capitals, Angel Investors and entrepreneurial motivation among academics it is very difficult to
commercialize. Under these limitations, EU EBILTEM-TTO created new set of methods and tools to speed up
the commercialization of inventions.
EU EBILTEM-TTO supports Ege University in the protection of intellectual property resulting from the
research. To provide a clear and transparent process the University has developed “Ege University Policies
and Guidelines for IP Management” and this has been approved by the Senate. This guideline explains all
rules and regulations starting from invention disclosure of IP until commercialization process and revenue
sharing after the commercialization. The main idea behind having IP Management Policies and Guidelines
is to eliminate any potential conflicts between inventor and the university on the way to commercialization
and increase the number of licensing and commercialization of Ege University inventions.
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For this purpose, EU EBILTEM-TTO has been developing Ege University Patent Portfolio since 2013. The
patent portfolio of Ege University currently consists of 170 patents. However, some of the patents are not
ready to commercialize or need to be improved its technical and business capacity with further researches.
In order to accelerate the commercialization of Ege University’s IPs, EU EBILTEM-TTO has developed a new
tool, called “Patent Records” to bring them in front of national and international investors, business people
and entrepreneurs. It should be noted that only patents that are ready for commercialization are included
to the Patent Records. As of today, out of 170 patents of the Portfolio, only 49 of them are in the Patent
Records. We see and treat the Patent Record as the tool to contribute to local and national economy to grow
and generate jobs with high added value.
As of today, there are 49 patents in the “Patent Records” and as soon as it is implemented, it started to
provide results. Total of 8 licencing deals were completed; 5 by licensing to established companies and 3 by
licencing back to start-up companies of the inventors. Currently 7 more patents are under negotiation with
the companies. The main objective of the “Patent Records” is to promote IPs to any relevant stakeholders
such as investors, entrepreneurs and other parties to commercialize. In order not to limit the impact of the
Patent Records only to Turkey, all IPs were translated into English.

How it Works?
All of the patents were selected based on a detailed evaluation process in every step. After receiving
invention disclosures from researchers, evaluation process begins in order to select the right project for
the most appropriate type of intellectual property protection. As known, it is more important to bring
technologies to the marketplace rather than filling patent. Therefore, all of the selected inventions to
the Patent Records should have high commercial potential. The main purpose is to create a strong patent
portfolio for technology transfer and covert IP assets into business value and contribute to economic growth
of the university, region and the country.

The Patent Record is prepared as printed copy and e-document. All materials are in English and Turkish. This
makes Ege University IP not just local but global and attracts international investors.
Differences than Similar Applications: Although there are similar applications in other TTOs, the Patent
Records has some differences than others. These are;
a) The Patent Records is first of its kind,
b) It contains only high potential IP not all university patents,
c) It is prepared both English and Turkish,
d) It is updated/revised every 3 months based on new patents in its field,
e) Disseminated as printed copy and e-document.
As the second stage, the selected patents are documented as short videos and broadcasted in different
social medias; YouTube, twitter, Facebook and other channels.

Technology Promotion Videos
EU EBILTEM-TTO develops Technology Promotion Videos for selected patents from the Patent Portfolio.
Visual communication is one of the most powerful tools of our time, therefore, it was decided to make
patent videos and market them worldwide. It creates unlimited venues to reach new contacts for creating
licencing opportunities. The video recording is usually made directly in the researcher’s laboratory and
other related premises so that it can to show how the study was conducted during the projects and how it
end up a worldwide invention. These patent videos are useful for different reasons;
a) Create world-wide visual accessibility to the patents both in English and Turkish,
b) Receive immediate attraction of potential investors,
c) Help University’s reputation to increase,
d) Empower inventors and increase their visibility in the ecosystem and enhance their motivation for
further inventions,
e) Encourages other researchers that have similar infrastructure and capacity to research. about good
example for other researchers
The major benefit is, watching instead of reading significantly increases the understanding level of
the potential contacts. This is very important considering that the scientific approaches usually are too
complicated to understand for people who are not an expert in related field.
One example to this is “Dermalix”. Shortly DERMALIX is a novel patch made from natural skin components
developed for fast and effective treatment of chronic and open wounds. After the publishing of this video,
many interests were received from all over the world especially from USA. Some successful connections
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were made with potential licensors that lead to negotiations. As a result, a group of investors started
investing in this technology for the national phase of patent application.
For video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ELoIO2bk54
The second tool, which has been used by EBILTEM-TTO to promote and commercialize IP, is Enterprise
Europe Network and its unique tool for commercialization.
Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), was established in 2008 by the European Commission and have offices
in 60 countries around the world. The Partners of EEN are research centers, universities, chambers and
institutions and the main aim of the Network is to create technology transfer, business agreement and
research collaboration between beneficiaries, companies and counterparts. EEN uses different tools for its
purpose such as brokerage events, company missions and profiles.
EBILTEM-TTO is one of the 600 members of EEN and providing EEN services in the Aegean Region of Turkey.
Since 2008, EBILTEM has successfully created 279 technology transfer and business agreements between
Turkey and network countries.

Technology Offer (TO) Form
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Among EEN tools, the “Technology Profiles” are unique with respect to content and impacts. The purpose
of the form is to promote technologies in 60 countries via 600 centres to companies, entrepreneurs and
investors. The profiles are created as anonymous offers, only having EEN office as contact. This way
the recipients are focused on the technology itself and give enough information without violating the
confidentiality.
Patent documents have a special terminology so this jargon has to be converted to a more understandable
version for public. Therefore, a separate Technology Offer form is prepared for each patent application in
the Patent Records. Technology Offer Forms include some important points and unique details to attract the
third parties who potentially license the technology. Other potentials can be entrepreneurs who are capable
of launching a start-up ﬁrm based on the offered technology.
This form consists of 3 main headings; abstracts, strengths and weakness of the technology, implication in
the economy and benefits to the users.

How it works:
a) Preparation of TOs: Each patent in the Patent Record is converted to “TO” form by EU EBILTEM-TTO
staff. While transferring the information, most of the time new study needed to provide all necessary
details in the form. After drafting the form the TTO staff consults with the investors not to miss any
point or jeopardize the invention.
b) Submit to the EU via Intranet: After the submission, profiles go to “Internal Check”. One of the
colleagues of submitting office checks the profile to see if it matches the publication criteria. If all

information is in place, clear and easy to understand without any technical knowledge, submission is
validated and directed to Enterprise Europe Network Centre in Brussels.
c) External Reviewer: The Centre of EEN signposts the submitted Technology Offer to another reviewer
in the Network. The purpose of this review is to receive external opinion if the profile has a capacity
for partnering and all information provided is relevant. After this stage, the profile is disseminated in
the Network.
d) Dissemination at EU Level: After all review, the profile is promoted at EU level to companies,
organizations, investors and entrepreneurs.
e) Expression of Interest and Agreement: After dissemination, the profile attracts numerous interests
from different countries and EU EBILTEM-TTO staff contact companies to finalize the partnership and
help with negotiation. This complete process is coordinated by EU EBILTEM-TTO, free of charge.
One of the examples of this good practice is “Extra virgin olive oil powder”. This technology was developed
as a result of an industry-university collaboration research project. It is protected with a patent and the
non-confidential part was written into a Technology Offer via EEN system and promoted to other partners.
Technology received an immediate interest from Singapore with a request of promotion of further core
clients of Singaporean partner. Such patented technology caught attention of a couple of companies. All of
the requests received from Singapore were evaluated together with the inventor and the best candidate,
Johnson and Johnson, was selected for further negotiations. After two weeks of email communication
about the technology, a teleconference was arranged between the parties for discussing technical details
of agreements. As a result of the teleconference parties decided to sign a “Material Transfer Agreement”
for exchanging samples so that further tests has been be done in US laboratories of Johnson and Johnson.

Advantages:
• Way to attract international investors and companies,
• Short and easy way to go global market,
• Approved system and quality assurance,
• Internalization of local invention,
• Free of charge.

How to Implement by Other TTOs:
Patent Records and Technology videos: This tool is easy to replicate by other TTOs in Turkey. We are ready
to share our experiences and also forms and motivation to other colleagues in the Network. We could also
arrange meetings with our inventors to show how these tools increased their motivation. Therefore, this
good practice can be replicated by any TTOs who have high commercial value.
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Technology Profiles: Technology Profiles are available only for Enterprise Europe Network Partners and only
4 TTOs are EEN partner in Turkey. Therefore only 4 TTOs can directly use this tool. EU EBILTEM-TTO is one
of the best EEN partners in the Network and use all tools very successfully. EU EBILTEM-TTO welcomes all
other TTO’s relevant profiles to promote in the Network.

Summary
EU EBILTEM-TTO has been using different tools to commercialize Ege University’s inventions. For this, EU
EBILTEM-TTO developed its own approaches by using current available tools and by creating its own tools.
The main aim is to commercialize all IP as soon as possible with the highest financial income. Therefore, EU
EBILTEM-TTO is focusing in global market with the IPs.
In short, EU EBILTEM-TTO uses the funnel approach; Patent Portfolio (170 patents), Patent Records (49
patents), Technology Profiles (17 profiles) and technology videos (1). As results of these tools, EU EBILTEMTTO received 142 Expression of Interest, 79 negotiations started, 15 transfer agreements were realized, and
11 negotiations are continuing.
Besides commercial success, these tools and methodologies create awareness about Ege University’s
inventions and develop strong ties between EU EBILTEM-TTO and other potential investors.
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Summary
The TTO establishment and capacity development studies considered as the most important mediator
of university – industry cooperation, which is considered as an important mechanism in order to be
advantageous within the competitive environment that is developing continuously in our country.
Many universities attempting to establish a Technology Transfer Office face legislative difficulties in the
establishment phase, and difficulties in establishing and ensuring sustainability through application criteria
and expertise requirements of open calls.
TargeT, which is one of the first TTOs established as an incorporated company, has been developing its
corporate culture and technology transfer know-how since 2013 through a continuous monitoring and
evaluation of its activities and outputs. In the sense of the TTOs current experience and achievements,
the office has strategically exchanged know-how with universities in need of information transfer and has
executed a win-win based “TargeT Regional TTO” model that is tested in 2 universities.
The conducted studies and the feedback enabled the determination of the contribution of the model and
its outputs to the sustainability of cooperation among university-industry, university-university, community,
region and TargeT.

Introduction
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Gaziantep University, which embraces science, technology and innovative policies and 2023 goals of Turkey
as a mission, constantly develops within the field and gives emphasis on pioneer and innovative studies,
plays an important and effective role for both the Southeast Anatolia - Eastern Mediterranean and for
our country due to its geopolitical location. In this sense, the scientific and cultural studies and activities
conducted are in quality and value to set an example for the integration of science, society and industry.
Gaziantep University has taken considerable steps to realize “Science and Technology” and “R&D and
Innovation” concepts and culture within the region and possessed a self-improving and updating structure.
In particular, Gaziantep TEKNOPARK and TargeT Technology Transfer Office structures develop their authentic
work activities in order to sustain this ecosystem and to develop new strategies in line with common goals.
Gaziantep University was qualified for establishing a TUBITAK supported Technology Transfer Office in 2013,
not only with the studies conducted to fulfil the mission of quality training within the region but also to
fulfil the mission for R&D and Innovation. Thus, as the Technology Transfer Office, it has contributed to the
regional technology development in a significant way by continuing the research and development studies
together with the industrialists with the goal of embedding academic knowledge into product.
Within this context, TargeT Technology Transfer Office has started to spread the spiral university-industrysociety-public cooperation through the new model; “TargeT Regional TTO” as well as visibility studies within
the region, while carrying out studies focused on Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Bilateral protocols were
signed with Adıyaman and Iskenderun Technical University and liaison offices were established.

Discussing the industrial structure of the region where these two universities and other universities are
located;
• Iskenderun is the center of the iron and steel industry which is the locomotive sector of the region.
As of 2013, 31-32% of our country’s raw steel production of 34.65 million tons has been supplied by
İskenderun Gulf Region. İskenderun, which is a port city, has significant academic and technological
cooperation opportunities between the industrial establishments in Gaziantep and universities which
have sectoral diversity. The cooperation process between 2 universities has created an important
value for the researchers and organizations within the hinterland.
• In Adıyaman, marble and mining sectors have been developing rapidly within the recent years. On the
other hand, textile is the mutual sector in which Gaziantep and Adıyaman industry are both enhanced.
Within this context, the cooperation and the protocol between these 2 universities have encouraged
production of innovative and branded textile-outfit products and access to export markets and taking
mutual actions towards accessing the global market. The success created by the synergy between
the universities through the protocol and cooperation process, has made a significant contribution to
science and industry.
Through the TargeT Regional TTO model, it is seen that regional development can be ensured by technologybased / high-value-added products and stronger project teams can be made by cooperation of universities.
Regarding technology-based development of the region, experiencing that not only the university-industry
co-operation but also university-university co-operation is important through this good practice, a wide
context information sharing was obtained.

Target Technology Transfer Office and Institutional Structure
TargeT is the Technology Transfer Office of Gaziantep University, which was established as an affiliate of
Gaziantep TEKNOPARK with the motto “Right on target for technology transfer” in 2013. TargeT Inc. with
its 13 personnel and 5 academic consultants, continues to operate with high motivation with the vision of
being the best Technology Transfer Office that promotes social outputs and becoming a model for Turkey
and for countries with limited resources, within the Innovation ecosystem which has transformed from
“single researcher-single laboratory” model to “mass innovation” and “mutual production” model by
using mass intelligence.
The mission of TargeT Inc. is to mobilize the reforms of technology and science to establish sustainable
cooperation between industry, university and society, and to serve as a bridge/interface between science
and applied innovation.
The know-how on R&D, Innovation and Technology Transfer that TargeT TTO has inherited is the gain
of the experiences that Gaziantep University has applied in 44 years. Looking at Gaziantep University
chronologically:
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• Turkey’s first innovation center established in 1998,
• Brandcity Gaziantep Project together with Gaziantep Chamber of Industry in 2003 (www.markasehir.
com),
• Establishment of KOSGEB-Tekmer Gaziantep University Incubation Center in 2004,
• Innovation Valley Project together with Gaziantep Chamber of Industry in 2006 (www.inovasyonvadisi.
com),
• Establishment of Gaziantep TEKNOPARK in 2008,
• CIP GAPSUN AİA (EEN) European Enterprise Network Project Fellowship in 2008
• Intelligent Industry Project in 2009 (www.akillisanayi.com),
• Establishment of Naci Topçuoğlu Vocational School within the OIZ in 2009,
• Restructuring of Gaziantep University – Industry Cooperation Project (GÜSİAP) in 2011
• Establishment of Technology Transfer and Innovation Center with the support of IPA Programme in
2012
• Initiation of Intern Engineering application in 2013
• Establishment of TargeT TTO in 2013
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• The establishment of a 12 person capacity pre-incubation office within the Technopark and
implementation of Ent(egg)re-Initial Business Ideas Acceleration Programme in 201,
• Establishment of TEB-TIM Gaziantep Venture House located in the city center in 2014
• Establishment of a liaison office with the premises of Gaziantep OIZ in 2015
• Support for the project within the context of COSME European Enterprise Network in 2015
• Completion of the construction of 1750 m2 incubation center for Gaziantep Technopark activities in
2015
• Signing the first protocol with Adıyaman University within the scope of Regional TTO concept in 2016
• Signing of the second protocol with Iskenderun Technical University within the scope of Regional TTO
concept in 2016
Above studies were conducted for the creation of the model.
TTO establishments in Turkey vary. TargeT, is one of the first TTO Company established as an Incorporated
Company in 2013. As a business and economy oriented structure of a State University, it has gained extensive
experiences through its success process. The basis of the vision of TargeT since its establishment is to set
the best Technology Transfer Office model for Turkey and for Low and Medium Income Countries (LMIC’s).
Based on this vision and experience, the university has developed the “TargeT Regional TTO” model to
implement it as a pilot scheme, verify the model in a different region, disseminate, and present strategic and
economic benefits to stakeholders.

TargeT Regional TTO Model and Applications
TargeT Regional TTO is a model that provides services through TargeT TTO for scientists, entrepreneurs and
business owners to develop the technologies they require, transfer the developed technologies to economic
value, establish/improve businesses and meanwhile create opportunity for profitability. With this model,
TargeT TTO aims to develop and disseminate methods in line with Turkish conditions regarding business
development and technology commercialization together with stakeholders preferring to produce, earn and
grow jointly instead of competing.
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The TargeT Regional TTO model includes protocols and agreements that set a basis for two organizations
to conduct joint studies, to establish liaison offices within interested universities and develop cooperation.
The context of the protocols;
• Awareness, Promotion, Briefing and Training Services
o Awareness raising regarding technology transfer
o Ensuring the dissemination of academic knowledge and technological trends
o Build a bridge between R&D and commercialization (ArGeTi)/(Research-Develop-Commercialize
(RDC)) in the region and enhance competency
• Services regarding benefiting from Support Programmes
o Updated follow-up, announcement and twinning of national and international calls for proposals
o Coordination of project proposal preparation and application process,
o Updating information on academic and industrial projects, technology trends and funding sources
o Orientation of resources of fund providing institutions in accordance with the needs of region and
industrialists

o Project development / Management Services (University-Industry Cooperation Services)
o Identifying the technological competencies and needs of industrial organizations
o Generating new project ideas
o Identifying necessary resources (funds, information, infrastructure etc.) to meet R&D needs of
industrialists
o Developing university – industry cooperation and R&D projects.
o Project implementation process follow-up and reporting
• Intellectual and Industrial Property Rights Management and Licensing Services
o Raising awareness on intellectual and industrial property rights within the university
o Exposing the potential of intellectual and industrial property rights of the studies conducted
within the university
o Managing the application procedures for intellectual and industrial property rights
o Commercialization of intellectual and industrial property rights portfolio of the university
• Entrepreneurship and Corporatization Services
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o Supporting entrepreneurship activities of academics, students and individuals or companies who
have R&D project ideas
o Carrying out pre-incubation and incubation programmes
o Establishing investor networks and twinning with inventor entrepreneurs
TargeT TTO provides services on the mentioned topics and also contributes to the sustainability with the
institutional shares obtained from the contract amounts. In addition, the TargeT Regional TTO Model
provides access to key components of the institutional information infrastructure that requires time and
resources for our stakeholders.
Below are some of these components:
• Customer information system software,
• Business / project tracking system and software,
• Drafts for projects that can be submitted to funding sources,
• Institutional publishing,
• Corporate event design and management plans,
• Educational content and instructor pool that can be marketed to every institution,
• Professional staff support when necessary,
• Qualified employee support, employee orientations
• Contract preparation support,
• Financial Process Support,

• Patent application process management support,
• Financial advisory support,
• Access to paid databases that TargeT TTO has memberships
• Agreements involving cooperation model with sub-suppliers,
• Representation in networks,
• Joint representations in exhibitions,
In order to take advantage of this experience and infrastructure possibilities, model-based negotiations are
being held in the direction of stakeholder TTO requests. As a result of positive negotiations, regional TTO
notification documents are evaluated, orientation tours and stakeholder TTO visits are made in order to see
the application success of the stakeholder TTOs and ideas are exchanged on the common platform. This
step is followed by a team greeting and signing of the agreement and providing pre-training for TTO experts.
Following the agreement signing, the stakeholder TTO receives training and support package for experts
involved in the process through employee interviews and selection, which includes employee training,
monitoring of key performance indicators and feedback process, expert meeting participation support and
coaching, contract, project, consultancy report pool of know-how, TTO expert consultancy kits, assigning
short medium-term experts.
Stakeholder TTOs established through the Regional TTO model can benefit from products and services by
using their registered brands, such as Projet (university-industry cooperation), ArGeTi (RDC) Project Market,
Enteggre- Incubation Center, Innovation Café Events, R&D Center Support Package, TargeT Magazine, TargeT
Academy, Entrepreneurship Pipeline, Projein (Entrepreneurship and Innovation Certificate Programme),
BTAP-Mentor (Mentor Training Programme).
TargeT provides commitment through the agreements on compliance with full confidentiality principle,
compliance with stakeholder dynamics, 100% compliance with public legislation and supports and basic
processes (invention notification, incubation application, project support application etc.), and commitment
of activation in 1 month.

Conclusion and Assessment
Several universities in Turkey are conducting studies regarding establishment and capacity building of
technoparks and TTOs. Many of the universities are spending significant time and effort on intensive activity
areas, expertise required structure and current legislative obstacles under TTO. When considering the global
situation regarding TTOs that have long-term results, it is very difficult to establish, improve and sustain the
structure without the research outputs reaching a specific stage.
In order to overcome these difficulties, TargeT Regional TTO model, which evaluates the experience and
know-how of current regional structures and is based on cooperation and win-win strategy, was set forth.
The model has been tested at the long-established Adıyaman University and at newly established technologyoriented Iskenderun Technical University and continues to be developed based on the received feedback.
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As a consequence of the protocols based on the TargeT regional TTO model, within the scope of the studies
carried out with Adıyaman University and İskenderun Technical University for the last two years, important
economic and strategic outputs have been formed despite the recent start of implementation. Within the
scope of the activities held by Adıyaman and İskenderun offices; 4 contracted R & D projects, 12 national
patent applications, 15 patent preliminary research, infrastructure establishment of R&D centers for 2
private sector organizations, preparation of 7 scientific project proposals for funding institutions and 3
organizations established by faculty members were achieved. In addition, regarding capacity building within
stakeholder universities, applications for TUBITAK project preparation event support and project market
event organization supports were given and project market events were organized in both universities.
Within the context of the delivered services, TargeT TTO team periodically organize meetings and visits
(including focus group meetings) in both universities when the TTO experts need face-to-face interview
support, training on project proposal preparation and training for industrial organizations.
Offices established as liaison offices have completed their institutional development and represented
as ADYU-TTO and ISTE-TTO brands. Two full-time experts and one academic consultant in Iskenderun
Technical University and two full-time experts and one academic consultant in Adıyaman University are
actively working. Experts benefit from training and support packages and orientation training, following the
employment process.
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Within the two years of partnership period with stakeholder universities, the marginal contribution to TargeT
TTOs turnover is 550.000 TL. Along with the contribution of the income to sustainability, the implementation
has provided achievements. TargeT TTO has delivered share from contracted projects, the services delivered
together with stakeholders and the exhibitions participated which were organized with reasonable prices
and conditions. With the opportunities provided for the two stakeholders who do not have a techno park,
Gaziantep Techno Park has benefited from business establishments from these regions. The most important
point is that TargeT TTO shows potential in technology commercialization. With the invention capacities of
the stakeholders, the technology portfolio in which the TTO implements, the commercialization process has
enhanced.
TargeT Regional TTO model sets an example for university-university cooperation and basic level researchdevelopment-commercialization oriented cluster. In order to increase multiplier effect and to institutionalize
the model with the support of IPA II – Competitive Sectors Programme Activity 2.1. Research Development
2.1.2. Research Technology Development and Innovation Oriented Cooperation and Networking, a new
project application was executed.
Within the universities included in production reform package, with the law that provides an opportunity
establish a TTO company, the universities are discussing the model and strategic planning. Within this
context, regarding the sustainability of the structures to be established, it is important to benefit from
current experiences and to test the models. The TargeT Regional TTO model plays a role and undertakes
the mission of a technology transfer company incubator by promoting the stakeholders to establish
Technology Transfer companies within a medium term period and in the long view, it will continue to play a
key stakeholder role for universities which want to establish technology transfer companies.

ADIYAMAN ÜNİVERSİTESİ
“Teknoloji Transfer ve Ticarileşme Süreçleri İyi Uygulamalar Çağrısı” kapsamında:
Gelişmekte olan bir ülkenin gelişimi yavaş ilerleyen bir bölgesinde kalkınmanın
hızlandırılması için yapılan iş birliklerinin en iyi örneklerinden biri ADYÜ-GAÜN işbirliği
protokolüdür. Target-TTO proje yazma, fikri sınai mülkiyet hakları, üniversite–sanayi işbirliği
ve girişimcilik alanlarında kendini ispatlamış tecrübeli bir oluşumdur. Adyü-TTO olarak bu
alandaki çalışmalarımızda Target-TTO’nun tecrübesinde yararlanma avantajına sahibiz.
Sağladığı katkılar şu şekilde sıralanabilir.
 Yapmış olduğumuz Sanayi 4.0, Ar-Ge Reform Paketi ve Proje Yazma Eğitimi
Seminerinde Target-TTO uzmanlarından faydalandık,
 Uzmanlarımızın yetiştirilmesi için yardım aldık,
 İlerleyen günlerde Target-TTO ile 2 günlük Proje Yazma Eğitimi etkinliğini Adıyaman
Üniversitesinde gerçekleştireceğiz.
Bölgemizde Tübitak-1513 programından yararlandığından, elemanlarımızın yetiştirilmesi
ve tecrübelerinden yararlanmak istediğimizden böyle bir yöntem seçildi. Bu işbirliğinde en çok
memnun kaldığımız noktalar;
 Uzmanlarımızın yetiştirilmesi,
 Ortak yaptığımız çalışmalar.
şeklindedir.
Bölgesel TTO temalı bu programın başarı göstergeleri ADYÜ TTO’nun ;
 Fikri sınai mülkiyet hakları farkındalık semineri
 Sanayi 4.0, Ar-Ge Reform Paketi ve Proje Yazma Eğitimi Semineri
 Kariyer Günleri
 Adyü-İnovatif Proje Pazarı
vb. çalışmaları başarı göstergesi olarak sayılabilir.

Prof. Dr. Hasan SOLMAZ
Adıyaman Üniversitesi Rektör Yrd.
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This document presents the methodology used for the needs assesment of InnoPark TTO established in
2016 by Konya Technology Development Zone managing company InnoPark Inc..

Abstract
A needs assesment study to determine the policies and strategies and activities to be implemented within
the first 3 years after establishment has been conducted for InnoPark TTO which was established within the
context of “InnoPark TTO Establishment and Capacity Development Project” supported by TÜBİTAK 1601
programme. A needs assesment report has been generated as an output of the needs assesment study. The
report consists of the below listed components:
• Collected information and data
• Working Strategy and the objectives of Innopark TTO
• Services to be offerered and the activities to be implemented in order to meet the needs of the
region and enhance the R&D and innovation capacities of potential beneficiaries in the region,
• A 3 year action plan for InnoPark TTO that consists information on required activities, responsibilities
and activity calendar.
Various data collection and decision making tools were used during the needs assesment study.

Introduction
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Konya Technology Development Zone, has been established by the decision of the Council of Ministers
published in Official Gazette dated 24.06.2015 as the 60th Technology Development Zone of Turkey and
the 2nd Technology Development Zone of Konya. Konya TDZ is managed by the managing company named
InnoPark Konya Technology Development Zone Inc. “InnoPark” is Konya TDZ’s registered trademark.
Konya Technology Development Zone (InnoPark) is one of the few TDZ’s located within an Organized
Industrial Zone. Therefore, InnoPark is obliged to develop different policies and strategies compared to
TDZ’s established close to or within universities.
InnoPark is a need-oriented regional development initiative designed to provide economic growth based on
innovation in Konya region and to increase the production and exports of medium and high-tech products
in the region taking into consideration the priorities and needs of the region. InnoPark, plans to contribute
to establishment of a well operating regional innovation ecosystem, prioratize activities to ensure active
communication, cooperation and interaction between actors within the regional innovation ecosystem.
InnoPark is founded in Konya Organized Industrial Zone under the leadership of the Konya Chamber of
Industry. Executive management of Innopark is mainly comprised of representatives of the private sector.
However, 6 universities in the region are among partners of InnoPark. Mission of InnoPark is to create an
axis change in the regional economic activities so as to increase production and exports of medium and
high technology products in the region. To this end, Innopark strives to be a well-functioning universal
technopark which attracts researchers and entrepreneurs from all over the world, within where mass
production of new and advanced technology-oriented products is performed and which is involved in
national and international networks.

InnoPark Technology Transfer Office is established within InnoPark Inc. through “InnoPark TTO Establishment
and Capacity Development Project” granted by TÜBİTAK 1601 programme. The objective of InnoPark TTO is
to perform technology transfer activities needed for transferring the information created by universities and
technology oriented organizations in the region to organizations in need of this information. InnoPark TTO is
the department that plays an important role in achieving the purpose of InnoPark Inc.

Methodology of Innopark TTO Needs Assessment Study
A needs assesment study in order to determine the policies and strategies and activities to be implemented
within the first 3 years after establishment has been conducted for InnoPark TTO.
TTO needs assessment study was conducted by outsourcing some data acquisition and evaluation activities
to a supplier selected within the context of the procurement specifications prepared by InnoPark. The
team which conducted the needs assesment study consists of project personnel of the service supplier
and InnoPark. The most important factor in selection of the service supplier is that they possess a knowhow named “Innovation Scoreboard” which is used for measuring innovation capacity of industrial
organizations. “Innovation Scoreboard” (https://usimpinovasyonkarnesi.com.tr) is a web-based selfassessment methodology. “Innovation Scoreboard” is used in the needs assessment study for determining
the innovation capacity and the needs of industrial companies in the region on organization basis in order
to develope their innovation capabilities and skills.
The needs assessment study consists of 3 stages:
• Preparatory studies,
• Data collection and field studies,
• Development of a Needs Assesment Report through evaluation of collected data and information.
The below activities were implemented as preparatory studies:
• Establishment and meeting of the Project Advisory Committee,
• Determination of the potential beneficiaries of InnoPark TTO,
• Determination of requests, expectations and suggestions of innovation ecosystem actors through
Project Advisory Committee and focus group meetings of stakeholder organization,
• Determination of potential suppliers and service providers which will contribute to develop innovation
capacity of potential beneficiaries of InnoPark TTO ,
• Development of a potential service inventory for Innopark TTO to be offerto its beneficiaries.
In order to collect accurate and usefull information from the field, various information collection tools were
used. Below are the tools used for information collection:
• National and regional policy documents,
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• Statistical data regarding the region,
• Meeting minutes of the Project Advisory Committee,
• Needs Assesment Survey (answered by 72 production and service sector organiztions)
• Results of “Innovation Scoreboard” evaluation implemented to 30 industrial organizations
• Focus group meetings with 5 different beneficiary groups
o Managers and academic staff of universities,
o Representatives of public institutions,
o Technological entrepreneurs and Technology Development Zone organizations
o Organizations providing support services for innovation in the region
o Representatives of manufacturing and service sector organizations.
• Interviews with 20 opinion leaders and VIP’s
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During the field study, support was received from academic staff members and mentors who have experience
in relevant fields. The needs, expectations and recommendations of the following beneficiaries were taken
into account during the field survey:
• Industrialists (industrialist, professional manager, technical staff levels),
• Service sector organizations related to innovation and technology development activities (software
developers, consultancy organizations, engineering organizations etc.)
• Public institutions (Managers, personnel related to technology and innovation)
• Other actors within the innovation ecosystem
• Academic staff of universities
• Students in undergraduate and graduate programmes of the universities
• University graduates
• Professionals planning to establish their own businesses
• Council and management board members of chambers of Turkish Union of Chambers and Commodity
Exchanges
• managers of higher education institutions
• Civil Society Organizations (CSO)
• Managers of Konya Science Centre and Konya Youth Centre,

• Regional Directors of Ministry of Education, primary and secondary school teachers and students,
The objective of the field study is to collect information on below contents:
• Strategies to be implemented by Innopark TTO
• Thematic areas that Innopark TTO should focus
• Potential beneficiaries of InnoPark TTO
• Competencies and deficiencies of potential beneficiaries on innovation, technology development
and R&D in regional and organizational basis
• Thematic technology areas that are significant for the region
• Expectations of beneficiaries from the universities
• Expectation of beneficiaries from other innovation ecosystem actors
• New entrepreneurship areas/topics needed in the region
• High value-added products to be produced in the region
• High value added products for which the regional beneficiaries have difficulties in supply
• Qualifications of personnel who will be employed at Innopark TTO,
• Information on the number of staff to be employed at Innopark TTO
• Pending technological problems of beneficiaries in the region,
• Potential R&D project needs of the beneficiaries in the region,
• Good practices in the region on innovation and technology management,
• Information on potential mentors, consultants and experts in the region, who can contribute to
acticities of Innopark TTO.
• The missing actors of the regional innovation ecosystem
• Ineffective, inefficient and inactive actors of the regional innovation ecosystem,
• How ineffective, inefficient and inactive regional innovation ecosystem actors can be rehabilitated,
• How communication, cooperation and interaction between actors within the regional innovation
ecosystem can be increased
• The scope and context of the trainings to be offered by InnoPark TTO
• Activities and services expected from InnoPark TTO to increase innovation awareness of stakeholders
in the region and improve the regional innovation ecosystem
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In data collection activities, Innopark TTO attributed importance to the determination of potential service
inventory to be offered to potential beneficiaries. For this purpose, both validation of the pre-prepared
service inventory and determination of services that could be added to this inventory were questioned.
Data collected through the needs assesment field study is evaluated at a common mind meeting. The
participants of the common mind meeting were selected from the representatives of potential beneficiaries
of InnoPark TTO, which provided important contribution to data collection activities. InnoPark TTO Needs
Assesment Report is prepared by a team composed of project teams of InnoPark and the supplier company.

Results of the Needs Assesment
A needs assesment report has been generated as the output of the study. The report contains the following
components:
• Collected information and data
• Working Strategy and the objectives of Innopark TTO
• The services to be provided and the activities to be implemented in order to develope R&D and
innovation skills and capacities of potential beneficiaries in the region,
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• A 3 year action plan for InnoPark TTO that consists information on required activities, responsibilities
and activity calendar.
Various data collection and decision making tools were used during the needs assesment study.
The priority of InnoPark TTO is to contribute to the establishment of active university – public– industry
collaboration within the region. InnoPark TTO will act as an interface that ensures communication,
interaction, cooperation and collaboration between university – public and industrial organizations.
Innopark TTO will pay special attention to the following issues in its activities focused on university – public
institution – industry collaboration:
• Ensure innovation based economical growth in the region,
• Utilize the potential and strength of the universities for regional development, ,
• Promote entrepreneurship in new and high technology areas,
• Establish an effective and well functioning Regional Innovation Ecosystem,
• Increase interaction, communication and cooperation between actors of the Regional Innovation
Ecosystem,
• Contributing to efforts in the region towards transition to digital industry,
• Contributing to efforts in the region towards sustainable development and recycling/disposing of
industrial wastes,

• Contributing to efforts in the region towards energy efficiency in industrial facilities,
• Contributing to efforts in the region towards developing international relations of technological
enterprises in the region,
• Provide industrial design and Computer Aided Engineering support to industrial organizations in the
region,
• Contributing to efforts in the region towards development of renewable energy technologies
considering demand of regional actors,
• Attract entrepreneurs and researchers from other regions and foreign countries.
InnoPark is eager to accept companies that carry out R & D, design or software development activities
especially in IT, Life Sciences, Electronics, Machinery, Mechatronics, Energy, Environment, Defense Industry
fields in accordance with its vision and mission. InnoPark also attaches special importance to the mass
production of medium and high technology products within in Konya TDZ. In this context, InnoPark will
construct factory buildings suitable for mass production in order to promote production of hi-tech products
within Konya TDZ
InnoPark TTO will provide free of charge support to academic staff and students of partner universities
in; protection of their inventions through patent, utility model, industrial design registrations etc.,
commercialization of these inventions through licencing activities. InnoPark TTO will employ patent attorneys
and commercialization and licensing professionals with international experiences in IP management unit.
Innopark TTO will spend special efforts on creation of joint projects to national and international R&D grant
programs such as EUREKA, Horizon 2020, Eurostar, KAMAG etc. Within this context, suggestions, requests
and expectations of different actors in the innovation ecosystem were determined through the needs
assesment study.
Innopark TTO will provide mentorship, coaching and consultancy services in fields of R&D, innovation,
technology development, internationalization, branding, institutionalization, management of intellectual and
industrial property rights, financial management, operation management, marketing, international trade,
HR management, process management, quality, environment and energy management for manufacturing
and service sector organization in the region.
InnoPark TTO will provide training and consultancy services to industrial organizations in obtaining financial
resources from national and international R&D support funds. In this scope, InnoPark TTO will provide R&D
project preparation services and will carry out contract-based turnkey R&D projects or provide technological
consultancy support to R&D projects of the industry.
InnoPark TTO will act as an interface that markets research facilities of partner universities to industrial
organizations.
InnoPark TTO will organize interaction, training, motivation and promotion activities to different segments
of the society on innovation and entrepreneurship in order to contribute to the development of innovation
and entrepreneurship culture in the region.
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The Entrepreneurship Centre of Innopark TTO will launch entrepreunership programmes in order to
motivate and train academic staff, university graduates and students towards establishing their own start
ups in new and high tech focused fields. Innopark Entrepreneurship Center will spend special effort on
creating new sp,in-off’s and start up’s considering the needs, priorities and strategies of the region. Innopark
Entrepreneurship Center will provide incubation services to newly established technological startup’s for a
maximum period of 3 years.
InnoPark was authorized by TUBITAK as “BIGG Implementing Organization” in 2017. InnoPark, has launched
a preincubation program named “Entrepreneur Ramp”. Entrepreneur Ramp provides training, mentorship,
consultancy etc. services, office space and other opportunities free of charge to university graduates and
academic stff members to put their business ideas into practice. InnoPark Entrepreneurship Center will
provide pre-incubation services to university graduates throughout the whole year regardless of yaerly calls
of TÜBİTAK 1512 program.
Innopark TTO attaches great importance to the creation of innovation-focused clusters among organizations
in the region. Innopark TTO will collaborate with all actors in the innovation ecosystem to develop new
clusters in the region.
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In today’s world, renewable energy production has high strategic importance. After establishment of
Karapınar Energy Specialized Industry Zone, Konya region became a promising energy production center
in Turkey. It is expected that important energy production investments will be made in the region in
upcoming years. However, there are significant shortcomings in Turkey in the field of renewable energy
production technologies. This situation increases the importance of innovation and R & D activities in the
field of renewable energy technologies in Konya province. Innopark TTO’s “Center for Renewable Energy
Technologies” will aim to provide university-industry-public collaboration for the development of new
technologies in the field of renewable energy. Innopark TTO’s “Center for Renewable Energy Technologies”
will focus on the development of strategies and projects in the field of renewable energy production. These
attempts are made in order to meet the technology development needs of Karapınar Energy Specialized
Industrial Zone.
InnoPark Design Analysis and Simulation Center established within InnoPark TTO will provide reverse
engineering services needed in the design and product development activities of industrial organizations
in Konya OIZ and in the region. The center will generate solid models and technical drawings from sample
products by using reverse engineering tools such as CAD software and 3D scanners. InnoPark Design Analysis
and Simulation Center will provide rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing services to the industry by
using 3D printers. Besides providing industrial design, analysis and simulation services to SMEs, InnoPark
Design Analysis and Simulation Center will provide CAD and CAE software rental services to industrial
organizations in the region with considerably reasonable prices.
A FABLAB will be established within InnoPark Design Analysis and Simulation Center. FABLAB will be open
to access of entrepreneurs in Konya TDZ and to students and academic members of InnoPark partner
universities. InnoPark FABLAB will help inventers in production of prototypes of patented products to
support commercialization of registered patents.

InnoPark TTO will provide support for creation of an Angel Investor Network in Konya region in order to
support technology commercialization activities in the region. Angel Investor Network will be used as a tool
for encouraging establishment of new technological startup’s in special technology areas that are required
by the region.

Conclusion
InnoPark, initiated as a necessity-oriented initiative under the leadership of Konya Chamber of Industry, will
play an important role in transformation of Konya OIZ ino a next generation OIZ. It will provide important
contributions to the economic growth of industrial companies in Konya region based on innovation, will
contribute to accelerate the share of production and export of medium and high technology products in
Konya region, will contribute to create a well-working regional innovation ecosystem in the region and will
establish effective interaction, communication, cooperation and collaboration among actors in the regional
innovation ecosystem.
The Needs Assesment Report includes an action plan which will enable InnoPark to achieve its strategic
goals which were determined by taking the needs and expectations of the country and the region into
consideration. The action plan includes organization based activities for potential beneficiaries, action
calendar and performance criteria. The Needs Assessment Report can be considered as a search effort of
Konya Technology Development Zone towards 3rd Generation TDZ concept.
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The good practice is setting up a dynamic and synergic TTO with a well-defined Strategic Plan in a young
and rapidly growing foundation university.
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Introduction
Istanbul Medipol University was founded in 2009 as a foundation university in Istanbul. Since the foundation
focuses on the health of the study area, the university’s first faculties include medicine, dentistry, pharmacy
and health sciences. However, we see that faculties such as Engineering, Architecture and Law have been
established in a short time.
Almost all indices that evaluate universities in terms of scientific studies, innovation, entrepreneurship
and technology transfer are calculated by dividing the work done by the faculty member. For fast-growing
universities such as Medipol, this is a prime disadvantage. Nevertheless, the Technology Transfer Office
(TTO), established in November 2014, has contributed to the achievement of significant achievements of
Medipol so that it has reached to the first ranks in Turkey with respect to some of the indicators starting
from the first year of TTO.

The Brief History of Medipol
Establishment
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Istanbul Medipol University is a non-profit foundation university. It was founded in 2009 by Turkey
Education, Health and Research Foundation (TESA). The university has a powerful institutional culture,
entrepreneurialism and dynamism of continuous development. The university also aims to contribute
community and universal science by raising individuals who are focused on science and technology
production and able to answer the changing requirements of the community.
Medipol contains 13 Faculties; including Medicine, International School of Medicine, Pharmacy, Dentistry,
Health Sciences, Engineering and Natural Sciences, etc.. Medipol also contains 4 Graduate Schools with 35
Masters and 25 Ph.D. programs, 58 undergraduate programs and 66 vocational school programs (www.
medipol.edu.tr).

Medipol, a Rapidly Growing University
The growing speed of Medipol may easily be best seen from the numbers of academicians and students as
depicted below in Figure 1 and 2.
Figure 1. The increase in the number of academicians of Medipol University

Figure 2. The increase in the number of students of Medipol University

In the 2017-18 academic years, the number of academicians has already reached approximately to 800,
while the number of students reached to around 21.000 which are nearly twice of the previous year.
Another indicator showing not only the rapid growth, but also the scientific research capacity may be the
number of students in MSc and PhD programs as given in the Figure 3 and 4 as below.

Figure 3. The increase in the number of students in MSc programs of Medipol University

Figure 4. The increase in the number of students in PhD programs of Medipol University
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Research Infrastructure
Since contributing to science and technology production and being a pioneer in this field is the mission of
Medipol University, the research infrastructure of Medipol University has been continuously increasing.
One of the main research are in Medipol is regenerative and restorative medicine. Within a couple of years
the university achieved establishment of the core units of Medipol Regenerative and Restorative Medicine
Research Center (REMER), which was supported by a government grant from The Ministry of Development.
REMER is organized to harbor multiple core facilities and labs with the highest technology available and has
already started to attract many high profile researchers from all over the world (please refer to http://remer.
medipol.edu.tr/ for the details).
Among other research laboratories and training laboratories, communications signal processing and
networking center, computational cameras and vision research lab, innovative polymer nano-therapeutics
research lab, orthopedic research and biomechanics lab and advanced computational biophysics lab can be
counted as only some of tens of research laboratories.

TTO as a Catalyst for Development and Transfer of Technology
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TTO was established only 5 years later than the foundation of Medipol University, in November of 2014. The
first obstacle of TTO was to define the role for itself and prepare a good and realistic strategic plan to meet
the requirements and carry the universities to a challenging point while the university in a rapid growing
period.
Since the concept and practices of TTO was very new in Turkey, the starting point of the founder director of
TTO, İlker Köse was to analyze the best practices in both Turkey and other developed countries.
“Assist. Prof. Dr. İlker Köse, before his Medipol career, has 15 years of experience in both public and private
sectors mainly in healthcare IT and informatics. He was the project manager (as the World Bank Consultant)
of a couple of nation-wide health information systems driven by Ministry of Health of Turkey between
2003 and 2009. He has involved in six R&D projects in an international company and was in charge of
R&D department for 5 years (2009-2014). His academic research area is data mining applications in health
information systems.”
Regarding the analysis report, the management board of the university agreed on that TTO should not
only deal with only transferring the technology produced in Medipol; but also boost the production of
information and technology by including the relevant departments in it. This decision was mostly based
on the requirements and targets of the university to be in the first 50 University of the Entrepreneurial
and Innovative University Index (GYUE) of TUBITAK (Turkish Scientific and Technological Research Council
of Turkey). Indeed, when we notice the GYUE, we see that it has 5 dimensions and 23 indicators which are
covering the issues which start from the increasing the awareness of academicians and students about the
science, technology, innovation and entrepreneurship, then continue with producing the information in
collaboration with other stakeholders from industry and international parties, then end with transferring
the technology produced in the university. The dimensions and indicators are listed in Table 1 as below:

Table 1 Dimensions and indicators of GYUE index in Turkey
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How to Make a Good and Realistic Plan
As indicated before, GYUE was very essential in defining the role and strategic plan of TTO in Medipol.
Since GYUE has already included very comprehensive indicators about nearly all functions of a TTO, the
strategic plan could be easily shaped with respect to the GYUE indicators. It was a pragmatic way of defining
a strategic plan, but also a good and realistic way. As a result, in two months after establishing the TTO, the
Strategic Plan of 2015-2019 was published with 2 strategic aims, which are I) establishing and expanding
the TTO and relevant offices within, II) increasing the capacity of university to achieve to be in the first 30
university in GYUE until 2019. The strategic targets of the relevant strategic aims are then mostly defined
with respect to the GYUE indicators and the target values are determined to increase the existing position
of Medipol year by year in a realistic manner.
The Strategic Plan of 2015-19 was updated when Medipol published its own Strategic Plan for 2017-21, but
the spirit of the plan was kept while some additional targets were added and some of the target values are
updated with respect to the previous 2 years-experience.

Staff Policy
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Staff policy of TTO is based on using the existing capacity of the Medipol itself. Thus, most of the staff is
selected from the successful students from different faculties of Medipol. TTO supports the self-development
of the staff and encourages them to enter MSc and PhD programs in Medipol. So although there are 13
people in TTO now, the full-time equivalent staff is less than the number of people. The number of staff with
respect to years is given in Figure 5 as below.
Figure 5. Full-time equivalent of TTO staff

Organizational Chart of TTO and Step by Step Improvement Approach
Although the most of TTOs in Turkey are organized with respect to the dimensions of GYUE in order to make
reporting the indicators to TUBITAK easier; Medipol TTO has chosen functional organizational structure
to increase the academician (customer) satisfaction by assigning the as less staff as possible to the same
academician for all their necessities. The organizational chart of TTO is given in Figure 6 as below.
Figure 6. The organization chart of Medipol TTO
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The Strategic Plan of TTO was based on the foresights of the near future expectations and considered step
by step and achievable improvements. Thus all departments given in Figure 6 (except Incubation Center)
have been established one by one in 3 years after TTO was founded with respect to the Strategic Plan. The
incubation center will also be stablished in 2019 with respect to the Strategic Plan.
One of the main reasons of choosing this step by step improvement approach is fast growing up of Medipol.
First of all, the orientation and adaptation period of approximately 150-200 new academicians per year
must be considered. It would not be so that possible to establish and manage all departments of TTO at the
same time while there is such a rapid growing.
The last 3 years of experience proved that, this strategy was very successful. Another reason of the success of
Medipol TTO may be originated from the essential rules of TTO, given in Strategic Plan, which are; i) solution
oriented, ii) communication oriented, iii) collaboration oriented, iv) success oriented, v) perfectionist and
vi) innovative. Those essentials and values are continuously reminded to the staff and the satisfaction
of academicians with the service given by TTO is always taken as nearly the only criterion of success in
Medipol TTO. Based on those rules, the experts working in TTO try to establish a good communication with
academicians, and to be both solution and success oriented. They are always perfectionist while doing their
jobs and seeking for opportunities to increase the collaboration among academicians and other parties.

Operational Information System and Reporting
Since TTO has very comprehensive responsibilities, following all projects, patents, etc. is always one of
the most important issues. Although there are some COTS software products in Turkey developed for
TTO, Medipol chose developing a new module to its existing information system, called as MEBİS. This
method gave the management of TTO to chance of customizing the information system as their local
requirements. Because of the time constraints, rapid application development method was conducted and
lean management approach was chosen in design in order to make the application more efficient.
This application can be used both academicians and TTO staff. While academicians can manage their own
projects and patents, etc., TTO staff can manage the projects and patents that they are responsible from.
Thus this easy to use application became an efficient interface between TTO and academicians in a short
time.
On the other hand, monitoring the information in this application is another important point for a better
management. For all dynamic-interactive reporting issues, QlikviewTM product is conducted and the inmemory dashboard technology of QlikviewTM enabled the manager of TTO to analyze the progresses using
different dimensions and indicators very rapidly.

Issue Tracking
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Aside from the project and patent management, the daily issue tracking of each member of TTO is another
essential management issue. In Medipol TTO, JiraTM is conducted for issue tracking studies. Although JiraTM
is mostly used in Software Development studies, because of its flexibility it can be adapted for different
purposes and processes. The figure 7 shows a simple graph of the issues that recorded in JiraTM with respect
to the name of the issue type during approximately 3 years.
Figure 7. Number of issues with respect to the projects

Achievements
Research Projects
The effects of the establishment of TTO began to be seen in a very short time. Since the first office in
TTO was Sponsored Research Office, the first effect of TTO occurred first in the number of project grant
applications to TUBITAK. The figure 8 shows the cumulative number of ARDEB (TUBITAK) proposals and
supported project by Medipol and while figure 9 indicated the total amount of grant taken from ARDEB.
Figure 8. Cumulative number of proposals and supported projects to TUBITAK ARDEB (as of October 2017)
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Figure 9. Cumulative amount of grant (TL) transferred by TUBITAK ARDEB (as of October 2017)

This rapid increase is not only in the number of proposals, supported projects, and amount of grant; but
also in the number of approved applications per academician and the approval ratio of the proposals with
respect to other universities. Medipol University has the 3rd rank after Bilkent and Koc Universities based on
the statistics of 2016 shared by TUBIRTAK.

IPR Management
Aside from the research project studies, the intellectual property right management of Medipol has initiated
in the June of 2016 by establishing the Patent Office under TTO. The outcomes of Patent Office has also
achieved just after the establishment as indicated in Figure 10 below.
Figure 10. Number of IP applications (as of October 2017)
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As all we know, the number of IPR files is not so important alone if we are not good at transferring the
technology. Medipol TTO prepared a booklet for all the patent idea and shared all information in different
well-known patent commercialization platforms. And thankfully there are 3-4 patents under negotiation
with the stakeholders from the industry even right now. It is most probably that there will be a couple of
sales in 2018.

Industry Relations
Medipol TTO has just established an office for University-Industry Relations. But even before this office,
there were some studies to manage the contracts between academicians and industry. The figure below
shows the number of academic consultancies given to the industry by different faculties.

Figure 11. Cumulative number of industry consultancies given by academicians

Conclusion
Medipol University is a very young, rapidly growing and challenging university in Istanbul. TTO concept is
very new among academic domain in Turkey and thus TTOs differ in their organizational structures and
functions. Establishing a TTO in such a fast growing university has a couple of important difficulties. Medipol
TTO experience showed us it is possible to establish a TTO in a rapidly growing university and keep most of
the indicators in very high level. The main factors of this success are i) good requirement analysis based on
the ranking systems of TTOs, ii) well-defined and achievable Strategic Plan and a good vision, iii) efficient
management tools (information and reporting systems), management, iv) a good skill management of the
staff v) high level support of the university board to TTO, vi) experience and expertise of the manager of
TTO.
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This good practice is for the methodology of technology evaluation and validation being used by SELÇUK
TTO and is described with workflow charts.
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The Essence
Many inventors are mainly just “inventors” and they need help almost every stage of commercialisation.
Most cases the ownership of IP is the only weapon that provides them a strong negotiating position in the
process of getting into a strategic partnership, further funding negotiations or even the further testing and
prototype finalising stage.
A techno park which has many SMEs, built around strong IP protected marketable ideas has a better chance
to survive a sustainable lifeline. Keep in mind that it’s a win-win situation for both the techno park and
entrepreneur. Thus for steps regarding commercialisation must be well organised, open and repeatable. In
our case, SELÇUK TTO offers commercialization services to 3rd parties mainly companies of Konya Teknokent
and academic innovations, for making the win-win situation come to life for both the Konya Plains Region,
innovators and Konya Teknokent itself.

Introduction
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Global competitiveness level of a country is directly connected to that country’s ability to produce “new
information” and its “technological development level”. Being able to produce technologically advanced
products has substantial return economically. Thus for mechanisms which connects the new information and
technological application together under the same roof is needed to advance economically. Countries which
have succeeded to create the necessary environment for these mechanisms to operate with sustainability
has higher ranks in technology based development rankings. On a brief moment it will be meaningful to
remember that in today’s world even the result of wars are decided by the development level of countries.
In order to advance in technology development ratings there’s a growing need for developing countries,
turning the knowledge generated in Universities to economy by using University-Industry collaboration tool
and protecting the innovations produced throughout this process by IP Rights.
The broadly accepted Etzkowitz’s “Triple Helix Model” is related with the theoretical structure of universityindustry-government cooperation. It covers the University for generating knowledge through research, the
Industry for transferring this knowledge into practice, the state for providing the necessary support for
the formation of fruitful collaboration platform. Techno parks are aimed to bring together this trio with
collaboration under the same roof. According to the definition of The International Association of Science
Parks (IASP), a techno park is an initiative managed by expert professionals with a main purpose to support
the innovation and competitiveness culture of the information based firms within to increase the wealth of
the society.
The European Patent Office (EPO) states that about 70% of the information in patent documents is not
available elsewhere and with more than 800,000 patents granted annually around the globe it’s clear that
patent documents are rich sources of information. Patent documents provide useful information on the
state-of the art, which would enable an enterprise to avoid unnecessary wastage of resources and this
way reducing the normally high R&D costs. Patent information can also provide useful information, which
can lead to product improvement or to design-around inventions. Techno parks should play a significant
role in this for their tenant companies. Many of the firms established in techno park are star-ups usually

founded by young and dynamic entrepreneurs both academics or else. This shows us that they are short on
resources, especially on finance, and can’t hire in-house or outsource legal councilor’s or patent agents and
heavily dependent on their techno parks on many aspects, especially on these two expensive ones.
Globally the number of patents owned by an enterprise has been used as one of the key indicators for
determining innovation intensity of that enterprise. In addition, patents are also used as a measure of output
of innovation. As we look at the biggest acquisition agreements or mergers numbers the IP system plays
a significant role in helping businesses to gain and retain its innovation-based advantage and their peak
values. For example at 2011 Nortel has sold its 6k patents to Apple and Microsoft for 4.5 Billion US Dollars,
in a more recent takeover Google paid for Motorola which has roughly 17k patents, 9.5 Billion US Dollars.
On this point it will be useful to remember that most potentially innovative ideas end up in the valley of
death and for most technology-based start-ups, IP also plays an important role in safely navigating through
the “valley of death.”
The reason behind that is in most cases, an invention often needs external help in terms of funding, technical
knowledge, marketing, etc. IP, particularly patents, often play a crucial role in facilitating access to business
angels and other further funding mechanisms such as venture capitals, financial institutions etc. Those
mechanisms provide a “lifeline” for an invention to reach the marketplace.
Because many inventors are just inventors, they need help almost every stage and on most cases the
ownership of IP is the only weapon that provides them a strong negotiating position in the process of
getting into a strategic partnership, further funding negotiations or even the further testing and prototype
finalising stage. A techno park which has many SMEs, built around strong IP protected marketable ideas
has a better chance to survive a sustainable lifeline. Keep in mind that it’s a win-win situation for both the
Techno Park and entrepreneur and as described above on many cases their only weapon in this wilderness
is the successfully protected marketable ideas.
To make it happen, Konya Teknokent has a patent support program named PADES which is being run since
2009, a detailed invention disclosure form and a subsidiary IP valuation tool. Every inventor needs to fill
the form to apply for the program and to have a free patentability search which is done by the patent
and trademark attorney working in house. After the search the results are shared and discussed with the
inventor together. In case both parties agree on
The patentability of the invention than the invention disclosure form is send to an independent patent office
via outsourcing and the process is repeated by a second report from an independent patent Office chosen
by depending on the field invention. If that search don’t conflicts with the first report that shows us the
invention could be patented. To make the PADES program more efficient Konya Teknokent has a board of
“veteran” inventors which inspects the patent applications on the aspects of patentability and commercial
success. At the moment in Konya Teknokent there is a systematic roadmap and coaching mechanism for
commercialisation of ideas produced via Research and development activities and based on win-win
mentality for both the entrepreneur and the Techno Park.
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In the Intellectual Property process, SELÇUK TTO is at the side of the property right holder even though
the application stage for products subject to industrial rights has not yet begun. In this way, the protection
scheme can be drawn more easily and the legal way to protect an idea can give the inventor maximum
advantage on the later stages.
We call that advantage because it provides;
• No confusion occurs because after the application / protection route has been determined,
• As the intermediary institution (interface) in the commercialization activities, we participate in the
name of the beneficiary at meetings,
• IP Rights are manageable,
• It is easy to be represented within an institutional structure.
In addition, even if it is not subject to industrial rights, intellectual property products are protected by the
mobilization of related modules, and the processes required by each invention / idea can be carried out in
private.
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After the necessary steps are taken / after the negotiations are made, the way of commercialization is
informed by the specialist unit representatives of the inventors who are the inventors in the special contract
preparations in that way, the final contracts are arranged by TTO and the rights holders are also not left
alone at this stage.
In addition to these possibilities, requests for technical improvements are also passed on to the beneficiaries.
If necessary, it may be possible to turn to the common R&D processes with the aim of ensuring funding for
the establishment of new POCs by matching the expert with experts from other branches of science.

Patent Support Program Process and Phases
1- The ideas / products / ideas / projects / projects that have the academicians or techno polis firms are
collected with the “KT-FR-116 PATENT INTERVIEW INFORMATION FORM” by the Intellectual Property
Rights and Commercialization Department of the Technology Transfer Office.
2- The Intellectual Property Unit conducts a preliminary patent search of the shared information and
then outsources it with to the independent Patent Attorney.
3- In conjunction with the KT-FR-086 PADES FRONT RESEARCH FORM filled in by the patent attorney, the
preliminary research result is submitted to the Intellectual Property Rights and Commercialization
Department of the Technology Transfer Office.
4- If the owner of the invention thinks that the novelty is not broken with the documents which are
found as a result of the examination of the documents, the inventor applies for Patent Support
Program by filling “KT-FR-017 PADES PATENT SUPPORT PROGRAM SUPPORT APPLICATION FORM”.

The invention is than evaluated under the Innovative Scale, Patentability, Commercial Potential,
Common Affect aspects in the “Patent Evaluation Board” and the Board decides whether to support
the invention financially or not.
5- For the inventions the board has approved, the inventor makes the patent application to the
Turkish Patent Institute by the help of a patent attorney chosen in out “Attorney Portfolio”. After the
application the attorney fees paid to the inventor.
6- The necessary negotiations are held in order to the invention to be included in the “SELÇUK TTO
Patent Portfolio”.
7- The Commercialization Brokerage contract is signed with the inventor for the commercialization of
the subjected invention if the commercial aspect is on the right side of the chart.
The commercialization process, which is schematically illustrated is operated with the inventors, or
know-how owners.

Evaluation of Technology Phase
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In addition to preliminary commercialization made by the Patent Appraisal Board in connection with the
determination of the commercialization potential of the Intellectual Property value, the “SELÇUK TTO
Technology Evaluation Document” (fully compatible with the KT-FR-166 Invention Notification Form) that we
put into practice in 2016 is used. Within the scope of the document, SELÇUK TTO is looking for the answers
of 35 different and carefully selected questions determined as a result of the analysis of the knowledge and
competencies that the TTO has obtained under the title of commercialization under the in the past years.
Related questions and answers provide information for the management of the resources of SELÇUK TTO
and portfolio prioritization.

In this frame, “SELÇUK TTO Technology Appraisal Document” is filled by IP and Commercialization Unit by
making sure that the commercial potential of the technologies are brought together with the inventors of
the commercialization purposes and by verifying the information received in these negotiations.
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In the technology valuation phase, different questions are assigned to different titles, and different
Technology Points are obtained, first on a segmental basis and then as total Technology Valuation Points.
Technology scores reveal the state of the technology being evaluated in eight different titles, and the
identification of the commercialization path is completed by ensuring that the data is analysed for each title.
These 8 chapters of the main criteria are explained in detail below, however these are not carried step by
step, mostly at the same time, by different departments in SELÇUK TTO, but if one of the criteria’s in the red
zone, it means the technology is not workable, and units stop their investigation.
A. Patentability, Patent Scope and Force (For the patent applied inventions)
In the current model in Turkey, TTOs are both aiming at a high number of applicants to determine the IP Scores
of the universities, while also working on outputs to be commercialized. In this context, every invention
disclosure a TTO receives is not comprehensive and is not exclusively patentable. In this framework, patent
scope and force is investigated in the first stages, in terms of management of commercialization effort.
On this stage after the examination of filed patent document by the in house patent attorney by using the
answers in the questionnaire, the Technologies are ranked from 1 to 5, as 5 being the highest.

B. The Innovative Scope of the Technology
The innovative nature of patents is also an important factor in determining the path to commercial viability.
In most cases it takes a long time for the acceptance of radical innovations in the field to be accepted by
the third parties, but in the contrast the income to be obtained when the innovation is completed is also
dramatically on higher levels. In this stage given that the awareness of commercialisation is relatively low in
our county, we describe patents which score over 2 points as workable.
C. Time Needed for the Product to the Market and TRL
It has been established that the conceptual phase of the interest in the market has been to the technologies
completed or at least has the first prototype, called “ugly prototype” in the technology transfer literature.
In this framework, the 9-part “Technology Readiness Level Scale” is divided into 5, and the technologies
that are at Technology Preparatory level are evaluated with 3 points and started to commercialize by the IP
and Commercialisation Unit according to the funding requirement. While the other technologies are being
shared by Module-2 and Module- 3, or even sometimes to the Module-5 if they are platform ones.
D. Market Need
Every technology doesn’t have market demand which has a high level of demand because so some
shortcomings of its nature Thus for Market Need is a criteria when it comes to directing commercialization
efforts. In this section, markets are inspected by using some paid market analysis tools and precommercialization interviews with the market players, and the markets evaluated with open, convincing,
proven potential customers are scored 5 points.
E. Size of the Market and Competition
Large and growing markets around the world are rated at 5 points and since large markets are bringing
competition together, TTO operates for a technology with a market size of over 3 points, competition and
risk factor below 3 points and we take average of it as a single point on our evaluation chart.
F. Accessibility of the Market
The accessibility of technologically targeted market, in terms of newly entering technologies is covered
under this heading. Under this heading are also examined and scored the necessary permits to be taken
prior to the production of the technology, the regulations it is subject to, whether it is a clear and feasible
business model, the TTO effort is also evaluated.
G. Team
The qualifications of the group that demonstrates the technology subject to evaluation are reviewed
under the Team heading. The evaluation titles related to the previous project experience, team member’s
qualification criteria, and whether the team has successfully established a successful cooperation with
SELÇUK TTO have been reviewed and scored.
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H. Amount of the Investment Needed
In practice, although the problem is mostly not encountered at the stage of data provision, it has been
determined that sometimes the data provided by the technology owners are not healthy due to the fact
that technology owners over-value the technology they invented. For this reason, a system has been
introduced aiming to establish a more methodological approach in the data validation phase. TTO Experts
at the data validation stage are carrying out activities by using international search engines, ELSEVİER
Program, communication with individuals in the sector directly and evaluation of information with 3rd
person academicians who are experts in the field of technology evaluation in our university. This way we
can cross check the investment needed and direct the technology to the other modules.
Than if the technology meets with the necessary criteria’s an intermediary agreement about commercialization
is signed with the inventor and the SELÇUK TTO experts start to work on the technology for a more detailed
further evaluation and validation about the results that has been investigated at the first stage.
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Commercialization and Marketing Strategy of IP Phase
After the process of PADES and the Intellectual Property and Commercialization Deputy Expert Personnel
and other TTO experts are attempting to implement the further Technology Valuation by interviews.
Following the evaluation process, the brokerage contract with the technology owner and the
commercialization services is signed and the Intellectual Property Market Analysis is done and the model is
determined about these technologies which are decided to follow.

The important point here is that if the decision to go to the establishment of “Start-up Company” between
the output of the model and the strategy creation process is made, the technology will be transferred to the
relevant TTO module, and for the establishment of the company, the creation of funds using both module
instruments. Because Turkey is relatively rich when it comes to governmental supports, TUBITAK funding are
generally used for such technologies.

Licensing Strategy / Start-up Strategy Phase
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Following the above steps, the technologies are divided into two within the scope of integration between the
modules regarding the technologies coming into the phase of the Licensing Strategy / Start-up Strategy, and
the activities indicated in the graph are carried out by carrying out the activities related to the technologies
to be formed with the licensing strategy mainly in the IP-Commercialization Unit.
In this phase, the IP-Commercialization unit is integrated with the other module concerned and the patent
holders are directed to the appropriate application regarding the projects deemed necessary to be financed
from the 3rd Party institutions and organizations. On the other hand; for the works carried out by the
incorporation module, the business models-plans are managed together with external experts such as TEB
Girişim Evi. Funds are provided within the scope of programs such as Teknogirisim Capital Support such as
Selçuk TTO BİGG and the company establishment is done.

Negotiation and Eventuation Phase
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Negotiations with actors on behalf of technology transfer-related declaration statements or negotiations
with TTO direct contacts are mainly carried out by IP-Commercialization Unit within the scope of the
activities indicated in the “Negotiation and Conclusion” step. This section enables negotiations to be carried
out more effectively and is represented on all commercialization negotiations at the level of Selçuk TTO
Project Executive and Project Manager. As a result of the protocols made at this stage, if the transfer of the
know-how involving patience is made, the project grant applications of the company that takes over are
managed by TTO.

Management of Contract Phase

In the last part, the related contracts are managed by Selçuk TTO. Contracting mechanisms are put into
action in the direction of willing parties brought together in the commercialization process and contract
management structure is established by taking advantage of the activities in the graphic and contract
management is provided in certain situations.
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“We always support commercialization.”

Introduction
As TOBB ETU TTO, we provide support to our academicians from the time idea raises to commercialization.
We start with one-to-one contacts. We conduct all the processes including patent and utility model to
protect the ideas of our academicians. Furthermore, we provide legal support to our academicians in order
to protect intellectual property. We raise funds to develop inventions which are in low TRL. We meet with
companies in order to commercialize and conduct the processes of contract.

Intellectual Property and Commercilization
As TOBB ETÜ Technology Transfer Office, we make B2B within the scope of increasing awareness about the
commercial rights of the academic members, students and entrepreneurs in the university. In addition, our
academicians can submit their ideas, which may be subject to the patent, to the TTO whenever they wish to
do so by means of the invention notification form.
In addition, we provide legal services about intellectual property rights which might be subject to the patent
in the projects conducted under the university-industry cooperation. In terms of commercialization, we
have identified the TRL levels of inventions in university’s patent portfolio and set out the commercialization
roadmap for each invention.
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We cooperate with our entrepreneurs on our own network in order to make early stage inventions as
Minimum Viable Product.
In addition, we raised fund, named as “Commercialization Fund” for upgrading TRL levels of inventions
and commercialization of invention. This fund is raised by University’s share of R&D projects. In this view,
University’s top management strongly support the fund transferred to commercialization and University
TTO Executive Committee decides to transfer it to commercialization fund.
As TOBB ETU TTO, we make negotiations with various institutions and organizations that are being carried
out on the sectoral basis in the process of transferring the inventions included in the patent portfolio to the
industrialization and increasing the maturity levels of the inventions.
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Some Successful Cases
Within the our commercialization model, “Kabuklu Vida” invented by Associate Prof. Teyfik DEMİR, who
is faculty members of Department of Mechanical Engineer, licensed to EFMED Co. Ltd. As TOBB ETÜ
Technology Transfer Office, we have supported the entire process from the application of the Patent / Utility
Model to the faculty member to the licensing process. In this context, negotiations with companies have
been carried out to increase and commercialize the TRL level after the patent / utility model application.
After the negotiations, licensed agreement was signed with EFMED Co. Ltd.
Another example of commercialization model is the Know-How transfer to Anadolu Efes Co. Ltd. by Assoc. Dr.
Zarife Göknur Büke who is a lecturer in Department of Material Science and Nanotechnology Engineering. In
this, TTO provides legal support to protect the end result Know-How. The transfer and the necessary contact
of Know-How resulting from this project have been conducted by TTO.
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